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This dissertation considers the role of drama in staging the English preoccupation
with “martial subjects”—military affairs, and more particularly, the individuals employed
as soldiers of the crown. This study accounts for these characters’ prevalence at the
playhouse and examines how their deployment on stage enabled competing, gendered
articulations of Englishness and empire during a crucial seventy-year period in the
development of national consciousness in Britain. Analyzing works composed,
performed or printed between 1590 and 1660, I argue for the soldier’s centrality in an onvii

going cultural discussion about the rights and responsibilities of the individual subject in
state affairs. Military obligation remained a concern for both subjects and ruling elites,
persisting whether England was at war with foreign enemies, at peace, or embroiled in
civil disputes within a still-forming Great Britain.
Dramatists staged the problem of military obligation as an urgent matter of
national security and unity, re-membering threats to the national body politic in the
bodies of those who took up arms on its behalf. For instance, in addressing England’s
vulnerability to home-grown rebellion as well as foreign enemies, the plays in
Shakespeare’s Henriad and John Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant call attention to the
unruly, recalcitrant soldiers called upon and coerced to arm for the defense of king and
kingdom. As they do so, these works lay bare the vexed interdependence of monarchical
authority and military power in early modern England; rather than test the country’s
martial mettle, these plays test the limits of subject loyalty and royal responsibility. The
tension between crown and citizen exposed in these limits is even more apparent in
Caroline and Commonwealth works, J.W.’s The Valiant Scot and Margaret Cavendish’s
Bell in Campo. Depicting intra-British conflicts and civil war, these plays present soldiers
as both poison and cure for a nation whose borders are not so much ill-defended as they
are ill-defined. Whether dramatists staged martial subjects in Elizabethan history plays or
in commonwealth closet drama, they established soldiery as a dynamic institution whose
shifting relationship to ruling elites had profound implications for all English subjects and
the even for the future of the British empire.
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Introduction

Playing Soldiers
This dissertation examines representations of soldiers and soldiery in English
plays produced between 1590 and 1660. Composed, performed or printed between the
last decade of Queen Elizabeth’s reign and the restoration of Charles II, the texts that
command the focus of my study belong to a critical period of English military history,
encompassing the years immediately following England’s famous (though incidental)
defeat of the Spanish Armada, as well as an intense twenty-year period marked by civil
war and experimental and unprecedented military government. I trace in this project the
ways in which dramatic works from this period foreground diverse and often intense
cultural anxieties about martial subjects. I employ the phrase “martial subjects” here and
1

in my study’s title to convey not only topical concerns about military affairs, but also––
and especially––the particular English subjects employed as armed servants of the Crown
and commonwealth. Representations of soldiers were prominent in roughly half of all
English plays produced between 1590 and 1660, and their significant presence in the
drama has not been addressed substantively in literary scholarship. This study accounts
for these characters’ prevalence at the playhouse and examines how their deployment on
stage enabled competing, gendered articulations of Englishness and empire during a
crucial seventy-year period in the development of national consciousness within Britain.
My sustained investigation of these subjects and their manifestations in dramatic works
not only brings additional historical complexity to current critical assumptions about the
English theater’s engagement with contemporary non-fictional theaters of war, but also
enhances our general understanding of the place of the individual subject in the larger
political affairs of Tudor, Stuart, and Commonwealth England.
The early modern soldier was at once an archetypal and exceptional figure in
English culture. In the sense that all crown citizens owed service and allegiance to the
ruling monarch, the dramatic soldier was to some degree an “everyman” character,
representing the position of all male English subjects. Indeed, the prospect that most men
could be called upon to muster on behalf of king and country at some point in their lives
suggests the potential for a primary playhouse demographic to identify with martial
protagonists. In Elizabethan England, for instance, all male subjects aged 16 to 60 could
be levied for service in the militia or trained bands in times of national emergency, a
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statutory fact that speaks to how deeply the soldier’s experience might resonate with
theatergoers.
But if the staging of soldiery facilitated these dramatists’ interrogation of the
respective duties of all subjects, it also emphasized the distinctiveness of members of the
culture whose particular brand of service was more dangerously acted than that of other
Englishmen. Literally bearing the signs of their servicium debitum to king and country––
arms, state-issued coats, and their Prince’s standard––they were the agents who defended
and expanded England’s geographical boundaries, actually and figuratively defining an
empire, and enabling a culture to imagine itself as such. In another sense, then, dramatic
soldiers represented an exceptional subject position in English culture, one that played
key roles in the most concrete processes of nation building. Thus in staging soldier
protagonists, dramatists could hold up for scrutiny the most extreme—but also most
recognizable––version of subjects’ obligations to the Crown; they could also, therein,
raise questions about the correlative obligations that monarchs had to their people.
The culturally productive (and destructive) power inherent in soldiering finds
vivid expression in Thomas Dekker’s The Wonderfull Year, the prose text from which I
derive this study’s title. A chronicle “abstract” intended to commemorate a “mighty
nation” and “great countrey” in 1603, The Wonderfull Year recounts a year notable for
Elizabeth I’s death, James I’s accession to the throne of England, and the arrival of the
plague in London.1 In the text’s opening pages, Dekker describes his role as chronicler,
explaining his endeavor to readers, who implicitly take part in it, with the following
1

The Wonderfull Year (London, 1604), C.
3

proclamation: “We will therefore play the Souldiers,” he says, “who at the end of any
notable battaile, with a kind of sad delight rehearse the memorable acts of their friends
that lye mangled before them,…making…the remembrance even of tragicall and
mischievous events very delectable.”2 Though Dekker’s description of “playing soldiers”
appears in a work of prose, the trope helps us to understand the great potential for soldier
characters at the English playhouses to dramatize history through public performance.
Describing the process of documenting a year’s worth of disease, death, and
rebirth, Dekker’s declaration that he and his readers will “play the soldiers” fashions the
plague as a persistent and all-conquering army, building upon the pestilence-as-warfare
metaphor that recurs throughout the text. But Dekker’s analogy has greater significance
for the purposes of this study, since it deploys the notion of “playing soldiers” as
dramatic trope for narrative exposition. Comparing soldiers’ rehearsal of the “memorable
acts” of their fellow men with his own attempt to record the events of 1603, Dekker
implies a particularly compelling relationship between the figure of the soldier and
English history more generally.
Because soldiers speak from the doubly-privileged position of participant and
survivor, the trope suggests, they are endowed with a profound power, capable of remembering “mangled bodies” and reconstructing a communal sense of the past through
the fates of individuals. Indeed, to “play the soldier” as Dekker invokes it in The
Wonderfull Year is to establish oneself as a vessel and producer of cultural memory, to be
the victor of narrative as well as the tragic victim upon which narrative trajectories––and
2

Ibid., D3v.
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nations––depend. “Playing soldiers” is, in this way, tantamount to telling history,
elucidating the current moment and shaping the future through the rehearsal—a word that
carries the sense of recitation and repetition, as well as advanced preparation for the
stage––of the past.
Notably, the soldiers Dekker invokes both take pleasure in chronicling the details
of “notable battailes” and provide it for others; as they recount such details with a “sad
delight,” they turn “tragicall and mischievous events” into a pleasurable and “delectable”
experience for audiences. The emphasis on theatricality here not only draws on the
vocabulary of the playhouse generally pervasive in early modern discourse, but also
relies on a particular discursive and conceptual link between the production of theater and
the production of warfare. Most subjects in early modern England would have recognized
this link, for it is ubiquitous in literary and non- literary military-themed texts; these texts
establish that, as Nick de Somogyi has observed, Shakespeare and his contemporaries
“perceived drill as rehearsal [and] combat as performance.”3
For instance, the idea that “civilians” could vicariously take part in “notable
battailes” simply by watching or playing in drama finds expression in a commendatory
verse preceding the military sermon Miles Christianus or the Campe Royal (1625), which
reads,
The Campe’s a Theater Where men truly doe
What others wonder at to see in shew.
Where some do act brave deedes, that others may
3

Shakespeare’s Theatre of War (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1998), 135.
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Live afterwards, by acting them in a play.4
This verse, like Dekker’s analogy, alludes to cultural perceptions of the playhouse as a
space where what “men truly did” could be reenacted, reproduced, and recorded by actors
and audiences alike. Thus, like the soldiers in Dekker’s text who survive to tell the tales
of others, those who “played the soldiers” on stage, along with spectators who watched
them, could stand above the “mangled bodies” of the dead while keeping their own
bodies intact and safe. Playgoers could enjoy a version of a grand history through
personal stories which addressed and evoked response to issues relating to national
defense and the respective duties of crown subjects and monarchs. Moreover, they could
do so without the high political and personal stakes that actual armed service––or
resistance to it––might entail.
To be sure, to argue for the soldier’s practicality and powerful signifying potential
on stage is not to argue for the mimetic perfection of drama as genre and medium for
representing warfare.5 Indeed, in addition to highlighting this potential, the implied
interaction between soldier-players and viewers in Dekker’s account, like the sermon’s
commendatory verse, remind us of the playhouse’s necessarily limited means for staging
war and soldiery. Such limitations are made more clear in critiques by actual soldiers
4

The verse is unattributed; it appears in the prefatory material of Samuel
Bachiler’s Miles Christianus, or the Campe Royal (London, 1625), B.
5
Historians, not surprisingly, have cautioned against seeing the medium as an
authentic description of warfare. In his History of the British Army (London: Macmillan,
1910), J.W. Fortescue enthusiastically endorsed Shakespeare’s works as the best source
for students learning the history of the English militia; in a later study, however, Lindsay
Boynton calls the affirmation of drama’s historical accuracy in Fortescue’s
“unreasonable,” (5) choosing in his own study, The Elizabethan Militia (London:
Routledge, 1967), to eschew literary works for state papers and documents in the public
records of England.
6

such as Sir Philip Sidney, whose Defence of Poesie (1579) scorned the drama’s inability
to artfully depict events like war without breaking a commitment to the Aristotelian
unities of time and place. Sidney’s derision is not specifically aimed at dramatic
representations of war, but he condemns the “inartificiality” of staging battles on two
counts: the lack of credibility in the battle’s setting after other scenes have been staged
thereupon, and the reductive nature of representing an army with a only few actors and
limited props:
Now you shall have three ladies walk to gather flowers: and then we must
believe the stage to be a garden. By and by we hear news of a shipwreck
in the same place: and then we are to blame if we accept it not for a rock.
Upon the back of that comes out a hideous monster with fire and smoke:
and then the miserable beholders are bound to take it for a cave. While in
the meantime two armies fly in, represented with four swords and
bucklers: and then what hard heart will not receive it for a pitched field?”6
Drama is to be disparaged, Sidney suggests here, because it can not produce credible
sweeps in geography or action––the very sort of movement that characterizes his own
prose Arcadia (1580).
Sidney was hardly the only writer to level this critique. William Cavendish
likewise challenged the genre’s ability to authentically portray martial service in his play
The Country Captaine (ca. 1640), which self-consciously compares and contrasts past
performances of soldiery in Shakespeare’s plays with the Earl’s later attempts at actual
6

“Defence of Poesy,” in Sir Philip Sidney: A Critical Edition of the Major Works,
ed. Katherine Duncan-Jones, 243 (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1989).
7

service in Caroline military campaigns. And of course, we are forced to confront the
stage’s weakness in the most well-known acknowledgement of the medium’s limitations,
Shakespeare’s Henry V, whose chorus issues imperatives for audiences to “Piece out” the
“imperfections” of staged warfare with their own “thoughts” (Prologue, l. 23).7 If these
critiques underscore the drama’s inability to convey the immediacy of experiencing
actual warfare, they also suggest that plays could demand early modern audiences’ active
engagement with martial subjects. Plays could and did ask viewers to contemplate the
ways in which such subjects were staged, encouraging them to consider those subjects’
applicability for the political world that operated outside of, though not entirely separate
from, the playhouse.
Stephen Greenblatt and others have demonstrated convincingly that this world
off-stage was governed by a royal institution that was itself dependent upon theatricality
and representation for its authority. In an essay on this topic, for instance, David Scott
Kastan has argued that Hotspur’s observation in Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV that “the king
hath many marching in his coats” is a prime literary instance in which role playing
sustains monarchical power; the royal decoys at Shrewsbury demonstrate how the
English monarchy depended “upon the authority of the sovereign being successfully
communicated in acts of representation in various modalities.”8 Henry’s costumed
soldiers, Kastan claims, simultaneously enlarge the production of royal authority and
7

This and other quotations from Shakespeare are cited from The Riverside
Shakespeare, eds. G. Blakemore Evans and J.J.M Tobin (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1997).
8
“‘The King Hath Many Marching in His Coats,’ or, What Did you Do in the
War Daddy?” in Shakespeare Left and Right, ed. Ivo Kamps, 252 (New York:
Routledge), 1991. Hotspur’s speech is from 1 Henry IV, 5.3.25.
8

expose its limitations by laying bare monarchs’ inability to be omnipresent and, therein,
to be omnipotent.
It is important to note, however, that the very same instance in 1 Henry IV makes
clear that the crown relied on more than just representation for its enlargement; indeed,
the soldiers in Henry’s coats underscore just as emphatically the interdependence of royal
authority and the subjects who armed themselves on their sovereign’s behalf. From
Falstaff’s damnably-pressed “shadows” (destined to become “food for powder” in 1
Henry IV) to the disgruntled common soldiers John Bates and Michael Williams in Henry
V, the soldiers wearing the king’s coats in the Henry plays illustrate forcefully two of this
dissertation’s major premises: first, that soldiers were essential to the survival and
success of the monarchy, and second, that their particular brand of service frequently
placed them in tension with it.
The tension arising from conflicts of monarch responsibility and subjects’ military
obligations registers loudly in each of the plays I consider in this study and it forms the
basic focus of the four chapters that will follow. In these chapters, I discuss plays by
Shakespeare (1564-1616) as well as plays by John Fletcher (1579-1625), the playwright
J.W. (fl.1618-1637), who is known only by his initials, and Margaret Cavendish (16231673). I contextualize these authors’ dramatic works within a critical period in the history
of English (and the emergence of British) nationalism by reading them alongside a
variety of early modern texts, from other literary works, royal proclamations, and military
manuals to camp sermons and contemporary newsbooks.

9

As I do so, I reveal how such plays address a number of topical issues, including
(but not limited to) England’s role in continental religious conflicts under James I, AngloScottish relations under Charles I, and the political ascendancy of the New Model Army
under General Thomas Fairfax and Oliver Cromwell. I argue that the presence of such
topical material evinces these dramatists’ profound investment in staging current military
and political affairs, an investment that facilitated playhouse audiences’ engagement and
participation in debates over contemporary problems. Furthermore, I suggest that each
play in the study is deeply interested in soldiery, a term I use throughout this dissertation
to refer to military service conducted specifically as an obligation dictated by ancient
custom and early modern legislation.9
This usage differs slightly from the meanings listed in The Oxford English
Dictionary, which defines soldiery as “soldiers collectively” and “military training.” My
use of the term is somewhat closer to the sense carried by the verbal noun “soldiering,” as
I intend for “soldiery” to refer to the act of being, or rather, the act of serving as a
soldier.10 I use soldiery instead of soldiering, however, because I wish to convey that such
acts are committed as part of an official duty, governed in varying degrees by England’s
ruling institutions. To a large extent, as I consider it here, “soldiery” constitutes an
English institution to itself, encompassing the militia and Elizabethan trained bands as
well as any armed collective levied by any instrument of the state––whether such
instruments had their basis in contemporary English laws, precedent in historical practice,
or both.
9

OED, s.v. “soldiery,” 1, 2.
OED, s.v. “soldiering,” 1.

10

10

In their interest in soldiery more generally, the plays that form the focus of this
dissertation demonstrate the significance of dramatic representations of soldiers beyond
their topical utility, establishing the foremost role of such representations in staging a
larger and on-going cultural discussion about the rights and responsibilities of the
individual subject in state affairs. Military service was at the heart of this discussion––
and at the center of the stage––because it was at once the most concrete and most
contested version of subjects’ duty to the Crown. Between 1590 and 1660, the statute
requiring individuals to take up arms was neither effectively nor uniformly enforced,
rendering armed service a subject for debate and negotiation as much as a royal mandate.
Soldier characters in early modern English drama thus foreground intense cultural
anxieties about the issue of military obligation––that is, the notion that subjects “owed”
military service to king and country. In spite of changes in the structure and function of
the English militia––and often because of these changes––military obligation remained a
concern for both subjects and ruling elites, persisting whether England was at war with
foreign enemies, at peace, or embroiled in civil disputes within a still-forming Great
Britain.
Ultimately, each of this study’s chapters examines how dramatists explored the
stakes of soldiery’s contested status. Staging the problem of military obligation as an
urgent matter of national security and unity, early modern playwrights re-membered
threats to the national body politic in the bodies of those who took up arms on its behalf.
For instance, Shakespeare’s Henry plays (1597-1599) and John Fletcher’s The Humorous
Lieutenant (ca. 1618) address England’s vulnerability to home-grown rebellion as well as
11

foreign enemies by calling attention to the unruly, recalcitrant soldiers called upon and
coerced to arm for the defense of king and kingdom. Rather than test the country’s
martial mettle, I argue, these plays tests the limits of subject loyalty and royal
responsibility, underscoring the vexed interdependence of monarchical authority and
military power in early modern England. The tension between crown and citizen exposed
in these limits also registers in Caroline and Commonwealth works, J.W.’s The Valiant
Scot (ca. 1626/1637) and Margaret Cavendish’s Bell in Campo (ca.1650/1662),
respectively. Depicting intra-British conflicts and civil war, these plays present soldiers
as both poison and cure for a nation whose borders are not so much ill-defended as they
are ill-defined.
As these brief descriptions make clear, three of the four chapters in this study deal
with plays that are not well known to modern readers and critics; additionally, the middle
two chapters examine plays’ relationships to military contexts that may be unfamiliar to
literary scholars, the Thirty Years’ War on the continent and The Bishops’ Wars between
England and Scotland. In order to orient readers in these relatively uncharted literary
landscapes, the chapters on The Humorous Lieutenant, The Valiant Scot, and Bell in
Campo include general plot details, provide commentary on generic and formal features,
and offer brief summaries of their historical and critical reception. Such material may
sometimes feel like departures or diversions from the larger study’s claims and
objectives, and may not survive in later manifestations of this project. Although I have
found and continue to find this material useful at present, I trust that readers of this
dissertation will offer instructive feedback on particular instances in which it is not.
12

Centuries of critical attention have made thick cultural description for Henry IV
and Henry V unnecessary; I begin with a study of Shakespeare’s Henry plays to ground
the dissertation in familiar literary territory and to emphasize issues of obligation raised
in those works that will appear with equal prominence, though with different
implications, in later chapters. I have also included a transitional discussion at the end of
each chapter for the purpose of guiding readers through “gaps” in military and political
history created by my choice of literary texts. There is at least a decade’s difference in
dates of composition, performance or printing between works from chapter to chapter;
therefore, following the conclusion of each chapter, I offer a brief summary of how
anxieties over service obligation persist or develop in the years intervening. These pages,
I hope, will not only help to guide readers’ through roughly seventy eventful years of
English history, but also provide additional evidence for this dissertation’s basic
understanding of literature’s dynamic and complicated place in early modern English
culture: the transitional material, like each of the study’s chapters, demonstrates the
extent to which martial subjects in earlier texts can resonate in later moments of history.
Before turning to these chapters, however, I must consider briefly some additional
preliminary matter. In the remainder of this introduction, I will discuss some general
historical and scholarly contexts relevant to my topic of discussion. The final section of
this introduction will situate this study’s primary aims within larger critical traditions in
Renaissance or early modern studies. Before that, I will contextualize military service in
early modern England by discussing an important shift in the institutions that gave such
service structure and purpose––a shift not yet complete at the accession of Elizabeth I.
13

What it meant to be soldiers and to levy them during her reign (and in the reigns of her
successors) was very much determined by power struggles between monarchs and
wealthy elites from an earlier time. More particularly, the status of early modern military
service was, in a significant way, a product of the terms negotiated by the very first Tudor
monarch, Henry VII.

Being/Having Soldiers
In the posthumously-printed work Table Talk, John Selden (1584-1654) recounts
the following story about “Souldiers [who] came to Apollo to have their Profession made
the Eight Liberal Science.”11 Though Apollo initially grants their request, he ultimately
retracts his permission, honoring the objections of other professionals:
As soon as [the soldiers’ new status] was nois’d up and down, it came to
the Butchers and they desired their Profession might be made the Ninth :
For say they, the Soldiers have this Honour for the killing of Men; now we
kill as well as they; but we kill Beasts for the preserving of Men, and why
should we not have Honour likewise done to us? Apollo could not Answer
their Reasons, so he revers’d his Sentence, and made the Soldiers Trade a
Mystery…12

11

Table-talk: being the discourses of John Seldon, Esq; or his sense of various
matters of weight and high consequence; relating especially to religion and state,
(London, 1696), 185.
12
Ibid, 185-186.
14

Selden’s use of the term “mystery” here accords with one of the primary senses provided
by the OED, a “craft” or “profession.”13 The Butchers’ challenge leads Apollo to return
soldiery to its original status as an occupation, rather than a liberal art or science, and thus
it reverts back to being merely a kind of employment. Like any other employment, it is
defined by a set of actions, and the particular end for which such actions might be
undertaken––as the Butchers argue, soldiers are men who kill others by trade, and their
capacity to do so makes them ordinary rather than extraordinary.
Yet for modern scholars, soldiery in early modern England is kind of a mystery in
another sense: it was not simply a profession, since to a great extent it was not a
profession at all. Because England had no standing army, soldiering was regarded as a
temporary endeavor, and warfare, as Lord Burghley described it a 1598 letter, “a science
no longer in request than in use.”14 This understanding of soldiering as an enterprise
contingent upon circumstance is perhaps best articulated in the drama of the period in
another text by Thomas Dekker, The Second Part of the Honest Whore (1604). In this
play, written shortly after The Wonderfull Year, we are introduced to Bots, a selfproclaimed Lieutenant, as he is in the thick of drinking and dicing with his comrades.
Having entered the scene to arrest the men engaged in such dissolute behavior, a
constable asks him, “What are you, sir?,” and elicits the following response: “Sometimes
a figure, sometimes a cipher, as the State has occasion to cast up her accounts: I am a

13

OED, s.v. “mystery,” 2.a.
Quoted in Paul A. Jorgensen’s Shakespeare’s Military World (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1956), 220, from Annals of the Reformation and
Establishment of Religion, ed. John Strype (Oxford, 1824), IV: 477.
15
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soldier.” (4.3.147-8).15 Although Bots is ultimately deemed “no soldier” by his arbiters in
Dekker’s play, his false statement of self-identification provides an apt description of the
position he feigns to occupy. Like the mathematical character that has “no value by
itself,” subjects’ status as soldiers, as well as their value as such, depended upon
“occasion,” and more particularly, “the State” and “her accounts.”16
Lieutenant Bots’ repetition of the word “sometimes” both affirms and denies that
soldiers had fixed or essential identities as such in the early modern period. Though
subjects may have understood their military experience as part of their sense of self, the
state’s “accounts” shifted radically in post-Armada and pre-restoration England, affected
by shifts in the period from relative peace to civil war, from the establishment of an
unprecedented structure of government to the return of monarchy. If identity in this
period was “clearly constituted by structures of power, of position, allegiance, and
service,”17 we can see how matters of subjectivity might be particularly unstable for those
who were soldiers in the shifting and fracturing political ideologies of seventeenth
century England.
The particular factors in an individual’s taking on or renouncing the identity of
soldier not only complicated identity politics but also affected the ways in which other
and later subjects understood their own military obligations to the state. For instance,
when James I took the throne, he enacted peace with France and Spain in the Treaty of
15
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London, and repealed Marian legislation on subjects’ attendance at musters. Recording
the effects of both actions in The Wonderfull Year, Dekker wrote that the “The Souldier”
who “now hangs by his armor...is glad that he shall feede upon the blessed fruites of
peace.”18 But if these subjects happily put away their arms, others would less happily find
themselves required to muster again in the later 1610s, perhaps rightfully disgruntled by
the apparent contradiction in service debts as proscribed by their monarch and ruling
elites.
At the same time, the military obligations of English subjects had always been a
source of anxiety for both ruler and ruled, and in fact, had been so well before James I
took the throne. Indeed, such obligations were vexing even at the beginning of the
Tudors. Whether or not “the State [had] occasion to cast up her accounts,” they were
fraught with more than a century of struggle between the Crown and wealthy elites, and
between monarch and subject more generally. According to Charles G. Cruickshank,
“Elizabeth inherited from her predecessors little more than the withered remnant of a
medieval military organization,” an organization he deems “an unstable pyramid of
conflicting loyalties.”19 In fact, it is this very kind of instability that led to the accession
of England’s first Tudor king, Henry VII, the man deemed “England’s hope” by the weak
Henry VI in Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI. Literary scholars will perhaps remember this
Henry best from his brief but significant appearance as the Earl of Richmond in
Shakespeare’s Richard III, for he is the man who kills the “bloody tyrant” and
“homicide” (5.3.246) in order to gain the Crown.
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What Shakespeare did not stage, however, is of greater significance to this study–
–that is, the steps Henry took after the Battle of Bosworth to ensure that no powerful
nobles could thereafter take the throne by the same means he achieved his title––that is,
by the force of arms. To be sure, Henry VII was not the first monarch to introduce
legislation that would, in effect, limit the military power of wealthy magnates. According
J.S. Gunn, Edward IV had initiated these measures indirectly by expanding the royal
demesne, shifting the distribution of wealth in the country so that his peers’ collective
landed income was not substantially more than the Crown. Putting more land under the
royal command granted the king more tenants who could then be called upon for military
service.20 As Gunn asserts,
the royal demesne provided men to do the king’s bidding, or more
immediately the bidding of the knights, esquires and gentlemen who acted
as the king’s stewards, bailiffs and receivers. Such country gentry were in
turn bound into the king’s service rather than that of some locally
predominant magnate.”21
Additionally, Edward passed a statute in 1468 forbidding the retaining of servants for
purposes other than household administration.22 Henry VII’s contribution to such
measures was thus not introducing them, but rather, as J.P. Cooper explains, providing
“more elaborate machinery for [their] enforcement.”23
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According to Gunn, “prosecutions were regularly mounted from the first years of
Henry’s reign, and where retaining formed part of a wider tangle of law-and-order
problems special fast prosecutions were coordinated by king and council from the late
1480s.”24 In addition to passing a statute in 1504 which placed greater restrictions upon
the practice of armed retaining than previous legislation, Henry developed an elaborate
system to regulate it––or as Gunn contends, to “harness it,” rather than to abolish it
entirely.25 In this way, he was able to use his noble’s armies for his own purposes, while
making it considerably more difficult for his nobles to use their armies against him.
Although “throughout Henry VII’s reign there were men in each county with sufficient
strength to overawe any quarter sessions jury or conduct private warfare,” as A. Cameron
has noted, these men were never able to unseat Henry from power. 26 Such measures
enabled the stability of the Tudor dynasty in a very general way, for they provided the
apparatus by which subsequent monarchs could keep the aristocracy from wielding too
much power of a specifically military sort.
That is not to say, however, that English aristocrats always complied with
monarch’s demands. The 1504 statute expired at Henry’s death, and the fact that his heirs
frequently reissued proclamations commanding obedience to the 1468 act well into the
sixteenth century speaks to nobles’ disregard for it.27 In a proclamation from 1576, for
instance, the Queen explained why the practice needed to be controlled, noting through
24
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“her own careful observation…how universally the unlawful retaining of multitudes of
unordinary servants by liveries, badges, etc…doth manifestly withdraw from her
majesty’s crown the due services of its officers, tenants and subjects.”28 As much as these
observations suggest Elizabeth’s vigilance, they also suggest her subjects’ ability to
maintain private armies against her wishes. Furthermore, Elizabeth’s emphasis on the fact
that armed service was “due” to the Crown was not just a reminder, but an admission that
not enough of her people were willing to give her what they owed. Indeed, Elizabeth, like
her father and siblings who ruled before her, experienced difficulty in commanding her
subjects’ fulfillment of their “due services.” In fact, more than in unlawful retaining, the
Crown faced a greater problem in subjects’ general complacency about military service––
and even more so in their outright resistance to it.
According to Jeremy Goring, the Crown’s inability to generate sufficient
manpower stemmed from the fact that the Tudor military organization in the sixteenth
century was neither completely feudal in nature, nor centralized enough to be a truly
national operation: “There was in fact no uniform system of recruitment,” he explains;
“two disparate systems existed side by side,” and neither functioned adequately enough
to generate large forces, let alone ones that were well qualified to take the field against
England’s enemies.29 The feudal system was no longer a reliable source for soldiers by
the mid-Tudor period because of the shrinking sizes of households, a reduction
occasioned by rising costs, and additionally, because “tenants were beginning to deny the
28
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existence of such obligations, citing specifically that their leases didn’t mention military
service.”30 At the same time, the elements in keeping with a more “national” system were
similarly ineffective or not well enforced: local officials and county residents routinely
ignored statutes from the 13th and 14th centuries requiring their communities to possess
and maintain arms in compliance with a centralized command. Officers appointed as
Justices to oversee such maintenance often put county needs over national ones, more
invested in “ensuring that their own shires were not overburdened by the Crown’s
military demands” than making sure they supplied the Crown with able recruits.31
Ultimately, as Goring concludes, whether subjects were given the task of providing
soldiers or being them, “these ‘national’ obligations were widely disregarded.”32
Mary and Elizabeth did take significant steps to improve the situation, though
their efforts and the efforts of their councilors were not entirely successful. The Marian
regime, as Gunn notes, “gave the militia system clear priority over the retinue system,
and laid the basis…for the future organisation and equipment of the militia in the statute
of 1558.”33 From this point on, the remaining vestiges of the feudal system were less apt
to create administrative problems by providing competition for Crown-appointed officials
attempting to levy soldiers; the statute also required those officials to hold regular
musters, from which they were to monitor their community’s military readiness and
report back to the Queen’s secretary of state.
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The Marian legislation remained in use under Elizabeth, whose government added
the system of the Trained bands––a well-meaning plan intended to provide the strongest
men who attended musters with additional training for the defense of the county. Because
such men were to be exempt from serving abroad, however, the trained bands “became a
refuge for men reluctant to go abroad with the army,” as Cruickshank notes; “towards the
end of the reign it was reported that they were full of worthless creatures trying to escape
foreign service.”34 Thus in spite of this shift to a unitary system of recruitment, “men
continued to neglect their statutory military obligations.”35
Observing the great “disparity between the immense effort to create an efficient
militia and the pathetically small achievement” reflected in Tudor and Stuart militia
legislation, A. Hassel Smith argues that Tudor and Stuart monarchs’ biggest failure was
their inability to develop a system that would create enough revenue to finance war and
prepare for it properly. As Cruickshank and Goring have suggested, however, the relative
poverty of the royal exchequer though significant, was not the sole factor that made
military obligation troubling for subject and monarch alike. As Cruickshank explains, the
system simply could not guarantee loyalty in any of the parties involved. Whereas under
the problematic feudal system tenants could expect some measure of protection off the
field from the magnate whose livery they wore, under the national system, “the vassal
was now dependent on the goodwill of the Crown, which could stop payment whenever it
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pleased.”36 Because the Crown’s withholding of material reimbursement could only pale
up against the noble’s less tangible but more likely provision of security, “the Crown
never knew how far it could rely on the troops in which it had invested.” In addition to
the Crown’s inability to provide generous or even reasonable pay, its status as an
abstraction in the lives of most individuals made it a less appealing, if more compelling,
entity to fight for.37
Subjects’ military obligations to their sovereign may have been, as one
Elizabethan landholder described them, an “ancient and laudable custome continued
since and afore time of mind…throughout the whole realm of England.”38 But this
custom nonetheless formed a pervasive source of anxiety for the Crown and its subjects.
And as each of the chapters that follow this introduction make clear, anxieties about
soldiery transcended the reigns of individual monarchs and persisted even when England
was not at war with foreign enemies.
In placing soldiery in the larger context of its feudal past, my dissertation engages
with a historical problem that studies of martial themes in early modern literature have
not sufficiently or systematically addressed. As I have written it, I have relied on my own
archival research and readings of contemporary documents, depending just as heavily
upon the more substantial work in this area conducted by historians. This is not to say,
however, that this project owes nothing to the work of literary scholars; my study’s debt
36
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to their work remains considerable. Thus in the final section of this introduction, I will
show how my own research relates to other studies of its kind, and how it might
contribute usefully to current discussions in the field.

Reading Soldiers
On a very basic level, this dissertation builds upon and supplements the critical
inquiries into state and identity politics that have been a salient feature of the New
Historicist, Feminist and Poststructuralist approaches to the early modern “self” over the
past two decades. Yet, as it focuses on the experiences of “selfhood” particular to
subjects in military service, my work engages more directly with a large body of
scholarship on warfare in early modern literature. Such scholarship has a long history and
has experienced considerable growth in recent years. It includes foundational studies such
as Paul Jorgensen’s Shakespeare’s Military World (1956) and more recent publications
such as Curtis Breight’s Surveillance, Militarism, and Drama in the Elizabethan Era
(1996), Nick de Somogyi’s Shakespeare’s Theatre of War (1998), Nina Taunton’s
Militarism and 1590s Drama (2001), and Alan Shepard’s Marlowe’s Soldiers: Rhetorics
of Masculinity in the Age of the Armada (2002). The existence of these later analyses
attests to a renewed currency of this study’s topic in the field of Renaissance studies; it
also suggests the difficulty of contributing meaningfully to a well-trodden field of
inquiry.
Most obviously, my study differs in focus from many of these others in its
attention to the individuals who willingly and unwillingly participated in warfare; I
24

examine soldiers as subjects rather than the broader issue of warfare itself. In this respect,
the primary precedents for my own work are Jorgensen’s study and Richard Ide’s
Possessed with Greatness: The Heroic Tragedies of Shakespeare and George Chapman
(1981). In the final and longest chapter of Shakespeare’s Military World, Jorgensen
considers “The Soldier in Society,” examining numerous examples in the Shakespearean
canon that exhibit the soldier’s “clash with society.”39 According to Jorgensen,
Shakespeare “seems to have specially chosen military men as tragic heroes, and the
dramatic friction for which they are noteworthy results from the fact that they are shown
primarily in peace rather than war.”40 As Jorgensen suggests, the soldier of late
Shakespearean drama frequently presents a contrast to figures such as the courtier,
statesman, or lawyer who inhabit court settings with remarkable ease and dexterity. It is
this inability to move comfortably from the “casque to the cushion” that renders the
soldier a “failure” in peaceful or civil society.41
Ide’s Possessed with Greatness builds upon Jorgensen’s discussion of the
demobilized martial hero in Shakespeare, exploring their “social dislocation” in even
greater detail in his readings of Shakespeare and Chapman. Both dramatists, Ide asserts,
“shared a general perception of the soldier’s perplexity, restlessness, ineptitude in a social
milieu.”42 Like Jorgensen, Ide discusses the difficulty with which the soldier makes the
transition “from war to peace, from battlefield to society, from the military to the political
39
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arena, from martial heroism to the battle of the sexes, from an individualistic code of
heroism to social ethics.”43 Ide reads the soldier similarly as a “social misfit” and
“pathetic figure” whose inability to adapt to different social settings is tragic. “Whether
titanic obduracy or simple human inadequacy,” he claims, “the soldier’s conception of
self precipitates a tragic action in which he fails to achieve personal aspirations and to
advance communal interests.”44
Both Ide and Jorgensen read early modern soldiery in light of one specific
historical context, the fall of Essex. For Ide, Essex’s execution in 1601 was the ultimate
tragic consequence suffered by a soldier whose heroic idealism clashed significantly with
“social consensus”; insofar as Chapman’s and Shakespeare’s tragic soldier-heroes faced
similar dilemmas, their plays reflect, and offer commentary on, the Earl’s situation.
Jorgensen is more cautious in attributing Shakespeare’s tragic soldiers to the influence of
the Essex affair, noting that although Essex’s “fate may have influenced dramatic
attitudes toward the unfortunate warrior,” “neither Essex’s misconduct nor his defense
was original. Behind them were age-old prototypes in real life and recent parallels and
models in literature.”45
Together, the studies by Ide and Jorgensen provide a useful starting point for my
own project, which aims to further complicate both critics’ understanding of the figure of
the soldier on stage and in early modern culture more generally. In discussing the
soldier’s conflict or clash with English society, both critics present the social worlds in
43
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plays––as well as the intricate historical circumstances which dramatists drew upon in
shaping those worlds––as a monolithic force in singular opposition to the soldier’s heroic
conception of self. Jorgensen does present different factors that explain this clash, such as
“Jacobean pacifism,” the machinations of “shrewd politicians like the Cecils,” and
attitudes of the Elizabethan court. Too often, however, he glosses these conflicting and
sometimes only distantly-related factors under the general rubric of “society,” eliding
important distinctions that reduce our understanding of soldiers as subjects as well as our
conception of early modern military affairs.
Ide is slightly more specific than Jorgensen about the forces at work in soldiers’
social dislocation in the introduction to Possessed with Greatness. He notes there that
“the art of warfare, the humanists’ political and educational ideals, and the increasingly
complex, commercial, and degenerate society in which the old-style soldier lived made
his simple, forthright virtues an outmoded, if venerable, relic of the past.”46 Ide thus
recognizes improvements in technology, a greater valuing of education and classical
learning over military service, and a developing market economy as factors contributing
to the shifting cultural attitudes which rendered “the heroic knight and his chivalric
ideals…hopelessly outdated.”47 Aside from this early passage in the study, however, Ide
grants little attention to the particularities of each of these factors, preferring, like
Jorgensen, to enlist them more generally as the “social consensus” and “communal
interests” diametrically opposed to soldiers’ heroic ideals. Ide does not question the
notion that a “consensus” existed between the court and the Crown over the soldier’s
46
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value; indeed, in his critical narrative, both are synonymous as institutions that make
being a hero particularly difficult.
In their respective studies of the soldier in English culture, then, Ide and
Jorgensen outline a uni-or bi-lateral antagonism between an individual soldier and a
uniformly anti-heroic English public. As this study aims to make clear, such conflicts are
in fact multi-directional. Soldiers were not simply marginalized victims of changing
value systems, but rather, subjects whose particular mode of service frequently placed
them in the middle of power struggles between rulers and the elite gentry that made up
England’s governing institutions. They were subjects who were in fact part of competing
power structures, and their relationship to those structures might be direct or indirect, and
could be voluntary or coerced. Changes in the status and value of their service were as
much the effects of such power struggles as they were the cause of conflicts an individual
soldier might face in a particular civic or social environment. Thus rather than as a figure
whose ideals and interests were in direct conflict with a homogenous or anti-heroic
“society,” then, my project understands the soldier as a subject whose status is dynamic,
and dependent upon the particular historical circumstances of any given moment in
English history.
In addition to complicating previous readings of the soldier’s place in early
modern culture, my dissertation also supplements critical work on military issues by
Brieght, de Somogyi, Taunton, and Shepard. Each of these scholars has provided
considerable insight into the stage’s convergences with the actual military camps of
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Tudor England. However, their studies are also limited in scope to drama written by a
single author (almost always Shakespeare) and to drama written prior to 1604.
These critics typically justify these parameters by invoking the pacifist policies of
James I and the closure of the public theatres in 1642. Yet, as my second chapter will
suggest, the effects of Jacobean diplomacy are equally worthy of attention in studies of
English military affairs; while England was technically at peace for the two decades of
James’s reign, his subjects were nonetheless engaged with, and anxious about, the Thirty
Years’ War on the continent––because a Spanish- or French-led invasion seemed
imminent, and because James’s sons and his son-in-law were strong proponents of
England’s intervention abroad. Additional discussions in this study’s third and fourth
chapters establish the importance of exploring military obligation in Caroline and
Commonwealth works––the products of literary pursuits not prevented by civil war, but
rather, actualized by it. Dramatists continued to write plays throughout the 1640s and 50s,
introducing a number of innovations to dramatic form and commenting with surprising
directness on civil conflicts in England. The second half of this dissertation thus
supplements previous studies of warfare in English drama by revealing the extent to
which old anxieties about military obligation continue to bear upon subjects in new
political situations.
Ultimately, then, my dissertation demonstrates the importance of examining
dramatic representations of martial subjects in a broad historical context––one that
encompasses England’s feudal past as well as the struggles over military governance that
were a significant part of its future. This broad context not only allows for, but in fact,
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necessitates the inclusion of lesser-known and critically neglected dramatists, including
two of the period’s most prolific playwrights, John Fletcher and Margaret Cavendish. My
chapters on Fletcher’s Humorous Lieutenant and Cavendish’s Bell in Campo supplement,
in particular, previous critical accounts of war and soldiery by emphasizing gender as a
necessary category of analysis. Indeed, my dissertation is one of very few studies of
warfare and early modern drama which consider substantively the interdependence of
military discourse and contemporary constructions of gender and sexuality. Previous
studies include Alan Shepard’s examination of masculinity and Marlow’s soldiers, a book
that centers on the issue of gender throughout, and Nina Taunton’s exploration of 1590s
militarism, a study whose final chapter treats the presence of women in military camps.
Prior to these studies, however, discussions of gender have been largely absent from
critical discussions of military themes at the playhouse. My dissertation complements the
work of both critics by bringing an investment in gender issues to bear on a wider variety
of texts and authors. It is also the first study of its kind to consider a primary work of
female authorship.
Previous studies of warfare in the 1590s and early 1600s do not extend their focus
beyond the reign of Elizabeth I or the first decade of the reign of James I; accordingly,
they are unable to see how conflicts over martial subjects manifest, persist and evolve in
later periods of English history. Because my dissertation considers these subjects both
diachronically as well as synchronically, it exposes connections between dramatic works
and later military affairs not typically discussed as related in literary scholarship; it
reveals the effects of particular shifts taking place in English military institutions as they
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are registered in literature and culture over time. Granting attention to voices that have
largely gone unconsidered by scholars in my field, I establish the significance of martial
conflicts taking place at the level of individual loyalties and service debt, conflicts not
primarily waged against foreign others, but within the borders of the nation that would
eventually become Great Britain.
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Chapter 1
Coats and Conduct:
The Materials of Military Obligation
in Shakespeare’s Henry Plays

This chapter’s examination of soldiery in Shakespeare’s later history plays is
intended to provide an entryway for the larger study’s discussion of martial subjects and
military obligation in English drama.1 As I noted in my introduction to this dissertation,
most prior studies of warfare and soldiery in drama have focused primarily on
Shakespeare’s works, and thus much of the material I cover here is well-trodden territory.
Indeed, since the historical realities of armed rebellion and foreign war are central to all
of the plays in the second tetralogy, even critics who are not expressly concerned with
military issues are hard pressed to avoid commenting on them indirectly. Nonetheless, the
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numerous inquires into these plays have firmly established that Shakespeare had more
than just a passing interest in the history and historicity of England’s military affairs.
Although Foreign and domestic warfare figure prominently in all of
Shakespeare’s history plays from the 1590s,2 this chapter only considers the final three
plays in the second tetralogy, Henry IV, Part One (1596-97) and Part Two (1598), and
Henry V (1599). Each of the Henry plays are deeply concerned with the issue of subjects’
military obligations, bearing an investment in this issue not present in any of the plays in
the first tetralogy. While the first tetralogy is marked by “the abstract movement of large
bodies of troops,” as Simon Morgan-Russell has observed, how such troops are raised is
not even a passing concern––neither for Shakespeare nor his nobles leveraging for power
in Henry’s court.3 Common soldiers seem to simply turn up for those who require their
use in the same way that Marlowe’s Tamburlaine raises tens of thousands of men strong
simply by boasting of their number.4 By contrast, Shakespeare’s later plays do not just
feature soldiers but also interrogate the particular material conditions in which they are
mustered; in staging these conditions, Henry IV and Henry V examine the vexed systems
of martial service debt that Elizabethans inherited from their medieval predecessors.
2
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This focus is as different from Richard II (1595) as it is from the first tetralogy.
Although all of the plays in the Henriad treat, to varying degrees, the production of state
power and the psychology and symbols of kingship, only the final three Henry plays
scrutinize the monarchy’s reliance on other institutions of governance. While Richard II
does pursue warfare in Ireland, the basic operations behind England’s military apparatus
find little commentary in the play. Richard II focuses on how the king’s mismanagement
and his “leasing out” of England affect the loyalties of his people; while those loyalties
have significant implications for his ability to survive, their relationship to military
service is situational rather than institutional. Richard’s ultimate lack of martial power
provides a stark contrast to Bullingbroke’s, but that contrasts says more about a specific
king’s behavior than England’s general machinery of soldiery.
In wresting the three Henry plays from their place in the larger tetralogy, I do not
mean to pass over the struggles taking place in the earliest play; nor do I intend to lend
even tacit support to what Jonathan Baldo has aptly described as Henry V’s “prodigious
powers of forgetting.”5 Unlike Henry IV’s claim to the throne, my basic claim in this
essay does not require the burial of Richard or his memory. At the same time, this chapter
understands Henry’s illegitimacy as more incidental than central to these plays’
commentary on the specific issue of military obligation. Indeed, as the dissertation argues
more generally, this issue was vexed for early modern subjects even when their
respective monarchs had proper credentials as rightful heirs. While a monarch’s (or
protector’s) status as a usurper could certainly complicate subjects’ sense of their debt to
5
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the Crown, that status alone did not produce the cultural tension inherent in military
obligation, nor did it alter the basic structure of how that obligation was supposed to
work. Indeed, though Henry’s actions in Richard II leave a heavy residue in each of the
plays that take up subsequent history, the three Henry plays nonetheless make clear that
service debt was fraught regardless of the individual person who ruled. Collectively, they
demonstrate that such debt was vexed simply because it put pressure on the relationship
between the office of the monarch and the multiple kinds of subjects who lived under it.
Of course, the nature of that pressure depended very much upon the particular
policies of the ruling monarch (or the temporary lack of one), and accordingly, the three
chapters that follow this one will take up the specific conditions of military service in
England as they register in plays composed in the reigns of James I, Charles I, and Oliver
Cromwell. Because this chapter precedes these topical studies, it has a somewhat
different function. Though it deals with Shakespeare’s late Elizabethan history plays, it
does not situate these plays in the context of Elizabethan campaigns in the Netherlands or
in Ireland. The degree to which all three plays (and Henry V, in particular) comment on
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military problems occasioned by these campaigns is already well established.6 Rather
than substantively engage with the large body of existing scholarship on these plays, I
devote most of my attention to their capacity to teach us about more general struggles
between Crown and citizen over their rights and responsibilities within England’s
military institutions––particularly as such institutions existed historically and were
developing over time. Put another way, this chapter will not intervene current critical
debates about the Henry plays, but instead emphasize issues that persist, develop, and get
redefined in plays about soldiery over the course of roughly seventy years.
Although I do not aim to transform our understanding of Shakespeare’s
representations of military service, I nonetheless endeavor to sharpen it. In what follows,
I consider the recurring clothing and corporeal imagery from 1 Henry IV to Henry V, the
force of which has not been systematically examined in previous studies of war in
Shakespeare. Such imagery plays a significant role in constructing the dramatist’s
increasingly embodied representations of the materials—and material conditions––
entailed in subjects’ and monarchs’ negotiations for armed service in England. Peter
6
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Stallybrass has argued that “clothes are central to what is staged,” and that “if we do not
understand the clothes, we do not understand the action, or the actors, or the theater, or
the social formation” of subjects represented therein.7 As I will suggest, Shakespeare’s
material motif speaks not to the closeness of the King’s body and the “many marching in
his coats” (1H4, 5.3.25), but rather, to the intensely strained and politically charged bonds
of loyalty, obligation and responsibility between monarch and soldier in early modern
England.
Images of clothing more generally are ubiquitous in the Henry plays, especially in
the first and second parts of Henry IV. They appear, for instance, in numerous spoken
references to the attire of daily life, from Francis’ “white canvas doublet” (1 H4, 2.4.7374) and the “vile apparel” in which Falstaff threatens to outfit his page (2H4, 1.2.18), to
the “clothes” (or bedclothes) that the latter asks Mistress Quickly to “lay on his feet” (H5,
2.3.22) as he is dying. Clothes also form the basis for many of the plays’ conceits, such as
Falstaff’s comments on the “obtaining of suits, whereof the hangman hath no lean
wardrobe” (1H4, 1.2.71-73), or the litany of insults that Hal rains down on the vintner, a
“Leathern-jerkin, crystal-button, non-pated, agate-ring, puke-stocking, caddis-garter,
smooth-tongue, Spanish-pouch” (1H4, 2.4.69-71).
In all three of Shakespeare’s Henry plays, clothes are not just worn materials but
also verbal cues which position characters in social networks and hierarchies, and help
7

“Worn Worlds: Clothes and Identity on the Renaissance Stage,” in Subject and
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Stallybrass, 315 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). I cite from Stallybrass’
most recent work on this subject, Renaissance Clothing and the Materials of Memory
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audiences chart characters’ mobility within them. For instance, garments figure
prominently as well in Hal’s musings on his friendship with Ned Poins, the intimacy (or
perhaps the triviality) of which is revealed in Hal’s ability to “bear inventory of [Ned’s]
shirts” and his familiarity with “how many pair silk stockings” belong to him (2H4,
2.2.13-17). Clothing and cloth materials likewise announce the outward manifestations of
Hal’s carefully performed bildungs roman, plotting the prince’s increasing comfort with
the “heir-apparent garters” (1H4 1.3.43-44) that he and Falstaff initially joke about. The
clothing that peppers the prince’s and his erstwhile critics’ speeches assures audiences
that he really will “throw off” his “loose behavior” (1H4 1.2.208), perhaps doing so as
blithely as he once put on the “buckrom” disguise (1H4 1.2.179-180) that Poins provides
“to immask [his] outward garments” (1H4 1.2.179-180) for their exploits at Gadshill. In
participating in such exploits, of course, Hal is not necessarily enjoying himself, but
rather, “covering discretion with a coat of folly” (H5, 2.4.38). He will replace this coat
when he dons the “golden coat” (1H4, 4.1.97) of mail he wears at Shrewsbury. When
Vernon sees him “with his beaver on” (1H4, 4.1.103), we know it’s only a matter of time
until he will “wear [the] garment full of blood” (1H4, 3.2.135) that he has promised.
But the apparel of tavern chatter as well as that of “silken dalliance” retreats into
“the wardrobe” well before Hal dons “the new and gorgeous garment, majesty” (2H4,
5.2.45) and prepares to invade France. As the over-arching narrative of Hal’s succession
progresses, the play grants audiences fewer and fewer glimpses into the “worn worlds” of
the tavern at Eastcheap and the royal household Westminster, and forces their attention to
the “horrid suits of the camp” (H5, 3.7.77). From the coats worn by Henry IV’s decoys at
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Shrewsbury (1H4, 5.3.25) to the “war-worn coats” Englishmen wear before Agincourt
(H5, Chorus, Act 2, l. 26), the clothing imagery in the Henry trilogy shifts almost
exclusively to soldiers’ apparel and therein, the quality of the bodies wearing it.
Given the fact that Shakespeare’s dramatic chronicles of the Lancastrian dynasty
have Henry V’s victories in France as their climax, it is perhaps not surprising that the
plays’ clothing references are increasingly inflected by the context of war. To modern
readers familiar with the basic narrative trajectory of the second tetralogy, the forces
dictating this shift in primary imagery from work-a-day clothes to those worn by Henry’s
work-a-day soldiers may seem transparent. But what is less clear for modern readers, I
think, is the significance that military garments might have had for early modern
playgoers, and how such garments might have encouraged spectators to think about the
nature and history of their own responsibilities to the English Crown. For modern critics
reading the plays retrospectively, clothing motifs in the Henry plays provide ample
material for exploring the concept of military service debt that Elizabethans inherited
from previous reigns. If (as Stallybrass and Ann Rosalind Jones have claimed) “clothing
functioned in early modern England “as a form of material memory” that “incorporated
the wearer into a system of obligations,”8 what “systems of obligation” were remembered for audiences in the clothes worn by soldiers in Henry IV and Henry V?
This question motivates the discussions that follow. In the first two sections of the
chapter, I examine the soldier’s “wardrobe” in 1 Henry IV and 2 Henry IV,
contextualizing military apparel in these plays alongside historical shifts in practices for
8
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army provisioning and the raising of troops. I suggest that coats and other garments in the
plays invoke and make concrete the basic tenets of a service debt that was not fully
articulated in official state documents. In 1 Henry IV, this contract of military obligation
is remembered in its ideal form in the coats of noblemen like Sir Walter Blunt; its
practical shortcomings are established by conscripts who appear in the field lacking
clothing almost entirely. In 2 Henry IV, Shakespeare’s staging of conscription
supplements and complicates the rank-inflected distinctions between soldiers in 1 Henry
IV. Here too, we see two versions of what it means to wear the king’s coats, fleshed out
this time in competing perspectives of communal responsibility and national loyalty.
Finally, Shakespeare’s Henry V attempts to erase the conflicts inherent in these
perspectives, establishing the primacy of the monarch’s body over the soldiers’ garments
as the object that demands and activates all social bonds of obligation. Collectively, I
argue, the Henry plays stage an increasing centralization of England’s military
institutions, a uniquely Tudor historical trajectory projected onto Lancastrian England.
Embodying the juncture of local identification and national signification, the soldiers who
wear the kings’ coats wear the history of military obligation and its discontents on their
sleeves.

“We must all to the Wars”: Coats and Conscripts in Henry IV
On the field of Shrewsbury in 1 Henry IV, the Scottish rebel Douglas finds
himself a repeat-victim of warfare’s equivalent of the bed-trick: on more than one
occasion, he believes he has confronted and killed Henry IV, only to find shortly after
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each time that he has fought only with decoys like Sir Walter Blunt, “semblably furnish’d
like the King himself” (5.3.20-21).9 Shakespeare derives this account of Douglas’
frustrated regicides from Hall’s Vnion of the Two Noble and Illustre Famelies of
Lancastre [and] Yorke (1548) and Holinshed’s Chronicles of England, Scotlande, and
Irelande (1586), both of which report that Douglas “slewe sir Water [B]lonte, and three
other appareled in the kynges suite and clothyng.”10 The witty dialogue that follows this
account in Shakespeare seems to be the playwright’s own: Hotspur replies, “The king
hath many marching in his coats” (5.3.25), a wry comment that Douglas rejoins with a
threat: “I will kill all his coats; / “I’ll murder all his wardrop, piece by piece,/ Until I meet
a king” (5.3.26-28).
Although the rebels’ banter is Shakespeare’s addition to his source-texts, most
critics reading this scene in the play have found more to say about the phenomenon he
adopts from Hall and Holinshed. The fact that the soldiers are dressed like Henry, after
all, begs for an analysis of the sort typically conducted in new historicist studies of the
playhouse, work deeply invested in teasing out issues of performativity and the
production of power. For critics such as Richard Dutton and David Scott Kastan,
Shakespeare’s staging of armed power in royal clothing is significant for its exposure of
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the kind of role-playing that sustained monarchical authority in early modern England.11
Henry’s royally-clad soldiers both enlarge sovereign power and lay bare its limitations,
suggesting the degree to which royalty is, in Kastan’s words, dependent upon “acts of
representation in various modalities.”12 Both King Henry and his son Hal are acutely
aware, Kastan explains, that “kingship itself is a disguise, a role, an action that a man
might play.”13
Of course, members and supporters of the Percy family know this secret of
kingship as well, since from their perspective, they “did give [Henry] that same royalty
that he wears” (4.3.55). In fact, their “garment of rebellion” (5.1.74) is the reason why
Hal’s ability to act the part of royalty convincingly is of such urgent importance. The
legitimacy of his father’s dynasty (and therein, for Elizabethan audiences, the legitimacy
of the Tudors) turns on his skill as a performer. But if Henry IV’s royally-coated decoys
underscore the interdependence of theatrical representation and monarchical authority,
they also point to this authority’s reliance on military service. Indeed, the scene at
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Shrewsbury with Sir Walter Blunt makes clear that in battle, the king had––and in fact,
needed––more than “two bodies.”14
Certainly, warfare was its own kind of theatre in early modern England. Military
manuals from the period often invoke the discourse of the playhouse in their descriptions
of battle, and references to masks and disguises worn in battle appear frequently enough
in such texts to lend several examples in support of Nick de Somogyi’s contention that
“the Art of War” in early modern England “was very much an art of feigning.”15 By the
time Shakespeare wrote 1 Henry IV, he had already contemplated the theatrical appeal of
such costumed counterfeits in a previous work, Richard III (ca. 1592). In this play, the
tyrant king claims to have slain five “Richmonds in the field” who fight at Bosworth “in
stead of” the future Henry VII (5.4.11-12).16 Hotspur’s comment in 1 Henry IV that “the
king hath many wearing his coats” ostensibly describes the same martial strategy; in
uttering it, the young Percy explains to Douglas and audiences simultaneously why the
14
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Scot, like Richard in the earlier play, has failed to eliminate his intended target. Yet
military service was not just an endeavor of representation, and Hotspur’s remark does
more work than simply reiterate what audiences already know from Blunt’s entrance, that
Henry’s men are simply dressed to look like him.
Hotspur’s observation that “the King hath many marching in his coats” (and
Douglas’ subsequent riffs on “murdering” them) is not a strict adoption from the
description of men “appareled in the kynges suite” that Shakespeare found in his sourcetexts, and the richness of the playwright’s revision seems worth noting. The use of the
possessive and singular object (“kynges suite”) in Hall and Holinshed creates images of
men outfitted in clothing readily identifiable as something worn by the king; his “suit”
thus functions as a costume or disguise that allows men who are not the king to
approximate his appearance. In contrast, both of Shakespeare’s rebels employ the
possessive pronoun and plural direct object (“his coats”); although the notion that Blunt
and friends are wearing kingly apparel remains the primary meaning here, the plural
“coats” encourages audiences to contemplate an additional sense––that is, that the coats
are not necessarily the clothes the king himself would wear, but rather, those issued by
Henry to his armed subordinates. Understood this way, Hotspur’s comment not only
glosses the efforts of the few aristocrats like Blunt deploying a specific battlefield tactic,
but also speaks more broadly to the size and strength of Henry’s officially-levied forces
in their entirety. This sense, I think, would point audiences to the deeper implications for
what they were witnessing on stage: insofar as all soldiers levied in England were
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supplied with coats for service outside their home county, all men employed in the
monarch’s service “marched in the king’s coats.”
Elizabethan playgoers did not need to be familiar with Shakespeare’s departure
from the specific wording in his sources to appreciate that Hotspur’s observation
describes the general enterprise of soldiery as much as the specific challenges of
Shrewsbury. As one early modern writer claimed, “the Garmente giueth men great
occasion to gesse what hee is, or how he woulde be counted, a Courtier or… a
Souldier,”17 and there was nothing that counted a subject as a soldier so much as his coat.
Indeed, though coats were not associated with armed service exclusively in the late
sixteenth-century, they were nonetheless strongly identified with organized warfare. By
the time I Henry IV was performed in the playhouse, the word “coat” in reference to
military exploits was commonly employed as part of a widely-used phrase, “coat-money”
(and sometimes “coat and conduct money”), which indicated funds allotted from the
royal exchequer to assist local officials with the provision of the garments that men wore
when they went to war.18 As the only apparel for soldiers that the crown regulated and
subsidized, coats were as close to something bestowed by the monarch as soldiers in the
ordinary rank and file were likely to receive.
The centralized provision of coats for soldiers, along with the standardization of
the coats’ appearance, was a fairly recent phenomenon in the history of English soldiery.
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It dated not from Lancastrian times, but rather, from the Tudor dynasty.19 Prior to the
sixteenth century, most Englishmen went into battle bearing the liveries of the wealthy
magnates who retained them. As Jones and Stallybrass contend, “livery acted as the
medium through which the social system marked bodies….The power to give that
marking to subordinates affirmed social hierarchy.”20 Throughout much of Henry VII’s
reign, that power resided in the hands of the landed aristocracy, whose members outfitted
their men with ornamented and embroidered coats featuring family coats of arms. Such
coats seem to have been in a wide array of bold colors, including green, yellow, blue, and
red, as well as more subdued hues of white and black.21 Although soldiers would
continue to wear a variety of colors in addition to the standard white-coat,22 their coats
would eventually bear the marks of a singular object of allegiance as the Crown became
less tolerant of the prospect that a soldier might appear more bound to the will of his lord
than that of his sovereign. 23
In the abstract, the coat was a symbol of a contract between crown and citizen, a
contract borne out of a history of struggle between English monarchs and the nobility to
19
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control the appearance of subjects’ devotion, if not that devotion itself. More concretely,
coats made the bodies of the subjects wearing them into objects of a lop-sided exchange,
compelled into action and loyalty by the combined weight of ancient custom and Tudor
innovation. I discussed at some length in this dissertation’s introduction the depth of
Henry VII’s investment in checking the power of the elite after having obtained the
crown himself by way of a large personal army; in taking legislative measures to regulate
the aristocratic practice of armed retaining through licensing, he obtained the means by
which he and his son could assert greater control of what retainers wore as well, a matter
of symbolic and also strategic importance.24
This greater control does not seem to have manifested immediately in orders for
magnates to alter the apparel they provided to those under their pay; a number of these
nobles’ coats already boasted the red cross of England’s patron saint without any specific
instructions or pressure from the crown.25 For quite some time, Henry VIII seems to have
tolerated the prospect that soldiers’ coats might bear both local and national insignia.
According to Goring, up until the last few years of his reign,
each gentleman was ordered to give each of his soldiers ‘a jaquet of our
colours with our cognisaunce and yours,’ this inferring that the soldiers
should be recognizable as subjects of the King of England and as the
dependants of this or that gentleman....By 1545, however, it would seem
that attempts were being made to put an end to this practice; in that year,
24
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the Lord Mayor of London instructed the City companies to give their
soldiers white coats with red crosses, but without the City arms. In the
interest of uniformity the Crown may have decided to prohibit the wearing
of private heraldic devices by soldiers in public.26
While Goring attributes the shift from private liveries to national symbols to the Crown’s
“interest in uniformity,” this interest need not be understood simply as an investment in
the aesthetics of warfare.27 But the Tudors’ attempts to phase out the signs of subjects’
additional loyalties might also be understood as another facet of what Lawrence Stone
has described as the Crown’s “struggle to monopolize violence,”––that is, the efforts of
the Tudors to harness the wealth and power of the nobility, and more specifically their
military collectives, for their own use and control.28 Indeed, Henry VIII’s incensed
comment to a courtier who attended the king wearing Buckingham’s livery, that “he
would none of his servauntes should hang on another man’s sleeve,” must have
similarly—if not more urgently––applied to those who served the king in his expeditions
to France.29
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If the “‘sodyers coat’” identified its wearer as “a man of war,”30 the “king’s coat”
identified its wearer more emphatically as a soldier obliged to be a man of war
specifically on behalf of the Crown. Inasmuch as it figured the bonds linking king and
servant, however, the coat retained the residue of a past struggle, bearing the imprints of
the firm grasp the landed aristocracy and municipalities once had over the allegiances of
armed subjects. Certainly, the Tudors could only lessen the force of that grasp, as neither
the early kings nor their successors could actually afford to be the sole “sleeve” upon
which soldiers would hang.31 Because the royal exchequer could not cover the entire
price of the coats (let alone the price of outfitting its militia more comprehensively), local
officials and suppliers––and ultimately the soldiers themselves––bore the greater part of
their cost.32 Thus the coat symbolized the monarchy’s success at monopolizing the
external display of the loyalties and obligations of its subjects, perhaps bearing the
memory, as well, that such displays came never so cheap as kings would have liked.
If it seems straightforward enough to say that such coats were visible markers of a
contract between monarch and subject for the latter’s armed service, it is much more
complicated to get at the precise tenets of what that contract entailed on either side. In its
most literal sense, the coat may be read as the monarchy’s gesture towards providing
soldiers with some semblance of bodily protection. Although the cloth coats were not
substantial enough to provide warmth in adverse conditions, they did cover much of the
30
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body without restricting soldiers’ mobility. Read more theoretically, the Crown’s subsidy
of the coats may be understood as a statement of royal confirmation––or perhaps an
expression of good faith––that the citizen’s armed service was in fact necessary in the
first place. As dictated by a fourteenth-century statute, the English militia was technically
a defensive institution, based upon the “fundamental principle” that its members would
not be compelled to serve outside of their own county except in cases of national
emergency––that is, in the event of war outside of England or the prospect of outside
invasion.33 Only in these cases would the Crown assume some of the financial
responsibility for preparations and provision. Thus in paying soldiers’ coat-money,
monarchs granted legitimacy to the notion that they, and England, urgently needed them
to make good on what they “owed.”
Precisely what subjects “owed” is a more complicated issue, for Englishmen’s
military obligations were perpetual, rather than circumstantial. Indeed, in some respects,
the coat is a rather poor symbol to represent the extent of their service debts, since even
in times of peace, when such coats were unnecessary, subjects were still responsible for
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contributing to the martial readiness of their county. Royal legislation for this
responsibility dates from Henry II’s Assize of Arms (1181), an edict that, according to
Michael Powicke, “marked a turning-point in the history of military obligation.”34 The
assize taxed lords based upon their possessions, and laid the groundwork for the
articulation of national obligation in the later Statute of Wincester (1285). This later
statute delineated the arms and horses subjects were obligated to maintain privately for
the kingdom’s public use, according to their income. For example, those who had 10£ in
land or 20 marks in goods were required to keep a complete set of armor; those with 15£
and 40 marks had to keep a horse as well.35
Subsequent legislation added little to what was already codified in the Statute of
Wincester, and it remained the basis for county assessments well into the first half of the
sixteenth-century. The statute passed by Henry VIII in 1542, for instance, made few
adjustments to the thirteenth-century requirements; its only innovations were the
inclusion of additional clauses regarding horses, and more compellingly, a clause based
upon 1533 sumptuary legislation which assessed the obligation of individuals based upon
their ability to afford expensive clothing.36 The sumptuary clause seems to have been
occasioned by the complaints of local officials who condemned the conspicuous
consumption of the gentry. According to the author of A Supplycacion to Henry the Eyght
(1544), the clause was necessary, as these gentlemen, “Consuming their goods in vain
34
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pride and wanton lusts,” had “not [the] means to do their duty” when “called upon by
your Grace to serve your Majesty for the defence of this your realm.”37 Although the
statute passed near the end of Mary I’s reign declared earlier legislation “vtterlie void,
repealed, and of none effect,”38 it referred to the “speciallie mentioned & declared”
sumptuary clause from Henry’s statute, and retained its requirement for any man whose
“wife should weare such kind of apparel or other thing” to “haue, keep, and mainteine
one gelding able and mete for a light horseman, with sufficient harnesse and weapon.”39
The apparel of wives may seem (literally) far afield from the coats of soldiers, but
references to such apparel underscores the degree to which this legislation is focused on
the provision of commodities for military service, and individuals’ ability to afford those
commodities––rather than on armed service itself. Indeed, as the repetition of the
sumptuary clause underscores, the statutes delineate the material objects that subjects
were responsible for keeping—even to the extent that assessments for those objects are
based on subjects’ possession of other commodities. But the most precious commodities
in warfare, the bodies that were to actually bear these arms and wear that armor, find no
mention in state documents.
Of course, what appears to the modern mind to be a conspicuous omission may be
evidence that military action did not need to be codified for its enforcement. While a
1205 statute passed under King John required an oath of fealty in addition to subjects’
obligation to maintain arms and armor, later statutes regarding the militia seem to take
37
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that fealty for granted. According to Goring, tenants under the feudal system “were
bound by ancient (but generally unwritten) obligations to serve in their retinues in time of
war.”40 Perhaps the closest we have to a statement of these ancient obligations appears in
the 1327 statute defining the scope of the militia, wherein we find the declaration that
“that no man from henceforth shall be charged to arme himselfe, otherwise than he was
woont in the time of his progenitors kings of England.”41 Subjects, it seems, were simply,
if vaguely, required to do as their ancestors had done for past “kings of England.”
Two additional pieces of legislation at the end of Mary I’s reign, however, make
clear that the Crown was not content with the force of existing documents. The Marian
“Act for the hauing of horse, armor, and weapon” and the accompanying “Act for taking
musters” (1558) offered considerable clarity to the issue of service debt, though the latter,
like earlier legislation, also encodes an appreciable lack of directness with respect to
subjects’ obligations in the field. As A. Hassell Smith notes, these acts “began a new era
in the Crown’s endeavor to secure a supply of weapons and men for the defence and
safety of the realm,”42 and they would not be replaced with new legislation until the
English Civil Wars nearly a century later. The first act provided a more detailed
“graduated scale for scale of arms contributions,” and the second “provided
administrative grounds to enforce them.”43 Moreover, the “act for the taking of musters”
required, with a far greater degree of directness than prior legislation, the crown’s
40
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subjects to attend musters, and to participate in warfare beyond the keeping of weaponry.
Specifically, it acknowledged
that commandement hath beene giuen by the king & queenes maiesties,
and other the progenitors of the queenes maiestie, kings of this realme, to
diuerse & sundrie persons, to muster their maiesties people and subietcs of
this their realme of England, and to leuie a number of them for the seruice
of their maieties, and of this realme, in their wars, such as were most able,
and likeliest to serue well in the same…44
This passage makes clear that armed “service” is, in fact, a required duty, naming as well
the entities on whose behalf this duty is to be conducted. Despite its general clarity and
relative specificity, though, the statute only explicitly lays out the obligations of those
“diuerse & sundrie persons” responsible for conducting musters and levies; it does not
address directly the specific obligations of those men who will themselves be mustered
and levied, other than to state their mandatory attendance at musters. The actions they
must perform at and as a result of those musters, it seems, go without saying. The terms
of the soldiers’ debt are really only implied in the more fully articulated debts of those
who are commissioned to collect on them at musters.
What we may glean from four centuries of statutes on military obligation, then, is
that in Elizabethan England, no written document existed which expressly commanded
the queen’s subjects’ duty to participate bodily in warfare. Indeed, as Charles G.
Cruickshank notes, “the rights of the crown and the duties of the citizen were not fully
44
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defined in the statute book when Elizabeth came to the throne,”45 and they remained as
such when she departed it. The statutes in place prior to her reign “were concerned with
the mechanics of army management rather than with the constitutional aspects of military
service,” and though her parliament debated at least four separate proposed bills between
1580 and 1603, none passed through both houses.46 Thus while numerous acts fashioned
against armed retaining allow us to trace the increasing centralization of military power
in England, there is no corresponding legislation that shows the dictates of an
increasingly centralized conception of martial loyalty.
I submit that this absence of a clearly-codified dictum of national military
servicium debitum is precisely what suggests the potential for the “king’s coats” to carry
a profound symbolic weight––both in the lived experiences of soldiers as well as in their
invocation in the drama of the late sixteenth century. For citizens who received one, the
coat was part of the material conditions of warfare, and it must have made the less
concrete aspects of subjects’ military obligations more fully felt, worn, and embodied.
Where written words were unavailable, the coat was tangible; where history and
historical precedent remote, the coat present and immediate. If its receipt coincided with
the recitation of an oath “to do all loyall and true and faythefull sarvice unto the Queene
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of Englande,”47 as it did in Leicester’s camp in the Netherlands, the coat could take on the
living words of military obligation.48 And if a soldier was lucky enough to be given some
part of his wages in addition to it, he could say that he wore the king’s coat and had his
crown in his pocket.49
But Elizabethan audiences would have perhaps associated the “king’s coats” less
with the king and more with his absence at the site of their distribution, the local muster.
For it was there, rather than in the royal presence, that implicit and explicit contracting
for royal service actually took place. Shakespeare himself seems to have held this
particular association, for he stages this site directly in 2 Henry IV when Falstaff levies
forces in Gloucestershire. His command to Bardolph to “give the soldiers coats” (2H4,
3.2.290-291) concludes the muster, marking each man’s official commitment to “serve’s
prince” (234)––however “Feeble” such service might be. Although 1 Henry IV does not
place this site on stage, the play invokes subjects’ debts to king and commonwealth
throughout the play each time men appear on stage dressed as soldiers.
Like the “blue coats to tawny coats” (1.4.46) that divide the factions of
Winchester and Gloucester in I Henry VI, the coats soldiers received at levies were
47
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similarly visible markers of affiliation and an individual’s position in social relationships;
but where other forms of livery “incorporated retainers and servants into the social body
of their master or mistress,”50 military coats incorporated soldiers into the national body
of England. Coats rendered soldiers into the extensions––the long arm, perhaps––of the
natural body of the king. They afforded him bodies marked as his multiple selves,
enabled and authorized to eliminate his rivals and to confront enemies of his realm
whether or not the king took the field himself. Indeed, it is in the king’s initial absence at
Shrewsbury in 1 Henry IV that we see this incorporation is carried out in its ideal form.
Sir Walter Blunt’s presence in kingly apparel hints at his familiarity with Henry’s royal
person; wearing material shared by the king, Blunt approximates the king’s body,
suggesting an almost-shared corporality between the monarch and his loyal aristocrats.
To be sure, in an important sense, Blunt’s “furnishing” is exceptional, since he,
like Shirley and Stafford before him, wears an actual disguise. More so than that worn by
other soldiers, Blunt’s clothing makes him a high-profile target, a fact that stage costumes
no doubt would have accentuated in actual performances of the play. The prominence his
is both suggested and reinforced by Douglas’ confession to Sir Walter, “I do haunt thee in
the battle thus/ Because some tell me that thou art a king” (5.3.3-4), which indicates that
“some” rebels immediately recognize the king’s royal garb, even if the Scot himself does
not.51 Blunt’s coat underscores the dependence of royalty on costume and role play, and
50
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introduces an element of deception as well. The disguise allows for the enemy’s
misidentification of the king’s body, enabling the deferral of the king’s death.
But even as Blunt’s garments are of different quality from the coats worn by the
nameless soldiers who are not in royal disguise, Hotspur’s exchange with Douglas
positions Blunt as simply one part of the royal “wardrobe.” There are, the rebels remind
us, “many marching in [Henry’s] coats” (5.3.25, my italics); each of these subjects’
service offers the king a degree of protection, if less explicitly or directly than the
royally-clad Blunt. Insofar as Blunt is one of “many” men, his coat does not represent a
fundamentally different kind of obligation from that undertaken by other soldiers in less
regal attire. Rather, it is simply the most glamorous version of what Margaret B. Bryan
deems the most “unglamorous [aspect] of his monarch’s power”––that is, the fact that
being the king meant being dependent on others to take the field and die in one’s stead.52
Indeed, as much as anything in the play, Sir Walter Blunt’s fate in the field
reveals the perilous nature of the contract entailed in the coat. A coat did not allow its
wearer to appropriate the king’s body, but rather, materialized the fact that he was
required to replace it with his own. As David Scott Kastan contends, the soldiers the
rebels confront in royally-issued apparel are “literally [King Henry’s] lieu-tenants, his
place holders.”53 As they wear his coats and bear his arms, they stand him in for him––
not as re-presentations of the king, but as his surrogates.
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Not all surrogates are equal in the field, however, and much of Shakespeare’s 1
Henry IV invites audiences to make a distinction between dutiful men like Sir Walter who
wear Henry’s coats voluntarily and those who are forced to become his surrogate bodies
because they can not afford to do otherwise. Through Falstaff and his charge of footmen,
we see how the king’s body might be rendered more vulnerable by the very subjects
enlisted to protect it. Whereas Blunt and his ilk are ideally suited for standing in for the
king, Falstaff and his replacement-stand-ins underscore the potential for the “king’s coat”
to be soiled by those marching in it.
The “fat knight” who entertains the prince provides an especially sharp contrast to
the “gallant knight” (5.3.20) who serves the king. Both Sir John and Sir Walter are
knights, and both have at least occasional access to members of the royal family prior to
their service at Shrewsbury. For Falstaff, of course, this access is at Eastcheap. For Blunt,
this access is at the court, from which he acts as a liaison between the king and the rebels.
Though Sir Walter advises Henry to excuse Hotspur’s impertinence early in the play, he
later refrains from giving counsel to the king and reverts to simply taking it from him,
condemning the peers’ actions rather than attempting to understand them when he meets
with Percy in Act Four.54 In response to Hotspur’s lament that the good knight “stand[s]
against [him] like an enemy,” ( 4.3.37), Blunt replies,
And God defend but still I should stand so,
So long as out of limit and true rule
You stand against anointed majesty.
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But to my charge. The King hath sent to know
The nature of your griefs, and whereupon
You conjure from the breast of civil peace
Such bold hostility, teaching his duteous land
Audacious cruelty.
(4.3.38-45)
In relaying the King’s query, Sir Walter foreshadows his loyal turn at Shrewsbury,
staying so relentlessly on-message that even statements he dismisses as digressions
smack of the Lancastrian party-line.55
In contrast to Blunt’s indignation on behalf of “anointed majesty” and Henry’s
“duteous land”––dubious constructs, of course––Falstaff responds to challenges to the
king’s legitimacy only in terms of their benefit for him. Upon learning that he is to
receive a commission to levy troops for the suppression of the Percy rebellion, he replies,
“well, God be thank’d for these rebels, they offend none but the virtuous” (3.3.190-191).
Because Shakespeare reminds audiences of Henry’s usurpation throughout the second
tetralogy, readers and spectators of the play know that it is not Henry’s virtue that makes
him fear his enemies; but if the king is inwardly guilt-ridden and publicly outraged,
Falstaff openly admits to his own lack of virtue, and, more particularly, links this lack
directly to his self-interest in the face of national crisis. For it is at this point that Falstaff
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embarks on his two-play quest to “turn diseases into commodity” (2H4, 1.3.247-8); he
will abuse his commission by “us[ing] the king’s press damnably” (1H4, 4.3.12-13) and,
profit at the expense of the Crown and of those he will employ to serve it in his stead. If
he “owe[s] God a death” (5.1.126) as Hal claims, Falstaff refuses to pay it; he claims,
“‘Tis not due yet, I would be loath to pay him before his day,” and instead sets out to
make others fulfill the service debts that he would not.
Shakespeare does not stage his levies directly in 1 Henry IV; but what audiences
do not witness directly Shakespeare makes available through Falstaff’s narration, which
forms the longest and perhaps most vivid speech in the play. The contracting that takes
place at Falstaff’s musters operates by a substitution of bodies, but the politics of
surrogacy in this case are of an entirely different nature from that we see in the disguised
gentry like Sir Walter Blunt and also from the soldiers who appear along with Prince Hal
“glittering in golden coats, like images” (4.1.102). Accepting “three hundred and odd
pounds” “in exchange of a hundred and fifty soldiers” (4.1.13-14), he releases those who
“have bought out their services” (4.1.22) from their military obligations and replaces
them with men who are demonstrably even less fit for service than the cowardly “toastsand-butter” (4.1.21) that he initially pressed. As Falstaff describes his replacementsurrogates, they are
Slaves as ragged as Lazarus in the painted cloth, where the glutton’s dogs
lick’d his sores, and such as indeed were never soldiers, but discarded
unjust serving men, younger sons to younger brothers, revolted tapsters,
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and ostlers trade-fall’n, the cankers of a calm world and long peace, ten
times more dishonourable ragged than an old feaz’d ancient.
(4.2.13-35)
From what we can tell from their captain’s description, the conscripts he has pressed are
either the unluckiest or the most dishonest members of an amorphous, but obviously low,
class of men. They are men who are poor servants, men whose birth-order affords them
no inheritance, men who are not just out of work, but also “trade-fallen” (which is to say
literally bankrupt and possibly spiritually so as well), and men who have “revolted”––
rebelled or abandoned service, probably both. Still, if these men are not fit to be deemed
soldiers, Falstaff’s comparison of these conscripts to a “feaz’d ensign” remains deeply
hypocritical––a diminished military standard is as fitting a description of his own
unscrupulous methods as it is a fair statement about his newly acquired charges.56
Falstaff’s invocation of the unraveled banner is just one of several instances in
which Shakespeare deploys material symbolism to figure the poor physical and spiritual
condition of the soldiers who will join Henry’s forces. In the same comparison, for
instance, Falstaff uses a term associated with textiles when he claims his men are “more
dishonorable ragged” than the threadbare standard. This description suggests that the
soldiers are themselves frayed like cloth; it also reinforces the notion that their physical
state is somehow an indicator of their moral character, a relationship the play will
complicate in a later instance in which Falstaff collapses distinctions between Sir Walter
Blunt’s “honor” and the worth of his own “ragamuffins.” The dialectic of external
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garments and inner worth is also at work in the earlier passage in Falstaff’s allusion to a
Biblical parable whose moral lesson hinges on the clothing and bodies of two men. The
rich man in Luke 16:19 is marked by his sumptuous clothing, Lazarus by his poverty and
his sores. It is unclear whether Falstaff’s men lack Lazarus’ virtues, but they certainly
share his sartorial misfortunes: although Falstaff has been given “Money and Order for
their furniture” (3.3.201-202), he has not provided these men with coats.
In fact, he seems almost to exult in their lack of furnishing, or at the very least, to
express some amusement that audiences may be supposed to share. He confesses,
There’s not a shirt and a half in all my company and the half-shirt is two
napkins tack’d together and thrown over the shoulders like a herald’s coat
without sleeves; and the shirt, to say the truth, stol’n from my host at St.
Albons, or the red-nosed innkeeper of Daventry. But that’s all one, they’ll
find linen enough on every hedge. (4.3.42-48)
Similar to his earlier admission of having accepted bribes, this revelation shows another
way in which Falstaff lines his own pockets at any opportunity.57 It also suggests the
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more wide-ranging consequences for his corrupt practices with respect to county
administration. More than simply profiting from his commission, he is also draining the
resources of the districts through which he travels, from St. Albans in Hertfordshire to
Sutton Coldfield near Birmingham. His final comment that his men will steal what their
captain has failed to provide (or steal himself) from the countryside reveals the extent to
which Falstaff’s levy depletes the resources of local communities in addition to those
proffered by the state.58 Yet by Falstaff’s own logic, his soldiers are actually dressed
appropriately for their purpose. Men destined to be “food for powder,” he implies, do not
require coats or shirts.
In positing their worth as such, Shakespeare’s captain follows the reasoning
employed by a figure from Barnabe Riche’s contemporaneous dialogue, The Fruits of
Long Experience (1604), a text that resonates with Shakespeare’s characterization of
Falstaff’s damnable pressing. When a constable in Riche’s text is asked to explain why
he has levied “disordered persons such as are fitter to garnish a prison, then to furnish a
Campe,” the constable confides to his questioners that “we haue learned…long agoe, to
seeke out sleeueless men, to send of sleeueless arrands.”59 Falstaff confesses that “most”
of his men have been taken “out of prison” (4.2.39-42)––a sometime Elizabethan
practice––and still more lack sleeves; his shirtless men are, in fact, the literal
embodiments of the figurative descriptions that appear in Riche’s similarly garment-rich
text. Neither well “garnished” nor “furnished” by their captain, Falstaff’s soldiers are not
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officially marked as servants of the king; what they are, according to Falstaff himself, is
marked for death. In the same scene and battlefield in which Douglas slays Blunt and
promises further to “kill all [Henry’s] coats,” Falstaff enters to reveal the fate of his own
poorly dressed men. “I have led my ragamuffins where they are peppered,” he reports;
“there’s not three of my hundred and fifty left alive…” (5.3.35-36).
Although Shakespeare maintains throughout much of the fourth and fifth acts of 1
Henry IV the perception that Blunt and Falstaff’s “ragamuffins” have little in common,
Falstaff invites the re-evaluation of this perception when he reveals their shared fates in
the same scene. Indeed, what is most striking about the battle at Shrewsbury is not the
confirmation that Falstaff has led his men on a sleeveless errand, but rather, that his
soldiers’ shirtless bodies find the same end as that of the royally-clad Sir Walter. Indeed,
whether a statute existed to say so, and whether the men wore sumptuous clothing in the
field or none at all, the play makes clear that the obligations that came with royal
surrogacy were literally a matter of life and death.
The fact that Falstaff admits to having “led” his soldiers to their demise suggests
that Shakespeare was more than happy to place the blame for certain war casualties–and
perhaps the play’s relative official disregard for them––firmly on Henry IV’s widest pair
of shoulders. As both early modern strategists and modern historians stressed, corrupt
captains were responsible for much of what was wrong with contemporary practices.
According to J. Neal, the Elizabethan military organization invited behavior like
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Falstaff’s: “the whole system put a premium on corruption, offering the captain a double
chance of fraud at the expense of his men and the expense of the queen.”60
But if it is easy to contrast the expensive fraud perpetrated by Sir John Falstaff
with the expensive apparel worn by Sir Walter Blunt, 1 Henry IV suggests that all Crown
soldiers might carry the same debts and pay the same price for their service, regardless of
the terms––and clothing––that marked their entrance into war. As the coats enable the
system of surrogacy at work, they allow for and even require Henry not to be there when
his coats are “murdered.” Northumberland and his supporters will not let viewers forget
that that Henry has already forgotten his own debt to some of the soldiers who fought on
his behalf before he gained the crown; the threats of Hotspur and his Scottish comrade
remind us more particularly that Henry’s coats offer little real protection against the
“garment of rebellion” his soldiers face in this “Mars in Swathling clothes” (3.2.112) and
valiant “blue-cap” (2.4.357). In “murdering” the coats worn by Blunt and others, the
Douglas takes aim at the embodiment of the contract of service between king and soldier,
and he succeeds at dismantling––if only temporarily––the majesty accorded his
subsidized apparel.
Falstaff’s final speech in the scene underscores the unfortunate material realities
behind the material symbol of the coat in the play’s final encounter with Blunt: “I like not
such ‘grinning honour’ as Sir Walter hath” (5.3.57), he says, invoking his earlier
“catechism” in which he denounces Honor as a “mere scutcheon,” a mere device. In
rejecting honor in this later instance, and specifically honor as Blunt has worn it, Falstaff
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recasts the relationship indicated sartorially for Blunt in corporeal terms; it is not an
image of the king’s coats that we are left with, but what sounds suspiciously like Sir
Walter’s skull. The material glory of the coat ends, Falstaff suggests, when the flesh dies.
Yet neither Blunt’s death nor the “peppering” of the conscripts conclude the battle
of Shrewsbury, and though the play establishes that military obligation includes the
prospect of death, Shakespeare offers two perceptions of what that death means. If 1
Henry IV expresses a single mode of obligation in the idea of the soldier’s coat, it
nonetheless offers competing senses of the value of its fulfillment. When Falstaff
deconstructs the notion of honor, he levels distinctions between his men and those who
march, like Sir Walter, in a manner like the king; death is death, and it comes for men of
all ranks and status. Audience members less inclined to envision the erasure of social
hierarchies, however, could feel more secure in the suggestion that Falstaff’s charges
meet their end by the impersonal wounds of guns; they are “peppered,” whereas Blunt
and his fellow decoys die nobly in the more chivalric context of single combat.61
Additionally, Hal’s later comments about the play’s aristocratic soldiers recuperate the
fantasy of shared-corporeality between royal king and loyal noblemen by bringing them
rhetorically close to his own body. Just before chasing Douglas away, the Prince
proclaims,
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The spirits
of valiant Shirley, Stafford, Blunt are in my arms.
It is the Prince of Wales that threatens thee,
Who never promiseth but he means to pay.
(5.4.40-43)
In fashioning his “arms” as the bearers of the aristocrats’ memory, Hal draws on several
meanings of the word, conflating his soldiers’ nobility and noble service with his own
pedigree with his weapon, and with his own physical self: Blunt, Shirley and Stafford
share his coat of arms, they live on in the prince’s weapon, and their spirits give strength
to his own appendages.
Thus in contrast to Falstaff, who refuses to pay his own service debts and makes light of
the payments made by others, Hal wants us to know that he is worth his promises, and
therefore, worth the promises that his soldiers make for loyal service. This speech
reinforces the Lancastrian fantasy that the royals who wear the crown will always keep
those who wear their coats close to the royal heart. Shifting the memory of Sir Walter
from his “grinning honour” to his valiant spirit, Hal maintains the idea that the military
obligations entailed in the garment are rightly tendered.
Of course, it is arguable how much Hal’s more positive vision of his noblemen’s
soldiery would have mitigated Falstaff’s deflationary rhetoric for audiences; like so many
complex issues raised by the second tetralogy, subjects’ service debts in the Henry plays
are presented with ambivalence. 1 Henry IV never allows Hal’s evaluation of subjects’
service debts to outmaneuver completely the assessment offered by Falstaff. The play’s
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constant reminders of Henry’s illegitimacy lend a certain urgency to this assessment;
while the play examines what subjects get in return for their loyal service to the king, its
noble rebels also never let audiences forget that Henry has little right to command this
service to begin with.
These rank-based distinctions we see drawn in 1 Henry IV’s depictions of military
obligation appear with even greater complexity in the play’s sequel. In the next section of
this chapter, I discuss Shakespeare continued deployment of material symbols as markers
of status, social relations and service debts in 2 Henry IV, focusing particularly in the
various transactions that Falstaff makes, or attempts to make, through clothing. In the fat
knight’s reprise of his damnable use of the press in 2 Henry IV, I contend, Shakespeare
points to the competing perceptions of local identity and national responsibility that made
marching in the king’s coats such a vexed endeavor for Crown subjects in early modern
England.

“Thou shalt go to wars in a gown”: Passing Muster in 2 Henry IV
In audiences’ first reunion with Sir John Falstaff, they find him inquiring after an
order of fine cloth––“two and twenty yards of satin,” he says, “as I am a true knight”
(1.2.42-43). This satin is to make his “short cloak and…slops” (1.2.30) conspicuous
apparel for a man who is supposed to be out, as the Chief Justice reminds him, “tak[ing]
soldiers up in counties” (2.1.187). His attempts to procure such finery is also at odds, as
Henry J. Webb has noted, with the poorly outfitted soldiers he led in the previous play.
“When we consider that his men were ‘as ragged as Lazarus in the painted cloth’” Webb
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writes, “Falstaff’s sartorial preoccupation [in 2 Henry IV] seems almost criminal.”62 Yet
as Webb also notes, the captain’s extravagant apparel and the corresponding
impoverishment of his garment-less men was in fact a phenomenon less extraordinary
than Elizabeth I would have liked to admit. Webb sites numerous manuals, including
Riche’s A Path-way to Military Practice (1587) and Sir John Smythe’s Certain
Discourses (1590) among others, whose strident condemnations of richly dressed
captains make clear their status as common practice, if one that was commonly rebuked.
More certainly, the fat knight’s quest for satin is not the worst of his deeds as a
captain in Henry’s army, and if his desire for fine clothing is “almost criminal,” the
actions he admits to committing in 1 Henry IV were, according to actual law, criminal
offenses that warranted strict punishment. The 1558 statute for taking of musters, for
instance, seems to have been occasioned by the behavior that Falstaff encourages; its
opening statement, in fact, is a general reproof against current practice where “the most
able, and likeliest to serve well…hath absented them[selves] from the musters,” or
“through freendship or rewards [were] released.”63 Such actions were undertaken, the
statute stresses sternly, “to the great impouerishement of the subiects, & cheiflie to the
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Proceedings and Lawes of War (1593).
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great peril & danger of this noble relme.”64 Those subjects who refused to attend musters
or offered bribes to escape service risked imprisonment. The punishment for those who
allowed such crimes to be committed was strictly financial in nature, but as such, it was
quite harsh: “Euerie such person that shall offend,” the statute read, “shall for such
offense forfeit ten times so much as he shall receiue, enact, or take.”65 That such offenses
continued unabated is apparent in Elizabeth’s 1590 proclamation, which ordered greater
punishment for captains who hired men “whom, after they are showed at the musters,
they dismiss and retain in demand the pay of such passevolents to themselves.”66 Doing
so ensured, the Queen’s proclamation insisted, that “several companies are continued
weak and defective.”67
But what the 1590 proclamation deems “a kind of theft worthy of severe
punishment” goes either unnoticed or simply unenforced in Shakespeare’s plays about
Henry IV. Hal calls the men Falstaff levies in 1 Henry IV “pitiful rascals” (4.3.64), and
Westmorland worries that, being “exceeding poor and bare,” they are “too beggarly”
(4.3.68-69), but the only reprimand Falstaff receives is the mild and playful indignation
of Doll Tearsheet, who tells him and Pistol in 2 Henry IV that they should be “asham’d to
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be called captain” before having “earn’d” it (2.4.138-150). Her quip that that Falstaff’s
commission “will make the word ‘captain’ odious” (l.148) functions as an origin story for
the corrupt practices of crown officers; by the 1590s, it explained a phenomenon that was
already widely understood.
Of course, Doll merely teases Falstaff here, and the same scene affords perhaps
the only instance in which Falstaff seems capable of making sincere professions of
loyalty. Such professions are, not surprisingly, centered around the promise of garments.
Assuring Doll that he will continue to think of her in the face of greater duties, he asks,
“What stuff wilt have a kirtle of? I shall receive money a’Thursday, [and] shalt have a
cap to-morrow” (2.4.273). His offer to use his pay to buy her clothing invokes a less
pastoral and more parodic version of the “cap of flowers” and “kirtle / Embroidered with
leaves of myrtle” promised by Marlowe’s “Passionate Shepherd”; it functions as an
expression of obligation that causes Doll to respond in kind. “Prove that I ever dress
myself handsome till thy return” (2.4 279-280), she says, offering what is clearly a
promise to mourn his departure, and perhaps even a statement of intent to remain chaste
in his absence.
Falstaff’s exchange with Doll reveals again how Shakespeare’s Henry plays
fashion social relationships and their attendant obligations through clothing. It also
reinforces what we see in the second play’s first meeting with Falstaff—that is, that the
knight plans to continue to wrongly use his commission and its financial yield towards
the purchase of non-military apparel. But the conflation of devotion and clothing in this
scene is more significant for its anticipation of the transactions Falstaff will render in the
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eventual carrying out of his duty to levy soldiers. In Gloucestershire, he will ultimately
provide them what his soldiers in the previous play lacked: a coat.
In the scene preceding Falstaff’s muster, we witness King Henry contemplating
“the body of [his] kingdom” with Warwick. “How foul it is,” he laments, “what rank
diseases grown, / And with what danger, near the heart of it” (3.1.3838-40). Warwick
reassures him, saying,
It is but as a body yet distempered,
Which to his former strength may be restored
With good advice and little medicine.
My Lord Northumberland will soon be cooled.
(3.1.41-43)
But Henry (and audiences) remain uncertain, for he fears the size of the army that
Northumberland has raised. In an earlier scene, Hasting numbers their soldiers as “five
and twenty thousand men of choice” (1.3.10-11), and by the time Henry frets to
Warwick, that figure is up to “fifty thousand strong” (3.1.95). Although Warwick is firm
in his dismissal of the figure as the product of rumor, Shakespeare ensures that audiences
will be mindful of Henry’s concerns when they meet some of Henry’s future-soldiers in
the following scene.
Among other information conveyed in the idle chatter of Justices Shallow and
Silence, we learn that the JPs of Gloucestershire have assembled these men together
because Sir John Falstaff “comes hither anon about soldiers” (3.2.27-28). With the help
of these officials––a Tudor innovation in the structure of local government––Falstaff is
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finally ready to perform the duties he is supposed to have been doing instead of loitering
in the London streets and at the Boar’s Head in Eastcheap. Shallow claims to have
provided him with “half a dozen sufficient men” (3.2.93), and already we are privy to a
significant difference between the troops Falstaff will levy and those boasted by the
rebels. Whereas Falstaff seeks men who are simply “sufficient,” Hasting has claimed for
Northumberland’s army “choice men”––that is men selected for their martial hardiness,
but also possibly men who have chosen to serve against the king.68
To be sure, in seeking “sufficient” men, Falstaff has set a higher standard than
was apparent among his previous lot, but his standards remain ever lower than what any
of the king’s enemies would accept. Against the sound reasoning of Lord Bardolph, who
warns Hastings against “using the names of men in stead of men” (1.3.56-7), Falstaff
finds levity in the fact that “a number of shadows fill up the muster-book” (3.2.133-135).
And of course, he is happy to fill Henry’s army with such shadows as well. Simon
Shadow, “like to be a cold soldier” (3.2.122), is just one of several allegorically named
men featured in Falstaff’s levy at Gloucestershire that render Shakespeare’s
representation of military obligation in 2 Henry IV more embodied––and simultaneously
more abstract––than the previous play. The levied soldiers in this play have a presence on
stage as well as full names; those names, however, have the potential to prevent
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audiences from identifying with the soldiers as real people, reducing each man to his
physical appearance.
In the muster of Shadow, Feeble, Mouldy, Bullcalf, and Wart, we witness a comic
rendering of the provision of the king’s coats that, in spite of its humor, speaks very
seriously in support of the King’s expressed anxieties. Falstaff’s assessment of each
man’s fitness seems to confirm Henry’s perception of the ill “body of our kingdom”––
but it also suggests that its illness manifests as much in the king’s soldiers as in the rebels
the King would have his charges fight against. Indeed, the names of many of the
“sufficient” men in Gloucester’s muster rolls betray hints of decay, and weakness, and
the one name which does not suggest disease belongs to a man who professes to have
one.
The first man Shallow calls in the rolls is Ralph Mouldy. Shallow describes him
positively as “a good-limb’d fellow, young, strong, and of good friends,” but his name
suggests his over-ripeness, or as Falstaff notes, his under-use. “It is time you were spent,”
Falstaff proclaims, causing the nervous citizen to repeat “Spent?” as he begins to
contemplate the prospect of his death in the field. In addition to establishing the
possibility that he, too, will end up as “food for powder,” Falstaff’s intention to “spend”
him invokes the captain’s earlier pronouncement that he “will turn diseases to
commodity”––Mouldy is about to become a commodity himself, and will bargain for his
life in the only manner that appeals to Falstaff. But first he must bide his time, and along
with audiences, witness the comic acquisition of Falstaff’s other men.
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Passing Mouldy, Falstaff commands Shallow to “prick him,” a word that carries
several significant meanings in this context. First of all, “pricking” is not exactly the
same as “picking” in that it lacks the latter term’s implied element of choice: Mouldy and
those who will be “pricked” after him are not “men of choice,” but simply men who have
mustered just enough obedience to show up. In ordering Mouldy’s “pricking,” Falstaff
intends for Shallow to note on the muster list that he has shown up for the muster––that
is, as the Oxford English Dictionary records, “to mark (a name, or an item) in a list by
making a ‘prick’ through or against it.”69 Mouldy, of course, takes it another way, that
pricking is “vexing” or “tormenting” and puns that he was “already prick’d well enough”
(3.2.111-112).70 To “prick” also meant “to attire (a person) with clothes”71 and each
soldier’s initial pricking reminds us to take notice of which of these soldiers will receive
coats at the end of the scene.
Also “pricked” are Thomas Wart and Francis Feeble. Rather than one fit to wear
soldierly apparel, Feeble is a woman’s tailor and thus the butt of a number of effeminacy
jokes; his weakness is suggested not only by his name, but also in Falstaff’s joking that
Feeble will “be as valiant as the wrathful dove or most magnanimous mouse” (l.158-159)
and in his mocking question “Wilt thou make as many holes in an enemy’s battle as thou
69
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hast done in a woman’s petticoat?” (l.151-155). When Feeble suggests that Wart should
be “pricked” as well, Falstaff rejoins that he wishes Feeble were a man’s tailor, so that he
“might’st mend him and make him fit to go” (l.165)––a response that builds on his earlier
comment that Wart is hardly more than a shoddy garment himself. He is not only
“ragged,” but his “apparel is built upon his back, and the whole frame stands upon pins”
(l.143-144).72 Moreover, Wart is riddled with lice, a fact implied in Falstaff’s additional
joke that “I cannot put him to a private soldier that is the leader of so many thousands”
(l.163-168).
While the next prospective soldier, “Peter Bullcalf o’th’ green,” appears to be
more healthy (“a likely fellow” [l.175] according to Shallow), he insists that he is “a
diseas’d man” (l. 179). Falstaff, who has earlier claimed to have the “disease of not
list’ning, the malady of not marking” (1.2.121-2), is suddenly all ears. “What disease hast
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Jonathan Lamb has pointed me to the commentary in the New Arden edition of
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thou?” he asks, and is met with Bullcalf’s response: “A whoreson cold, sir, a cough, sire,
which I caught with ringing in the King’s affairs upon his coronation-day, sir” (181-183).
Perhaps because he himself has manufactured ailments to shirk his own responsibilities,
Falstaff recognizes Bullcalf’s bull for what it is. “Come, thou shalt go to wars in a gown,”
he insists; “We will have away thy cold, and I will take such order that they friends shall
ring for thee” (184-186). As he did with Mouldy, Falstaff reminds a relatively able
soldier of his own mortality here. Taking Mouldy’s pretence of illness into an occasion to
invoke his funeral, he gives an already fearful man reason to fear going to war.
And of course, both Mouldy and Bullcalf offer Bardolph money to be relieved of
their military obligations, the former for his “old dame’s sake” (230) and the latter more
compellingly because he is “unwilling” (224). Shallow urges Falstaff not to take their
money, not on the grounds of the legislation against taking bribes, but perhaps with a
vague sense of concern for the nation, and a more clear notion of local or personal pride.
“They are your likeliest men,” he says, “and I would have you serv’d with the best” (255256). But when the ante reaches forty shillings, Falstaff accepts it, uttering his infamous
remark, “O give me the spare men, and spare me the great ones” (270). Then, he initiates
his contracting of these spare men by commanding Bardolph to “Put me a Caliver into
Wart’s hand” (271), and commands Wart to march. Rewarding Wart with a “tester” (277)
for his performance with his weapon, Falstaff provides a parodic microcosm of obligation
in its most mercenary form: Wart is “pricked,” takes up arms, marches, and is provided
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with a debased coin for his efforts.73 But this “tester” does not inspire confidence; it
provokes only criticism from Shallow, and then sends him spiraling into nostalgic
prattling about chivalric tournaments. And it only ensures audiences that Falstaff has
tested the abilities of his sufficient men with sufficiently poor ethics.
There is, of course, a small bright spot in this scene when the woman’s tailor
shows up all of his countrymen with perhaps the most unambiguous assertion of loyalty
to Henry uttered by a non-aristocrat in the play: “By my troth,” he says, “I care not; a
man can die but once, we owe God a death. I’ll ne’er bear a base mind. And’t be my
dest’ny, so; and’t be not, so. No man’s too good to serve’s prince, and let it go the way it
will, he that dies this year is quit for the next” (234-238). This statement reminds us that
even the lowliest men need not be deemed base, and that bravery and courage could be
found in unexpected subjects when it was lacking in those who appear to be of better
mettle. Yet such bravery and conviction are only as bold and able as their spokesman’s
name; the only subject who insists on his loyalty to Henry is, and remains, Feeble.
Regardless of their physical quality, Falstaff takes up the forty shillings and
prepares to leave with the three weakest soldiers—only one half of the half a dozen men
he intended to levy in Gloucestershire. He departs with the following statement: “I thank
you. I must a dozen mile to-night. Bardolph, give the soldiers coats” (l.290-291). For
those of us who are able to consult or remember his comments in the earlier play,
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Falstaff’s reference to the distance he must travel with his men recalls his marches with
his army of replacements in 1 Henry IV, during which he expresses his suspicion that his
“scarecrows” may not make it through the journey to Coventry.74 More significantly,
however, this statement draws our attention to the distribution of the garments that makes
these Gloucestershire citizens into England’s soldiers.
I have already suggested that the soldiers’ receipt of the king’s coats marks their
incorporation into the body politic; as in 1 Henry IV, the fitness of the bodies that will
wear them raises questions about the corresponding health of the national body as it is
figuratively reflected in them as its literal defenders. In contracting these men, it seems,
England contracts their ailments. And yet, their conscription does not simply introduce
disease and decay into the nation, for the fact that England is “sick” has already been
established in the play well before Bardolph presents them with coats. Since the
deposition of Richard II, England has been a “bleeding land” (1.1.207); to a large extent,
the nation’s pre-existing infirmity is reinforced in the men mustered in this scene. An
illustration of the illness writ large on the national body, Falstaff’s muster builds on
numerous prior references to sickness in the play, linking Henry’s soldiers to Falstaff’s
“consumption of the purse” (1.2.236-237), to Doll’s syphilis (2.4.48-52) and even Henry
IV’s “kind of lethargy,” “sleeping in the blood, a whoreson tingling,” and “perturbation
of the brain” (1.2.111-117) as described by Falstaff. Indeed, these soldiers are no more
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healthy than “their unfirm king” (1.3.73-75), whose “apoplexy” will ultimately prevent
him from fulfilling his desired course of action in the Holy Land.75
Falstaff’s muster scene complicates the two main explanations proffered in the
play for the root-cause of national disease. Whereas Henry and Warwick attribute the
sickness of the kingdom (if not that in the King’s own body) to Northumberland and his
rebellion, Northumberland and the Archbishop ascribe it to Henry’s wrongful claim to
the throne. What we witness in Gloucestershire does not support Warwick’s contention
that the kingdom will recover once rid of Northumberland, nor does it lend full credence
to Scroop’s contention that “The commonwealth is sick of their own choice” (1.3.87-88).
If we are to take the muster in Gloucester as an indicator of the rest of the nation, it is not
so much that the commonwealth is “sick” of Henry or “sickened” by the rebellion, so
much as it is plagued with the disease of not caring. Aside from Feeble’s brief display of
loyalty, its citizens appear to have little regard for national matters, and still less concern
for what they might owe the nation’s king––whether or not that king is legitimate.
Indeed, their understanding of their military obligations extends only so far as they know
they may buy their way out of it.
This is not to say that Shakespeare presents the men at Gloucestershire as being as
shallow as their JP, or as fallible as Falstaff. To the contrary, in fact, he fashions them
with as much depth as is possible given the figurative qualities already implied in their
names, and they appear more forlornly comic than worthy of harsh judgment, and are
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generally sympathetic, if amusing. The sense audiences get throughout this scene is not
that these men do not have a sense of personal responsibility, but rather, that they feel
that responsibility to their local community instead of to their king. In the responses of
the two men who present Falstaff with bribes, we can see a glimpse, albeit a small one,
into their lives. These glimpses, however brief, counter the pull towards abstraction
effected by the men’s allegorical names, preventing the characters from appearing solely
as cartoons.
For Mouldy, going to war will mean he must leave his “old dame,” who “has
nobody to do any thing about her when [he is] gone” (3.2.230-231). Although this claim
may seem like a poor excuse, his role in taking care of “her husbandry and her drudgery”
(3.2.113) is a real enough obligation in the small world of Gloucestershire. Indeed, as
Mark Fissel has discussed, English subjects’ concern that their national service would
mean their local duties went unfulfilled was both typical and deeply felt, if short-sighted.
According to Fissel, their “resistance to the crown’s military demands reflected not so
much opposition to the regime as a myopic concern that the levies of men and money
would damage seriously the vitality of the local community. The strategic predicament of
the monarch largely escaped the denizens of the village and shire.”76 Indeed, the tendency
for subjects to consider communal and familial ties over ties to their monarch is
confirmed in Stow’s account of the Treaty of London, signed at James I’s accession, as it
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suggests the relief of subjects that they could return to the “quiet enjoying of their sonnes
and servants, which yearely were prest for forraine services.”77
While Bullcalf cites neither his place in household labor or familial bonds as
reasons to evade the war, he explains that it is his “desire to stay with [his] friends” that
prevents him from going. These local ties represent a similarly significant brand of social,
communal loyalty, and each of these relationships supercedes any devotion Mouldy or
Bullcalf might feel for their king. To be sure, Bullcalf offers the pretense of a more
national sense of obligation in his explanation of his “disease.” But his profession of
having caught his cough while “with ringing in the King’s affairs upon his coronationday” (l.181-183) rings hollow when he admits the real reasons he does not want to go to
war. In what is perhaps the play’s oddest speech, he confides to Bardolph the following:
“In very truth, sir, I had as lieve be hang’d sir, as go, and yet for mine own part, I do not
care, but rather, because I am unwilling, and for mine own part, have a desire to stay with
my friends, else, sir, I did not care for mine own part so much” (l. 221-227). This speech
is fascinating for its equivocality, establishing both Bullcalf’s intense desire not to go to
war (he would rather be hanged than be conscripted), as well as his less dramatic but
more complete lack of personal will or concern for his service debt. While he initially
projects his willingness to act in service of the king, and indeed, to celebrate (or at least
acknowledge) Henry’s accession with the bell, he ultimately confesses that King Henry
neither motivates him to action nor even emotion. When it comes to fulfilling his military
obligations, there is simply no ‘care’ there.
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In its entirety, the scene of Falstaff’s distribution of the king’s coats ascribes the
real source of national weakness––and the weakness of subjects’ willingness to fulfill
their obligations to the Crown––to the provincial outlook of English subjects. Perhaps as
well, the muster scene implicates the national political class who neither seems to
recognize the pervasiveness of this outlook, nor appoints commissioners who will address
it. The subjects in Gloucester are unable or unwilling to see beyond the ties that bind
them to their friends, families and local community; the men sent to remind them of their
larger obligations provide them with little instruction or incentive to do so.
That we should find this provincial attitude in Gloucestershire is both significant
and unsurprising, for Shakespeare’s depiction of Gloucestershire is, as Phyllis Rackin has
argued, more closely aligned with what Richard Helgerson describes as chorographical
history than the chronicle history conveyed by the rest of the play.78 Helgerson contends
that chorography, as deployed in texts featuring detailed county maps and place
descriptions, “strengthened the sense of both local and national identity at the expense of
an identity based on dynastic loyalty,”79 and though Helgerson has argued elsewhere that
Shakespeare’s plays are more stridently monarch- and court-centered dramas than other
contemporary writers of the genre,80 Rackin’s application of his insights seems to be on
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point in terms of what we see at work at Falstaff’s muster. Much of Rackin’s evidence
has to do with the shire as the site of innumerable anachronisms, most of which are
uttered in Shallow’s reminiscing of his past exploits with Falstaff. “Neither historical nor
theatrical,” she claims, “the world of Shallow’s Gloucestershire evokes the detailed
material life of the Elizabethan present….It is a life particularized in terms of place as
well as time.”81 But the shire’s greatest nod to chorography lies in its status as, in
Helgerson’s terms, “a repository of proper names….Most of all, the names of families
and individual people”82––among them Shallow’s cousin William at Oxford, John Doit of
Staffordshire, and Will Squele of Cotsole. Instead of royals and noblemen, Shallow’s
musings, as well as the investments of Falstaff’s prospective coat-wearers, are all about
people they know.
In contrast to the king and the implicit debt they owe him, those people seem real,
familiar, and worthy of labor and devotion. The king is merely present in Gloucestershire
as an occasional ringing bell, or, as when Falstaff enters the scene and disrupts the daily
routines of these citizens, a set of coats. These coats threaten the community with the
prospect of its dissolution; even as such, the force of their materiality is far from
overwhelming. Indeed, though Bardolph’s possession of the coats provides a strong
reminder of citizens’ national service debt, the coats themselves do not prevent the men
of Gloucestershire from interjecting small professions of their communal affinities––so
much so that Falstaff has to tell Justice Shallow to cease his nostalgic name-dropping
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(“No more of that, Master Shallow, no more of that” [l.196-7]) so that they may proceed
with the muster.
According to Fissel, this provincial perspective was not unique to subjects in
Gloucestershire, but rather, endemic among the average Englishmen in the sixteenth
century. From this subject’s perspective, Fissel writes, “the locality, be it a wapentake, a
hundred, a village, or most broadly, a shire, was his home. If he defended his patch of
ground successfully successfully and others did similarly, then England was safe.”83 This
narrow view of their obligations often made levying for national campaigns more
difficult, since, as Fissel contends, “the local communities put their own interests ahead
of national security rather often.”84 Yet, their priorities as such were to some extent
justifiable, Charles Cruickshank explains, because the idea of the state was “as yet too
abstract for the average soldier to understand it and to fight for it with enthusiasm.”85
Aside from a brief and “Feeble” profession of conviction, this lack of enthusiasm is
precisely what we see in the prospective soldiers levied by Falstaff in 2 Henry IV. As
these nominally weak and diseased men receive the king’s coats, audiences watch King
Henry’s fears literally materializing.
In the following scene, Westmorland either insists or pretends otherwise, offering
to cut a deal with Hastings and the Archbishop out of “mercy, not from fear” (4.1.148),
and then boasts of the strength of the royal army as follows:
Our battle is more full of names than yours,
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Our men more perfect in the use of arms,
Our armor all as strong, our cause the best;
Then reason will out [our] hearts should be as good.
(4.1.149-155)
Certainly, it would have been difficult for audiences to reconcile this assessment with
what they have witnessed in the previous act, and indeed, remains so for modern readers.
After all, the play does not dwell on the noblemen who support Henry; we know only the
“names” that fill the muster rolls from Gloucestershire. And if the king’s men are “more
perfect in the use of arms,” this perfection is not in keeping with the “traversing” of Wart
and his caliver––a turn at soldiering that even Shallow finds objectionable.
It is no doubt significant, then, that the royal camp’s victory occurs more by way
of rhetoric than weapons. Prince John tricks the rebels into demobilizing their “choice”
men, promising that their grievances will be redressed, his manipulation effectively
ending the rebellion and abating the spread of disease within the king’s armies. But
politics, rather than war, win the day, and given the weak men who make up the king’s
forces, audiences are left to wonder if disaster hasn’t been only narrowly averted.
Compared to 1 Henry IV, 2 Henry IV offers a more localized picture of the
responsibilities and relationships that command subjects’ loyalties within their own
communities. Allegiance to the monarch is contested by other duties, and in staging
Falstaff’s acquisition of soldiers and distribution of coats, Shakespeare’s play imbues the
coats with the discontents of the emerging nation-state. More so than its predecessor, the
play gives bodies, names, and voices to those who would refuse to be the surrogates for
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the monarch, and it locates them within a geographical and temporal space that is both a
part of the larger national body and a community that stands in relative opposition to it.
Unlike 1 Henry IV, the second part features no seductive vision of material glory behind
its understanding of subjects’ military obligations to the Crown—the glittering coats and
royal apparel are supplanted here by images of the king’s sickness, his actual seclusion,
and ultimately, his absence from most of the play’s action. As his subjects in
Gloucestershire pass muster––or conversely, pass on militia service to Henry altogether–
–their coats display the wear and tear of a private provincialism beleaguered by the public
pressures of national unrest.
This unrest, as Henry tells his son on his death bed, can only be countered with
foreign war, and in this chapter’s third and final section, I will briefly follow Henry V’s
coats into France as a way of concluding my examination of the material symbols of
soldiery in Shakespeare’s Henry plays. As we saw in 1 Henry IV, Prince Hal wants to
ensure that subjects not only know the weight of their royally-issued attire, but also that
the terms that attire represents are fair, mutually beneficial, and appreciated. Armed
service in France, however, is neither visually nor even theoretically seductive, since to
march in Henry’s coat is to march in rags.
Perhaps not surprisingly, Henry renounces the coat in Henry V, rejecting what it
stands for, and the access to the royal body it never really offered anyway. Pushing
beyond the material force of military garments, he recasts his soldiers’ debt as one of
blood and hearts. In contrast to the fantasy of wholeness with the king that the 1 Henry IV
advances in Blunt’s special coat, Henry is as brutally honest about the vulnerability of his
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soldiers’ bodies as Falstaff is in the earlier two plays. In exchange, the king offers a great
reward for their payment of their debts, his own royal blood. Thus to counter his subjects’
skepticism about the war he has waged in France, he emphasizes their debt in terms of his
own body, urging a new kind of intimacy, or a potential intimacy, that soldiery afforded
subjects. Shakespeare spends much of his rhetorical energy in Henry V raising the
question of whether the king’s body can actually stand for England without men to stand
in for him in the field. Like all questions in Henry V, this one has a complicated answer.

“We should Dress us Fairly for our End”: Particular endings in Henry V
I have argued in this chapter’s first two sections that Shakespeare’s references to
clothing and apparel imagery underscore the ways in which such perceptions divided
ruler and ruled in late sixteenth-century England. More particularly, I argued that
Shakespeare’s “material symbolism,” figures English soldiery in both parts of Henry IV
as a kind of surrogacy. In this model, the earthbound martialist stands for—and, in fact,
stands in for—the anointed body of the king in the field. In my readings of the clothing
and related corporeal imagery in both plays, I have asserted that, rather than speak to the
closeness of the King and his replacement “wardrobe,” Henry’s surrogates underscore
competing and rank-inflected perceptions of national martial loyalty and local
responsibility. Rented in both senses of the verb––that is to say both torn and dearly paid
for rather than strong and freely given––coats and other garments concretize the tenuous
social fabric binding subjects to their monarch.
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For the most part, material motifs in the tetralogy’s final installment functions
similarly. As in both of the earlier plays, attention paid to a soldier’s clothes––and by
extension, the bodies wearing those clothes––helps point to his obligations as well as his
ability and will (or lack thereof) to fulfill them. In both parts of Henry IV this dynamic is
typically played out in the garments worn by and associated with “the fat knight with the
great belly doublet” (H5, 4.7.48). Aside from this reference, Falstaff is absent from Henry
V, and in the later play his sartorial dealings and soldierly failings are displaced onto the
national body’s other unruly members. In Henry V, men like Bardolph, Nym, and
Ancient Pistol carry on his poor service in the English camp abroad.
Certainly, much of Henry V is concerned with showing the King’s ability to have
such members “cut off” (3.6.107) in the manner that “Bardolph’s vital thread” (3.6.47) is
severed when he is executed for stealing a pax.86 Indeed, soldiers who make a mockery of
their martial obligations by trying to make a profit from them are less able to find
undeserved rewards or upward mobility than Falstaff was in two plays that precede it. In
fact, we see their punishment. Pistol, for instance, is finally punished for the “hole in his
coat” (3.6.84)—a phrase Fluellen deploys to refer to the soldier’s counterfeiting of
service and also, by extension, his lack of true loyalty to Henry. Taking on the role of
martial arbiter, the Welshman who “could not speak English in its native garb” (5.2.7576) apparels himself with a marker of his principality, donning a leek in his cap in order
to initiate the occasion for the soldier’s humiliation.
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An item once digested by St. Davy pinned to the captain’s garments, the leek is,
like the soldiers’ coats in 1 Henry IV, an external display of Fluellen’s inward conviction
of loyalty to the English king. Specifically, of course, this display emphasizes that the
king shares the captain’s Welsh heritage.87 Without denying the larger nationalist
significance of Fluellen’s leek (and Pistol’s xenophobic response to it), I want to point
out that in this instance it functions as a red herring––a contrivance to punish the braggart
for his pathetic pretenses of fulfilling his military obligations. As Gower notes––and
Fluellen confirms––“St. Davy’s day has passed” (5.1.2); the Welsh captain wears the leek
in this moment primarily pick a fight with Pistol for gulling him into thinking that he “did
see [Pistol] do as gallant service” as Mark Antony. No longer “marvelously mistook”
(3.6. 81) with the idea that Pistol is “as valiant a man” (3.6.13-14), Fluellen makes good
on his earlier promise to “tell him [his] mind” (3.6.84-85), cudgeling the ancient until he
is so “astonish’d” (l.39) that Gower must intervene.
Examples such as this one again underscore the extent to which obligation may be
worn on the body. Additionally, this instance establishes that Henry no longer faces the
“inward wars” (2H4 3.1.107) that plagued his father, and furthermore, that his state has
achieved an apparatus by which the Crown can mete out punishment even without
express orders from Henry himself. Scroop, Cambridge and Grey receive a punishment of
their own devising in the play’s second act, and Henry’s other nobles and his class of
professional officers in the army ensure that acts of discipline will be carried out whether
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deployment of the leek throughout the play with respect to Henry V’s construction of
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Henry is present to enforce them. Carrying out his father’s advice, he eliminates the
opposition Henry IV had faced in his peers in the North, either purging these men from
his state or busying their “giddy minds” with his quarrel in France.
As most critics of the play have noted, however, Henry still lacks full sway over
the minds and hearts of his soldiers––a fact which points to the fragility of the national
body––and while his Welsh captain is ultimately able to check those subjects who wear
the king’s coat for their own advantages, the king himself has less success when he
confronts his men alone in the camp. There, as Janet M. Spencer writes, the disguised
Henry “would deny the difference between himself and his subjects,” but his soldiers
neither seem to believe that denial nor trust its implications.88 As I will discuss, Henry’s
fire-side encounter with John Bates, Alexander Court, and especially Michael Williams
re-plays and heightens the tensions inherent in Falstaff’s levy, revealing in greater depth–
–and with considerable more gravity––the disparity between the loyalty the king’s
subjects wear and how they actually feel about their service debts. Their acceptance of
these debts is predicated on the notion that the king has obligations of his own.
Up until this encounter, audiences have heard conflicting reports of the strength of
Englishmen’s devotion to the king. At the beginning of the play, we are told by the everoptimistic Westmorland that Henry has garnered an unprecedented degree of devotion
from his citizens, who are themselves exceptionally wealthy:
Never King of England
had nobles richer and more loyal subjects,
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Whose hearts have left their bodies here in England
And lie pavilion’d in the fields of France.
(1.2.129)
In Canterbury’s exhortation that follows this statement, “O let their bodies follow”
(1.2130), the play sets up what will become recurrent imagery where bodies and hearts or
souls are juxtaposed as separate spheres of loyalty upon which subjects’ service debts
operate. Though the Archbishop’s tone is hopeful, his rejoinder lacks the certainty of the
comments that provoked it, and the sense of uncertainty is only reinforced by the
narrative the Chorus provides in the following scene.
In the Chorus’ description of “dreadful preparations” for war, we can see how
Lancastrian subjects respond to the call to arms, which reads as a shorthand version of the
1558 statute governing local responsibilities for war provision. “Silken dalliance in the
wardrobe lies” (Chorus, Act 2, l.1-2) and “all the youth of England are on fire,” in pursuit
of the furnishings that subjects in Elizabeth’s England were obliged to bring for their use
in the field. Henry’s loyal landholders even “sell the pasture now to buy the horse,”
placing the king’s needs ahead of their own. But if England is “like [a] little body with a
mighty heart,” she is also a “nest of hollow bosoms,” evinced by the treason of
Cambridge, Scroop Grey, and later by the “empty hearts” (4.4.68) of Nym and Bardolph
and by the small size of Henry’s armies more generally. Indeed, the French Constable
suggests that Henry’s “numbers are so few” (3.5.56) that the king will inevitably ransom
himself, and though Henry stridently refuses to do so, he nonetheless admits that there is
a “a sickness growing / Upon our soldiers” (3.3.55-56).
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Between Henry’s own descriptions of his men as “enfeebled” (3.6.145-147 ) and
the alternating pity and disdain expressed by the French, we are constantly reminded of
the ill quality of the coats and the small number of bodies bearing the English standard.89
Whether this sickness is a similar to the kind of national disease that subjects contract in
2 Henry IV when they are contracted for military service remains to be seen; we only
know that before the battle that will later be named after St. Crispin, they
Sit patiently and inly ruminate
The morning’s danger; and their gesture sad,
Investing lank-lean cheeks and war-worn coats,
Presented them unto the gazing moon
So many horrid ghosts.
(Chorus, Act 4, l.24-28)
Whereas the coated-men in 1 Henry IV came to Shrewsbury, as Hotspur says “like
sacrifices in their trim,” Henry’s men wait “like sacrifices” (l.24) without any ornament
or prestige in their garments at all. In the chorus’ description, the soldiers’ apparel is
“invested” with their sad gestures—if the soldiers are dressed in Henry’s coats, those
coats are also dressed by his soldiers, bearing each man’s greatest fears about fulfilling
his obligations more demonstrably than the obligations themselves.
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On the ill quality of Henry’s soldiers see chapter five of Highley, Shakespeare,
Spenser, and the Crisis of Ireland. Highley argues convincingly that the focus on the
impoverished bodies of Henry’s men links them to accounts of Irish kern, and that
Shakespeare advances arguments made by Essex that such men were actually better
equipped for the harsh conditions of battle.
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In addition to powerfully imaging the solemnity of the scene, the Chorus’
description of the soldiers’ “lank-lean cheeks” and “war-worn coats” exerts a certain
force over the exchange that follows between the king and Gloucester. In particular, it
colors audiences’ reception of Henry’s comment that “we should dress us fairly for our
end” (4.1.10). By “dress,” Henry means prepare, and in referring to “our end,” Henry
means to convey the purpose at hand––that is, they are to prepare to defeat of the French,
whose armies have already taken the field and therein are forcing the English to be “early
stirrers” (4.1.6). But the apparel worn by these soldiers invokes another operable sense
for the statement: already appearing to the moon and all else who look upon them as
“horrid ghosts” (and wearing, we might add, the matching “horrid suit of the camp”
[3.4.77]), these soldiers have outfitted themselves for the end of their lives.
As with the final image of Sir Walter Blunt in 1 Henry IV, we are invited here
again to associate soldiers’ clothing––and the obligations entailed in wearing it––with
certain death: to march in the king’s coat is to die wearing it. But where the previous play
and its sequel suggest that this death occurs in and is necessitated by the king’s typical
absence, Henry V never lets audiences forget that he is, in fact, present with his soldiers
in the field, and omnipresent in the camp. Dressing himself for a different end, Henry
appears before his soldiers disguised in the cloak of Sir Thomas Erpingham, temporarily
joining their ranks to ensure them (and spectators) of his familiarity with their plight.
This action, of course, establishes a significant difference between this Henry and his
father, who “being seldom seen” was both “wonder’d at” (1 Henry IV 46-47) and
ultimately subject to his subjects’ disregard when he required their service.
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Yet, as the scene’s “touch of Harry in the night” is predicated on his assumption
of another man’s clothing, the King’s presence in the camp is hardly felt in the manner he
seems to have hoped; rather than confirming that his subjects are ready and willing to
fulfill their service debts to him, he finds himself answering to his soldiers’ suggestion
that he might actually owe them something as well. Even John Bates––the soldier who
articulates, rather than questions, his military obligation to Henry––ultimately turns that
obligation back upon the king. He offers Henry an initial expression of obedience,
claiming, “We know enough, if we know we are the King’s subjects” (4.1.130-131); but
that obedience is not without attendant responsibilities, Bates says, since “If his cause be
wrong, our obedience to the King wipes the crime of it out of us” (l.32-33).
Building upon Bates’ suggestion of the King’s debt, Michael Williams invokes
not just Henry’s responsibility to his subjects in arms, but also his responsibility to God
for enlisting them in a just cause:
But if the cause be not good, the King himself hath a heavy
reckoning to make, when all those legs, and arms, and heads,
chopp’d off in a battle shall join together at the latter day and cry
all ‘We died at such a place’––some swearing, some crying for a
surgeon, some upon their wives left poor behind them, some upon
their children rawly left….Now, if these men do not die well, it
will be a black matter for the King that led them to it; who to
disobey were against all proportion of subjection.
(4.1.134-146)
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These speeches make clear that both Bates and Williams are deeply aware of their
military obligations to the Crown—they have not “bought out their services,” as subjects
in the earlier plays have done, nor have they professed their greater investments in other
bonds of social responsibility. That they have such responsibilities is made clear in
Williams’ references to the non-combat casualties of war, wives, children, and debt; but
neither he nor his two companions have put these ahead of their sovereign. To do so, as
Williams says, would be “against all proportion of subjection.” As Henry’s subjects, they
“only need to know they are the King’s subjects,” and these men have a sense of this
knowledge well beyond that displayed by Ralph Mouldy or Peter Bullcalf. But the fact
that Henry is also subject to obligations is suggested in one of the most horrific corporeal
images in Shakespearean drama—the monstrous body with which Michael Williams
confronts the disguised king in his assessment of the king’s “heavy reckoning” (4.1.135)
at last Judgment.
The image is Shakespeare’s vivid creation, of course, but the sentiment behind it
had been expressed elsewhere; Mathew Sutcliffe’s The Practice, Proceedings, and Lawes
of Armes (1593) contained what may have been Shakespeare’s source for the premise of
both Williams’ and Bates’ speeches:
but if the warres be notoriously unjust, let euery man take heed howe he
embrewe his handes in innocent blood [for,] who shall answere for men
that execute Princes wicked commaundments before Christes tribunall
seates[?] If the injustice of warres be not notorious, the subiect is bound to
pay & serue, and the guilt shall be laid to his charge that commaundeth
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him to serue. A good man may serue (sayth St. Augustine) vnder a
sacrilegious Prince, where the iniustice of the commandment shall bind
the Prince, as the duetie of obedience doth make the soldier innocent.90
It seems likely that Shakespeare drew upon this passage of Sutcliffe’s, though he adapted
both the degree to which the Prince’s cause for war needed to be just as well as that
whether it needed to be “just” at all. Indeed, whereas Sutcliffe asserts the King’s
responsibility for prosecuting a reasonably just war—that is, one that is not egregiously
or “notoriously” unjust––Shakespeare’s Williams argues that the cause must be “good.”
Rather than invoking the Jus ad bellum, a concept that had its basis in law, Williams
invokes a more ambiguously determined value system rooted in basic morality. While it
is difficult to say whether Sutcliffe or Williams holds Henry to a higher standard, both
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Practice, Proceedings, 12. To my knowledge, as of the date of this chapter’s
drafting, I have not seen this passage cited in any other article on Henry V. Critics of
warfare in drama do tend to cite Sutcliffe in several other contexts, but at present, I am
unaware of any scholarly work that notes similarities between this particular part and the
speeches of Williams and Bates. (Please bring them to my attention if you know of any!).
Sutcliffe’s citation of Augustine (The City of God, Book XIX) and Shakespeare’s
portrayal of the subject as debatable may be compared instructively with Thomas Smith’s
assertions in The Common-Welth of England (1589), that the prince “hath absolutely in
his power the a[u]ctoritie of warre and peace, to defie what Prince it shall please him, and
to bid him warre, and again to reconcile himselfe and enter into league or truce with his at
his pleasure” (56). According to Smith, “In warre time, and in the fielde the Prince hath
also absolute power, so that his word is a law, he may be put to death , or to other bodily
punishment, whom he shall thinke so to deserve….This absolute power is called martial
law, and euer was an necessarilie must bee vsed in all campes and hosts of men, where
the time nor place do suffer the tarriance of pleading and processe, but it neuer so short,
and the important necessitie requireth speedie execution, that with more awe the Souldier
might be kept in more straight obedience” (56-57).
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offer a strong case against Henry’s dismissive response that “The King is not bound to
answer the particular endings of his soldiers” (155-156).91
Henry’s disavowal of responsibility for his soldiers’ “particular endings” seems
particularly callous when we consider the fact that they sit before him “dressed fairly for
their end.” Anticipating death in their war-worn coats, the soldiers embody the material
symbols of soldiery as well as its material conditions and consequences, and in refusing
to take any responsibility for the souls of his men, he implicitly also refuses to take
responsibility for the camp’s impoverishment, the soldiers’ thread-bare apparel, their
economic investment, as well as the plight of their orphans and widows.
Stopping just shy of implicating Henry as the person who needs to redress these
conditions and consequences––anxieties about physical debilitation and dismemberment
and the accompanying burdens experienced by loved ones––William’s speech and
indeed, the scene in its entirety, ultimately settle on the more esoteric issue of men’s
souls. Significantly, the scene in all of Shakespeare that is most explicitly concerned with
the military obligation of subjects ultimately evades dealing with the material concerns it
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Theodor Meron has argued that the king actually did have some legal ground to
stand on in this position. “The emphasis in Act IV, scene I on the king’s exemption for
his soldiers’ misdeeds such as pillage and murder is unremarkable for an era in which the
concept of central authority over the army was still rudimentary.” See Henry’s Wars and
Shakespeare’s Laws: Perspectives on the Law of War in the Later Middle Ages (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1993), 65. Meron’s appeal to England’s non-centralized military
structure in the middle ages seems sound enough, but it is worth noting that much of his
discussion relies on continental and medieval sources regarding the concept of Jus in
bello rather than the English theorist I cite here. Additionally, Meron considers the acts
committed in war, rather than the cause of the war as Shakespeare’s soldiers do, and this
emphasis suggests that Meron buys into Henry’s premise that his soldiers are necessarily
criminals even as the play gives no evidence that Williams, Court and Bates have
committed any crimes.
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initially raises by emphasizing spiritual ones. The King’s insistence that “Every subject’s
duty is the King’s; but every subject’s soul is his own” (4.1.177) ensures that all attention
will shift from his own possibly “spotted cause” onto his “spotted” soldiers. As Joel
Altman observes,
What had begun as a confession of fear uttered by soldiers seeking
assurance from an informed comrade and a reciprocal confession by an
anxious leader seeking comfort from his men ends as an aggressive
amplification of the vices of soldiers. For the King a grumbling people can
only be conceived as so many spotted consciences in need of correction.92
Altman’s description of the scene as an instance of Henry’s “aggressive amplification”
seems apt, though his contention that “a grumbling people can only be conceived as so
many spotted consciences” might be sharper with respect to the agency of the conceivers.
Certainly, Henry’s conception of his men as criminals is merely a re-conception of them,
since the play allows for audiences to conceive of Williams and Bates independently
from how Henry and the Chorus re-cast their participation in his war.
Regardless, in order to relieve his own responsibility for the material
consequences of the war in France, Henry must shift all moral responsibility for martial
action onto his men. Additionally, he must ensure his soldiers know that their
acknowledged subjection and coinciding fulfillment of their obligations requires that they
do more than simply wear his coats in the field. His exchange with Williams and Bates
reveals that men may understand their debt to the Crown without being fully devoted to it
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in their hearts; for Henry, bodily service as it is evinced by their wearing of his coat is no
longer enough. Thus, in the following scene we find Henry renouncing the value and
significance of military apparel just as emphatically as he renounces his own obligation
to his men to prosecute a just war. In response to Westmorland’s wish that they had “but
one ten thousand of those men in England / That do no work to-day,” (4.3.16-18), Henry
proclaims,
I pray thee, wish not one man more…
…It yearns me not if men my garments wear;
Such outward things dwell not in my desires;
But if it be a sin to covet honour,
I am the most offending soul alive.
(4.3.20-29)
In this instance Henry admits to––indeed, defiantly celebrates––his engagement in the
lesser sin of covetousness; as he couches his French war in terms of his desire for and
pursuit of honor, Henry absolves himself for obliging his soldiers to commit actions
which might offend God. He also attempts to recast the significance of numbers; his
bravado in this passage is certainly intended to encourage his elite supporters to remain
brave and loyal, while also laying the rhetorical groundwork for a miraculous victory.
Having fewer men makes his success in France seem greater and even divinely
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sanctioned.93 More central to the point of this chapter, Henry also dismisses in this
passage the significance of the men who have chosen not to wear his coats; their lack of
devotion does not matter, Henry insists, because in the end, his coats do not matter. Or
rather, they can only contain and display matter, and are no certain evidence of true
devotion to him. Those soldiers who do “his garments wear” can only take share in the
king’s honor if they are willing to shed their own blood, and are willing to do so without
demanding anything from him in return.
In fact, it is these soldiers who will be granted a share of Henry’s royal body, as
we learn in his famous St. Crispin’s Day speech. In this speech, Henry articulates a
powerful fantasy of military obligation that 1 Henry IV projects in the royal apparel of Sir
Walter Blunt: the king gets to multiply his own body and thereby protect both his body
politic and his body natural; in return, subjects get upward military and social mobility,
and the right to partake of his immortal body by becoming part of his “band of brothers.”
“He to-day that sheds his blood with me,” Henry promises, ‘Shall be my brother; be he
ne’er so vile, /This day shall gentle his condition” (4.3.61-62). Later, when he speaks to
the French Herald, the king transfers this fantasy back into the minds (or at least the
mouths) of his men. Although their “gayness” and “gilt” are all besmirch’d” (4.3.110),
his soldiers muster their courage and devotion beyond what their coats might suggest, and
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Indeed, his speech here echoes an oration we find in Holinshed––not in the
Chronicles’ account on Henry V, but rather, in the account of Richard III. There, the man
who would be the first Tudor, Henry VII, tells his troops, “the smaller that our number is,
the more glorie is to vs if we vanquish: if we be ouercome, yet no laid is to be attributed
to the victors, considering that ten men fought against one. And if we die so glorious a
death on so hard a quarrell, neither fretting time, nor cancarding obliuion, shall be able to
darken or rase out of the booke of fame either our names or our godlie attempt” (443).
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look forward to the resplendent rewards their service will ultimately tender, in heaven or
on earth. As Henry tells Montjoy,
my poor soldiers tell me, yet ere night
They’ll be in fresher robes, or they will pluck
The gay new coats o’er the French soldiers’ heads
And turn them out of service.
(4.3.116-119)
Significantly, Henry figures his soldiers’ conception of material glory as derived from
sources entirely independent from the king himself. Their “gay new coats” will be the
spoils of his war, but their provision requires nothing from Henry. Furthermore, as
numerous scholars have noted, it is doubtful that Henry actually makes good on his
promise to ennoble his “band of brothers” at the conclusion of the battle. Does he grant
the “many marching in his coats” the social and martial mobility that identifies them as
“the happy few”? Henry’s reading of the list of English dead suggests that he ultimately
does not. Though he openly mourns the deaths of the nobility slain in the field by reading
their names, he dismisses the rest as “None else of name” (4.8.105).
In addition to indicating that his lowly soldiers are never made gentle by the
king’s acknowledgement of their sacrifice, this response is significant for a related
reason; it marks the particular end of his post-battle exchange with Williams. This
exchange both affirms and denies the significance of the bonds forged by martial and
royal clothing by playing out in shorthand the ways in which the king’s provision of
clothing and favor identified his loyal subjects. The king, we recall, concluded his visit
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with the soldiers in the camp by postponing his arguments with Williams with the
following statement: “Let it be a quarrel between us, if you live” (4.1.205). Should the
particular condition of Williams’ survival come to pass, his “quarrel” with the King will
be remembered in the gloves they exchange.94
Throwing down the gauntlet is an old challenge, but Henry’s bestowal of the
glove seems less a nod to chivalry than a parody or inversion of the favor that monarchs
like Elizabeth might confer on her favorites after jousting tournaments.95 Instead of
marking Williams as a favored member of the prince and court, it identifies him as the
enemy of both. Worn in William’s cap, the glove literally identifies him with the enemy,
for the glove did not actually belong to the king, or at least, it is only a recent acquisition.
Taken from the helmet of the French Duke of Alençon, it causes Fluellen to mis-identify
the English soldier as a Frenchman.96 Fluellen’s reading of the enemy status inscribed
onto Williams’ body parallels his berating of Pistol through the leek in his own cap. To
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Audiences would have no doubt recalled a similar inversion of the gauntlet
challenge from Richard II. Stallybrass and Jones, of course, have considered the glove in
Renaissance culture more generally in “Fetishizing the Glove in Renaissance Europe”
Critical Inquiry (Autumn2001): 114-132. “The giving away of a glove was crucial to
Elizabeth’s transformation of court politics into courtly romance at the annual
tournaments held to celebrate her accession” (124), they argue, noting Nicholas Hilliard’s
portrait miniatures of George Clifford as a typical example. In such miniatures,
“Elizabeth is materialized in the painting not as an abstract presence but as the giver of a
specific glove—a glove now extravagantly unmatched from its mate, turned into the
favor that transforms Cumberland into a favorite” (124).
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later sees his own sleeve worn by Diomedes. See Stallybrass, “Worn Worlds: Clothes and
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exculpate himself, Williams must both insist upon the power of garments to identify and
convey responsibility while also denying that power:
Your majesty came not like yourself. You appear’d to me but as a
common man; witness the night, your garments, your lowliness; and what
your Highness suffer’d under that shape, I beseech you take it for your
own fault and not mine; for had you been as I took you for, I made no
offense; therefore I beseech your Highness pardon me.
(4.8.50-56)
As Williams professes here, he is not to be blamed, for Henry’s “garments” identified the
king as someone else, just as Alençon’s glove has allowed for the common soldier’s own
misidentification. But as Henry’s kingship is more than just a matter of clothes, Williams
must also learn to do more than wear his obligations. For Henry, that means absolute
compliance, free from conscientious objections. When he offers Williams the glove full
of crowns, he endows the article of clothing with material rewards that could alleviate
some of Williams’ previously mentioned “debts”—but therein he also fills it at the
expense of giving Williams’ loyal armed service the appearance of mercenary motives.
For the soldier to accept it would be to suggest baser motivations governing his
fulfillment of his obligations, and thus in offering Williams the crown-laden glove, Henry
ensures the conditions of the soldier’s refusal.
Ultimately, in dismissing his soldiers’ garments as mere “outward show” Henry
performs a rhetorical shredding of the last vestige of his own responsibility for his
soldiers as remembered in their coats. Henry’s privileging of his subjects’ unquestioning,
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heart-felt loyalty over the debt implied in their garments, I suggest, not only allows him
to naturalize service debts as divinely felt moral phenomena, rather than a set of actions
negotiated through human institutions, but also asserts the primacy of his own body as a
stand-in for the nation. Indeed, the material symbolism of the play ultimately enables
Shakespeare’s––or Henry’s––evasion of the material conditions and consequences of
warfare, leaving in the place of soldiers’ coats and bodies the glorified body of the king.
Whereas the Crown’s surrogates once took the king’s place, Henry V takes the place of
his soldiers as an ideological certainty or metaphysical fact.

Conclusion
I began this chapter with the contention that Henry’s usurpation is the primary
cause of his subjects’ anxieties about military obligation. Now that I have discussed each
of the plays, we may revisit that contention briefly in more specific detail. Although each
of the three play’s depict soldiery as “marching in the king’s coats,” none figure that
marching as being solely contingent upon the legitimacy of the monarch. In fact,
collectively, Henry IV and Henry V suggest that subjects’ anxiety about and even
resistance to wearing those coats was a function strictly of military service debt as it
operated after the decline of feudalism. Indeed, in this way, the three plays present a
Tudor, rather than Lancastrian, dilemma about military obligation. Even as the Tudor
dynasty generally benefited from this decline––and in fact, helped to orchestrate it in the
first place––each monarch faced a considerable challenge in making subjects make good
on the military service they owed the Crown.
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Shakespeare stages this challenge in the Henry plays, which demonstrate that only
a certain group of well-connected aristocrats had the capacity to refuse service to the king
on the grounds of illegitimacy. Mortimer, the Percy’s, and their supporters are arguably
right to reject Henry’s demands because they know (or are) the proper heir; they can
refuse to arm for him because they had already done so with little or no reward for it.
They are, therefore, more justified in taking up arms against him instead. But none of the
other soldiers we meet in the plays invoke this reason for their reluctance to serve or their
refusal to serve unselfishly.
Although Falstaff is clearly willing to use the king’s press damnably in both parts
of Henry IV, he does not question whether the king actually has a right to that press in the
first place. Indeed, Falstaff calls it the “king’s press,” after all, and he accepts that it is
part of Henry’s prerogative even as he exercises his own when conducting levies. The
men he “pricks” in Gloucestershire do not question Henry’s legitimacy either. They are
happy to ring in his coronation as long as they can remain at home, safe within the surer
bonds of their communal relationships. Those who leave for France in Henry V are
equally unconcerned about whether the younger Henry is the Crown’s rightful owner;
instead, they are anxious about what he requires them to do for the sake of enlarging its
jurisdiction. Williams’ and Bates’ discussion with the disguised king, we must
acknowledge, centers not the question of how he gained the throne, but rather, on
whether or not he’ll pay for their crimes if his war is unjust.
For many of the subjects we encounter in Henry IV and Henry V, then, it is the
king’s essential unfamiliarity, not his usurpation, that is behind their general reluctance to
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march in his coats. Shakespeare seems to understand this unfamiliarity and its
consequences, and thus Hal does too; accordingly, the prince/king insists that the
Crown’s surrogates are not just replacements for the king’s royal body, but integral parts
of it. Stressing this fantasy of corporeal closeness throughout the three plays, he insists in
1 Henry IV that soldiery is worthwhile, and in Henry V, an absolute requirement. But in
employing material motifs for this relationship, Shakespeare––or his martial hero––
inevitably evades the material conditions of armed service that seems to have worried
subjects most of all. The symbols that concretize the theoretical underpinnings of service
debt in the first two plays are ultimately emptied of their meaning in the third, remystifying an agreement whose basic terms derived from a conversation that had always
already taken place and would remain unarticulated.
*
Shakespeare’s representation of soldiery as surrogacy may have resonated with
Elizabethan audiences in particular, for they could not expect their monarch to take the
battlefield. In fact, no English prince had been a soldier since the reign of Elizabeth’s
father, which had ended in 1547. Although many subjects imagined his son Edward as
the personification of a growing militant Protestantism, the prince was too young and too
sickly to survive as a boy king, let alone as a military hero; being women, neither Mary
nor her sister were expected to do so either. The last of these monarchs, however, seems
to have been deeply conscious of the implications of demanding surrogates for various
campaigns while keeping herself safely out of her enemies’ reach. Like Shakespeare’s
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Henry, she may have shrewdly taken steps to construct at least a pretense of her bodily
access for those who would give up their own for her cause.
If she actually gave the speech recorded by the chaplain Lionel Sharp at Tilbury,
soldiers would have heard her promise the following:
…I have placed my chiefest strength and safeguard in the loyal hearts and
goodwill of my subjects. Wherefore I am come among you at this
time…being resolved in the midst and heat of the battle to live and die
amongst you all, to lay down for my God and for my kingdom, and for my
people mine honor and my blood even in the dust. I know I have the body
but of a weak and feeble woman, but I have the heart and stomach of a
king and a king of England too––and take foul scorn that Parma or any
prince of Europe should dare to invade the borders of my realm. To the
which rather than any dishonor shall grown by me, I myself will venter my
royal blood; I myself will be your general, judge and rewarder of your
virtue in the field. I know that already for your forwardness you have
deserved rewards and crowns, and I assure you in the word of a prince you
shall not fail of them. In the meantime, my lieutenant general shall be in
my stead, than whom never prince commanded a more noble or worthy
subject. Not doubting but by your concord in the camp and valor in the
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field and your obedience to myself and my general, we shall shortly have a
famous victory over these enemies of my God and of my kingdom.97
Essentially imparting the sentiment Henry expresses in his final battlefield oration,
Elizabeth’s speech gestures at what subjects owe her, though without actually articulating
it specifically. Professing faith in her subjects’ loyal hearts, and placing authority in her
most noble place-holder, Elizabeth responds to her soldiers’ potential anxieties by
insisting that their willingness to hazard their bodies for the defense of the realm is
matched by her own, and that she intends to reward them for it.
The tension between soldier and monarch that seems to have motivated
Elizabeth’s speech is also articulated more explicitly in Dudley and Thomas Digges’
Foure Paradoxes (1604), a text composed during the mid-1580s. Digges and son
described subjects’ obligations in its pages in clearer terms than any official state
document had done, naming the “Prince and Country” as entities “to whome we owe our
bodies and liues.” But If the prince was to put those bodies to good use, they argued, he
or she would do well to join their soldiers in the field, since monarchs’ absence during
actual warfare leads to the mismanagement of wartime resources. “In this our age,” they
lamented,
…there hath scarcely beene any King of Europe that hath at any time in
any royall war gone to the field himselfe, but only committed their
Martiall actions chiefelie to the execution of their Lieuetennants and
inferior Commanders, which must of necessitie make great alteration. For
97
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where a king is oculatus testis, he seeth that which his lieutenants will
neuer acquaint him with, being not for their commodities. When Kings
goe to the warres themselues, they see what is profitable or
discommodious themselues…and aduance such Discipline as may be most
beneficiall to them and their State.98
Digges and Digges suggest here the very sort of surveillance that Henry V undertakes in
Shakespeare play. In seeing how commodities of war are used for themselves, monarchs
can prevent their misuse. If Elizabeth herself could go to war, they suggest, her captains
would not be able to conduct the kind of fraud that Falstaff perpetrates; she could see for
herself what kinds of reform might be in order. But as Shakespeare’s play reminds us, she
could also obtain “ocular proof” of her subjects’ anxieties and fears, as well as the
attendant lapses in loyalty or devotion that such fears might occasion.
The directness with which Shakespeare commented on these anxieties seems to
have struck a chord with his fellow dramatists, for they undertook similar interrogations
of subject loyalty and royal responsibility even when the demands of foreign service
tapered off. Around 1602, Thomas Heywood wrote The Royal King and The Loyal
Subject, a play in which a brave soldier named Martiall saves the life of his king during
war only to have his loyalty constantly questioned and tested during peace. Temporarily
turning the fierce warrior into patient Griselde, Heywood brought the tension we see in
Shakespeare’s camps into the court. The paradoxically fragile endurance of the martial
ethos represented by Heywood’s hero would in fact become even more apropos after
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James I took the throne, forming the subject of additional plays written throughout the
1610s. The Loyal Subject (1612), John Fletcher’s similarly titled play, written a decade
later than Heywood’s, and Thomas Dekker’s The Noble Spanish Soldier (ca. 1618) each
feature a king-figure and a once-loyal soldier whose willingness to serve under
increasingly adverse conditions is held up for scrutiny––and then ultimately praised.
Other works turned a tragic variation on the theme, such as George Chapman’s
Bussy D’Ambois (performed around 1604) and Fletcher’s Tragedy of Valentinian (1612).
Both of these plays suggest, as Richard Ide has argued, soldiers’ inability to survive after
they are no longer at war. Shakespeare, too, wrote a number of plays on this theme,
including Othello (1604) and Corialanus (1607-8). Indeed, for Shakespeare, the soldier’s
fate in peacetime was a constant refrain, appearing in even less-tragic plays. We see it,
for instance, in Palamon’s sympathetic lament in his collaboration with Fletcher, The Two
Noble Kinsmen (1613). Times are unjust, Palamon claims, when the bravest men are out
of favor:
…scars and bare weeds [are]
The gain o’ th’ martialist, who did propound
To his bold ends honor and golden ingots,
which though he won, he had not; and now flurted
By peace, for whom he fought. [W]ho then shall offer
To Mars’s so scorned altar? I do bleed
When such I meet, and wish great Juno would
Resume her ancient fit of jealousy
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To get the soldier work…
(1.1.15-23)
As Palamon reminds us, those who wear the king’s coats may end up in “bare weeds.”
Although this passage is usually attributed to Shakespeare, his collaborator was
equally concerned with “The gain o’ th’ martialist,” a concern evident in the plays listed
above as well as in a play performed after Shakespeare’s death, The Humorous
Lieutenant. I discuss this play in the following chapter, noting specifically how it lays
bear the persistence of anxieties over military obligation even when England was at
peace. Placing the body of his diseased Lieutenant uncomfortably close to his fictional
king, Fletcher forces audiences to remember the material conditions of soldiery that
Shakespeare’s Henry tries to make us forget. The ill conditions of surrogacy, he suggests,
are neither the direct fault of monarch or soldier, but rather, the inevitable consequence of
an inevitably dirty system of exchange.
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Chapter 2
The King’s Privates:
Sexualizing the Soldier’s Place in John
Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant

In the previous chapter, I suggested that armed service in Shakespeare’s late
history plays is figured to some degree as a kind of surrogacy—a suggestion informed by
David Scott Kastan’s provocative observation that the soldiers marching in the king’s
coats in 1 Henry IV are “literally [Henry’s] lieutenants, his place holders.”1 Kastan makes
these remarks in the service of a larger point about the monarchy, that royal power
depended on theatrical duplication of the king’s person; as I have discussed, however,
this instance in Shakespeare’s play has equally compelling implications for the early
modern institution of soldiery and its relationship to ruling structures in England. In this
chapter, I examine a later play more overtly concerned with soldiery as place-holding,
John Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant.
1

“‘The King Hath Many Marching in His Coats’: Or, What Did You Do in the
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Authored by Shakespeare’s own replacement as dramatist for the King’s Men, the
play addresses the problem of service obligation through its title character, whose name
and military rank literally means “holding the place of” in French. This rank is Fletcher’s
particular emphasis, for his source texts for the Lieutenant plot simply tell the story of a
soldier. As Michael Neill has argued of Shakespeare’s Othello, attending to the symbolic
import of the rank of Lieutenancy is essential for understanding Fletcher’s play.2 The
centrality of the Lieutenant, a syphilitic surrogate body in service of the king, underscores
Fletcher’s general preoccupation with place—a concept that encompasses rank, office,
status, geographical location, country of origin, and physical presence and absence—and
specifically, his interest in the soldier’s place in state affairs.
In what follows, I show how Fletcher’s play engages with a number of
contemporary military and political issues, reading The Humorous Lieutenant alongside a
number of contemporary texts, such as seventeenth-century polemics against peace,
medical and theological discussions about syphilis, and military manuals and sermons. I
establish that, in revising the work of his sources, Fletcher not only appeals to the
bellicose desires of Jacobean audiences, but also criticizes warfare as a zero-sum solution
to political problems, advocating military intervention while paradoxically affirming his
sovereign’s pacifist course of action. Additionally, I challenge recent critical assessments
that ignore the centrality of the play’s titular figure, and argue for the Lieutenant as the
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“Changing Places in Othello,” Shakespeare Survey: An Annual Survey of
Shakespeare Studies and Production 37 (1984): 115-131. Noting the absence of the
office from Shakespeare’s source text and the relative absence of the term itself in the
rest of his canon, Neill argues that lieutenancy “provides the key to Iago’s consuming
passion of resentment” (118).
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vehicle for Fletcher’s incisive commentary on soldiery. Contextualizing the play within
an emerging rhetoric that figures corporeal perfection as evidence of individual loyalty
and national strength, I show how Fletcher fashions the Lieutenant as an aberrant, unruly
member as worthy of audiences’ sympathy as their disgust and fear. If Shakespeare’s late
history plays constructs armed service as a vexed form of surrogacy, Fletcher’s play
recasts the Shakespearean model of the corporeal place-holding as a problematic traffic in
bodies, advancing a perspective on armed service that is, like its title character, ultimately
more complex than humorous.

Plotting The Humorous Lieutenant
Because most readers are likely to be unfamiliar with the plots of The Humorous
Lieutenant, I will recount them in brief before moving into the play’s critical reception
and the general issues this chapter will address. The play’s love plot centers on
Demetrius, Prince of Phyrgia, and his illicit mistress Celia, a woman of unknown “blood
and country” (3.1.2).3 The war plot involves a dispute over jointly owned territory
between Demetrius’ father Antigonus, a successor of Alexander the Great, and his rival
successors from neighboring states. While his son is occupied in war against his enemies,
Antigonus brings Celia to court so that he may publicly demonstrate her unworthiness for
his son. He hires multiple courtiers to woo her and establish her inconstancy, and when
their efforts fail, he attempts to seduce her himself. Celia’s clever wit and feisty
resistance to his sexual advances do not impress upon the king her worthiness for
3

All citations from the play are taken from Philip Oxley’s A Critical Edition of
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Demetrius; instead, they incite his lustful desire. Neither deterred by thoughts of his son
nor by Celia’s repeated rejection of his suits, Antigonus commissions a court magician to
concoct a potion in the hopes of procuring his son’s lover.
Ignorant of his father’s orchestrations at court, the self-absorbed Demetrius sits
alone at the camp, contemplating the significant losses he has incurred on the battlefield.
Demonstrably inferior to his opponents in both martial prowess and chivalric generosity,
the melancholic prince falls into despair. Leontius, a veteran colonel and loyal servant to
Antigonus, urges Demetrius to return to the field so that he may recover the glory of his
name and position. The colonel must similarly motivate his usually brave Lieutenant,
whose sudden refusal to fight provides Leontius with an additional challenge and an
excellent opportunity for sport. Leontius eventually convinces both soldiers to return to
battle, persuading Demetrius by invoking his status as heir to his father’s (and
Alexander’s) great empire, and the Lieutenant by tricking him into thinking that he is
dying. With his impending death in mind, the Lieutenant follows the orders of his
superiors and takes up arms again for his king’s cause.
At the play’s conclusion, Antigonus awards the Lieutenant with a new
commission and band of troops. The other plot strands are likewise happily resolved:
Demetrius emerges from the war a military hero and benevolent champion of diplomacy.
He returns to court to learn not only of Celia’s fidelity and impenetrable virtue, but also
of her royal birth. Thus concluding with the revelation-of-origins typical of tragicomedy
and romance, the play seems to resolve its conflicts in a conventionally tidy manner,
shoving sexual predators, foreign enemies and draft-evaders aside in order to finally
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legitimize a pair of well-matched lovers. Yet resolution in the play is facilitated less by
Celia’s high birth—the knowledge of which comes after Antigonus has already approved
of his son’s choice—than the fact that she has narrowly averted the king’s love potion.
For, in a spectacular Fletcherian twist, the potion intended for Celia is taken inadvertently
by the Lieutenant, who subsequently “makes prayers for the king in sundry language,”
and “[t]urns all his proclamations into metre” (4.4.157-58). A victim “in love with the
king, most dotingly,” the Lieutenant “sigh[s] as though his heart would break, and cr[ies]/
Like a breeched boy; not eat[ing] a bit” (172-173). Demetrius and Celia, then, are to
some degree upstaged by the play’s other, more extraordinary lovers—a soldier, who in
extreme devotion “will as familiarly kiss the king’s horses/As they pass by him”
(4.4.166-167), and his monarch, “an old man with young desires.”4 Bordering on farce,
the play’s strangest coupling threatens the seriousness and stability that its romantic
closure strives to attain.
The antics of the titular Lieutenant—his shifting “humors,” his attempts to quit
the battlefield, and subsequent wooing of the King—seem to have been quite popular
with seventeenth century audiences, for the character was played by comic actors of high
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repute in apparently successful performances over a period of more than 150 years.5 For
the discriminating critical faculties of Samuel Pepys, the Lieutenant made for a “silly
play” rather than a work of dramatic art.6 Yet in spite of the character’s silliness, Pepys
attended Restoration performances of the play on more than one occasion and appears to
have enjoyed it over all. While he seems to have found the Lieutenant plot trivial, he
praised the “great part” of Celia and commended the young Nell Gwyn for a “very fine”
performance.7
While the diarist is notoriously idiosyncratic, his apparently mixed reactions to
the play are not. Writing three centuries later, Clifford Leech’s remarks about the play
betray an almost sheepish admiration alongside a mild charge of triviality: Leech counts
The Humorous Lieutenant “among [Fletcher’s] best plays,” but quickly notes that modern
audiences would likely find the play “easy to make fun of.” If a modern producer were to
5
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attempt its staging, he adds, the play would need to be “purged of some passages of easy
fooling.”8 Although Leech does not list the particular passages he would have extracted,
it seems clear from his later examination of the play that he refers to the scenes featuring
the play’s title character. These scenes, and more significantly, the Lieutenant himself,
are absent from Leech’s critical analysis, no doubt because they are silly and because the
Lieutenant does, in fact, fall prey to the kind of “easy fooling” that requires an
immoderate suspension of disbelief from audiences. But the Lieutenant’s absence in
Leech’s discussions of the play points toward an odd critical ambivalence that surfaces
even in more recent studies: the title character, clearly central to the play’s success and
longevity into the Restoration, has elicited the least (and least compelling) commentary
from literary critics.9
This ambivalence may have its roots in an institutional elitism dismissive of
“low” content in literary texts and the mass appeal such content had with audiences; but
the persistence of this ambivalence in criticism of the past two decades probably owes as
much to newer modes of reading which privilege textual elements that are readily tied to
“local” historical events. In contrast to such elements, the play’s farcical Lieutenant
seems to have granted the play a degree of timelessness; his antics proved marketable
8
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despite the changing tastes of spectators and shifting fashions of the theater as an
institution, playing before audiences in the reign of James I as well as James II. Even
during the Commonwealth, when the theaters were closed, scenes featuring the
Lieutenant were revived and acted as drolls, chosen over the play’s love scenes as
exemplary of great wit.10 Their continued popularity during a time when dramatic works
had limited means of exposure in literary culture suggests that the “silliness” or
marginality of the Lieutenant plot might have insisted on its own triviality and, by
extension, the harmlessness and political detachment of the play overall. Perhaps the very
qualities that gave the play some longevity and allowed it to bypass the restrictions
governing Commonwealth performance are also those that neutralized and obscured the
kind of topical or political content that current modes of reading value.
Formally speaking, at least, the Lieutenant is not a marginal figure, but the play’s
central character—a fact emphasized not only by its title, but also through the repetition
of the question and greeting “How now, Lieutenant?” which appears verbatim three times
in the play, and in an additional seven lines in variant forms.11 The Lieutenant’s
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responses to this question range from reports of skirmishes in the field to descriptions of
his health and the state of his body; the recurrence of these exchanges suggest that the
soldier’s internal and external affairs were meant to be of as much interest to spectators
as they are to the Lieutenant’s comrades in the play. Indeed, the echoing of “How now,
Lieutenant” signals the soldier’s presence on stage, and punctuates his speeches in a
manner afforded to no other character. As the Lieutenant is repeatedly prompted to relate
his experiences in the field, his body is the medium through which a substantial portion
of the play’s military action and plot trajectory advance, and eventually becomes the
subject of its own plot. Indeed, the Lieutenant’s body takes a trajectory of its own in the
second half of the play, as the cause and manifestation of the soldier’s resistance to armed
service, and the less-than-docile object of his eventual submission to the orders of his
commanders. As I will demonstrate in this chapter, these scenes are not historically
transcendent elements of farce intended strictly for audiences’ amusement; in fact, they in
particular suggest the depth of Fletcher’s engagement with martial affairs and soldiery in
Jacobean England.
Any reader of the play attuned to the dominant critical approaches of the past two
decades must admit that the scenes Clifford Leech once deemed “easy fooling” now
provoke considerable uneasiness. Given the state-sponsored coercion featured in these
scenes, it is in fact surprising that more recent studies of the play have had so little to say
about them. After all, the Lieutenant’s resistance and eventual submission to the
commands of his military superiors (not to mention his later involuntary and extreme
devotion for the king), exemplify the literary and cultural phenomenon of subversion and
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its containment that prominent new historicists and cultural materialists identified in
influential studies of Shakespeare’s works.12 But simply to inscribe the lieutenant plot
into this particular critical narrative would be to assume a static notion of early modern
ruling structures—that is, that one divine-right monarchy functions to control the actions
of its subjects in the same fashion as another—and additionally, that the status of
England’s armed forces did not change significantly from Elizabeth’s reign to that of
James I. The exact date of composition of The Humorous Lieutenant is uncertain, but it is
likely that Fletcher wrote the play some time after 1612, and its earliest performances
probably took place between 1619 and 1625.13 Fletcher’s play was thus staged roughly
two decades after the first performances of Shakespeare’s Henriad, and as a product of
and participant in the conversations taking place in England in the late 1610s and early
20s, The Humorous Lieutenant is necessarily of a different cultural moment from the later
history plays of his erstwhile collaborator.
Though Fletcher and Shakespeare are, in fact, similarly concerned with the
military service obligations of crown subjects, Fletcher’s play responds to anxieties that
are in many ways specific to a later period in England’s military history. The period
demarcating its composition and early performances spans the second decade of James’s
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reign, and more significantly, coincides roughly with the infancy of the Thirty Years’
War on the continent. The various but interrelated wars abroad—and England’s role in
them more particularly—were a great source of conflict between James I and his more
bellicose subjects, and they form a significant, if unexplored, context for The Humorous
Lieutenant.
To be sure, England was not technically involved in what would later be called
the Thirty Years’ War. King James was reluctant to intervene in European campaigns
even when his pacifist positions were untenable, and England remained, for the most part,
a kingdom at peace during the first two decades of the seventeenth century. Even as the
self-proclaimed Pacificus Rex officially refused to enter into the dynastic and religious
wars on the continent, James nonetheless participated in them de facto, by maintaining
some English units originally stationed in the Low Countries under Elizabeth, and by
sending troops specifically to aid Maurice of Naussau in 1610.14
As Mark Fissel notes, despite James’s resistance to committing troops throughout
the 1610s, England “remained embroiled with continental conflicts, which accelerated
with the crisis of 1618 that ignited the Thirty Years War.”15 Fletcher was clearly
interested in this “crisis”—or, for that matter, in any number of related crises occasioned
by the religious wars raging on the continent in the 1610s and 20s. Other dramatic works
by Fletcher written around the same time suggest his awareness of conflicts abroad; he
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alluded to the conflicts in Cleves-Jülich in The Scornful Lady (1613/1616), and
dramatized the trial and controversial execution of the Advocate of Holland in his
collaboration with Massinger, the quickly written (and more quickly suppressed) Sir John
van Olden Barnavelt (1619).16
Fletcher’s audiences, too, would have been deeply interested in the military
exploits of armed forces on the continent during this time. News about them circulated
through chapbooks, broadsides, and the traditional English source of mis-information, the
rumor. According to Fissel, even in the mid to late 1610s, “war fever infected much of
southern England, and the fortunes of ‘our Armie’ made exciting reading for the
contemporary English public.”17 In addition to texts that covered specific armed conflicts
abroad, English presses during this period brought forth a number of general militarythemed texts, from manuals and tracts to sermons, that were invested in improving the
state of military affairs at home. In a time of escalating conflicts in Europe, English
writers turned their focus inward, nostalgic for England’s martial past and anxious for its
future. A number of these texts suggest the necessity of England’s participation in
continental wars, and the need for increased preparation and protection of borders from
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invasion; numerous others comment on the service obligations of English subjects,
writing disparagingly of the quality and quantity of available military personnel. Texts
like these both fostered and responded to readers’ enthusiasm for and anxieties over
continental warfare; their sheer volume suggests that Englishmen might know as much
about events outside of the island as they did about those taking place within their
national borders. Collectively, they reveal the culture’s pointed interest in the
circumstances under which a kingdom should wage war, and increasingly, in the subjects
who might be called upon for its operation. While these concerns had been articulated in
the proliferation of military works circulating during Elizabeth’s reign, they are expressed
with greater urgency in the 1610s and 20s in what I will describe in this chapter as a
rhetoric of corporeal perfection, a commonplace intensified by escalating martial
conflicts on the continent and James’s ambivalence about his armed forces.
The Humorous Lieutenant likewise registers these anxieties, though it displays its
investment in contemporary martial politics with greater ambivalence than other militarythemed texts. Neither a manifesto detailing strategy, an unequivocal call for action, nor
critique of current foreign policy, The Humorous Lieutenant lacks the clear rhetorical
aims of the martial manual or polemic. And, in contrast to contemporaneous dramatic
works like Sir John van Olden Barnavelt or Thomas Middleton’s A Game of Chess, its
political content was not so overt that authorities demanded its censorship.18 The
Humorous Lieutenant is nevertheless a compelling, if peculiar, exploration of soldiery in
the mid-to late Jacobean period.
18
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In order to fully appreciate Fletcher’s treatment of military obligation, we must
first consider the play’s more general depiction of warfare––particularly with respect to
debates over war in early Stuart England and in comparison with the primary source for
the play. Like many war stories on the English stage, Fletcher’s war plot in The
Humorous Lieutenant was a dramatic re-telling of the battles waged by the heroes of
antiquity, popularized in England by Thomas North’s translation of Plutarch’s Liues of
the noble Grecians and Romaines. A brief examination of Fletcher’s play and this source
in the context of military conflicts in seventeenth century Europe, I suggest in the next
section, will allow us to situate the composition and early performances of The Humorous
Lieutenant within a period of intense concern over England’s military preparedness.
Understanding the play in this context, I think, will ultimately help to establish the degree
to which Fletcher’s depiction of the individual soldier’s place in war foregrounds
recurrent and new anxieties about subjects’ martial loyalty––and the economies of
service in which monarchs might fail to earn it.

Romancing the Stuarts
Many of the plot details in The Humorous Lieutenant derive from Plutarch’s The
Life of Demetrius, a story of a son destined to live out his life in battle against his father’s
enemies. In this narrative, the Prince’s life trajectory, after decades at warfare, descends
“from a pleasant and light matter, into lamentable and bitter teares.”19 Plutarch’s narrator
further describes the hero’s plight, in dramatic terms, as a fall from “comicall into a
19
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tragicall theater.”20 Such a description must have proven irresistible to a playwright
keenly interested in the emotional and theatrical valences afforded by the blending of
tragic and comedic plot structures. Indeed, the narrator’s claim that Demetrius’ fortune
was the stuff of both low and high drama may have been Fletcher’s inspiration to adapt
the story for the stage, an implicit invitation to intervene in Demetrius’ unfortunate end
by reversing the narrative’s comic-tragic structure to match the genre of tragicomedy that
he and his collaborators had made fashionable in the early 1610s. Whereas Plutarch’s
“tragicall theater” narrates the prince’s lecherous dealings with courtesans and eventual
death from disease in captivity, Fletcher’s tragicomic plot concludes with the prospect of
Demetrius’ marriage to a maid of unassailable chastity; whereas Plutarch’s prince falls
from prosperity through a succession of martial failures, Fletcher’s protagonist
overcomes a series of early losses in the field and proves himself worthy of his future
crown.
Beyond the structural challenges and pleasures the story offered for an innovative
dramatist, Fletcher may have also found The Life of Demetrius worth of staging for
reasons more closely related to its subject matter, in particular for its portrayal of a time
when “all the successors of Alexander were at continuall warres together.”21 For all of its
biographical interest in the son of Antigonus, Demetrius is also a tale about the
inevitability of war between neighboring states, a subject of considerable interest to
members of a nation whose monarch boasted “peace abroad with all forreine neighbours”
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as his greatest accomplishment.22 The second edition of North’s translation was printed in
1612, when many of England’s own “forreine neighbours” were beginning to wage war
against one another.
According to Plutarch’s narrator, peace between adjacent states was always
tenuous, evinced by the following general precept: “the elements (according to
Empedocles opinion) are euer at strife together, but specifically those that are nearest
each to other [sic].” Specifically, the narrator goes on to explain, war “was soonest
kindled, and most cruel betweene them which bordered nearest vnto each other, & that by
being neare neighbors had alwayes occasion to brawle together, as fel out betweene
Antigonus and Ptolomie.”23 The wars amongst Alexander’s neighboring heirs may have
been of particular interest to Fletcher insofar as they resembled a number of armed
conflicts taking place in an increasingly unstable Europe. By 1612, continental powers
were embroiled in a bitter dynastic war over the succession of key provinces in the lower
Rhine––a pre-cursor to the conflicts that would eventually be deemed the Thirty Years’
War. The “continuall warres” of Alexander the Great’s successors—occasioned by of the
sheer number of claimants to his great empire and their proximity to one another—may
have indeed resonated with Fletcher as basic parallels for the four years of armed conflict
between Catholic Hapsburg rulers and the allied forces of the United Provinces and
Protestant forces over the heirless estate of John William, Duke of Cleves and Jülich,
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after his death in 1609.24 The very general similarities between the wars of Alexander and
those breaking out in the Netherlands perhaps enabled the former to function dramatically
in The Humorous Lieutenant as commentary on English intervention in the territorial
conflicts amongst neighboring states in the low countries, and in Europe at large, as
conflicts escalated soon after all over the continent. By locating contemporary conflicts
safely in Classical precedents, Fletcher could shift the focus away from their religious
underpinnings and address foreign war generally enough to avoid censorship.
The Cleves-Jülich succession crisis raised the question of whether England should
intervene on the continent, and as Roy Strong has claimed, “the diplomatic
correspondence pouring into England mounted to a fever pitch of excitement” during this
time.25 The subject dominating James’s meetings with foreign ambassadors equally
commanded the interest of his English subjects. Many saw Spanish and Hapsburg
victories abroad as a risk to their own security, and perhaps with good reason. According
to David Maland, “England was vulnerable to whichever major power controlled the
Netherlands.”26 England’s participation in the conflicts could affect their outcome
significantly; as Mark Fissel explains, “the strategic location of the theatre of operations,
in relation to the Low Countries and the Germanys, made [England] a vortex into which
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the combatants of the wars of religion threw themselves in desperation.”27 Some
Englishmen responded with equal desperation, or what we might call with greater
objectivity, militant fervor or bellicose desire; these subjects saw the turmoil on the
continent as a reason to take up arms and an opportunity to advance the true religion
against the papists currently dominating Europe.
In fact, even in the years preceding the dynastic wars in the Low Countries,
bellicose English subjects had devoted themselves to convincing their king and fellow
subjects that a Spanish invasion was imminent. Indeed, from the moment James assumed
the throne, he became the implied reader and sometimes explicit dedicatee for an
abundance of manuals, poems, and prose tracts that advocated warfare and the need to
prepare for it. In works from Robert Pricket’s A Sovldiers Wish vnto His Soveriagn Lord
King Iames (1603) to Thomas Trussell’s A Souldier Pleading his owne Cause (1619),
English writers argued the virtues of war, the necessity of intervening in the larger
Protestant cause in Europe, and the dangers of England’s effeminate passivity and martial
laxity. In The Fruites of Long Experience or A Souldier’s Wishe for Great Britain’s
Welfare (1604), for instance, Barnabe Riche’s Captain Skill claims that “neyther is there
a more dangerous thing then in the time of peace to neglect the knowledge of Armes, for
when that care is set aside, both Prince and People are left as a pray [sic] for every
oppressor.”28 Such is the logic, too, of the last of Thomas and Dudley Digges’s Four
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Paradoxes, also printed in 1604, wherein readers are told “that warre [is] sometimes less
hurtfull, and more to be vvisht in a well gouernd State than peace.”29
Writing more than a decade later, Edward Davies makes a similar point in his
Military Directions (1618). In his dedicatory letter to William, Lord Compton, Davies
rues the “many vnexpert traine-men of this kingdome…[w]ho (hauing reaped a large
haruest of peace vnder the most peacefull Monarch in Europe) are very raw, & altogether
ignorant in most points of Military Exercise.”30 Like earlier Jacobean war advocates,
Davies gives brief lip-service to peace, and then recommends more stridently “that this
Common-weale be euer in a readinesse to preuent accidentall, and ensuing dangers, least
(wallowing too long in a cradle of Security, and Mars on a sudden awakiug [sic], and
sounding in our eares unexpected Alarums) it buy Repentance at too deare a rate.”31
Similarly, in The Souldier Pleading his owne Cause (1619), Thomas Trussell warns
readers that “the state that is not able to stand in Armes, and to vanquish the rage and
power of intestine and forreine violence…is sure to fall into the power of the spoyler, at
one time or other, and then goeth all to hauocke.”32 Trussell’s reference to “intestine”
violence draws on a common sentiment that domestic stability depends on international
unrest—a sentiment that finds its expression in Shakespeare’s 2 Henry IV, whose nearlyexpired monarch tells his son to “busy giddy minds/ With foreign quarrels” (4.3.341-
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342), and in Coriolanus, a play predicated on the notion that home-grown rebellion
occurs most often in peace time.
But worse than domestic quarrels are the devastating effects of invasion. Trussell
details the horrible consequences of the “hauocke” that will befall the nation at peace,
and they are notably worse for those who, like James I, denied the need for military
preparation and action. Should England be invaded, Trussell predicts, “the streets and
fields [will] lie couered with dead carcasses of them that contemned Armes, & held the
exercise thereof in derision.”33 Invoking London in an apostrophe, he asks, “Doest thou
thinke that thy great numbers of vntrained men, are sufficient to defend thee? Solomon
will tell thee, the want of knowledge causeth the want of courage.”34 Trussell
successfully achieves the dramatic tone afforded by literary device, and his argument is
further enhanced by the allusion to the Biblical King that James himself considered
exemplary and frequently cited in speeches about his role as mediator in international
conflicts.35
But James’s actions throughout his reign suggest that he paid little attention to the
bellicose desires of his subjects, ignoring as well the perspectives of his more martially
inclined progeny, Henry and Charles, and his son-in-law Fredrick, the Elector Palatine.
Each of James’s heirs were more receptive audiences for arguments advocating war and
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increased military preparation, but the king would not defer to their opinions.36 Shortly
after James had assumed the throne, he signed the Treaty of London, officially ending
war with Spain in August of 1604. In 1609, he took up the role of international mediator,
helping to effect the Truce of Antwerp, which called for twelve years of cease-fire in the
Low Countries.37 A year later, James reluctantly sent troops to aid Maurice of Nassau and
Henri IV of France in Cleves-Jülich, but England’s entrance into the fray on the continent
was deferred after the assassination of Henri IV stalled plans for a Protestant attack.38
Some time after the death of his militant son Henry, James resumed his role as mediator,
helping to negotiate peace between Sweden and Denmark in 1613, and in the following
year, to stabilize the lower Rhine. He also played an integral role in resolving, finally, the
Cleves-Jülich dispute in 1614.39
In 1618, rebellion broke out in Prague, presenting a considerable challenge to
James’s diplomatic efforts: the protestant nobles of Bohemia deposed the newly elected
Hapsburg king, Ferdinand of Syria, and offered the crown to James’s ambitious son-inlaw. But rather than support what he saw as an unlawful claim to the throne, James
36
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offered instead to mediate between the Bohemian nobles and his son-in-law’s Catholic
rival. Even when Fredrick lost Bohemia and half of the Palatinate to Spanish forces
fighting for Ferdinand in 1620, James was reluctant to send armed forces on his behalf to
help him reclaim the Palatinate. The king was loathe to validate his son-in-law’s actions
by deploying troops on his behalf, and though he began to discuss finances for war with
parliament in 1621, he clung to the hope that diplomacy could resolve the problems on
the continent.40 In particular, he hoped to maintain peace with Spain through the marriage
of Charles and the infanta—a match opposed by most MPs, and a subject that would
continue to divide the King’s interests from those of his subjects until 1624, when
Charles finally married Henrietta Maria of France. When James died in 1625, England
still had not officially entered the Thirty Years’ War––even as the prospect and urgency
of its participation had loomed large for nearly a decade.
Fletcher’s Humorous Lieutenant was composed and performed during this
decade, and its first scene not only invokes the atmosphere of speculation and intrigue of
the 1610s, but also intervenes in contemporary debates over England’s participation in
the wars on the continent. Much like England throughout the second decade of James’s
reign, Fletcher’s classical Phyrgia is the site of diplomatic meetings between King
Antigonus and the ambassadors of neighboring states. The play’s opening scene features
a council of war, Fletcher’s addition to the play that finds no corresponding narrative in
his source text; in this scene, Antigonus behaves in manner entirely unlike James I. While
the king of England frequently issued proclamations insisting upon his subjects’ more
40
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respectful treatment of foreign representatives, Fletcher’s king upbraids the ambassadors
with insults, and allows his son to do the same.41 And of course, Demetrius’ presence at
the council in and of itself represents a striking difference between the play’s world and
England, since James preferred to meet with ambassadors alone, without even his privy
councilors.42 Even as James was thoroughly invested in preserving the dynasty afforded
by his several heirs, he rarely if ever solicited his sons’ opinions in affairs of state and
limited their involvement to his strategic marriage plots. By contrast, Antigonus
welcomes his son into the council, and when the ambassadors demand that he “choose
what you will, or peace or war” (1.1.136), the king solicits his son’s advice. Whereas
James consistently worked to effect peace treaties, Demetrius declares emphatically,
“war, war, my noble father” (1.1.239), and his father agrees. “You have your answer,”
Antigonus tells the ambassadors, and negotiations cease.
It is precisely in these contrasts that The Humorous Lieutenant seems to indulge
in a fantasy particular to Jacobean England—namely, that a king would endorse war as
his preferred means of negotiating foreign relations, and that he would do so by deferring
to the authority of his son. The Humorous Lieutenant’s opening scene thus could function
as a Stuart family romance of sorts, affording spectators the opportunity to witness in a
dramatic setting what they otherwise could not. Its united and bellicose ruling family
upstages England’s current regime, satiating militant English protestants’ desire for war,
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if only temporarily, by performing with the King’s Men what the King of England
refused to do.
But if The Humorous Lieutenant’s bellicose royal family could temporarily fulfill
the audiences’ hopes for England’s more martial intervention on the continent, it could
not have fully allayed English subjects’ anxieties about the kingdom’s military readiness.
These anxieties, and more particularly their intensification throughout the early years of
James I’s reign, form the subject of the sections that follow. Fletcher’s Lieutenant, I will
argue, is precisely the kind of soldier that bellicose Englishmen might hold up as their
champion––but also the kind of foul and diseased body that no monarch wanted
marching in his coat.

The Tremulous Perfect Body
Even after the conclusion of Antigonus’ war council, The Humorous Lieutenant
continues to promote a fantasy of expedient martial action, shifting in emphasis from
united members of the royal family to the devoted members of the king’s armed forces.
Antigonus, eager to get his war underway, commands his son and his veteran colonel,
Leontius, to mobilize the soldiers under his pay, and to “go press all the provinces”
(1.1.296). Pointing to Demetrius, Leontius denies the necessity of doing so:
We shall not need…[t]his hopeful gentleman
Can want no swords nor honest hearts to follow him
We shall be full[,] no fear, sir.
(1.1.297-299).
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Demetrius inspires such loyalty in his father’s subjects, Leontius insists, that enforced
impressment is unnecessary; the colonel assures the king and playgoers alike that posts
serving the “hopeful” Demetrius “shall be full,” lacking neither in weapons nor in good
men to carry them.
Leontius’ “no fear” assurance of honest hearts and swords fashions the play’s
world against the armed forces of other kings staged in early modern drama. Playgoers
might have recalled, for instance, the contrasting display of disloyalty or indifference
they had witnessed some years before in Thomas Dekker’s rakish Lacy, the young
gentleman who sends his kinsman to fight in France in his stead in The Shoemakers
Holiday (1599/1600), or, perhaps, in the apprehensive subjects who mustered in
impressment scenes with Falstaff and Justice Shallow in Shakespeare’s Henriad. Modern
critics, at least, will recall the phenomenon I described in the previous chapter, that
Falstaff “use[s] the King’s press damnably” (1 H IV 4.2.12) in both parts Henry IV by
filling Henry’s army with sleeveless “shadows.” Like the chorus’ fantasy in Henry V,
where “all the youth are on fire” to join Henry’s war on France, as well as Henry’s own
“band of brothers” rhetoric, Leontius’ promise of “fullness” invites us to see Antigonus’
army as an ideal body, consisting of eager soldiers ennobled by their loyal service to their
monarch’s cause. The volunteers led by Demetrius and Colonel Leontius will not be
pressed, we are told, and therefore they are all the more impressive.
Leontius’ ideal armed body upstages not only the armies of other early modern
plays, but also those mustered in mid-to late Jacobean England. Between 1612 and 1625–
–the period demarcating the probable composition and performances of The Humorous
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Lieutenant—neither King James nor his councilors could make such guarantees about the
quantity or quality of crown servants levied to take up arms on England’s behalf. In 1604,
James repealed the 1558 Marian legislation, the only statute dealing with the military
obligations of English subjects until the English Civil War. James’s repeal of the two
Marian statutes was, in the words of Mark Fissel, “a brilliant stroke financially and a
shrewd move politically” on the king’s part.43 But James’s laxity in enforcing military
readiness had significant consequences with respect to his kingdom’s militia; according
to Lindsay Boynton, it gave rise to “genuine confusion over the precise nature and extent
of military obligations.”44 This confusion helped foster a new level of complacency
amongst English subjects about their servicium debitum to the crown. Indeed, James’s
apparent disregard for England’s armed forces all but justified the ambivalence of his
nobles with respect to their military duties, and even his supporters recognized this fact.
As Sir John Oglander posited, “King James never made use of soldiers, as never loving
them nor their profession, which was the cause that our gentry followed the course of the
time—Regis ad examplar totus componitur orbis.”45 After Spanish victories in ClevesJülich in 1612, the King’s councilors tried to enforce participation in annual musters and
increased military training in all counties. But the effects of nine years of laxity in militia
enforcement were such that “an already murky military obligation was immersed in
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greater darkness.”46 The servicium debitum of English subjects was thus simultaneously a
privy council order and a subject for debate.
Around 1613, England witnessed what Lindsay Boynton describes as a “brief
revival of military enthusiasm” and “a marked increase in military activity” throughout
the state.47 As Mark Fissel notes, war fervor had intensified into the late 1610s, fueled by
the conflicts precipitating the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War on the continent in
1618.48 At the same time, such fervor was countered by growing dissent among English
subjects who were uneasy about the prospect of military service. Even men who desired
war against Catholic states in the abstract might oppose their own engagement in specific
campaigns, and even as writers of military-themed texts insisted on the benefits of
increased military preparation, many of the subjects levied for that purpose were
ambivalent about their status in the English militia. These individuals were not
necessarily pacifists or advocates for religious tolerance like their king, but often simply
individuals who were unwilling to take up arms for their king and country because of the
inconvenience, expense, and potential dangers that doing so involved.
Indeed, the landed and titled men of England who had initially participated in
military training voluntarily and with enthusiasm in the earlier part of the 1610s had
begun to show signs of disenchantment with wartime preparation as well as the
possibility for actual service in war by the decade’s end. Membership statistics of the
Royal Artillery Company suggest a fairly dramatic shift in the military inclinations and
46
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investments of the wealthier members of English society. The company, formed under
the patronage of Prince Henry in 1611, increased its members from 70 in its first year to
500 just four years later, and it boasted a sizeable waiting list of “divers of the better sort
of citizens of the best means and quality.”49 Between 1615 and 1620, however,
membership of the company fell nearly forty per cent, from 500 to just over 200
members.50
As had been policy under Elizabeth and her predecessors, when the enthusiasm of
“better citizens” declined, local officials in charge of levies turned to the landless poor
and small-holders to fill the ranks of the militia—men Stephen Stearns describes as
“outside of the ‘political nation.’”51 These crown subjects could not, like their social
betters, address their concerns in Parliament, nor could they pay off the muster masters,
or simply withdraw their names from company lists. Yet many registered their
disaffection through other means, often by refusing outright to muster or by deserting
their companies shortly thereafter.52 Not surprisingly, though levies were fairly successful
in the beginning of the 1610s, attempts at levying troops after 1615 were plagued with
service evasion and desertion; failure of the wealthy to comply with demands for
weapons and funds; and the corrupt dealings of muster-masters, deputy Lieutenants, and
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constables who were sometimes more interested in profiting from their positions than
ensuring the quality and motivations of the men they levied.53
If the climate in the late 1610s recalls the dramatic world of Shakespeare’s
captain Falstaff and the problems incurred by the Elizabethan militia of the 1590s, it also
anticipates the greater instances of non-compliance in the 1620s, when the English
government faced unprecedented difficulties in mustering and levying troops.54 By 1623,
even King James was willing to admit the shortcomings of his country’s armed forces. In
a letter to the Lord Lieutenancies, the king observed that “the matter of trayninge &
arminge hitherto generally used in this kingdome, is not so exact & serviceable as the
Course held both by all Strangers, & by his owne subjects being in forraigne
imployment.”55 Prompted by James’s admission and what Stearns describes as “a flood
of contemporary complaints about the vicious behavior, low character, poor physical
condition and general uselessness of the pressed footsoldier,”56 the king’s councilors
stepped up their efforts to improve the “exactness” of England’s armed forces. Mark
Fissel characterizes these measures in his description of the early 1620s, a time when
“[m]uster masters toured the shires. The clergy enforced more stringently the military
obligation of tenants and servants. Uniformity was set forth as an ideal, with regular
drilling according to identical manuals, standard bore muskets…and promulgations from
53
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a central body: the Council of War.”57 Yet the crown could not afford its men enough
resources or strong incentives to engage in warfare or defense preparation, and thus it is
no surprise that the efforts of James’s councilors to centralize and standardize military
procedures were not profoundly effective.
A case in point is the standard drilling manual, Instructions for Musters and Use
of Armes thereof, whose printing and wide distribution in 1623 by privy council order
represents the culmination of these efforts as well as an example of their particular
failings. Modeled after manuals used in the Low Countries, Instructions for Musters was
supposed to ensure that military procedures were enforced uniformly throughout the
state, and thereby instill greater order over a mixed, but generally disorderly,
demographic of soldiers. It provided captains and local officials with descriptions of
drills in order to improve the skills and discipline, if not the quality, of men pressed for
service—a way to enhance the safety of both public and private body, or rather, the
individual body and national body politic. As we might expect of a document printed to
counter the relative ambiguity of military duties of an untrained (and uncommitted)
citizen collective, Instructions for Musters is infused with a rhetoric of exactness,
economy and bodily precision. It details efficient bodily movement, including proper
distances to be maintained between soldiers and their weapons, and the verbal orders that
direct such movement; in effect, it codifies and controls military action, dictating the
limits of what armed bodies can do. But even as the manual was intended to make unruly
armed bodies more obedient, and therefore more useful, as Michel Foucault has discussed
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in his influential discussion of French manuals,58 Instructions for Musters protests too
much, and instead registers the innumerable challenges that made such obedience and
utility untenable goals.
Indeed, in this respect, Instructions for Musters seems particularly English in its
understanding of the service economies of war; it lays bare the anxieties of a country
lacking a standing army, and thus the anxieties of a country whose system of recruitment
was far less ordered and unevenly financed than that of other European powers. The
manual’s conclusion illustrates this particular aspect quite well in its delineation of
efficient use of gunpowder:
…it is not held necessary, vntill the Souldiers bee perfect in their
Postures…that there should bee any expense of Powder at all…Nor at any
time to blow away their Powder in vaine; In which case it is to bee wisht,
that little small prizes might be prouided at the cost of the Countrey, to be
shot for at the markes, which would give an ambition to men to carry them
away, and would save the Countrey more in powder then their value: And
a desire in men to render themselves perfect, would make them to finde
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themselves powder with that money, which on those dayes, and in those
times, would bee worse spent in an Alehouse.59
In this passage, the manual applies the discourse of economy and perfection to weapons
that it focuses in the first two pages of the text on the bodies of marching soldiers; as
extensions of the body, weapons (and the powder therein) are equally subject to
conservative rules of motion. Like the Instructions for Musters in its entirety, this passage
calls for a military ideal—the efficient use of all commodities, including, but not limited
to the bodies of soldiers—and simultaneously exposes the near-impossibility of attaining
such an ideal.
The manual’s weak assumption that all men who muster actually have the desire
“to render themselves perfect,” is countered by its implicit identification of the multiple
forms of resistance to service that men may effect. Without so much as a mention of
mutiny, desertion, or rebellion, the manual makes clear that men could undermine the
success of the militia through imperfect postures, marching out of rank, and wasteful
expenditure of camp resources. Moreover, the manual’s initially promising suggestion
that the most “perfect” soldiers earn “small prizes” is quickly undercut by the hopeful
expression that follows it, that soldiers might use their money to help the state cover the
rising cost of gunpowder. Its dismal system of exchange and reward, along with its
earnest discouragement of the tavern, offer insight into the particular failings of the privy
council’s designs for improving the militia. Subjects could expect neither social mobility
nor financial reward for their service, and as there was little material incentive to fulfill
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their service debt, they had little reason to commit themselves to a king who was
ambivalent about war, and whose parliament refused to grant him sufficient funds to
wage one.
Despite increased centralization and standardization throughout the late 1610s and
early 20s then, the privy council’s measures did little to improve the armed bodies levied
to protect the body politic. If financial constraints limited their success, so too did their
own attitudes towards the crown subjects in whom they were to instill military readiness.
According to Stephen Stearns,
the demands of the privy council for able-bodied men were clearly
undermined by their own profound ambivalence about the character of the
army. While their formal instructions asked for able men[,] the council
shared with the country gentleman the notion that the army was a
convenient dumping ground for its human trash.60
This particular mindset was dangerous and self-defeating, since it meant that, as Mark
Fissel explains, “people who were feared prone to unruliness were to be trained in the
application of violent force.”61 During Elizabeth’s reign, Barnabe Riche called these men
“rogues, ronnagates… drunkards, vagabonds, idle fellows, seditious quarrelers, privy
pickers and goose stealers.”62 His claims were matched in the 1620s by those of military
commanders and commentators like Francis Wilford, who described soldiers under his
charge as “gaol birds,” and John Chamberlain, who dubbed them “rabble rascals.” Lord
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Herbert of Cherbury called the Englishmen mustered in 1624 the “the mere scumme of
our provinces,” and Sir Edward Cecil declared that same year that his troops had “noe use
of their arms but to kyll their fellows.”63
Certainly, the dangerous and dubious lot these officers described are a far cry
from the men that Leontius insists will follow Prince Demetrius in Fletcher’s Humorous
Lieutenant. As I have already suggested, this contrast between staged ideals and Jacobean
realities suggests the potential of the play’s opening scene to temporarily fulfill the
desires and allay the anxieties of audiences who watched the play during a time of rising
European conflicts. But if Fletcher was invested in providing the bellicose with a brief
dramatic outlet for their desires, he was more invested in staging the problems with
military personnel that ultimately prevent the fulfillment of such desire. Although the
beginning of the play offers a world of bellicose royals and loyal martial subjects, the
play’s celebration of martial aggression and accompanying fantasy of easy empire is
ultimately short lived.
In fact, Leontius’ fantastic armed body, comprised of “honest hearts and swords,”
proves as elusive in The Humorous Lieutenant as the ideal military body would have
been in mid-to late Jacobean England. As the play’s long first scene moves towards its
conclusion, the world of the Stuart family romance gives way to the Stuart real world
when Fletcher introduces his title character, a soldier who literally and remarkably
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embodies both the desire for war and resistance to armed service. Through the
Lieutenant, Fletcher not only complicates his dramatic representation of bellicose desire,
but also taps into his culture’s anxieties about military personnel and the armed bodies
employed in service of the king to protect the state.
Indeed, in staging the Lieutenant, Fletcher puts up for scrutiny his culture’s
anxieties about the men who were to protect England from outside invasion and advance
its interests abroad. These anxieties centered on soldiers’ limited physical strength; the
dubious condition of their bodies; their lack of moral rectitude; their insufficient and illfunded training; and their questionable loyalty to the king and his cause. All of these
concerns—whether moral or material, fiscal or physical in nature—converge in the
Lieutenant’s body. His body is supposed to stand in for the king’s body as his placeholder on the battlefield, but the humorous Lieutenant is an unstable surrogate at best,
and as I will suggest in the following section, an incredibly dangerous one at worst. As an
extension of his king’s body, the Lieutenant establishes himself as quite an unruly
member.

Unruly Members
Fletcher’s humorous officer appears on stage in the context of Leontius’ general
instruction to the gentleman friends of Prince Demetrius who have “never saw the wars
yet” (1.1.339). These are the “honest” men that the Colonel had promised his king, and
thus we may be certain that they will not desert him nor resist his orders. Still, their
gentle birth and inexperience means that even their unpressed bodies require discipline;
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they lack “exactness” (to adapt James I’s term), and Leontius must instill in them the
principles of order and bodily control that make for effective soldiery. Leontius impresses
upon his young charges the dangers that a courtly and effeminate mindset pose to the
young soldier. Courtly love, “that sweet tilting war,” he warns, “spoils all our trade”
(1.1.342-5). He orders the young soldiers to “make no business of” (1.1.343) women, not
merely discouraging their association with court ladies, but implicitly instructing them to
avoid contact with prostitutes, whose “business” will increasingly be available as they
exit the court.
In addition to encouraging his young soldiers to avoid the debilitating pleasures of
Venus, Leontius instructs his noble volunteers on how to proceed in battle, emphasizing,
in the fashion of military manuals, the importance of restraint and ordered posturing: “Be
not too hasty when ye face the enemy,/ Nor too ambitious to get honour instantly,/ But
charge within your bounds and keep close bodies” (1.1.328-330). In these ways, Leontius
casts both amorous and bellicose desire as potentially destructive but nevertheless
governable impulses. Good soldiery requires the rejection of the former and the proper
management of the other, through strict self control and bodily discipline. Just as we are
invited to consider bellicose and sexual desire as controllable forces, however, Leontius’
greeting, “How now Lieutenant?” (1.1.348), signals the presence of the play’s title
character, and we are introduced to a soldier whose status as “humorous” suggests a high
degree of corporeal unpredictability and unruliness.
Although the Galenic medical tradition of humoral physiology was not an
unrivaled school of scientific thought in the early seventeenth century, it nonetheless held
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a prominent place in the popular and literary imagination of Jacobean England.64
According to that school, human behavior was subject to the workings and equilibrium of
bodily fluids, blood, phlegm, yellow bile, or choler, and black bile, or melancholy. To be
“humorous” generally meant that one or more of those fluids were out of balance.
Humoral theory was a way to explain changeable behavior by attributing it to corporeal
forces beyond the immediate control of an individual. As Gail Kern Paster has written,
“humoral physiology ascribes to the workings of the internal organs an aspect of agency,
purposiveness, and plentitude to which the subject’s own will is often decidedly
irrelevant.”65 According to the medical tradition from which humoral discourse stems,
Fletcher’s lieutenant should find it difficult to obey his colonel’s order to “charge
within…bounds” and to maintain any degree of behavioral stability. The Lieutenant’s
presence on stage thus threatens the play’s heretofore idealistic vision of military affairs;
as a potentially unruly and ungovernable body, he stands to disrupt the serious order that
Leontius has attempted to instill in his army.
Seasoned play-going audiences and readers of Shakespeare could anticipate the
Lieutenant’s role in disrupting both martial and social orders, for Fletcher’s humorous
soldier had a dramatic precedent in Shakespeare’s Falstaff, whose “humours” and
“humorous conceits” were advertised on the title pages of The Second Part of Henry IV
64
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as a particular selling point for the sequel.66 The title pages’ references to “humorous
conceits” alluded, at least in part, to Sir John’s consistent shirking of his martial
obligations, a reprise of the antics that made 1 Henry IV a roaring success. As a character
poised to perform his own brand of “humorous conceits,” Fletcher’s Lieutenant presents
a significant challenge to the Stuart family romance that Fletcher has labored to construct
in the play’s lengthy first scene. For even if a ruling family is united in an aggressive
foreign policy, a disorderly domestic presence can threaten the state’s prospects for
military success—whether its soldiers are victims of a press gang or not. Indeed, the
Lieutenant’s humorous condition implies that his will is changeable and loyalties
unreliable, and he thus has the potential to undermine the fantasy of licensed bellicosity
and unimpeded and ordered military action that the play has maintained over hundreds of
lines.
Not surprisingly, then, the Lieutenant’s presence on stage effectively ends the
Colonel’s lesson on corporeal control, introducing instead a new rhetoric of the body, one
centered not on restraint, but rather, on illness and unbridled desire:
Leontius

How now, Lieutenant?
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Lieutenant

O, sir, as ill as ever.
We shall have wars, they say; they are mustering yonder.
Would we were at it at once; fie, how it plagues me!
(1.1.348-351)

Significantly, the Lieutenant’s response is both an expression of the bellicose will and a
challenge to the play’s earlier suggestion that such will is honorable or noble. Like his
Prince and Colonel, the soldier “would” the war to begin immediately, but unlike the
enthusiasm for war expressed by Demetrius and his gentleman friends, the Lieutenant’s
desire for war does not stem from altruism, nor his eagerness from a need to gain military
experience. Rather, the Lieutenant’s desire to go to war is curiously rooted in an as-yet
unexplained malady.
What “plagues” him—the ambiguous pronominal “it” that vexes the Lieutenant in
the exclamation I cite above—becomes clear in the exchange that follows. The Colonel
explains the Lieutenant’s response to the young gentleman he has been instructing, and
simultaneously to playgoers: “Here’s one,” he says, “who has served now under Captain
Cupid, /And cracked a pike in’s youth” (1.1.351-352). Presumably gesturing at the pike
in question, Leontius says, “you see what’s come on’t” (1.1.352), and prompts his
charges to examine the Lieutenant’s battle-scarred weapon. As the discourse of arms
merges with the discourse of amorousness, Fletcher forces us to shift our gaze from the
gentleman privates to the privates of the Lieutenant, whose weapon is clearly over-
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determined in this instance. Ceçi n’est pas un pike—and as Philip Oxley explains in his
gloss, “‘what’s come on’t’ is the pox, or syphilis.”67
Oxley’s note, however perfunctory, is accurate; the Lieutenant’s particular brand
of humorousness stems from a disease that was attributed to sexual profligacy but widely
understood in the period in terms of humoral theory. In A briefe and necessarie Treatise,
touching the cure of the disease called Lues Venerea (1596), for example, William
Clowes blamed the disease on “those corrupted humors, or that euill qualitie that restesth,
and is setled in the parts affected.”68 In the Lieutenant’s case, that “affected” part is his
infected “pike,” and early modern playgoers would have known exactly “what’s come
on’t.” Even if they did not know somebody who had contracted the disease—
contemporary accounts of the persistence of syphilis suggest that many subjects must
have69––popular and medical literature dealing with the disease discussed the visual
bodily signs of infection and the disease’s effects on the sexual organs rather extensively.
Clowes instructed readers to recognize “scabbes…about the secret partes” as some of the
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“signes and accidents” marking a syphilitic.70 Likewise, Peter Lowe reported in An Easie,
certaine, and perfect method, to cure and preuent the Spanish Sicknes (1596) that
symptoms were observable “oftenest in the secrets parts,” and devotes an entire chapter
on curing “those vlcers that happen in the yeard.” 71 According to Lowe, “those vlcers,
for the most part be few in number, but more dangerous, sometimes complicked with
virulencie or corrosion, with blew or blackish cullour, accompanied with callious, &
sometimes with the filthines or rottonnesse, & euill habitude of the body.”72 In fact, he
notes ominously, “some doe end in gangrene or mortification.”73 Leontius’ attention to
the Lieutenant’s “cracked pike” establishes that the soldier’s “secret parts” are centerstage, if only symbolically, and given Clowes and Lowes’ descriptions, looking (or
thinking) upon them may have been a particularly nasty endeavor.74
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late 1590s, a comic poem, J.T. Westminter’s The Hvnting of the Pox appeared in print in
1619, about the same time early performances of The Humorous Lieutenant must have
taken place. Like The Humorous Lieutenant, The Hunting of the Pox features the infected
male sexual organ prominently. In this long poem, we learn about the disease through an
allegorical story of its victim, Morbus, and his experience with a particularly “wicked
Whelpe”:
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The affiliation of arms and infected members exemplifies, albeit somewhat
perversely, the overlapping discourses of love and war typical in early modern culture
and literary texts, from Sidney’s Astrophel and Stella (1591) to Jasper Mayne’s The
Amorous War (1648). Weapons appear commonly as euphemisms for male genitalia in
early modern literature, and references to the visual signifiers of syphilis are equally
ubiquitous in literary texts.75 Shakespeare conflates the discourse of weaponry and
venereal disease in 2 Henry IV, when Falstaff accuses Doll Tearsheet of passing diseases;
the man who enjoys her, he asserts, will “come off the breach with his pike bent bravely”
(2.4.45). Likewise, Fletcher’s dear friend, Francis Beaumont, drew on both tropes in
titling his burlesque, The Knight of the Burning Pestle, and in crafting the play’s comic
muster scene, wherein Captain Rafe observes that the running and foul smelling “touchhole” of George Greengoose’s “piece” would “breed the pox in the army” (5.109).76 In a
sense, the Lieutenant is a fusion of Shakespeare’s Falstaff and Beaumont’s Greengoose—
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that is, a “globe of sinful continents” (Henry IV, 2.4.258) whose incontinence may make
for “a shame…and a scandal” in his company (Knight of the Burning Pestle, 5.119-120).
Perhaps more so than his collaborators, however, Fletcher exploits the conceit at
length. While joking about his disease with the young gentleman, the Lieutenant—a
soldier whose social status is unclear in the play—confers upon himself a lofty social
rank equal to that of his companions, deeming his affliction “a pox of thirty coats” (354),
and boasting that he received it “in the best company” (355). The thirty “coats” may
allude to the coat of arms that signaled wealth and status, and also suggests the coats that
soldiers received upon their entrance into military service on behalf of the monarch. The
soldier’s reference to “the best company” likewise plays on both its hetero-social and its
martial meanings, connoting not only sexual encounters with women but also physical
contact—sexual or otherwise—with the group of men keeping “close bodies” in camp
beds, while drilling, or in battle. Thus the Lieutenant’s disease is amusingly and
ambiguously couched as the result of high-class but dissolute behavior, and
simultaneously as an almost inevitable occupational hazard.
While the Lieutenant’s explanation of his contraction of syphilis blurs the identity
markers of social status, sexual practices, and soldiery, it also sharpens our attention to
the fact that syphilis was a common and menacing presence in the early modern camp.
When Thomas Adams laments in a A Sovldiers Honovr (1617) that “Now Venus is gotten
into the armes of Mars,” he refers not to love, but to the outbreaks of infection that
literally plagued military settings.77 In fact, soldiery and syphilis were so inextricably
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linked that books addressing each subject were printed together for the convenience of a
readership which might have to treat two very different kinds of wounds in the same
sufferer. Presses in 1581, 1585, and 1596 brought forth two of William Clowes’ medical
books together under the following title: A Profitable and Necessarie Booke of
Obseruations, for all those that are burned with the flame of Gun powder, &c. and also
for curing of wounds made with Musket and Caliuer shot, and other weapons of
war…Last of all is adioined a short Treatise, for the cure of Lues Venerea.
Soldiers were also frequently mentioned in early modern discussions of the
disease’s originary contexts. In A briefe and necessarie Treatise, touching the cure of the
disease called Lues Venerea, Clowes argues that syphilis came into being “when the
french king toke his iourney to recouer the kingedome of Naples, at which tyme
happened amongst the Soldiers and people, this disease to appeare.”78 Similarly, Peter
Lowes attributes its origin in the West to Christopher Columbus and “the new found Iles
occidentals” where “diuers Souldiers were infected, who after their returne, not onely
infected their owne Country, but also diuers others.”79 These accounts demonstrate the
tendency of English writers to blame other cultures for the arrival of syphilis in Europe,
locating its origins in other European cities or in the new world, and identifying it by
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such names as the French pox and Spanish sickness.80 These origin stories also suggest
that soldiers were common denominators in early exploration and colonization scenarios,
and thus frequently understood to be the agents of the disease’s quick spread. Medical
writers also accused “unclene women” or “women polluted with that infection” for its
rise in England, and condemned prostitutes for their role in facilitating its spread.81 But
this was not to shift accountability entirely from the camp to the brothel, since prostitutes
inhabited military camps in significant numbers. Thomas Adams observed in 1617 that it
was “hard to iudge, whether the number of souldiers or of harlots be greater” in English
camps.82
Given the prevalence of the disease in early modern companies, Fletcher’s
syphilitic Lieutenant may not have shocked spectators of the play. But if playgoers
recognized the ill soldier as a familiar camp presence, they also must have understood
that he was a troubling one. He hardly fits Leontius’ description of “honest hearts nor
swords,” and bears, in fact, a closer resemblance to the soldiers decried by English
officials. The soldier’s diseased and unruly body defies not only the Colonel Leontius’
promised standards, but also his orders to new soldiers about bodily self-control. Indeed,
the Lieutenant’s cracked pike is the antithesis of the corporeal ideals espoused
discursively in martial and religious texts from the late 1610s and early 20s, and his
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failure to conform to these standards suggests the extreme degree to which he is a
problematic place-holder in Antigonus’ army.
Even if we read references to the soldier’s cracked pike literally, we must still
acknowledge that the weapon is imperfect, and such imperfections are condemned by the
manuals of the period, which, like Instructions for Musters, employ an emphatic rhetoric
of perfection with respect to weaponry and bodies. Edward Davies, for instance, devotes
an entire chapter of his Military Directions to the ideal quality and management of a
soldier’s “Pike or Peece,” which must be “handled with due dexteritie and assured
agilitie” to ensure its proper functioning.83 External and internal cleanliness are perhaps
the most important qualities for Davies, and he stresses that each soldier must keep “his
peece bright from rusting,” and “vse…during the time of his seruice, a diligent care to
keepe his Peece cleane within…lest he should thereby spoile himselfe.”84 The
Lieutenant’s weapon hardly conforms to such standards; and if we read the pike
figuratively—as more than a weapon, as Fletcher clearly asks us to do—it seems that the
soldier has not only “spoiled himselfe” already, but is also likely to “spoile” others.
Whether his infection is the consequence of his too frequent (and possibly too
intimate) interactions with other soldiers or camp whores, the Lieutenant is a threat to the
health of the collective body of Antigonus’ army beyond mere humoral instability.
Davies’ manual is again instructive here, as physical health is among the first principles
of Military Directions insists that all soldiers must “haue a strong body [that is] sound
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and free of sicknes” so that they are capable of enduring the dangers involved in warfare
and successfully routing the enemy.85 A counterexample to Davies’ emphasis on healthy
bodies, the lieutenant has a disease that was notorious for having debilitating effects on
the body and the capacity to impede the mobility of its sufferers. John Hester’s
translation of Paracelsus, for instance, reports that “when this disease doth first attack any
man, hee doth always feele great pricking and shooting betweene the skinne and the
flesh, and…it troublleth him so that he cannot abide it.”86
Because syphilis was known to be extremely contagious, the Lieutenant’s illness
would have reminded audiences not only of the soldier’s deficient strength, but also his
ability to pass on that deficiency to other soldiers. In addition to the transmission of
syphilis by sexual intercourse, some medical writers believed it was possible for “a man
to be infected by sweat…when one man lieth with another that is infected.”87 To prevent
infection, Hester cautions, every man should “therefore take heede, that he doo not lye
with them whom he knoweth not, for that it is uery dangerous.”88 Such precautionary
advice, however, had little to offer soldiers who shared close living quarters. For even if
soldiers could avoid sleeping near (or sexual contact with) infected persons in the camp,
they still had, in the logic of early modern pathology, numerous opportunities to contract
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the disease through the regular practice of arms.89 As Davies describes it, ordered
marching required that men stand so close that “the souldiers stretching out their armes
doe touch one another’s hands” and “elbowes touch one another,” and so tightly that “the
end of their pikes come very neere to the hams of them that march before.”90
Davies’ description of the close bodies engaged in proper drilling suggests just
how hazardous a company would have found the Lieutenant’s “cracked pike”; but if his
infected sexual organ threatens literal infection, it also represents an even greater
symbolic threat in the form of spiritual or moral contamination. For the pike, and
especially “what’s come on’t” were, in the words of William Clowes, “filthie in the sight
of God and man”91—that is, physically repulsive and morally abhorrent. Even as medical
writers like Clowes identified primary and secondary causes of syphilis, they still
understood the disease as God’s “condigne punishement” for the wicked, and its
symptoms were not merely signs of physical illness, but also evidence of “the iust wrath
of God against that filthie sinne”of fornication.92 Indeed, as the Lieutenant himself
admits, his infection “has the devil and death in’t” (1.1.378-9). An external signifier of
the soldier’s inward moral decay, the cracked pike speaks to a level of infection beyond
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the body, and its potential to pollute other bodies is matched by its potential to spoil the
souls of men as well.
Because he is a sinner, and more particularly, a fornicator (at the very least), the
Lieutenant fails to meet the standards of spiritual purity established in religious doctrine,
especially as it is articulated in the two books of the Old Testament most concerned with
order and cleanliness, Leviticus and Deuteronomy. These books were printed with
commentary by Henry Ainsworth in 1618 and 1619, respectively, contemporaneous with
the earliest performances of Fletcher’s play.93 In Leviticus, spiritual cleanliness depends
on an individual’s ability to keep bodily fluids neatly confined within the body, and the
Lieutenant is clearly unable to do so. Because “what’s come on” his pike is actually
what’s coming out of it, his body is an open system wherein it is impossible to separate
the internal from the external. His pox and its attendant “issues” are a form of what
Leviticus deems “inward and outward pollution,” and thus he meets the description the
book reserves for the most abject persons: “unclean.”94 Likewise, the Lieutenant is
wounded in the “secret parts,” and thus according to Deuteronomy 23:1, he is among
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those who “shall not enter the church of Iehovah.”95 Nor shall he enter the camp,
according to 23:9-14, the particular verses that apply Leviticus’ emphasis on cleanliness
to a specifically martial context. “When the camp goeth forth against thy enemies,” these
verses warn, “keep thee from every evill thing….For Johovah thy God walketh in the
midst of thy camp, to deliver thee, and to give up thine enemies before thee, therefore thy
camp shall be holy that he see not in thee the uncleanliness of any thing and turn away
from after thee.”96
The notion that God will only support an army of saints is explained more fully in
Samuel Bachiler’s Miles Christianvs, or The Campe Royale (1625), an exegesis of
Deuteronomy 23:9-14. Warning soldiers to guard their spiritual purity in the same
manner they protect their health, Bachiler urges,
When you goe out upon service know nothing in the world can impede &
prejudice you, but sinne, that you may keep yourselues from evill, when
the host goes out to war. As when nature striveth with a disease, we wil
not weaken it by more distempering our bodies, with what may wrong
them, but will keep our selues within compasse, according to the
wholesome rules of physick: so, when we striue with the common
aduersarie, we ought to keep ourselues within compasse, according to the
wholesome rules of Gods word.97
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Bachiler’s emphasis on keeping “within compasse” recalls Leontius’ orders “to charge
within bounds” and to “keep close bodies.” To a degree at least, this sermon’s advocacy
of strict adherence to the “wholesome rules of God” is parallel to manuals’ emphasis on
conserving gunpowder and marching in perfect order. Bachiler’s preaching in Miles
Christianus suggests that military manuals and camp sermons functioned similarly as
state apparatus in early modern culture; when we read them both alongside Fletcher’s
play, we can see how moral and bodily insubordination could mean or amount to the
same thing in military settings. Against the anxious ordering of these texts, the Lieutenant
is an unruly force, whose malady-inscribed weapon––broken, imprecise, and unclean—is
as potentially dangerous as it is amusing.
Fletcher’s Lieutenant is, in fact, is a literalization of the metaphors of disease and
bodily disintegration that Bachiler employs throughout his sermon to depict the infectious
nature of sin and its debilitating effects on military men. “Such a poyson is sin to the
bodie of an Army, to the heart of man,” Bachiler posits, “it maketh all strength to fall
from him, & wholly dissolveth him in a manner.”98 Concerned with the effects of sin that
individuals like the Lieutenant bring to bear on “the generall bodie” of the army, Bachiler
explains the process of infiltration that allows sin to reign in the camp. “The particular
lesse carefull of himself, to keep himself fro[m] evill, but giving libertie to himself
draweth on the general,” he observes; and, again invoking a disease metaphor, he warns
that “Sin is of a spreading nature: and when one goeth before, (like beasts that leape over
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a pale into a corne field, or out of the parke) all follow.”99 The analogy that concludes
this passage likens sinners to beasts, and thereby illustrates the seductive and negative
transformative power of sinful behavior; bit it also speaks to anxieties more specific than
simply the consequences of sin in the general sense. The literal phenomenon his beast
analogy depicts—the enclosed fleeing containment—is suggestive of two troublesome
actions particular to martial contexts: desertion and mutiny. Fletcher’s humorous
Lieutenant is, as Bachiler’s sermon implies, a real liability in the camp in this respect, for
by the play’s second act, “like beasts that leape over a pale into a corne field,” he will
attempt to desert the army, and this outcome probably would not have surprised
spectators one bit.
What may have surprised playgoers, however, is the fact that Fletcher avoids the
kind of moralizing that we see in sermons like Bachiler’s and in medical treatises by
Clowes and Lowes. I discuss Fletcher’s more nuanced treatment of the syphilitic in the
next section, contrasting it not only with the camp sermons and manuals I have just
discussed, but also with the texts from which Fletcher derived his account of the
Lieutenant. Once again, these contrasts are revealing, suggesting Fletcher’s particular
interventions in contemporary debates about war and the ideal bodies that are obliged to
participate in it.
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“A Sodaine Humour”
As I have already mentioned, The Humourous Lieutenant does not condemn the
pocky soldier for his physical or spiritual “uncleanness.” Instead, Colonel Leontius defies
audience expectations and praises him, introducing a relative paradox: the soldier has
fared well in war—not in spite of his symptoms, but because of them. As Leontius
informs his charges,
There fights no braver soldier under sun, gentleman.
Show him an enemy, his pain’s forgot straight;
And where other men by beds and baths have ease,
And easy rules of physic, set him in a danger,
A danger that’s a fearful one indeed,
Ye rock him, and he will so play about ye,
Let it be ten to one he ne’er comes off again,
Ye have his heart; and then he works it bravely,
and throughly [sic] bravely, not a pang remembered.
I have seen him do such things belief would shrink at.
(1.1.359-371)
Contrary to what we would expect of the victim of a painful and debilitating disease, the
Lieutenant is presented as a soldier of extraordinary talent. The miraculous feats he
performs are actually a product of his disease in the colonel’s explanation; exposure to
the “danger” of “fearful” war curiously takes the place of medical treatment. Leontius
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advances here the notion that battle may be restorative and productive rather than
destructive, and likewise makes the case for the lieutenant’s disease as an asset.
Yet the colonel’s praise of the Lieutenant is less compelling for its rather
convoluted description of the Lieutenant’s actions than for its repeated emphasis on
memory and pain. It begs the question of whether war is a distraction or a restorative for
the Lieutenant. This question is answered once the war gets underway. Returning to the
camp after a particularly devastating battle, the Lieutenant is again prompted by the
question, “How now Lieutenant?” (2.2.61), and he answers accordingly:
…O’ my conscience, I was killed above twenty times,
And yet, I know not what a devil’s in’t.
I crawled away, and lived again still; I am hurt plaguily,
But now I have nothing near so much pain, colonel:
They have sliced me for that malady.
(2.2.62-73)
As his response indicates, the Lieutenant’s body has not only endured the routing, but
also has even been improved by it. Having been “sliced,” the Lieutenant is less afflicted
by his disease, even as he is “hurt plaguily.” Thus the process Leontius had described
earlier as forgetting is shown here to be the process of bloodletting. Early modern
audiences would have recognized this phenomenon not as a paradox, but as purgation, a
frequently recommended treatment for humoral conditions, including syphilis.100
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Rather than facilitate and enhance the soldier’s further brave actions on the
battlefield, however, the waning of his symptoms triggers the first of several acts of
resistance that the Lieutenant stages in response to his commanders’ orders to return to
the field. Shortly after revealing his altered bodily state, he informs the audience in an
aside that “If ye catch me then / Fighting again, I’ll eat hay with a horse” (2.2110). When
he is later prompted by his commander, “What say’st thou now, Lieutenant?” (2.4.147),
he responds to Leontius with uncharacteristic silence—but again divulges more
information to playgoers:
I say nothing.
[Aside] Lord, what ail I that I have no mind to fight now?
I find my constitution mightily altered
Since I came home; I hate all noises, too,
Especially the noise of drums. I am now as well
As any living man; why not as valiant?
To fight now is a kind of vomit to me;
It goes against my stomach.
(2.4.147-154).
The Lieutenant’s confession that he is no longer valiant and willing to fight underscores
his “humorousness,” and his accompanying lack of loyalty to his colonel and king.
Fletcher ascribes the soldier’s inconstancy to corporeal instability, and calls into question
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whether the soldier was ever truly a devoted soldier and crown servant. The fact that the
Lieutenant locates his newly acquired cowardice in his stomach seems especially
significant in the context of Shakespeare’s Henry V, since Fletcher’s soldier seems to
have become precisely the kind of soldier that Henry disparages in his St. Crispin’s Day
speech, “that he which hath no stomach to this fight” (4.3.35).
But where Henry’s exclusionary rhetoric is mitigated by the leveling and unifying
exhortation of his “band of brothers” speech, Fletcher’s military commander responds to
his soldier’s hesitation only with threats of physical violence and public humiliation. “By
this good light I will bang ye forward” (2.4.177-178), Leontius warns; “If thou dost
[defect], look to’t, I’ll have thee gelded./ I’ll walk ye out before me; not a word more”
(2.4.184-185). Of course, to have the Lieutenant gelded would take away his will to fight
entirely, since the source of his bravery has always been his wounded “pike.” The
soldier’s emasculation would represent a literal disarming and castration as well as the
figurative loss of his bellicose will; when Leontius realizes this in the following act, he
unleashes upon the soldier another torrent of insults, and promises to supply the
Lieutenant with more unhappy symptoms than he has ever had:
You cannot fight unless the Devil tear ye?
You shall not want provocatives: I’ll scratch ye;
I’ll have thee have the toothache and the headache…
…then I will have thee blown with a pair of smith’s bellows,
because ye shall be sure to have a round gale with ye,
Filled full of oil o’ devil and aquafortis,
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And let these work; these may provoke.
(3.3.38-44).
These threats (which get progressively more cruel) do provoke, at least initially; the
Lieutenant promises to “fight a little” (3.3.53). Still, Leontius maintains his anger and
revokes the soldier’s rank, referring to the Lieutenant in the third person as “that thing”
(3.3.54). “Rogue, what a name hast thou lost!” ( 3.3.55), he says with disdain; only if the
Lieutenant will “run into the thickest of the enemy” and “kill’st but two” (3.3.67) will he
regain his position and title.
But when he is given the order to commit violence, the Lieutenant again resists,
refusing to follow the Colonel’s orders. Leontius, aware that he needs to keep the
Lieutenant in the camp in order to enforce his service, promises the Lieutenant he will not
have to fight if he agrees to watch his dog. Grateful that he will not be punished nor
forced to kill the enemy, the Lieutenant responds affirmatively (“I love a good dog,
naturally” [3.3.84]) and even offers to cheer on the troops from afar (“I’ll tell ye who
does best, boys” [3.3.92]). While Leontius has not literally “gelded” the Lieutenant as he
had threatened to do, he nonetheless reveals the soldier’s newly manifested effeminacy
by inscribing him in traditionally feminine roles in warfare. The once-brave Lieutenant is
now content to be a spectator, like Shakespeare’s Cressida, rather than an active,
masculine participant like Troilus.101
The Lieutenant’s humorous body has been successfully transformed from
resistant force to passive object, but in order for it to be a truly useful body, Leontius
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must not simply contain the soldier’s unruliness, but redirect its course. He enlists the
help of royal physicians, and together they plan
To work his weakness into sudden anger,
And make him raise his passion above his pain,
And so dispose him on the enemy[,]
His body then being stirred with violence…
(3.5.90-95)
The collective efforts of Leontius, Demetrius, and the surgeons yield positive results. The
Lieutenant responds to the familiar greetings that introduce and punctuate the
Lieutenant’s assessments of his physical condition—“How now, Lieutenant?” (22),
“How dost thou, good Lieutenant?” (24), and “How do you feel yourself?” (26)––in the
following exchange:
Lieutenant.

I have it; Again I have it.
How it grows upon me!
A miserable man I am.

Leontius.

Ha, ha, ha!
A miserable man thou shalt be.
[aside] This is the tamest trout I ever tickled.
(3.5.30-34)

As Leontius’ laughter indicates, the plan is a success; the Lieutenant “begins to muster”
(3.5.89), and, after uttering “Hem, hem! Ran, tan, tan, tan, tan!” (3.5.101) with the war
drum, he “ventures upon whole companies” (3.6.26) by himself.
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Rendered simultaneously more violent towards the enemy, and more tame for his
commanders, the Lieutenant is, once again, the ideal soldier: compliant, full of bellicose
desire and willing to die for his king’s war. Like his earlier zeal for fighting, however, his
return to the battlefield does not entail any great love for Antigonus or his military
superiors, nor a firm belief in their cause. “I fight to save myself from the surgeon’s
miseries” (3.6.32-33) he says, and there is little reason to believe that he would otherwise
take the field. The soldier’s explanation is confirmed by a soldier in the enemy camp,
who describes the Lieutenant’s solo-siege (and the motivation for it) from an outsider’s
perspective: “There is one desperate fellow with the devil in him––/He never durst do this
else” (3.6.23-24).
Of course, if our modern sympathies may lie with the Lieutenant as a victim of
state sponsored coercion, we must wonder if the Lieutenant’s stomach trouble,
accompanying cowardice, and enforced return to the field would be considered, in the
logic of early modern English culture, evidence of poor soldiery and shameful disloyalty.
Indeed, Fletcher’s probable sources for the Lieutenant plot generally suggest this
interpretation of the Lieutenant’s defection. These sources include Plutarch’s Life of
Pelopidas (which appeared in the same 1612 volume as The Life of Demetrius); John
Florio’s translation of Montaignes’ essay on “the inconstancie of our actions,” printed in
1613, and Nicholas Udall’s translation of Erasmus’ Apophthegmes, printed last in
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1564.102 All three of these texts offer the same basic details: an ill soldier, a concerned
king and a cure followed by the soldier’s cowardly behavior and refusal to fight. While
each text employs the story for slightly different ends, their conclusions are mostly
consistent with one another and with Henry’s V’s judgment that soldiers lacking
“stomach” have no place in a royal army.
In Udall’s translation of the Apophthegmes, marginal glosses reveal the dual
purpose of the narrative: the story is intended to convey “the tenderness of Antigonus
towards his souldiours if thei were sicke,” and additionally to apprise readers that
“Felicitee maketh [men] timorous and false harted.”103 Udall’s gloss celebrates the
generous and benevolent monarch, while simultaneously delivering the typical warning
about the dangers posed by “felicity”—likely a sixteenth-century buzzword for peace—
that, to a degree, exonerates the soldier of wrong-doing and locates blame instead with
the state’s lack of significant engagement with foreign conflicts. Plutarch, in relative
contrast, grants the soldier complete responsibility for his cowardice; the narrator in
North’s translation observes that “it was no marvell [the soldier] had such a desire to die
in the wars, seeing [he] did it to rid [himself] of [his] troubles, and most miserable and
straight life.”104
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Although the soldier’s pre-cure desire for war and death is understandable in
Plutarch’s narrative, his bravery is not praiseworthy, nor is his post-cure cowardice
justifiable. The soldier’s behavior in both circumstances is far from exemplary, and the
story thus functions in service of the following moral: “to flie death is no shame, so it
proceede not of a cowardly heart: neither to desire death is commendable, if it be with
hate and contempt of life.”105 While not entirely without sympathy for the Lieutenant,
Plutarch’s account condemns the individual whose bravery comes solely from misery,
and whose escape from the battlefield can only be ascribed to cowardice.
Montaigne similarly argues that the Lieutenant’s post-cure lack of resolve is
evidence that the soldier was never truly brave. At the conclusion of his essay, he asserts
therefore may not a courageous acte conclude a man to be valiant. He that
is so, when just occasion serveth, shall ever be so, and vpon all occasions.
If it were an habitude of vertue, and not a sodaine humour, it would make
a man equally resolute at all assayes, in all accidents.106
Montaigne’s English translator invokes here the language of the Galenic medicine to
describe the impetus for inconsistent behavior, thereby arguing that bravery motivated by
humoral imbalance is no bravery at all. The essayist continues,
It is no part of a well-grounded judgement, simply to iudge ourselves by
our exteriour actions: A man must throughly [sic] sound himselfe, and
dive into his heart, and there see by what wards or springs the motions
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stirre. But forasmuch as it is a hazardous and high enterprise, I would not
have so many meddle with it as doe.107
In typical fashion, Montaigne undercuts his rhetoric of good judgment with an
ambivalent conclusion; but the logic of his earlier point is well taken—individuals’
actions must be consistent in order for them to achieve credibility and to warrant praise.
If Fletcher’s audiences were to subscribe to Montaigne’s reasoning and “dive
into” the heart—or rather, the body—of the Lieutenant, they might have found the
soldier’s lack of constancy evidence that he is not truly valiant, even as his bravery in
early instances have earned him a relatively high military rank and the erstwhile praise of
his commanders. Such is the reasoning, at least, behind Philip Morrow Oxley’s analysis
of Fletcher’s Lieutenant. Certain that Montaigne is the source most in keeping with
Fletcher’s dramatization of the story, Oxley concludes that “the Lieutenant’s valour is
unhealthy because it is based on a humour,” since “the Lieutenant’s course throughout is
indeed controlled by bodily factors over which he exercises no control.”108 Furthermore,
Oxley claims, the soldier’s extreme devotion to the king in the play’s final scene is
equally unhealthy, because a potion occasions the Lieutenant’s exaggerated and
eroticized love for Antigonus, rather than any real affect: “his humour may be taken to
illustrate the lowest, most mechanical aspects of both love and war.”109
As Oxley points out, the despicable wooing scenes between Antigonus and his
son’s mistress reconcile themes present in the love plot and the war plot by way of
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“recurrent imagery which equates love with war and uses disease or decay for the
improper conduct of either.”110 The dissolute king’s failed seduction of Celia renders him
a parallel figure to the Lieutenant, since “the king’s vice, like the soldier’s bravery, is
based on an ungoverned bodily need.”111 Through this parallel, Oxley argues, Fletcher
critiques individuals who subordinate the interests of the common good to satisfy their
own personal desires.
Oxley’s reading of the Lieutenant is generally convincing, especially if we adhere
to the basic tenets of Fletcher’s source material. Yet even as Fletcher’s Lieutenant plot
retains many of the details that his possible sources relate, his picks up speed and
substance where the narratives in the source-texts conclude—that is, with the soldier’s
explanation of his cowardly refusal to return to the battlefield. Where his cure in
Montaigne, Erasmus, and Plutarch allows each author to provide readers with general
wisdom about benevolent kings, martial bravery and civic loyalty, Fletcher stages the
Lieutenant’s cure in order to set in motion further events, namely the mirthful duping the
Lieutenant will suffer at the hands of the Colonel and Prince Demetrius, and the
Lieutenant’s later wooing of Antigonus. These later events are significant, since they
entail two major departures that Fletcher has made from the narratives detailed in his
sources.
First, in all three of the source texts, Antigonus commissions royal surgeons to
treat the sick soldier; the king is largely absent from the camp and its events in Fletcher’s
play. Second, where the King’s physicians help cure the soldier’s disease in Montaigne’s
110
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essay, Plutarch’s narrative, and Erasmus’ account, the soldier is “sliced for his malady” in
the field; it is Leontius who enlists the help of physicians in The Humorous Lieutenant
and he hires them not to cure the Lieutenant, but to manipulate him into fighting.
Fletcher’s dramatization of the Lieutenant is ultimately more rich and eventful than his
sources, and because it is more complex, the figure can not be easily reduced to the kind
of moralizing that his sources tend towards.
Whereas Antigonus’ actions are clearly despicable throughout the play, Fletcher
treats his soldier with alternating degrees of mockery and compassion. Although
Leontius’ insults and threats mediate audience reactions to the Lieutenant, Fletcher also
gives the unruly soldier a number of lines that invite sympathy. In the exchange where
the Lieutenant explains his rationale for refusing to fight, for instance, he fashions
himself with considerable complexity:
Leontius.

Art thou not he…
…That in the midst of thy most hellish pains,
When thou wert crawling sick, didst aim at wonders?
When thou were mad with pain?

Lieutenant.

Ye have found the cause on’t:
I had ne’er been mad to fight else. I confess, sir,
The daily torture of my side that vexed me
Made me as daily careless of what became of me,
Till a kind sword there wounded me and eased me;
’Twas nothing in my valour fought. I am well now
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And take some pleasure in my life; methinks now
It shows me as mad a thing to me to see you scuffle
And kill one another so foolishly for honour,
As ’twas to you to see me play the coxcomb.
(3.3.13-26)
This exchange makes clear what his earlier confessions to the audience merely suggested,
that the Lieutenant’s previous feats on the field were not valorous acts motivated by
loyalty or a real interest in warfare, but rather, acts of madness motivated solely by “daily
torture.” There is, too, some ambiguity in the Lieutenant’s use of the word “mad” in his
claim that he “had ne’er been mad to fight else”: it suggests (on the written page, at least)
the word “made,” thus the line may play on the inter-relatedness of compulsion and
compliance.
Where the play’s first encounter with the Lieutenant implied that his bellicose
desire was simply an extension or consequence of his unbridled sexual desire, this scene
casts the Lieutenant’s previous participation in warfare not as a drive towards eros, but
rather towards thanatos. This exchange makes explicit that the Lieutenant’s recovery
enables an appreciation for life, and the soldier’s emphasis on pleasure is only implied in
Fletcher’s sources, if present at all. Indeed, more so than Plutarch, Erasmus or
Montaigne, Fletcher humanizes the soldier’s resistance to service.112 Rather than
couching defection solely in terms of opprobrium—we might recall here Samuel
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Bachiler’s descriptions of beasts leaping out of enclosures—Fletcher grants his soldier a
rationale for challenging the orders of his colonel, albeit one that may be understood as
treasonous.
In fact, the Lieutenant fashions himself as better than human in his description of
his recovery, applying Biblical imagery to depict the sword that eased his tortured “side.”
The Lieutenant’s afflicted member is no longer the cracked “pike” in this passage, and
has been transferred to the location of the body where Christ was wounded on the cross
by the soldier’s spear in John 19:33-34.113 Fletcher’s emphasis on the soldier’s humanity
and Christ-like transformation provides the most potent ideological critique of warfare in
the play; where his sources discuss the soldier as an individual whose cowardice is to be
judged, Fletcher uses the Lieutenant as an occasion to turn the judgment on warfare itself,
allowing the Lieutenant to critique his profession with some validity.
The Lieutenant’s condemnation of warfare as killing simply for the sake honor
recalls Shakespeare’s Falstaff, whose deconstruction of honor poses a similarly valid
criticism of warfare in 1 Henry IV:
Can honor set to a leg? No. Or an arm? No. Or take away the grief of a
wound? No. Honor hath no skill in surgery, then? No. What is honor? A
word. What is in that word ‘honor’? What is that ‘honor’? Air. A trim
reckoning! Who hath it? He that died a’Wednesday. Doth he feel it? No.
Doth he hear it? No. ’Tis insensible then? Yea, to the dead. But will [’t]
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with a spear pierced his side, and forthwith came there out blood and water.”
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not live with the living? No. Why? Detraction will not suffer it. Therefore,
I’ll none of it. Honor is a mere scutcheon. And so ends my catechism.
(5.1.127-141)
In fact, Fletcher deliberately invokes this “catechism” in the Lieutenant’s description of
the battle upon his immediate return, wherein he rejects fame in the same manner as
Falstaff rejects honor:
I am peppered;
I was I’th’ midst of all, and banged of al hands;
They made an anvil of my head; it rings yet.
Never so thrashed. Do you call this fame? I have famed it;
I have got immortal fame, but I’ll no more on’t;
I’ll no such scratching saint to serve hereafter.
(2.2.62-68)
The lieutenant’s dismissal of fame as a “scratching saint” is Fletcher’s own conceit, but
like Falstaff’s rejection of honor, the Lieutenant’s scorn for fame empties out a lofty
concept by emphasizing its inconsequentiality in the context of warfare when life and
death are at stake. The Lieutenant’s attack on fame as exigence for war takes to task his
colonel’s earlier suggestion that Demetrius be allowed to lead troops because of the
“many ever-living names he loses” by staying at home (1.1.291). And his speech, like
Falstaff’s, suggests an implicit critique of warfare more generally, when those who
decide to wage it do so on the basis of abstract principles which then must be adopted
wholesale by the soldiers who stand to gain little from battle. Through these speeches,
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Shakespeare and Fletcher complicate what might otherwise be strictly comedic figures,
granting them a degree of gravitas not present in the stock miles gloriousus figures of
classical drama and other early modern plays.114
In addition to setting up the Lieutenant’s criticism of warfare, Fletcher also allows
his titular anti-hero to comment negatively upon the gentleman soldiers. When they are
easily captured in their first sally forth, the Lieutenant narrates their particularly
ineffectual brand of high-born soldiery:
Such frisking, and such flaunting with their feathers,
And such careering with their mistress’ favours;
And here must be pricking out for honour,
And there got he a knock, and down goes pilgarlike
Commends himself to his she-saint, and exit;
Another spurs in there, cries, “Make room, villains;
I am a lord;” scarce spoken, but with reverence
A rascal takes him o’er the face, and fells him;
There lies the lord, the Lord be with him.
(2.2.73-85)
The Lieutenant’s narration suggests the degree to which the young gentleman were
simply performing the role of soldier, rather than embodying the profession as he does.
Indeed, if his body is repulsive and diseased, it is still superior to theirs, as their corporeal
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weakness led to their capture: “They have such tender bodies too, such cullises,” he
mocks, “that one good, handsome blow breaks ’em a pieces” (2.2.86-87). Moreover,
when the Lieutenant is later charged with cowardice, he invokes the young gentleman
soldiers in his defense, claiming “I learned it of my betters” (2.4.37).
Even when Leontius’ threats and orders effeminize the soldier, and even as the
dramatist shifts his relative sympathy to obvious mockery, the fact remains that Leontius
never persuasively refutes the Lieutenant’s critical claims. In fact, the colonel’s command
to “kill but two” of the enemy to prove his manliness and loyalty actually supports the
Lieutenant’s legitimate, if treasonous, objection to the concrete act of killing for the sole
purpose of performing abstract principles, since the colonel gives the order in the interest
of testing the soldier’s devotion and masculinity rather than in the interest of successfully
carrying out a predetermined battle strategy to defeat the enemy.115 Moreover, after the
Lieutenant has “proven” his loyalty by returning to the field in a sickness-induced frenzy,
Fletcher casts his return as more pitiful than triumphant. “He is hurt sore” (3.6.43) and
delivers a plea to his Colonel that contains some of the least laughable lines in the play:
Let me live but two years, and do what ye will with me;
I never had but two years yet of happiness.
Pray ye give me nothing to provoke my valour,
For I am ev’n as weary of this fighting—
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(3.6.46-49)
As these passages suggest, inasmuch as Fletcher clearly sets up the soldier as an object of
mockery at the hands of Colonel Leontius, he also establishes to a greater degree than his
source texts that the Lieutenant is worthy of compassion.
A close examination of Fletcher’s stage adaptation of the Lieutenant plot thus
reveals that even as the Lieutenant is presented as abject and troubling, he is neither a
mere vehicle for amusing sexual puns nor the play’s clear parallel to the sexually
licentious and progressively despicable Antigonus. While Fletcher temporarily aligns the
soldier’s bellicose will with the King’s lustful desire for Celia, he also complicates this
pairing by underscoring a less expected, but equally meaningful, parallel between the
soldier and his play’s heroine, Celia. In fact, it is this provocative pairing that enables a
penetrating examination of the institution of soldiery itself and the ruling structures
complicit in its corruption. Ultimately, through the paralleling of the heavenly Celia and
the place-holding Lieutenant, the soldier’s refusal to fight speaks not to the delinquency
of the resistant individual, but rather to larger, systemic problems inherent in the
institutions of warfare and soldiery themselves.

Re-placing Celia
The relationship between the Lieutenant and Celia is not an obvious one—there
are, after all, a number of clear differences between the two characters. In contrast to the
Lieutenant, whom Leontius refers to as “This rogue” (3.5.4), Celia “is no poor rogue”
(3.347) according to one of her rejected suitors. Celia is the play’s heroine, aptly
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described as “too honest for us all” (3.2.90) by her governess, whereas the Lieutenant is
the play’s anti-hero. And while the Lieutenant’s commanders condemn his lack of action
on the field, Celia’s inaction at court earns her the King’s love and the audience’s respect.
Celia remains chaste in the period of time covered by the play, denying even the king
access to her body; by contrast, the Lieutenant’s leaky and pocky body is not only
impure, but always on the verge of spilling out and infecting others.
But if Celia’s body is not abject or grotesque like that of Fletcher’s unruly martial
place-holder, it is nevertheless out of place throughout much of the play. Though her
name implies her virtuous point of origin (heaven), she is “A stranger born” (2.3.92) and
of unknown “blood and country” (3.1.2) until the play’s final scene. Fletcher’s play
repeatedly emphasizes the instability of Celia’s symbolic place in gender and social
hierarchies, drawing attention to her literal, geographical, and figurative displacement
from the very beginning of The Humorous Lieutenant. In the play’s opening scene, for
instance, we watch Celia eavesdrop on Antigonus’ war negotiations. As the ambassadors
protest the destructive and unlawful presence of Antigonus’ soldiers on their soil, Celia
enters the room uninvited (though undetected) by the council. “The Glory of this place
makes me remember—” (1.1.40), she muses of the great room, and though her distant
memories suggest that she may be just where she belongs, Fletcher insists that we see her
as constantly being in the wrong place, threatening order simply through her physical
presence in a strictly masculine arena.
When the ushers take note of her, they immediately determine that she “must go
out” (1.1.1.56), adding that “the king is coming, and we must [not] have an agent in the
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suburbs” (1.1.61). As an “agent in the suburbs,” Celia is assessed to be a prostitute, and a
person who inhabits a place literally and figuratively below (sub) the city (urbs) where
the king and his companions inhabit.116 Celia’s presence inside the King’s space threatens
to disrupt the serious political negotiations that take place there. When the prince finally
notices Celia in the council (literally marginalized from the events, after the ushers have
“thrust her into a corner” [1.1.79]), Demetrius finds her presence alternately disturbing
and comforting; “What does she there? (1.1.210) and “what makes you here?” (1.1.212)
he asks, before thrusting her out. “Think where you are, sweet” (1.1.218), he says,
reminding Celia as well as playgoers that she does not belong there. Like the soldiers
who “make bloody inroads” (1.1.113) beyond Antigonus’ territory, Celia is always
penetrating spaces she should not be in.
Celia’s body is, in fact, more unruly than we might initially expect given her
virtuous-sounding name. Even as she resists the sexual advances of Antigonus’ courtiers
as well as Antigonus himself, the play constantly calls her chastity into question; her
body carries the taint of its numerous suggestions that she is precisely what she insists
she is not, “the sale stuff for your money-marts” (3.2.58). Though Celia has no obvious
counterpart in North’s translation of Plutarch’s Demetrius, she seems to be an analog of
the prince’s favorite mistress, “that famous curtizan Lamia.”117 Lamia was “among those
spoiles” of Demetrius’ fleeting conquest of Ptolomy, and as we find out in the third act of
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Fletcher’s play, Celia is of similar status. Celia was, we learn, “at the sack of such a town,
by such a soldier/ Preserved a prisoner, and by the Prince Demetrius/ Bought from that
man again, maintained and favoured” (3.1.6). Even if she is not a courtesan like Lamia is
in Fletcher’s source-text, Celia is an object of spoil and traffic between men, and
therefore, her purity is never absolute.
In Plutarch’s Demetrius, the Prince’s love for Lamia “made him hated…of all his
friends, and familiars”;118 likewise, in Fletcher’s play, Celia is a real source of concern
for Antigonus, who sees her presence in the council as well as her relationship with his
son as a serious threat. Like his ushers, Antigonus thinks Celia is a prostitute: “I know/
She must be some cracked coin not fit his traffic,” he claims; “I’ll bury him/ And with
him all the hopes I have cast upon him/ Ere he shall dig his grave in that woman” (3.1.1721). Antigonus would rather disinherit his son than be subject to the contamination her
body would bring to his royal blood. Indeed, his assertion that his son may “dig his grave
in that woman” casts Celia and her body (and specifically, her sexual organs) as dirt, and
therein suggests both her literal and symbolic uncleanness. As Mary Douglas notes in her
influential study of pollution, “dirt is matter out of place,”119 and as a material signifier of
disorder, Celia’s dirty body not only brings the threat of contamination, but also poses
threat to social stability and hierarchies of rank and gender. She must be kept in her place
and away from his.
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Antigonus’ initial assessment of Celia as “cracked coin” links her specifically to
the Lieutenant and his cracked “pike,” a connection to which Fletcher calls our attention
further in the strange turn of events that conclude with the Lieutenant’s consumption of
the love potion intended for Celia. This event replaces the king’s object of desire with the
body whose identity in martial orders depends on his ability to stand in place of others; it
has the dual effect of ensuring Celia’s loyalty to Demetrius and suggesting emphatically
her parallel status to the Lieutenant. His body replaces hers as the potion’s recipient and
victim; his body becomes her surrogate enabling Fletcher’s dramatization of the most
extreme version of loyal devotion. The potion endows the Lieutenant with an amazing
and amusing degree of love for Antigonus, initiating the soldier’s performance of
exaggerated proper conduct: He “dies for the king” (4.2.156) and “wears the king’s
colours” (4.2.157) just as he had done on the field. But he also “courts the king”
(4.2.156), and his desire is so strong that he is “ready to ravish his footmen” (4.2.167),
and “will as familiarly kiss the king’s horses” (4.2.166).
As the Lieutenant shifts from extremely loyal to shockingly bestial, we see that
his behavior may not be solely amusing. When the Lieutenant later converses with the
king about the effects of the potion, Antigonus’ praise of his soldier’s devotion gives way
to his surprise and relief that his soldier’s desire has mostly extinguished:
Lieutenant.

Methought you were the sweetest youth—

Antigonus.
Lieutenant.

That’s excellent.
Ay, truly, sir; and ever as I thought on ye,
I wished and wished—
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Antigonus.
Lieutenant.

What didst thou wish, I prithee?
Ev’n that I had been a wench of fifteen for ye,
A handsome wench, sir.

Antigonus.

Why, god-a-mercy, soldier!
I seem not so now to thee?

Lieutenant.

Not all on’t,
And yet I have a grudging to your grace still.

Antigonus.

Thou wast never in love before?

Lieutenant.

Not with a king,
And hope I shall never be again. Truly, sir,
I have had such plunges and such bickerings
And, as it were, such runnings a-tilt within me;
For whatsoever it was provoked me toward ye—

Antigonus.
Lieutenant.

God-a-mercy still.
I had it with a vengeance;
It played his prize.

Antigonus.

I would not have been a wench then,
Though of this age.

Lieutenant.

No, sure, I should have spoiled ye.
(5.2.18-31)

As this exchange suggests, the Lieutenant’s intense love for the king not only effeminized
him but made him willing to suffer what Celia surely would have faced had she fallen
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victim to the king’s design. Of course, the Lieutenant’s intentions for the king while
under the influence of the potion are couched in fairly ambiguous terms; as the discussion
ensues, it is not entirely clear who truly would have become the “wench” had the soldier
had free access to his king’s body. Yet as the final line of the exchange makes clear, the
king has only narrowly avoided being “spoiled” by the Lieutenant. Indeed, when
Antigonus’ observes that the Lieutenant “looks as though he were bepissed” (5.2.11) after
the potion’s effects have subsided, we can only assume that the soldier’s “cracked pike”
had misfired in a rather fortunate accident.
In replacing his heroine’s body with that of the play’s humorous place-holder,
Fletcher suggests that Celia and the Lieutenant occupy similar subject positions. They
are, at least, of similar status as owners of bodies that are less than pure, though perhaps
different in degree. As implied whore and explicit syphilitic, Celia and the Lieutenant are
linked in the play as significant threats to their social betters. They pose a dangerous
challenge to the ordered social systems that try unsuccessfully to keep them contained,
clean, and in place. Polluters like the Lieutenant and Celia are dangerous not merely
because they carry dirt and uncleanliness, but doubly so because they impede upon and
threaten to erase rank distinctions that are supposed to ensure the cleanliness of royalty.
Their unruly bodies cross culturally understood lines and endanger members of the royal
family in the form of sexual contamination—Celia in her relationship with the Prince,
and the Lieutenant in his wooing of Antigonus. If, as Mary Douglas has argued, “patterns
of sexual danger” may be read as “symbols of relation between parts of society,”120
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Fletcher’s replacement of one polluter with another casts soldiery and prostitution as
parallel institutions—not simply related through the rise of venereal disease, but of
similar structure and economy.
Indeed, the love potion only literalizes what earlier moments in the play have
already suggested. In a few occasions in the play, Fletcher invites audiences to envision
Celia as a soldier, though only figuratively; for instance, Prince Demetrius admits to
“wondering” at her “male spirit,” (1.2.16) before he embarks on war, and when he
playfully suggests that if she were to accompany him she “wouldst prove a soldier,/ and
some great leader” (1.2.18), she responds in the affirmative. Celia’s speeches are also
peppered with the oaths that usually marks the speeches of Fletcher’s soldiers.121 Later,
when Celia is presented with a gift by a wealthy court suitor, she exclaims, “Upon my
conscience,/ I have had a dozen horses given me this morning;/ I’ll ev’n set up a troop
and turn she-soldier” (4.1.34-36). And significantly, Celia is found to be “lodged at the
end of Mars’s Street” (2.3.95)—even her dwelling suggests her dual-status as the
commodified maidenhead and military servant.
For insofar as the Lieutenant has been forced into battle, Celia too has been
pressed to the king’s service; at Antigonus’ request, a court bawd named Leucippe sends
for Celia in a manner highly suggestive of martial impressment. “Tell her,” she orders,
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that “her superior commands her…Here, to our use” (2.3.41-3). Fletcher then stages the
superior commander Leucippe as she conducts her work. We watch her examine and
comment upon the bodies of her young charges, stopping after each woman to record
their information in a sizeable record of “able maids,” a large book organized
alphabetically like a muster list. Luecippe’s frequent exclamations also recall the
occasion of the general muster, complete with emphasis on perfection. “There’s nothing
got by idleness” (2.3.49), she warns her maids, and then procedes to put each woman
“into action” (2.3.76). When asked to report the morning’s business, she says “At least a
dozen posts are gone this morning/ For several parts of the kingdom; I can do no more/
But pay ’em and instruct ’em” (3.2.85-6).
Richard Steel once hailed Fletcher’s portryal of Leucippe as an accurate
representation of “‘the Oeconomy of Whoredom’”;122 yet the scenes that feature her
business also double as commentary on the economics of soldiery. For Fletcher suggests
rather provocatively here that soldiery and prostitution are both trades that are predicated
on the trafficking of flesh. And in fact, their objects of exchange may be similarly unruly
and must be coerced into docility, as one particularly telling exchange between Leucippe
and an assistant makes clear. Of one woman who does not wish to be brought into court
“use,” they say,
2 Maid.

Through very much ado I had to make her
Apprehend that happiness.

Leucippe.
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Did she not cry and blubber when ye urged her?
2 Maid.

O most extremely, and swore she would rather
perish.

Leucippe.

Good signs, very good signs, symptoms of easy
nature.
(2.3.24-29).

For Captain Leucippe, a desire for death in her charges makes them malleable to her
purposes; like soldiers, the bodies of young women are most useful when the young
women themselves are least content.
Of course, Celia proves not only to be a braver soldier than the Lieutenant, but
also far less capable of being manipulated to serve the king’s purposes. Whereas the
Lieutenant is a “tame trout” in the schemes of Leontius, Celia “arms herself” (2.3.105)
against attacks on her virtue. Even as she allows herself to be brought to Antigonus, she
tells playgoers that “I know a way to ’scape all dangers” (3.4.35-37), and proceeds to
dismiss each suitor who approaches her. Surprised by her resilience, Antigonus comes to
her in the guise of a royal servant, and offering her expensive jewels, he tells her with
mystery that she may not know his identity. “Tis only fit you know I am his servant/ And
have fulfilled his will.” (4.1.92-97), he says theatrically. But Celia makes sure the king
knows she will not simply “fulfill his will,” and has a laugh at his expense rather than the
reverse. “Should I be the king’s whore?” she asks rhetorically, and adds with sarcasm and
derision,
A brave title.
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And go as glorious as the sun? O brave still.
The chief commandress of his concubines,
Hurried from place to place to meet his pleasures?…
…And [what shall I do] when the good old sponge has sucked my youth
Dry, and left some of his royal aches in my bones [?]
(4.1.104-109)
Celia turns Antigonus’ earlier assessment of her as a “cracked coin” back upon the king,
suggesting that his is the polluted body that threatens contamination, not hers. “Thou hast
a lying face,” she tells him, and addressing the playgoing audience, asks “Could the king
find no shape to shift his pander into/ But reverend age? And one so like himself, too?”
(4.1.124.125).
In addition to rejecting the jewels and the king’s suit, then, Celia exposes the
failure of the king’s disguise, and then uses it to launch an attack on his selfish use of the
bodies he is supposed to protect. Attacking the professed loyalty of the feigned-servant,
Celia tells him that his efforts to fulfill the will of a lascivious king amount to nothing
more than “base bawdry” (4.1.138), forcing him into a conversation about the exploited
position of crown servants:
Celia.

Prithee resolve me one thing: does the king
love thee?

Antigonus.
Celia.

I think he does.
It seems so by thy office;
He loves thy use, and when that’s ended hates thee.
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Thou seemest to me a soldier?
Antigonus.
Celia.

Yes, I am one.
And hast fought for thy country?

Antigonus.
Celia.

Many a time.
Maybe commanded too?

Antigonus.
Celia.

I have done, lady.
O wretched man below the state of pity!
Canst thou forget thou were begot in honour?
A free companion for a king? a soldier?
Whose nobleness dare feel no want but enemies?
Canst thou forget this, and decline so wretchedly
To eat the base bread of bawdry, of base bawdry?
Feed on the scum of sin? Fling thy sword from thee,
Dishonour to the noble name that nursed thee.
Go beg diseases; let them be thy armours,
Thy fights, the flames of lust and their foul issues.
(4.1.127-136)

The venom with which Celia dismisses the king’s feigned servant forces Antigonus to
admit his true identity; in an effort to regain his superiority over her, Antigonus says,
“Why then I am a king, and mine own speaker” (4.1.147); but Celia is not convinced,
since she has been aware of his falsehood from the beginning. She responds by again
rejecting the jewels, and the king’s suit in its entirety:
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And I as free as you, mine own disposer.
There, take your jewels; let them give them lustres
That have dark lives and souls. Wear ’em yourself, sir;
You’ll seem a devil else.
(4.1.147)
Anne Barton has written that the dramatic phenomenon of the disguised monarch
functions to show the monarch’s essential humanity, and often his benevolence.123 While
Fletcher’s scene clearly demonstrates the king’s human fallibility, it does not reveal the
king to be a kind or virtuous ruler in any way. According to Joseph Finkelpearl, the King
in disguise exposes his tyrannical approach to ruling, invoking the absolutism that James
I espoused, if not practiced, and emphasizes that “kings are men, not objects for
idolatry.”124
But if Celia’s encounter with Antigonus offers specific commentary on James I, it
also suggests something more general about soldier-monarch relations. Although her
dismissive “go beg diseases” seems to implicate the abject Lieutenant in her critique, it is
important to note that her scorn is directed not at an actual soldier, but at the disguised
king acting as a replacement-wooer. All subjects of the crown have free will, Celia
insists, and must freely use that will to refuse the monarch’s orders if they are motivated
by questionable ethics or selfish desire. The vehemence with which Celia speaks against
the all-willing surrogate suggests that neither cowardice or sexual profligacy are as
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dangerous as unquestioned loyalty, and the monarch who exploits it or profits from this
loyalty is doubly in the wrong.
Again, Celia’s self-consciousness and able rejection of the king do set her apart
from the Lieutenant to some degree, since unlike her, he ends up submitting to the orders
of his Colonel and eventually pledges his love for the king. But in his final profession of
soldierly devotion, Fletcher makes clear that the soldier has learned to negotiate—his
love is conditional not on the king’s reciprocal love, but rather, on his payment of arrears.
When Antigonus asks how much the Lieutenant loved him prior to drinking the potion,
he responds with considerable ambivalence, admitting that he loved the king only “as
much as a sober man might, and a soldier/ That your grace owes yet half a year’s pay to”
(5.2.15-16). In a line that mimics and re-appropriates Othello’s conferring of military
office from Cassio to Iago, Antigonus then takes his Lieutenant’s hand and says, “From
henceforth thou/art my soldier,”125 and suggests an alternative system of exchange:
Antigonus.

Do bravely, I’ll love thee as much.

Lieutenant.

I thank ye,
But if you were mine enemy, I would not wish it ye.
I beseech your grace, pay me my charge.
(5.2.37-39)

The king’s less material configuration of military obligation implies that brave acts may
be sufficiently rewarded simply with the monarch’s love. But where the devious Iago
responds to his new role as Othello’s replacement-Lieutenant with “I am your own
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forever” (3.3.480), Antigonus’ Lieutenant dismisses the king’s offer and insists that only
financial return warrants the soldier’s commission of his own body. Abstractions like
love and appreciation neither justify the concrete enactment or reception of physical
violence; a soldier’s life, he contends, is too dismal to be wished upon anyone.

Conclusion
Several critics have remarked that John Fletcher was adept at toeing the line
between royalism and royal critique; others have noted his obvious pleasure at setting up
elaborate plots and contrasting lack of interest in resolving these plots with any
sophistication or dramatic design.126 To some degree, The Humorous Lieutenant is
illustrative of both sets of observations. Fletcher sets in motion a number of issues
surrounding war and soldiery without ostensibly advancing clear or coherent solutions to
the problems his play lays bare. For instance, Demetrius’ declaration of war in the
opening scene allows for the expression of bellicose desire and suggests that war is a
proper course; the war plot itself, however, is little more than a zero-sum game that
results in no territorial gain for Antigonus.127 His son truly benefits from his experience
in war, for he emerges as a proper and generous leader, but the relations between warring
nations are improved only by the Prince’s generous treatment of his father’s enemies at
the play’s conclusion; their peaceful relations are facilitated by the revelation that
126
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Demtrius’ bride to be is none other than a rival king’s daughter. The play thus achieves a
balance between rival perspectives on foreign policy: it advocates aggressive foreign
policy and the strategic marriage of Jacobean pacifism simultaneously.
Yet Fletcher offers more incisive commentary on the issue of military obligation
and the institution of soldiery when he invites us to see soldiery and prostitution as
analogous systems of exchange. He employs his diseased and dirty place-holder to show
not only the specific dangers that unruly bodies may pose to the commonwealth and body
politic, but also the some-time validity of crown subjects’ resistance to service.
Antigonus is notably complicit in his own near-spoiling, and when he tells the Lieutenant
“for this potion you have taken,/ I’ll point ye out a portion ye shall live on” (5.5.45-47) at
the play’s conclusion, we see not the reformation of an already ill-system, but the
continuance of a troublesome service economy. Soldiery and prostitution, the play
ultimately suggests, operate neither independently of the king’s will, nor under his
particular control. As long as he allows their perpetuation (through use or neglect), he not
only risks contamination himself, but enables its course.
Of course, Antigonus’ perspective on warfare differs so dramatically from that of
James I that it is inappropriate to see his character operating strictly as an analogue for
James, nor Fletcher’s exploration of soldiery as an explicit condemnation of the monarch
on the throne. After all, Antigonus sends his son and soldiers to wage it with pleasure,
whereas James “could not endure a soldier, or to see men drilled, [and] to hear of war
was death to him.”128 But James’s councilors proceeded to deal with the business of
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warfare regardless of the king’s ambivalence, and if The Humorous Lieutenant takes up
any topical issue directly, it is their efforts to produce perfect and docile bodies. For all
their attempts to create a kind of multiple perfection in England’s militia—and therein a
corporate, indestructible national body—their ideal body remained vulnerable in its
individual parts. For this, again, is the problem with the soldier-as-surrogate—the King’s
body may be soiled by those marching in his coats. Indeed, what could more of a threat to
order and disciplining structures of government than the figure of the surrogate, who
simultaneously stands for and undermines the king?
Dramatists like Shakespeare and Fletcher were acutely aware of this problem,
highlighting the profusion of diseases that raged within the allegedly perfect state body.
Fletcher, in particular, seems to be invested in exposing the strained relationship between
the king’s place and his place-holders, employing the figure of the Lieutenant to
illuminate the unruly members that form and threaten to de-form the army. The figure of
the Lieutenant makes this threat more obvious, but the surrogate is inherent in all ideas or
scenarios of impressment and enforced service. The substitute is the embodied force of
abstract principles like defense of the realm and expansion of empire; bearing the weight
of that embodiment is an inevitably corruptible piece of flesh. As Celia floats between
virtuous heroine and impressed she-soldier, Fletcher shows us just how used this flesh
can be.
*
In my analyses of the “king’s coats” and the “king’s privates” in Chapters One
and Two, I have discussed the tenuous systems of obligation existing between crown and
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soldier. Though produced in different historical contexts, the works of Shakespeare and
Fletcher demonstrate that the question of what personal and external factors motivate
subjects’ martial loyalty continues to be a crucial issue, from the 1590s into the late
1610s and 20s. In commenting on this issue, plays by both dramatists also reflect and
respond to an emergent discourse of bodily perfection in non-fiction works about
soldiery, a discourse directly related to the problem of military obligation and cultural
anxieties about national security and purity. Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant in
particular takes up this rhetorical emphasis on corporeal perfection in the late 1610s, and
anticipates its greater currency in the 1620s and 30s.
As Lindsay Boynton has noted, “the phrase ‘exact militia’ was shortly to become
a catchword” after 1623, and while the pacifist James I did not live to see plans for
military reform come to fruition, neither did his son Charles I, even as the younger Stuart
made “the settling of a perfect militia” a particular priority.129 Fletcher’s play, then,
anticipates the Caroline administration’s increasingly intense call for exactness in its
military bodies, as well as the general inefficacy of such rhetoric in practical contexts.
According to Boynton, “[a]ll the government’s imperious orders… failed to produce the
hoped-for response in the militia.”130 These failures no doubt further deterred subjects
from committing to armed service for the king, as did Charles’s attempts at taxation
without the consent of his parliament. Though relatively successful financially, policies
like the forced loan and ship money––made more ominous by the imprisonment without
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trial of the ‘Five Knights’ who refused to pay the loan––exacerbated the king’s
difficulties raising troops consisting of what Fletcher’s Leontius calls “honest hearts.”
Military-themed texts written over the next decade support the charge that local
officials continued to have great difficulties mustering men whose loyalty to the crown
and physical abilities could be deemed perfect. Such difficulties are implicit, for instance,
in Thomas Palmer’s sermon Bristols Military Garden (1635), a text that offers insight
into the cultural climate in the decade between initial performances of Fletcher’s
Humorous Lieutenant and the printing of J.W.’s The Valiant Scot (1637), the play I will
discuss in the chapter that follows. Printed three years before Charles initiated war
against the Scots, Bristols Military Garden allows us to trace military issues that persisted
from James’s reign to that of his son, as well as issues that arose or re-emerged when
Charles I took up arms against his own subjects in Scotland.
Employing the discourse of corporeal exactness circulating in the late 1610s and
1620s, Palmer’s sermon condemns the current state of the unruly body politic as it is
exemplified in the militia. An unruly “body of an army is but inutile truncus, an
unprofitable bulke, where the feet of exercise are fetter’d, and the limmes of Practice
benumbed,” he claims, and warns additionally that “a multitude that is so disordered is
disheartened, and no way able to withstand an inferiour number that shall assault them
with order, and skill.”131 In addition to a critique of the lack of order in the English militia
under Charles in the mid 1630s, Palmer’s sermon is an apparent attempt to inspire “the
better sort” of men in Bristol to commit to the king by way of military service. Primarily
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an exegesis of Samuel 1:17, Palmer explains the passage in which David rejects the
armor of Saul, but nonetheless goes on to slay the giant Goliath. Palmer reminds his
audience that David refused to fight with Saul’s armor merely because it had not been
tested, and that his refusal neither constitutes an act of martial disobedience, nor a
Biblical precedent validating such acts in Caroline England.
Noting that David was “a Volunteer, not a pressed soldier,” Palmer emphasizes
that David’s action against the Philistine was successful because he served his servicium
debitum out of his own loyal desire to serve God, his king and country.132 The
implications of this emphasis are, of course, that that the best military servants are those
who serve voluntarily out of love for the crown, rather than as pressed soldiers whose
main motivation is financial compensation. Along these lines, he offers the following
analysis of the current state of Charles’ armed forces:
The reason why the Souldiers of our time do so degenerate, is because our
Captaines…doe buy, not chuse their souldiers….A band of souldiers is
denominated by choise. If they be not selected, they loose that title. The
body of an army should not (like Hannibals) consist of the scumme of the
sea, of the excrement of the land….Warre is now counted but the spleene
of a body politique, to draine out the ill humours. When occasion of
service is offered, tatter’d Jayle-birds, and masterless vagrants are the
greatest part of master Constables choice.133
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As this passage demonstrates, the content and language of Palmer’s critique clearly
resembles the sermons and military polemics of the previous decade. He deploys the
discourse of humoral theory to describe the state of the impure body politic, and cautions
his audience against using warfare as a means of population control. This statement
hearkens back to the military world of the 1620s, when manuals and sermons condemned
spiritual and corporeal imperfection alike; insisting on purity of armed servants—both in
body and in intent––Palmer’s sermon and the texts of the previous decade insist on an
economy of service that Fletcher’s play depicts as impossible.
But by 1638, another problem plagued the national body politic: the reactions of
the king’s Scottish subjects to his threats to impose ecclesiastical policy in Scotland. As
one writer described the Scottish uprising, “this Northern storm, like a new disease, hath
so far posed the Doctor of the State that as yet they have given it a name, though perhaps
they all firmly believe it to be a rebellion.”134 This “Northern storm” and the competing
demands of martial loyalty it occasioned are the subject of my following chapter, a
discussion of Caroline soldiery, Anglo-Scottish conflict, and a rapidly fragmenting Union
of Crowns.
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Chapter 3
Mercenary Unions:
The Valiant Scot (1626/1637) and the Dedicated Soldier

In the previous chapter on soldiery in Jacobean England, I argued that John
Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant exposes a problematic economy of service and
obligation between soldier and monarch—an economy which threatens the purity and
strength of the national body politic, and facilitates (if not causes) its decline. In this
chapter, on J.W.’s The Valiant Scot, I explore the ways in which the problems of military
service in England persist and develop into the reign of Charles I, despite that monarch’s
attempts to improve his country’s militia. English losses in military expeditions against
France and Spain at Rhé and Cadiz in the later 1620s were embarrassing blows to
national morale, and though Charles’s government tried to address problems inherent in
Tudor and Jacobean military structures, the king ultimately was unable to rectify their
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fiscal insufficiencies. Moreover, in attempting to counter these insufficiencies, he
exacerbated tension between the Crown and its subjects when he attempted to fund later
campaigns without parliamentary consent.
Charles’s failure to improve England’s military forces would become clear late in
1638, when the king tried to bring his “perfect” armed body into Scotland to quell
resistance to his ecclesiastical policies. As Lindsey Boynton observes, Charles faced a
“bleak situation…when he needed the army he had been attempting to create since the
beginning of his reign.”1 Despite the king’s emphasis on military “perfection” in the first
decade of his reign, “the levies raised for the First Bishops’ War were anything but a
credit to the Exact Militia.”2 The failed campaigns of both Bishops Wars against the
Scots thus represent a practical convergence of the problem of the imperfect and illdefended national body of England and a different, though related, problem of the illdefined national body of Great Britain. Indeed, towards the end of the 1630s, the greatest
military issue Charles faced was not simply how to deal with undisciplined English
soldiers, but more how to employ these soldiers to put down insurgence in his kingdom’s
northernmost extremity.
Writing from Glasgow in May of 1639, Charles’s primary advisor on Scottish
affairs James, Marquis of Hamilton, offered the king an optimistic account of England’s
armed forces, claiming,
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I do not feire any 6000 Scotes (in this caus) that shall cume agaenst my
5000 Inglishe, for they haue profited muche, and begine to handell ther
armes weill, and I thank God is full of curage, and all of one haerte which
they ar rady to apose to all dangers for the advantage of your Ma[jesties]
servis, so far your Ma[jesty] neids not doupte but we shall do our paerts.3
In the hopeful tone of this report, we can hear echoes of Colonel Leontius’ description of
“full” ranks of “honest hearts and swords” in Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant; just
as the fictional officer guarantees his king a plenitude of men inspired by love, Hamilton
promises that his men “of one haerte” will be ready when they are needed. But like
Leontius, Hamilton was hard pressed to make good on his promise. One year later,
colonels serving under the Marquis wrote dispatches informing him of their great
difficulty keeping qualified and well-trained soldiers from buying their way out of
service.4 Whether or not the remaining soldiers were set to “do their parts” as Hamilton
promised, their efforts had little effect.
Perhaps ironically, what Hamilton described to his sovereign as “this infinit
armed multitud that is nou assembled in Ed[in]gb[urgh],”5 was quite unlike the
“multitude…so disordered” condemned in Thomas Palmer’s assessment of the English
3
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army in Bristol’s Military Garden, written just three years prior.6 In contrast to the illbodied and recalcitrant pressed men that supplied English armies, the Scots’ army was
not only well ordered, but so united in purpose that even the optimistic Hamilton was
forced to report with “unspeakabill grief” that he saw “the harts of al most eueri on[e] of
this kingdoum alientend [sic] from ther Soveran.”7 The Scots, he wrote, were “combined,
in a…rebelious maner…to resist and trampell under futt (if itt uer in ther pouer) royall
authoritie.”8
Hamilton’s description of the unified rebellious Scots underscores the ambivalent
status of the Scottish soldier in the British state, only nominally united in the late 1630s.
He fought with (and from within) a perfectly strong, unified military body, precisely like
that which Charles had labored to construct in the first decade of his reign; yet as he
positioned himself against the English monarch, he was not simply the body politic’s
strongest limb, but the hydra whose rebellious and multiplying heads needed to be lopped
off in order to protect the head that wore the crown. But in Hamilton’s report we are also
reminded that not all Scots took up arms to oppose the king, for the Marquis was a
Scotsman himself, and supported King Charles’s controversial policies in his native
country and was willing to take up arms to defend them.
This chapter explores the complex issue of military obligation as it is epitomized
in Hamilton’s career and in the history play dedicated to him in 1637. Both the critically
neglected The Valiant Scot (ca.1626/1637) and the life of its dedicatee exemplify the
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tensions between personal loyalties and national politics inherent in the particularly
vexed subject position of the Scottish soldier under English rule. The play demonstrates
that such tensions had a long history, its dedicatory letter that they continued in the
present Caroline state. More significantly, the conflicting demands for martial loyalty
manifested in both play and letter had even greater implications for England’s (if not
Great Britain’s) future: Charles I’s wars against Scotland in the late 1630s not only
exacerbated the conflict of duty the Scots saw in serving their king or their country, but
ensured that many of his English subjects would feel similarly conflicted in the future.
As in the two preceding chapters, then, I will continue to explore of the twin
issues of military service debt and subject-monarch loyalties, though in this chapter I do
so through the lens of Anglo-Scottish relations. Whereas the syphilitic soldier threatens
the purity of the body politic in Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant, it is “Scotland
[that] is infected” (1.4.67) in The Valiant Scot. The play thus allows us to understand the
cultural concern with the impurity of the national armed body in the 1610s and early 20s–
–so important in Fletcher’s tragicomedy––as it relates to the increasingly pressing
problem of national unity in the later 1630s and in the years preceding the English Civil
Wars.
In what follows, I consider soldier characters in The Valiant Scot in the context of
the history of Scottish mercenary service, noting in particular the ways in which this
history contributes to cultural conceptions of Scottishness and Scottish martial loyalty.
Additionally, I examine briefly the play’s relationship to Scottish and English chronicle
histories, and consider The Valiant Scot’s status as British historiography in both
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scholastic and popular traditions. These discussions provide the foundation for an
analysis of the play’s representation of Anglo-Scottish relations in general, as well as its
more specific engagement with early modern martial and political affairs around the time
of its probable composition and early performances in the mid-1620s.
The second half of this chapter will attend to the relationship between the printed
play and the religious conflicts precipitating the Bishops Wars in 1639 and 1640. In
particular, I consider the cultural work the text was capable of performing in 1637, less
than two years before the outbreak of war between England and Scotland. The play’s
dedicatory letter was written by an English soldier named William Bowyer to Charles’s
favorite, the Marquis of Hamilton, and the epistle concretely inscribes the contemporary
political sphere into the fictional world of the play. Accordingly, I establish The Valiant
Scot’s status not just as a literary work, but also as an object of exchange between
soldiers, and argue for the play’s acquisition of personal and national significance beyond
the fixed historical narrative of its plot. Reading Bowyer’s dedication against the text of
The Valiant Scot, Hamilton’s relationship to the military and his native country of
Scotland, and the volatile political climate of Scotland in 1637, I suggest the complexity
of Bowyer’s rhetorical purpose and the letter’s radical potential for critiquing the Scottish
agents of English military imperialism.
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Plots and Scots
As with Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant, we know very little about the status
of The Valiant Scot in English literary history.9 The title page of the only printed edition
of the play offers scant information, referring neither to contemporary performances, nor
offering specific clues about the playwright’s identity; it informs us only of its author’s
gentle status and his initials, J.W.10 Neither the play’s modern editor, George Byers, nor
Gerald Eades Bentley have found conclusive evidence of the play’s authorship, but both
agree that The Valiant Scot was composed roughly within a year of the accession of
Charles I.11 This proposed date indicates that the play would have appeared on stage well
after the hey-day of the history play as a genre, during the same brief resurgence that
brought Ford’s Perkin Warbeck (printed 1630) to Caroline audiences.12
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Like its better known literary forebear Macbeth (1606), The Valiant Scot
dramatizes seventeenth-century anxieties about Scottish-English relations in its depiction
of an earlier period of conflict. But unlike Macbeth, the tyrant is not the primary focus of
The Valiant Scot. The play stages the rebellion of Scottish freedom fighter William
Wallace, the hero made familiar to modern students by Mel Gibson’s 1995 Academy
Award™ winning film, Braveheart. The 17th century play and 20th century film are both
set at the end of the 13th century in Scotland, in the aftermath of English conquest by
Edward I (1272-1307); both film and play fashion Wallace as an extraordinary hero and
military leader capable of inspiring action and profound loyalty in his countrymen.
Whereas Gibson’s film glorifies the literal, violent clashes on the battlefield between the
English and the Scots, The Valiant Scot figures Wallace’s rebellion through single and
symbolic acts of violence against members of the English gentry. His major victories and
failures occur not in martial skirmishes at Dunbar and Falkirk, but rather, in heated verbal
exchanges with Scotsmen, Grimsby and Robert Le Bruce, who fight on behalf of the
English king. It is upon these soldiers’ allegiances that the play’s plot and resolution
depend.
While it is arguable which of these Scots is the titular figure of the play, William
Wallace is the figure whose actions direct The Valiant Scot’s basic plot. A “fellow
meanly bred / But spirited above beleefe” (1.4.72), Wallace vows to “hew the yoke from
off [his] countries necke” (2.1.39)—and takes important steps towards that end by
rebelling against Edward and his commissioners. Though some characters dismiss him
early on in the play as “Some needy borrower” (1.4.74) and a “spleenfull dissolute”
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(1.4.75), he is later described as “the dreadless soldier” (4. 1.22) who “sets with his
presence all their hearts on fire / That have but sight of him” (22-26). Indeed, one
Englishman who returns to the camp after being seriously wounded by Wallace describes
his prowess thusly : “Had you but stood in distance of his thunder…/ …You’de ha’
sworn the God of War had spoke” (2.4.230-232).
If Wallace is the play’s hero, Robert Le Bruce is The Valiant Scot’s most dynamic
character. His status as such is not solely a construct of the play or playwright, but
derives from his role in a succession crisis in Scotland between 1286 and 1290.
According to early modern chronicles, Bruce was one of seven earls with a claim to the
Scottish crown after the deaths of Alexander III and his infant granddaughter. As a
potential heir to the throne of Scotland, his relationship to the English monarch is more
complicated than that of Wallace or Grimsby, since he has much more to gain—and
lose—from serving Edward. His service to England is ultimately more fraught with
anxiety and anguish than theirs, and he undergoes the most discernable emotional
transformation of all the characters in the play. Additionally, as I will argue at a later
point in this chapter, Bruce’s transformed self-consciousness marks The Valiant Scot’s
climax, constituting the turning point of the play’s action.
The succession crisis is a significant pretext for Bruce’s position in the play, and
more particularly, for The Valiant Scot’s exploration of Scottish-English relations and
treatment of England’s use of military force in Scottish governance. Though historical
accounts differ in their explanations of why or how the King of England mediated in the
dispute, they concur that Edward awarded the crown to John Balliol over Bruce in
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1291.13 Edward’s crowning of Balliol marked the beginning of his increasingly hostile
interventions in Scottish affairs. Shortly thereafter, he sought historical precedents
indicating that England had exercised a feudal suzerainty over its neighbor to the north;
after locating what he deemed sufficient evidence, he wrote to Pope Boniface VIII to the
effect that Scotland was feudally subject to England. He then required John Balliol to
swear homage as his “liegeman,” and to “maintain faith and fealty to [him] and [his]
heirs, the kings of England, in matters of life and limb and of earthly honour, against all
mortal men.”14
In 1296, Balliol renounced his vow, contending in his “Instrument concerning the
homage which the king of Scotland did to the king of England” that it had been “extorted
by extreme coercion.”15 Citing the “grievous and intolerable injuries, slights, and wrongs
upon us and the inhabitants of our realm” that Edward and “others of [his] realm” had
“inflicted over, and over again, by naked force,” Balliol accused Edward of “caus[ing]
harm beyond measure to the liberties of ourselves and our kingdom.”16 More particularly,
he claimed, the English monarch had come to his country’s border “in warlike array, with
a vast concourse of soldiers, and with an army openly assembled, to disinherit us and the
inhabitants of our realm.”17 Despite the fervor with which Balliol seems to have argued
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his case, Edward’s army proved superior and forced him to abdicate his throne, and this
is the point at which The Valiant Scot’s plot begins.
In J.W.’s play, both Grimsby and Bruce have played a significant role in securing
in English victories, apparently under the condition that the former would receive further
employment, and the latter the right to rule his native country. This promise is implied in
Bruce’s first appearance and speech in the play, in which he asks the king to “Confirm
his grant touching/ The crown of Scotland.” Edward replies brusquely, “Some other
time,” and dismisses his loyal Scot to pursue the prospect of military campaigns against
France (1.4.29-30). The English king also denies Grimsby’s request to lead a regiment in
these campaigns. Edward temporarily placates his Scottish martialists with vague
promises, encouraging them to direct their energies toward France and the rebel William
Wallace. But he continues to ignore the substance of their concerns, and accordingly,
their loyalty to him weakens. Both are eventually persuaded by Wallace to join in his
uprising for Scottish autonomy.
The Valiant Scot figures this uprising initially as Wallace’s response to the
collective deaths of his mistress, Peggy Graham, his father Old Wallace, and a friar from
the Scottish Kirk, all murdered by an English noble named Selby as an act of revenge for
Wallace’s murder of his son and his companions. Wallace’s murders are no less ruthless
than those committed by Selby; but even as the play shows them to be the unfortunate
consequence of Wallace’s unbridled anger, they occur in isolation from the larger
political conflicts engendered by English occupation. In contrast, as the play describes the
deaths of Peggy, Old Wallace, and the friar, these murders take on greater significance as
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allegory. For in addition to affecting Wallace personally, they point to larger violations
upon the beauty (2.2.11), history (2.2.10), and religion (2.2.11) of Scotland perpetrated
by the men Edward has commissioned to govern it. These violations have larger
implications for Scotland, and thus warrant retaliation on a larger scale.
In their accounts of Wallace’s rebellion, most chronicle versions of the period
describe specific battles at Dunbar and Berwick (sacked by Edward and his troops in
1296), at Stirling Bridge (where Wallace and the Scots successfully beat the English back
in 1297), and at Falkirk, (where the Scots were defeated in 1298). As The Valiant Scot
represents them to audiences and readers of the play, however, the details of these
battles––including their outcomes––are less important than the very fact that English
forces must enforce Edward’s governance of Scotland in the same way that Wallace and
his followers resist it, by force of arms. The most important conflicts that individual
soldiers face are internal, rather than on the field, as various Scots are forced to decide
whether a powerful English king or their “Scotch-true born” countryman deserves their
loyalty. Wallace is deceived near the play’s conclusion by two Scotsmen who are initially
devotees but ultimately swayed by the prospect of a large reward from Edward. They
bring him to the king, who orders that Wallace be drawn and quartered (5.4.99-103).
Although Wallace dies a traitor’s death at Tyburn at the end of the play, The Valiant Scot
ultimately suggests the real traitors are the Scots who delivered him to the King. “Be this
mine epitaph,” he says: “Mine own betrayes me” (5.4.113).
Although Wallace is punished with death at the play’s conclusion, the play
validates his rebellion by establishing it as the inspiration for Robert Le Bruce to stand up
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for Scotland and demand better treatment, if not full autonomy, from Edward and the
English nobility. In the final scene, Bruce expresses his love for Scotland, and also
swears the oath of fealty to King Edward, who then grants him permission to “weare /
Both Crown and title of [his] Ancestors” (5.4.137-138). This both/and conclusion
suggests that both countries could co-exist peacefully only if the Scottish king was
powerful enough to check the power to which he was feudally subject.
In staging the coronation in this way, the play’s conclusion offered seventeenth
century audiences a fairly hopeful vision of a congenial partnership between the English
monarch and Scottish soldier. But some seventeenth century viewers no doubt recognized
as well that the play’s neat ending preempts––and therefore also belies––the turbulence
that continued to characterize the years following Bruce’s ascension. Scottish resistance
continued until Edward I died, and Edward never fully accomplished his goal of forcing
the Scots into submission. As twentieth-century historian Michael Prestwich has
described them, Edward’s ventures in Scotland after 1306 were “entirely unprofitable,”
and his reign there overall an “astonishing failure.”18 Modern scholars have offered
similar assessments of English policy in Scotland in the reign of Charles I as well, and as
I will suggest in this chapter, early modern playgoers may have been able to appreciate
basic parallels with the conflicts in the play’s historical narrative and conflicts developing
in their own time.
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To be sure, The Valiant Scot was written well before Barry Coward’s assertion
that “Charles I failed as ruler of his multiple kingdoms” had been borne out by the
Bishops Wars, the 1641 rebellion in Ireland, and English civil wars.19 If staged around
the time of its probable composition, the play would have been viewed by audiences
more likely to feel ambivalence rather than strict disdain for the policies of their current
king and his historical predecessor. Nonetheless, the play’s more certain printing in 1637
suggests the potential for its historical plot to resonate with audiences during and even
beyond the cultural moment in which it was composed.
How it might have resonated with readers at this later time is something that
requires a more extensive and detailed discussion, not only of the contemporary events in
the 1630s, but also two other significant (and no doubt related) historical and literary
contexts. For well before this time, Scots were renowned participants in the early modern
practice of mercenary warfare, and many English subjects would have associated Scottish
soldiers in the play with this practice, and additionally, with their appearance in the plays
of Shakespeare, who dramatized Scots in arms perhaps more than any of his
contemporaries. In attending to these contexts, however briefly, I will provide a
framework with which to better understand the later reception of the major characters in
The Valiant Scot, and ultimately to shed light on these characters’ function in the play’s
depiction of national history, Anglo-Scottish relations, and soldiery in Caroline England.
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The Quality of Mercenaries
The first two chapters in this dissertation have focused almost entirely on English
soldiers—that is, soldiers levied in England who were Englishmen. Some of the soldiers
we will consider in this chapter have a more complicated national and political status, for
The Valiant Scot features characters who are levied for English service, but are not
themselves English. That is, they are neither obvious nor permanent subjects of the
English crown, and their soldiery necessarily entails an economy of service distinct from
that which I have outlined in my previous discussions of Shakespeare’s Henriad and
Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant. That The Valiant Scot offers a different perspective
on what it means to be a soldier for England may not surprise us, for the play concerns a
period of English history notable for its monarch’s reliance on large bodies of foreign
soldiers. Indeed, Edward I employed a great number of mercenaries in his campaigns
against the Welsh, Irish, and Scots. And the Scots themselves had a long history of
participating in foreign warfare as career soldiers, including wars in which England was
involved.
That some Scotsmen prided themselves on the tradition of serving in the
campaigns of other nations manifests in George Lauder’s long poem, The Scottish Soldier
(1629), printed in Edinburgh roughly around the same time The Valiant Scot probably
graced the stage in England. “Our Nation” Lauder wrote to his fellow Scots,
euer hath most Noble beene,
And all the Neighbouring World hath wondring seene,
More Worthies, sent from hence in foraine Warre,
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Whose Courage greatest dangers could not marre…
For Warre hath beene the practice of this Land
Since Fergus footed first our Scotish Sand.20
According to Lauder, Scotland owed its nobility and its very identity to its soldiers, as
their participation in foreign war was a tradition rooted even in the nation’s founding
moment (or one version of it, at least). Whether Scots had truly been mercenaries since
the beginning of Scotland, their participation in campaigns waged outside of their own
country dated back at least to the mid-thirteenth century, when members of a few Scottish
families settled near the Antrim coast in Ireland to serve Irish chiefs, and stayed, as Cyril
Falls claims, “as their hereditary henchmen.”21
These soldiers were known as gallóglaigh, or gallowglasses (glossed literally as
“foreign young fighting men”) and their service was as much or more a familial practice
than a national one; fathers continued to pass the occupation on to their sons, even when
they rose in social status and became leaseholders. Often compared and contrasted with
the light infantry kern (peasant footsoldiers of more general celtic origin), the
gallowglasses generally served as heavy artillery infantrymen, gradually shifting from
bearing two-handled axes to pikes into the sixteenth and seventeenth-centuries. Both their
employers and those they fought against regarded them as hardy and expert soldiers, and
feared them as well; as John Dymock wrote in his unpublished “Treatise of Ireland”
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(1600), “the Galloglass are pycked and scelected men of great and mightie bodies,
crewell without compassion.”22
In addition to the gallowglasses who remained in Ireland, waves of Scottish
mercenaries came into Ireland throughout the sixteenth centuries to serve Irish lords in
Ulster. Though they ultimately returned to Scotland with their wages, these “new Scots,”
as the Elizabethans called them, helped thwart England’s colonial enterprise in Ireland,
and played a significant role in defending the Irish from complete subjugation by
England.23 Elizabeth I keenly recognized their role in strengthening Irish forces, so much
so that in 1583 she requested that James VI prohibit Scottish soldiers from entering
Ireland at all.24 Of course, Elizabeth also recognized that their mercenary status meant
that these soldiers might be hired to serve England as well as they had served against it.
Thus even if mercenaries “were hated in England,”25 as George Cruickshank maintains in
his study of Elizabeth’s army, the prospect of employing them in Ireland elicited more
mixed reactions in her administrators, who drafted and re-drafted purposely vague
policies towards the gallowglasses and other Scots when circumstances demanded.26
Overall, the English employment of Scottish mercenaries was cautious and limited in
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scale under Elizabeth. Her lieutenants contracted only small troops of them, and hired
them solely for small expeditions. Never fully trusting them, Elizabeth’s councilors
feared the prospect of their switching alliances, as well as the unlikely possibility that the
Scots, too, had designs to rule Ireland.27
Not surprisingly, as Elizabeth aged––and as James became a serious contender for
her throne––Scotland sent fewer men to participate in Anglo-Irish conflicts.28 But
Scottish soldiers continued to serve elsewhere in great numbers, and mercenaries were
increasingly viewed as a necessary component of continental warfare. The merits of their
service were firmly established by the seventeenth century, due in no small part to their
successful deployment under Gustaphus Adolphus in the Thirty Years’ War. Scotland
contributed tens of thousands of men to this war, granting between 1625 and 1642
requests for no fewer than 47,110 soldiers to serve abroad in Germany, Holland, and
Sweden.29
Although the practice of employing mercenary forces was widespread by the mid1620s, opinions were, as I. Ross Bartlett contends, “far from uniform on the subject.”30
George Lauder may have asserted that his country’s “Worthies” were admired by “all the
Neighbouring World” for their bravery in military exploits, but they were not universally
praised by the English, for whom the general recruitment of foreign soldiers continued to
be controversial. In fact, according to Bartlett, Charles I’s use of mercenaries, Scottish
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and otherwise, was “a dominant area of concern” for subjects in England in the years
immediately following his ascension to the throne.31 For Charles I made regular use of
mercenaries in his early campaigns on the continent, relying on them particularly when
his own subjects proved recalcitrant.32
Advocates of Charles’s policy of regularly employing mercenary troops argued
for the superiority of such soldiers to English conscripts, citing the formers’ status as
voluntary warriors as an obvious advantage. Moreover, they emphasized the domestic
advantages of using foreign troops. Mercenary troops meant that local labor resources
were not diminished or disturbed by the press gang. And because foreign soldiers were
not removed abruptly from other employment in England, their military service did not
create lapses in agricultural practices, or disrupt social functions or displace familial
responsibilities, mitigating the effects of military campaigns that usually accompanied the
levying of English subjects. Finally, mercenaries were already trained, usually through
previous experience on the battlefield, and thus did not require the kind of instruction and
discipline that Charles and his Privy Council attempted to instill in English soldiers with
difficulty.
The case against them had been advanced in sixteenth century texts like
Machiavelli’s The Prince, which contained an entire chapter disparaging “soldati
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mercenarii.”33 “If anyone has a state founded on the arms of mercenaries,” Machiavelli
warned readers therein, “he will never be stable or secure, because they are disunited,
ambitious, without discipline, disloyal, bold among friends, among enemies cowardly;
without fear of God, without faith in men.”34 For Machiavelli, mercenaries were to blame
for the “present ruin” of Italy,35 and Peter Whitehorne’s English translation of his Arte
Della Guerra provided ample suggestion that their deployment could prove equally
damaging to England.
The Arte, printed in England in 1563, 1574 and 1588, features the discussion of
gentleman Cosimo Rucellai and Fabrizio Colonna, a mercenary commander whose status
as such would have been well known to Machiavelli’s readers, if not Whitehorne’s.
Though Colonna is accustomed to leading such men, he speaks disparagingly of
mercenaries throughout the text, claiming in one instance “that there is not found more
perillous men, then those, which make the warre as their arte.”36 The prince who hires
them, he explains, “is inforced either alwaies to make warre, or to pay them alwaies, or
else to be in perill, that they take not from him his kingdom.”37 Moreover, in addition to
threatening the king’s sovereignty directly, mercenaries could augment the rebelliousness
of his own subjects by supplying armed power to ill designs: “The straungers defence
33
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shall hurt much sooner the common weale, then their owne, because they be much easier
to be corrupted, and a Citesen that becommeth mightie, may much sooner vsurpe, &
more easily bring his purpose to passe.”38
While English writers such as Matthew Sutcliffe condemned Machiavelli for
writing on military issues on the basis that he “had neuer seen the field,”39 they
nonetheless adopted his line on career soldiery, frequently citing the same examples
where mercenaries had turned on and unseated the very monarchs who had originally
hired them. Sutcliffe claimed similarly that mercenaries should be eschewed for “naturall
subiectts of this realme,” arguing that “there is at all no trust in them. Their hands are
saleable, their hearts faithlesse. They accompt that cause best, where they may have most
hire….They are not retained by affection nor regard promise and sham not to flye to saue
their skinnes”40
English writers were at pains to establish that mercenaries were cowardly soldiers,
employing as one rationale the notion that soldiers who fought solely for money would
not fight well if the termination of war meant the termination of their employment.41
Only the more intrinsic rewards of domestic and social comfort and national pride could
ensure good behavior and strong soldiery. According to Sutcliffe,
Souldiers chosen of this nation, are bound with a straighter bond t’ their
prince & country, then any stranger. They have more reason to fight,
hauing not only the defence of their prince and country, but also their
38
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religion, lawes, liberty, wiues and children committed to their hands, they
are more patient in adversity, & have less cause to reuolt. Wanting of pay
or part of their paye (which God wot they may percase do oft times) they
nothwithstanding continue constant, and loyal. If they offend hauing their
wiues, children, landes, goods and friends behinde them, they are more
easily corrected.42
As Sutcliffe’s critique suggests, critics of mercenaries also stressed the propensity of
these soldiers to be willfully destructive, since they had neither property or family in
England to ensure their good behavior on English soil. In A Thankfull Remembrance of
Gods Mercy (1624), for instance, George Carlton wrote of “the vsuall insolency of
mercenaries,” and their propensity to “tumult and spoyle the country” since they would
not return there.43 Additionally, mercenaries were typically a greater expense than
English soldiers, since according to Sutcliffe, “less pay doth content our souldiers, then
any foreine natio[n].”44
Yet the biggest problem with mercenaries was neither their expense nor the
quality of their service. Rather, it was the most fundamental aspect of their employment:
that these soldiers fought for their own financial gain rather than to advance the interests
of a sovereign prince or a more general conception of the commonwealth. As Anthony
Mockler contends, the practice of mercenary soldiery “outrages that basic myth of the
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nation state that patriotism is the only justification for taking up arms.”45 Indeed,
mercenaries participated in a system of warfare that was not just different from, but
antithetical to English monarchs’ ideal economy of martial service. Rather than take up
arms for the simple Horatian principle that dulce et decorum est pro patria mori, and by
extension, for the king, mercenaries fought for independent reward and personal gain.
According to their critics, if soldiers took up arms for reasons other than to
demonstrate love and devotion to a monarch and country, they must do so because they
loved war itself. Accordingly, mercenaries were accused of acting on the most base of
human desires, deemed to be the most ruthless and murderous of men, and considered
incapable of fixed loyalty. As Andrew Gurr contends, “mercenaries were thought to be
rascals and knaves and villains, and had no nation.”46 Some of their detractors even
claimed that mercenary service warranted divine punishment, marshaling scriptural
evidence to link the mercenary’s social and national displacement with god’s wrath. “The
use of a soldier is necessary,” Thomas Palmer asserts in Bristol’s Military Garden
(1635), “but to be a profest soldier, to live no otherwise but by blood and spoil, is no way
warrantable.”47 For “the Lord will scatter those that delight in warre,” he warns,
appropriating Psalm 68, and “what profession is more scattered then the Mercenary
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Souldier?”48 Statements like these suggest that even if mercenaries were not punished in
the afterlife, they were nonetheless judged harshly by some of their contemporaries in
England.
It is not entirely clear how Scotsmen specifically figured in English debates over
mercenary soldiery, but historians have established that anti-Scottish sentiment more
generally was widespread. Jenny Wormald notes that “hatred of Scots ran through every
stratum of English society––merchants, lawyers, academics,”49 though soldiers are
conspicuously absent from her discussion; Brian P. Levack and Bruce R. Galloway note
that English texts typically fashioned the Scotsman as “a poor, lazy, grasping, quicktempered buffoon,”50 critiques leveled at Scottish nobles appointed at James I’s English
court. These criticisms are not primarily illustrative of attitudes towards the ranks of
Scottish men who took up arms for monetary compensation, however; and it seems worth
asking whether the Scots’ well-established affiliation with—and apparent pride in––that
“scattered profession” contributed to perceptions of Scots in England.
As I. Ross Bartlett has noted, career soldiery in foreign war was a significant part
of Scottish culture, forming a significant “outlet for Scottish energy” during the Stuart
age in particular. It may have also made martial Scots a significant target for disparaging
remarks, especially in the later 1620s and 30s when Scottish resistance to English policies
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reached its height. Referring to the Scotsmen rallying against the imposition of an
English prayerbook in the Scottish kirk, one Englishman wrote in 1638,
Enquire after their leaders and you will hardly find them Apostles or
men of such high sanctity that they should take upon them to alter
religion. Lasley [Alexander Lesley] himself, if his story were
searched, would certainly be found one who because he could not live
well there took upon him a trade of killing men abroad, and now

is returned for

Christ’s cause to kill men at home.51
This passage suggests that some Englishmen were skeptical about the Scots’ defense of
the kirk, and perhaps more compellingly, that their doubts about Scottish moral character
and motives for taking up arms stemmed at least in part from the Scots’ reputation for
fighting in foreign war.
Further research may uncover additional and earlier instances in early modern
English texts where writers invoke Scottish mercenary history pejoratively or with deep
ambivalence; until then, we can see this historical affiliation operating as a significant, if
underexplored, subtext for most dramatic representations of Scottish soldiers between
1590 and 1660, including, those in Shakespeare. Arthur Kinney has claimed that “all of
[Shakespeare’s] allusions to Scotland had been, without exception, surprisingly
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negative”52 prior to 1603, but Shakespeare’s Scottish soldiers are as often valiant as they
are vile, laying bare the dramatist’s respect for experienced, quality soldiery alongside his
apparent apprehensiveness about the unstable nature of Scottish martial loyalty. Though 1
Henry IV’s Douglas and Henry V’s Jamy are not nominally mercenaries, they are
nonetheless evocative of that trade, perpetuating the notion that Scottish soldiers would
as willingly serve rebellion as legitimate monarchy, and another country as easily as they
would serve their own.53 Lending their military expertise and physical prowess to citizens
and monarchs, and to French kings as well as English princes, their martial loyalty is at
once desirable and threatening––both necessary to secure and the source of much royal
insecurity.
The Scottish soldier’s mercenary alliances are made even more explicit in
Macbeth. Macbeth is not himself a mercenary, but he is characterized at the play’s
beginning and conclusion through his relationship to such service. In the play’s second
scene, we learn along with King Duncan that Macbeth has made significant inroads in
suppressing the revolt of “the merciless Macdonwald” (1.2.9), a rebel who shares the
name of one of the principle families of gallowglasses. 54 Though the rebel is “of kerns
and gallowglasses …supplied” (1.2.13), the “valiant” Macbeth (1.2.24) eliminates both
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Macdonwald and his hired men, sending the latter “skipping” on “their heels” (1.2.30).
As he progresses from regicide to king to tyrant, however, the “black” (4.3.52) and
“Devilish Macbeth” (4.3.117) finds himself lacking in the martial loyalty of his
countryman––loyalty that he himself initially exhibits and renounces––and ultimately is
reliant on soldiers whose support he must commission. The notion that this reliance is
somehow base is suggested by Macduff’s expression of disdain for Macbeth’s soldiers in
the play’s final scene: “I cannot strike at wretched kerns, whose arms / are hir’d to bear
their staves” (5.5.16-17). Christopher Highley explains the significance of this comment
as follows:
Macbeth’s early identity as self-sufficient warrior is achieved in part
against the “skipping kerns” whom he fights and scatters at the outset;
later, as the tyrant of Dunsinane, Macbeth’s degeneration and dependency
are registered by the fact that he now relies on those same kerns for his
own defense.55
As Highley notes, MacDuff’s comment about Macbeth’s light infantry registers the
degree to which the soldier has fallen from greatness. Yet it is also worth pointing out
that Macbeth’s “early identity” derives not just from martial self-sufficiency, but
additionally, from the fact that he takes the field for King Duncan. Duncan refers to
Macbeth and Banquo in the royal possessive as “our captains” (1.2.34, italics mine), and
we see this possessive applied to both soldiers as they are listed in the play’s dramatis
personae as “generals of the King’s army.” Indeed, Macbeth’s identity as a soldier at the
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beginning of Shakespeare’s play is contingent upon whom he serves, not just how well he
serves; he is explicitly defined by his relationship to his monarch and nation, and
implicitly therein, by the obligation that any crown officer owes to both.
As king himself at the end of the play, his “dependency” on other soldiers is
hardly unique or remarkable, since, as this dissertation has already established, the crown
is always dependent upon armed power for its authority. What is unique, however, is the
fact that he has so grossly violated his original obligation to the crown that he is
ultimately unable to instill the same sense of martial loyalty and obligation in his subjects
when he wears that crown himself. As the translator of Aristotles Politiques (1598)
reminds readers, only a monarch who “could put no confidence in” his own people would
be “constrained in time of warre to vse the helpe of mercenary souldiors.”56 Unable to
establish what the translator describes as “that mutual amity which ought to be amongst
Princes and subiects,” Macbeth has become such a monarch. He lacks the devoted
military support necessary to protect his position as king and thus inevitably must lose it.
At the play’s final scene, Siward and Malcolm happily find the castle so “gently
rend’red” that they capture it with ease. As they reflect that there is “little” for their
soldiers “to do” (5.5.28), Siward observes that their victory has been enabled by “the
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tyrant’s people,” who “on both sides do fight” (5.5.25). This statement is perhaps
intended to suggest that subjects serving under tyranny will unite against it when offered
the military aid necessary to do so; but the same comment also implies something more
sinister about the mercenary alliances that Macbeth has had to make: soldiers who are
devoted only to power and pay will take up arms for anyone who appears to have them,
and will abandon him just as quickly when it appears that he does not.
Indeed, if we can make any generalization at all about Shakespeare’s
representations of Scottish soldiers, it is not that such Scots are presented negatively or
positively, but rather, that they are hyper-nationalized soldiers, who are somewhat
paradoxically devoid of national affiliation and personal loyalty entirely. Or, perhaps
more accurately, Shakespeare presents them as having such weak affiliation with their
own country that they may be swayed to fight for another with equal devotion. Their
construction as such seems both to rely on and perpetuate what seems to have been a tacit
cultural conception of Scottish loyalty as dangerously unfixed––a conception that must
have had its roots in their traditional affiliation with mercenary service.
As dramatic predecessors for J.W.’s Valiant Scot, Shakespeare’s military Scots
allow us to see how the later play reconfigures both Scottish martial service and English
military obligation in its staging of Edward I’s conquest. The Valiant Scot invokes the
mercenary alliances of Scottish soldiers from the perspective of the Scots that forge them,
dramatizing the complex factors motivating these subjects’ martial loyalty in ways that
are ultimately sympathetic. Indeed, J.W. interrogates what it means to fight for England,
and against it, from the margins of its geographical and political borders.
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Fighting (For) Scotland
I noted in the introduction to this chapter that William Wallace’s major battles in
The Valiant Scot are rhetorical—that is, that he fights to reclaim Scottish loyalties to
Scotland as much as he fights the English gentry occupying it. His first victory of this
kind is over a soldier named Grimsby. Hired by Edward I to assist in his campaign
against the Scots, Grimsby exhibits all the characteristics, both positive and negative, of
the career mercenary. Although it is apparent at the beginning of the play that he has
fought on Edward’s behalf, he never expresses devotion to the English monarch or his
cause; he speaks only of his previous experiences in the field. And in fact, when it
appears that his employment opportunities are diminished, he complains openly to the
king himself—something Shakespeare’s English soldiers, barring the fiery-tempered
Hotspur, only do when King Henry intrudes in their conversations in disguise. When
Edward relegates his participation in an impending French campaign to garrison defense,
Grimsby sharply demands that the king reconsider. He reminds Edward of “all the
youthful bloud” he has spent, and “the wealthy honors that [his] sword hath wonne /
Waving the Christian standard in the face / Of the proud Pagan, in the holy land” (1.4.3437).
Grimsby’s defense of his past ventures in soldiery is notably vague, referring
neither to specific leaders nor nations he has served, and thus confirms the notion that
mercenaries did not fight out of loyalty to any particular monarch. His response also
provides an implicit challenge to the criticisms that these soldiers did not discriminate in
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the causes they chose to uphold and that mercenary soldiers took arms solely for their
“delight in warre.” Indeed, he recasts the notion of delight in war as a delight in right
over evil; as he fashions himself as a soldier of Christ, he suggests that underlying his
service is an active commitment to the same religious principles that detractors of
mercenaries often invoked to condemn them. He insists that Edward and playgoers
acknowledge his martial accomplishments by stressing his “wealthy honors”––a phrase
that evokes not only financial reward but also martial and social distinction. That
Grimsby’s “sword hath wonne” more than material wealth is inherent in his demand for
further opportunities “to lose more bloud, or win more worth” (1.4. 43), for this request
evinces an appreciation for martial success as much as money.
To some degree, then, J.W.’s Grimsby supplies a cogent defense of mercenary
service, one that celebrates the Scottish soldier, like George Lauder’s 1629 poem, as the
country’s most important contribution to the Christian world. But the play also makes
clear the uneasiness with which English monarchs commissioned these soldiers’ service.
Edward’s mistrust of Grimsby is implicit in his demotion of the Scot, and when the king
attempts to extend the status of “our subject” to him, Grimsby makes clear to audiences
that the king’s confidence is misplaced. Asked to stop arguing with an English soldier
and shake hands, he utters an aside that lays bare the mercenary––and thereby variable––
nature of his allegiance to England: “Friends in shew, / But in my brest bloudy revenge
lies ambush’t” (1.4.50-51). This speech foreshadows his shift in allegiance which takes
place later in the play, when he forsakes the English army to fight alongside William
Wallace.
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Grimsby’s conversion takes place after Wallace brutally murders the English
nobles who had threatened his mistress Peggy. In an attempt to preempt an all-out
rebellion, Edward sends Grimsby to detain Wallace; if he continues his uprising, Grimsby
is to report, Edward will “ruine” Scotland with “a second and more fatal conquest”
(1.4.80). But when Grimsby asks Wallace to stop his traitorous activities, Wallace denies
Edward’s authority over him, replying, “How can he be a rebell that was nere subject?”
(2.1.2). In saying so, Wallace not only declares his own status as outside of the king’s
jurisdiction, but grants, by extension, the same status to all of his countrymen as well. He
demands that Grimsby explain to him “What right has Edward to the crown of Scotland /
The sword except,” (2.1.3-4), and then delivers an impassioned entreaty to the Scotsman
who has carried that sword:
Respected country-man,
Thou hast beene nobly valued, and held ranke
With best deservers. Look upon the wounds
And mortall stabs of that distressed breast
That gave thee suck; see thy poor brethren slaves,
Thy sisters ravisht, and all out-rages
That bloudy Conquest can give lycense to;
See this, and then aske Conscience if the man
That with his bloud seeks generall reformation
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Deserves the name of Traitour.
(2.1.6-16)
Wallace’s speech here echoes the earlier speech Grimsby delivers to Edward, appealing
to the soldier’s great experience and renown. Yet Wallace speaks to Grimsby with an
overt respect that is notably absent in the English king’s treatment of him. Moreover,
rather than emphasize Grimsby’s status as an independent warrior dependent upon
employment, Wallace stresses Grimsby’s status as his “countryman.” Urging the soldier
to “look upon” the Scottish body politic and the wounds inflicted upon it by English
imperialist expansion, he encourages Grimsby to examine “Conscience,” apostrophized
here as an objective or higher power.
He further emphasizes his own status as a reformer, rather than a rebel, and
employs both patriotic and familial appeals to prompt Grimsby to realize fully the
implications of his service to Edward against his own country. As he notes his
willingness to spend “his blood” he silently underscores Edward’s exploitation of the
blood of others—and the fact that, as I. Ross Bartlett observes, “monarchs ruling from the
south seemed far more willing to spend Scottish blood and English gold than the
reverse.”57
Then, defending himself against the accusation of treason, Wallace turns that
same charge on Grimsby, noting his complicity in subjecting his countrymen and women
to rape and enslavement. As George Byers notes, Wallace’s appeals in this instance bear
strong resemblance to those employed more extensively by 1 Henry VI’s Joan la Pucelle
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in her conversion of Burgundy. Joan convinces the French lord to renounce his ties to the
famed English soldier Talbot by likewise demanding that he open his eyes to the
destruction that war with England has wrought upon his native country:
Look on thy country, look on fertile France
And see the cities and the towns defaced
By wasting ruin of the cruel foe.
As looks the mother on her lowly babe
When death doth close his tender dying eyes,
See, see the pining malady of France;
Behold the wounds, the most unnatural wounds,
Which thou thyself hast given her woful breast.
O, turn thy edged sword another way;
Strike those that hurt, and hurt not those that help.
One drop of blood drawn from thy country’s bosom
Should grieve thee more than streams of foreign gore:
Return thee therefore with a flood of tears,
And wash away thy country’s stained spots.
(3.7.44-57)
In Shakespeare’s play, Burgundy is convinced by Joan’s lengthy entreaty, telling
spectators in an aside that, “Either she hath bewitch’d me with her words, / Or nature
makes me suddenly relent” (3.7.57-58).
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Like Burgundy, Grimsby is persuaded to change his allegiance and fight for his
native country. Whereas at the beginning of the play, Old Wallace deems Grimsby “the
fire-brand of his country” (1.5.41), three acts later, he is leading Scottish troops against
the ranks of Edward’s armies, rather than from within them. “We are as free-born / As
th’English King himself,” he exhorts, and orders his men to “Be not their slaves / Free
Scotland, or in England dig our graves” (4.1.14-16). Notably, his service at this time is
couched in terms of national devotion, not the more general Christian cause to which he
refers earlier. Though he expresses no allegiance to a monarch, Grimsby suggests that he
has found a permanent employer in his country.
If J.W.’s portrayal of Grimsby’s return to Scottish forces alludes to Joan and
Burgundy’s exchange in Shakespeare’s I Henry VI, it seems that the later playwright
expected audiences to see Wallace and his conversion of Scottish soldiers in a somewhat
different light. Burgundy’s renunciation of loyalty to Talbot no doubt evoked both
sympathy and disdain in Shakespeare’s audiences, but not necessarily in equal amounts.
Joan’s appeals to patriotism and “natural” loyalties are not substantially different from
those delivered so effectively by Henry V in Shakespeare’s later history play, and were
no doubt stirring in the moment of their utterance. At the same time, Talbot was a figure
more beloved than the weak Plantagenet king––in the world of the play and in the culture
that watched it on stage––and Burgundy’s betrayal of him is tantamount to signing his
death warrant. If Burgundy’s conversion initially demands empathy from audiences,
Joan’s response to her rhetorical triumph undermines their total identification with him.
In an aside, she says derisively, “Done like a Frenchman: turn, and turn again!” (3.7.85),
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a statement that encourages viewers to think less kindly of Joan and Burgundy at once.
What is more, Shakespeare validates Burgundy’s suggestion that Joan’s power derives
from witchcraft as the play moves towards its conclusion, and therein, spectators must
ultimately condemn Burgundy for abandoning Talbot and the French witch who
convinces him to do so.
By contrast, The Valiant Scot justifies the shifting alliances of Scots and valorizes,
rather than vilifies, the alluring soldier who convinces them to renounce their military ties
to England. He shares Joan’s eloquence (as well as her low birth), but unlike
Shakespeare’s Frenchwoman, Wallace makes no such derisive comment about Grimsby’s
“turn.” Instead, he directs his derision only at Grimsby’s previous service with England.
Moreover, rather than undermine the efficacy of Wallace’s appeals, the playwright grants
them greater force: two scenes after he speaks with Grimsby, Wallace’s prediction that
his countryman will be victims of “all out-rages/ That bloudy Conquest can give lycense
to” is borne out in the murders of Peggy, Old Wallace, and the friar. Finally, though
Wallace is not without his tragic flaws, the play does not couch his persuasiveness in
terms of witchcraft. His actions are dictated by family, not familiars; though he is advised
in two instances by supernatural figures, such figures are the ghosts of the three Scottish
martyrs.
The differences between The Valiant Scot’s shifts in martial loyalty and that of
Burgundy in I Henry VI are perhaps most clear later in the play, when Wallace attempts
to “winne Bruce from the English” (72). “Winning Bruce” is a greater challenge than
persuading Grimsby, since Edward has promised to reward Bruce’s loyal behavior with
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the Scottish throne. Wallace can not claim to have the same authority to deliver it, but
also desires to see him placed there. Yet unlike Edward, he envisions a Scottish crown
unfettered from English interests. He wants Bruce and his heirs to be more than mere
vassals to Edward and English commissioners, and says as much when he meets Bruce
on the field at Falkirk. At this battle, a site of extensive Scottish casualties, Wallace
ushers Bruce aside, requesting that they converse, rather than fight. This request gives
Bruce the opportunity to ask, like Grimsby before him, why Wallace raises his sword
against the king. Wallace replies,
Longshancks was never Sovereign of mine,
Nor shall while Bruce lives, Bruce is my Soveraigne.
Thou art but bastard English, Scotch…true borne,
Th’art made a mastive ’mongst a heard of wolves
To weary those thou should’st be shepheard of.
(4.3.47-52)
As he does earlier with Grimsby, Wallace stresses here Bruce’s national identity as a
Scot. Yet his censure of Bruce is phrased more harshly than the criticism he levels at
Grimsby. He insists more emphatically on Bruce’s responsibility as the rightful successor
to John Balliol to protect his countrymen, and describes Bruce’s service to Edward as
inherently exploitive and treasonous.
Certain that it is only Bruce’s blindness that keeps him from seeing it as such,
Wallace advises him to “with a sharpe eye note, but with what scorne, / The English pay
thy merit” (191-202). In these lines, too, Wallace’s advice echoes the warnings of Joan of
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Arc, who insists to Burgundy that the “lordly nation” of England “will not trust thee but
for profit’s sake” (65), and predicts that after France is defeated, he will “be thrust out
like a fugitive” (67). The fact that Bruce is not well repaid for his service has already
been suggested in The Valiant Scot by Edward’s refusal even to discuss his claim to the
throne. Indeed, on the same occasion in which audiences first see Bruce on stage, they
also witness the king reprimanding him for interrupting his plans for invading France:
“Th’ art no Musician, Bruce, thou keep’st false time,” says Edward; “We strike a bloudy
lachrymae to France, / And thou keep’st time to a Scotch jigge to armes” (1.4.53-55). But
Bruce is able to weather this initial dismissal with grace, and continues to serve Edward
loyally.
At Falkirk, he and “his sword like to a Reapers Sithe, / Mow down the Scots”
(4.4.69-70), and later celebrates with his English comrades in the camp. Raising a cup for
their victories, he toasts “The King’s health,” and declares, “For Scottish bloud, I shall
never have enough on’t,” (4.4.75-76). The toast makes clear that Bruce’s loyalties
continue to rest with the English monarch rather than his own countrymen, and suggest
that he is willing to fight for Edward more than his own hereditary claim. This
declaration, however, also sets off the events that inevitably lead to his change of
allegiance. Indeed, the English soldiers’ reactions to this expression of loyalty remind
audiences, if not Bruce himself, of Wallace’s advice to observe their treatment of him
more closely. Rather than join Bruce in his toast to the king, the English soldiers laugh
heartily at a disdainful comment uttered too quietly for Bruce to hear: “How greedily yon
Scot drinks his own bloud!” (4.4.77). Bruce, taken aback, wonders why they are
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laughing, and asks suspiciously, “Your laughing jest was not at me?” (4.4.84). He hears
nothing but their laughter in response, and thus the scene in which Bruce expresses his
blind loyalty England most explicitly is also the scene in which he is shown to be most
alienated from the men with and for whom he has been fighting.
Agonized by the perplexing and troubling reception at the English camp, he seeks
out Clifford, the play’s sole trustworthy English soldier, in the following scene, and asks
him to explain why his fellow soldiers were laughing. “As you are a souldier,” he
demands, “as y’are noble / “I charge you and conjure you to unclaspe / A Book in which
I am graveled” (5.1.1-3). Appealing to Clifford as a fellow soldier, he emphasizes their
shared profession, rather than their different national affiliations. It is this shared bond
and Clifford’s own nobility, Bruce implies, that obligates him to explain the comment
that inspired his comrades’ laughter.
Significantly, Bruce figures the soldiers’ ridicule as a “book,” a word
Shakespeare’s rebels in 1 Henry IV employ in reference to their plot against the king.
When Worcester tells Northumberland and his fiery son of his ambitious plan, he uses a
similar construction:
And now I will unclasp a secret book,
And to your quick-conceiving discontents
I’ll read you matter deep and dangerous,
[and] full of peril and adventerous spirit
(1.3.188-91)
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Worcester’s “unclasping” proves to be the ultimate test of subjects’ loyalty to their
sovereign, for this “secret book” incites the Percies to take up arms against Henry.
Bruce’s “book” is likewise a test, but as its subject, rather than its author, he is unable to
“unclaspe” it without assistance. He needs Clifford to divulge the substance of the
soldier’s comment and explain its significance.
Channeling Hal’s princely ability to praise, the English soldier agrees to tell what
he heard at the camp “because [he] love[s] / Vertue even in [his] enemy” (5.1.8-9).
Curiously projecting this new status of “enemy” onto the Scottish soldier who has been,
up until this point, fighting alongside him, Clifford explains: “the bowle / of wine kissing
your lip, behold quoth one, / how eagerly yon Scot drinks his own bloud” (5.1.9-11).
When Bruce expresses disbelief that he is indeed the Scot in question, Clifford tells him
“Best wake some Oracle” (5.1.15), and leaves him alone to contemplate the disclosure.
What follows is a moment of self-revelation; whereas the process involved in Grimsby’s
transfer of loyalty is merely implied to have taken place, audiences witness Bruce’s shift
in extended fashion. Presumably pointing to his own breast, Bruce exclaims,
The Oracle I’le wake is here. Oh Wallace,
I ne’re had eyes till now, they were closed up.
By braving English witchcraft, [a soldier] drinks his own bloud!
England my stepdame take my bitter curse,
Thy own nailes teare thy owne bowels, oh my parent
Dear Scotland, I no more will be a goad,
Pricking thy sides, but if ere I draw a sword,
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It shall be double-edg’d with bloud and fire,
To burn and drown this Kingdome and this King.
(5.1.15-23)
As this passage makes clear, Bruce will turn against England and Edward, and join
Wallace in his quest to liberate Scotland from English interference. Like Wallace, Bruce
invokes the image of the national body, and in keeping with Wallace’s accusations
against him, he admits his part in its defilement. Yet even as he acknowledges his role in
securing English dominance over Scotland, he also levels blame at forces beyond
himself. Recalling Burgundy’s attribution of Joan’s persuasiveness to her affiliation with
the occult, Bruce implies that his service to Edward I has been secured through witchcraft
rather than will––and the witch that seduced him is not Wallace, but England. Indeed,
whereas Shakespeare’s Macbeth (like James I and VI) gave credence to the troubling
presence of witches in Scotland, The Valiant Scot suggests that the most troubling
presence in Scotland is Edward I. Bruce confesses that by serving the English king, he
has betrayed Scotland, his “dear parent” for a less natural “stepdame”; to the country that
has bewitched him to reject his filial allegiance, Bruce delivers a curse of his own to
effect similar acts of disloyalty in English subjects.
But the play does not allow Bruce to project blame outwardly for long. In fact,
J.W. develops Bruce’s self-examination in even greater detail, forcing him to own up to
the implications of his service in yet another instance in the play. Shortly after his first
moment of realization, a messenger sent by Clifford arrives, bearing a gift that “gravels”
him in yet another “book”––this time, the book of Matthew, 26:14-16, in which Judas
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Iscariot betrays Christ for thirty silver pence. In addition to a pair of spurs and a rope,
Clifford’s messenger bestows upon Bruce twelve silver pence, and having just been
awakened to the implications of his own actions, Bruce needs no help interpreting this
gift. He exclaims,
Oh bitter scorn, with Judas
I have betray’d my Master, my dear Country,
And here’s the embleme of my treachery,
To hasten to some tree, and desperate die:
Twelve sterling pence. Sterling, ha sterling,
’Tis a limbe of Scotland…
(5.1.27-33)
As George Byers has noted of this passage, Bruce emphasizes a pun inherent in
“sterling,” which simultaneously refers the measure of silver, and invokes Sterling, the
Scottish county where Wallace successfully drove back English forces in 1297.58 This
pun figuratively connects his payment for soldiery with the dismemberment of his
country. In identifying himself with Judas, Bruce couches his martial service to England
as the ultimate kind of betrayal, one that warrants both self-imposed punishment as well
as public condemnation.
Later, when Clifford returns to tell Bruce that “The King has a fresh command”
(5.4.20) for him, Bruce replies, “For me? He may command his Subjects” (5.4.21),
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making it clear that he no longer considers himself among them: “’Gainst proud
Wallace/’Gainst the Scots,” he says defiantly,
I will not. I’m not his Butcher;
’Gainst the Scots I will not fight
In this last battell I receive’d some wounds
That yet bleed inward. I will no more
Banquet strangers with my native bloud.
(5.4.31-35)
As he does in the instance before he received the twelve pence, Bruce again vows to
never turn his sword against Scotland. Here, he distances himself further from his former
master, deeming the English “strangers,” and giving a pejorative name to the role he has
played for Edward; his loyal martial service was not soldiery, but butchery. Whereas he
emphasizes Scotland’s wounds in his earlier moment of revelation, this time he admits
that the deepest wounds have been inflicted upon himself, and upon his sense of himself
as a “native” subject of that country.
Like Grimsby’s service in the play’s first half, Bruce’s allegiance to Edward
throughout the first four acts of the play bears out some of the cultural perceptions we see
invoked in Shakespeare, namely that Scots lacked fixed loyalties and forged alliances out
of greed or self-interest; both soldiers are ostensibly willing to fight against their own
native country for personal gain rather than a love for their country and monarch. At the
same time, the play complicates the stereotype of Scottish soldiers being strictly
mercenary in their service, depicting their motives for fighting with greater ambivalence,
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and bearing witness that their position as supporters of an English king is an incredibly
difficult one. The Valiant Scot neither praises nor absolves Bruce and Grimsby for their
service in English armies, instead judging each harshly through critiques expressed
explicitly by Wallace and implicitly by the noble English soldier Clifford. Scorned by
Scottish and English subjects alike, they suffer painful realizations when forced to
contemplate the consequences of their service to Edward. And significantly, their
eventual return to Scottish armies is couched as an act of emotion and nature, rather than
the result of fickle self-interest or a basic need for employment.
J.W. is both critical of and sympathetic to these soldiers’ converter, William
Wallace, as well. The Valiant Scot shows him to be ultimately flawed by his own pride,
and he is at least partly responsible for severe Scottish losses at Falkirk. There, in a fit of
anger at being ordered by a Scottish general to take the rear of the battle assembly instead
of the front, he abandons the army, saying “Unlesse the day be quite lost, I’le not stirre.”
(4.3.30).59 But even as Wallace may be indirectly complicit in English victories there,
Falkirk is also the site of Wallace’s greatest triumph, for it is there that he is able to
convince Bruce to stand up for his right to the throne. Despite his momentary failings,
then, Wallace remains the play’s voice of right rule and national responsibility. He is
unwavering in his advocacy of Scotland’s right to uphold its history and its historically
determined right to autonomy.
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According to Clifford, this stubbornness may have cost the Scots their victory:
“Had not the reare where Wallace did command / Stood and given ayme, it had bin a day
/ Bloudy and dismall, and whose hard to say” (4.4.42-48).
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The plot structure of The Valiant Scot highlights his expressions of nationallymotivated martial loyalty and his role in bringing about the same sense of devotion in
other Scottish soldiers. Though Wallace, Grimsby, and Bruce are initially presented as
men of differing social status and martial motivation, the play eventually levels these
distinctions in establishing their common loyalty to Scotland rather than to the king who
wished to govern it by conquest. After act four, each soldier identifies himself as a
subject of Scotland, if not of a Scottish king, and characterizes Scotland as an entity
worthy of selfless defense.
These soldiers’ articulations of martial allegiance may be understood as
expressions of a Scottish national consciousness that was apparently emerging in the
early fourteenth century.60 Such expressions are extremely rare in early modern English
drama, and are, in fact, never granted the centrality elsewhere that they enjoy in J.W.’s
play. Shakespeare’s martial Scots are portrayed in ways that ultimately speak to the
political and even military superiority of England––either despite, or because of the
Scots’ renown for martial expertise. Indeed, Shakespeare appropriates Scotsmen not as
strict characterizations of Scotland, but as ciphers that help define England’s national
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character. In the history plays, Scots are there to be conquered and/or appropriated in
service to the needs of royal or elite Englishmen; the literal role of Scottish soldiers in
historical battles is, in the end, less important to the dramatist than their symbolic
presence in English history more generally. They provide supplementary evidence for the
conclusion that English soldiers have better “mettle,” implied in Douglas’ two instances
of defeat by Hotspur and Hal; they allow audiences to witness how an English prince has
matured personally and politically, as we detect in Hal’s “princely praise” of Douglas;
and they advance the fantasy of national security (and possibly even national unity), as
we see in Henry’s appointment of Captain Jamy.
If this is precisely what we should expect in plays about English history, we must
also note that the same holds true in Shakespeare’s play about Scottish history. In
Macbeth, Scottish soldiers must appeal to their English counterparts for military
assistance against the tyrant––a soldier who is contrasted at key moments with the more
legitimate, more humane, and almost super-human king, Edward the Confessor. The
appeal for English troops is an implicit acknowledgement of the Scots’ more primitive
and less principled systems of succession and state governance, and it paves the way for
the Anglicization of Scottish titles and court administration that takes place in the play’s
conclusion.61 English intervention is necessary in order to tame the ruthlessness of
Scottish politics, and thus the Scottish soldier is out-soldiered by its more peaceful
neighbor and its miraculous leader.
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Again, that Shakespeare promotes England and the values of its royals and
aristocrats in his history plays should not surprise us.62 But Shakespeare’s precedent does
suggest that J.W.’s Valiant Scot is rather exceptional for its depiction of Scottish soldiers,
and for the place it accords them in its historical narrative. Like Shakespeare’s second
tetralogy, The Valiant Scot establishes the quality of mercenaries, and the anxiety
engendered by the tenuous and powerful alliances they forged. And like the Scotland of
Shakespeare’s Macbeth, the Scotland in The Valiant Scot is “overtopped with tyranny.”
In stark contrast to Macbeth, however, the accused tyrant is not a usurping Scottish
soldier, but rather, an English monarch; and unlike the Scots in Shakespeare’s English
history plays––figures against which viewers are to measure English national security
and strength––Wallace and the play’s other Scots are clearly its main protagonists.
Indeed, these Scots’ loyalties and relationship to the English crown are instead the
play’s primary concern, neither depicted as merely one factor affecting the outcome of
individual battles, nor simply a contrasting example by which to measure England’s
virtues. In this chapter’s next section, I discuss this difference as a function of the source
materials that the dramatists relied upon in their respective adaptations of history.
Attending briefly to their choices will allow us to place The Valiant Scot in the tradition
of early modern history-making, and establish the play’s inherently oppositional stance to
the typically myopic production of history in England. As we shall see, this stance has
significant implications for the play’s reception in seventeenth century England, and
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more particularly, for its capacity to comment on Caroline martial affairs and subjects’
military service debts.

Contesting (From) the Margins
Both J.W. and Shakespeare derived material from Holinshed’s Chronicles of
England, Scotlande, and Irelande (1577, 1587) for their history plays. Whereas
Holinshed is Shakespeare’s primary source of material, the Chronicles of England,
Scotlande, and Irelande are for J.W. the origin of only a few details. My intention here is
not to delve deeply into which information in the play belongs to which source, since
George Byers and John Linton Carver have already done so.63 But I would like to pick up
where they left off by commenting briefly upon the significance of J.W.’s apparent
decision to not rely on either of the accounts in Holinshed’s Chronicles of England and
The Historie of Scotland.
Holinshed’s English account reports on the events of the time period largely
primarily as monarchical history, and has this to say about the reign of Edward I:
He was sure not onlie ualiant but also politike, labouring to bring this
diuided Ile, into one entier monarchie, which he verie neere to haue
atchiued, for whereas he was fullie bent to make conquest of Scotland…if
he had liued any longer time to haue dispatched Robert le Bruce, that
onelie stood in his waie, it was verie likelie that he should haue found
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none other to haue raised banner against him about the quarrell or title to
the claime of that realme. For as he was a right warlike prince him selfe,
so was he furnished with capteines and souldiers answerable to his desire,
who being able to lead and command them of himselfe, had them at length
obedient inough to serue him, although (as partlie yee haue heard) some of
his peeres shewed themselues at times disobedient and stubborne, whom
yet in the end he tamed well inough.64
Clearly, this passage offers a different narrative of Robert Le Bruce’s ascension; in
contrast to The Valiant Scot’s concluding gesture towards the two leaders’ reconciliation,
here it is solely a function of the English monarch’s death. But this account is different
from the play’s construction of history in a number of other ways. First, it validates rather
than critiques Edward’s use of force to unify his realm. Secondly, the account offers a
different picture of the threat that the Scottish rebellion posed to Edward and his forces.
According to this passage, Bruce presented the only real opposition to Edward’s reign in
Scotland. In contrast, The Valiant Scot fashions Wallace as the more significant threat to
Edward, and presents Scottish opposition as more widespread, and not solely based upon
Bruce’s competing claims for the throne. Finally, whereas the account in Holinshed
emphasizes the king’s soldiers’ loyalty and obedience, The Valiant Scot at its very heart
shows that Edward could not inspire either in the Scots he sought to rule.
Annabel Patterson has extolled the virtues of Holinshed’s volumes as inherently
dialogic texts, observing that the inclusion of volumes of Scottish and Irish history allows
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for cross-referencing amongst all three books: the “production of parallel histories of
England, Ireland, and Scotland,” she claims, “implies that the three countries should be
considered as historically separate yet interdependent, a union of not quite equal
partners.”65 These “competing stories of the “British” Isles,” along with the marginal
commentary and the material added by the later authors for the 1587 edition, enable the
volume’s conversational tone and form, since “the reader is encouraged to move back and
forth between them by explicit cross-references.”66 Patterson also acknowledges that the
“evenhandedness” with which the volumes treated history was sometimes undermined by
the current political climate within which its contributors wrote.67
What Patterson stops short of admitting, however, is that the texts’ marginal
glosses and cross references could shut down conversation as much as or more than they
engaged in it. This prospect is quite clear in the 1587 edition’s chapter on England in the
reign of Edward I and in the volume containing Alexander III’s reign in The Historie of
Scotland. In both chapters, the marginal comments and body text form a virtual
battleground for warring historiographers. Some glosses are simple acknowledgements of
disagreement, such as the one that notes an occasion upon which “the Scottish writers
record the contrarie” of what “English writers affirme.”68 Others are implicitly
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disparaging; for instance, after detailing the Scottish assessments of the illegitimacy of
Edward I’s intervention into Scottish affairs, one writer adds, “How unjustlie [Edward] is
slandered in this behalfe, I leaue to the indifferent readers to consider, by conferring that
which the Scots doo write thereof, with that which is to be found in our English
historie.”69 Still other comments are more overtly credulous and hostile, like the marginal
comment demanding “how can this be true?” of a Scottish source, or another that claims,
“This report of the Scotish writers smelleth altogither of malice conceiued against [an
English chronicler], for that he scourged them so sore for their vntruths.”70
To be sure, we find similar statements of distrust of English historiographers in
Scottish chronicles, many of which are directed specifically at the information espoused
in Holinshed. Sir Thomas Craig, for instance wrote his own history expressly to counter
its ‘Fooleries and Scurrilities.”71 Yet no version of Scottish history is so clearly opposed
to that in Holinshed than J.W.’s primary source for The Valiant Scot, the eleven book,
11,861 line verse epic by the fifteenth century Scottish minstrel known as Blind Hary.
Dating from the 1470s, Hary’s Wallace went through at least twenty printed editions in
Scotland from the late fifteenth century to the mid-sixteenth century. Although it was
never printed in England, it must have enjoyed some, if limited, circulation there outside
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of the usual channels of the print trade.72 Holinshed’s chronicles allude to this poem in
one instance, and only to discount it:
Of this William Wallase one Henrie, who was blind from his birth, in the
time of my natiuity (saith Iohn Maior) composed a whole booke in vulgar
verse, in which he mitred all those things vulgarly spoken of this Wallase.
But I doo not in all points, saith the same author, giue credit to the
writings of such as he was, who onlie get their food and clothing (whereof
this man was most woorthie) by reciting of histories before the nobilitie of
Scotland.73
Interestingly, this writer purports to adopt its derisive assessment of the text from a
Scottish chronicler John Mair. Mair’s history, History of Greater Britain as well England
as Scotland (1521) does, in fact, insist that his own account represents “a truer version of
the deeds of William Wallace,” but his comparison actually refers to William Caxton’s
Chronicles of England rather than Hary’s epic.74 Moreover, Mair’s critique of “Henry”
the minstrel is less explicit and perhaps more mild than what Holinshed reports, and more
important, occurs in the ultra-specific context of a debate over whether Wallace had been
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to France.75 In fact, Mair’s real critique of Hary’s epic seems directed at its emphasis on
Wallace in lieu all of other notable Scots, rather than its veracity; for according to Mair,
the historian “must not spend all our labour in the celebration of one man, however lofty
his distinction.”76
Despite their differences, Mair’s chronicle and Hary’s epic are both examples of
what Roger Mason has called “Scotching the Brut,” a “historiographical activity” forged
explicitly against an “English historiographical tradition which insisted that Scotland was
and always had been a dependency of the crown of England.”77 This activity seems all
the more significant when we read in Holinshed’s accounts that Edward I’s claims to
sovereignty in Scotland were enabled by his strategic mining and destruction of historical
texts.78 Although J.W. clearly used some details from Holinshed in The Valiant Scot, his
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reliance on Hary’s Wallace demonstrates that the play, too, “Scotched” English history to
a certain extent.
By virtue of its staging the events as they are detailed in a Scottish source (and a
popular, rather than scholarly one, at that) The Valiant Scot works against the grain of
more “official” versions of national myth-making at its most basic level; rooted in
Scottish popular historiography, rather than in the chronicles of English scholastic
tradition, the play offers a vision of the center of English history from the perspective of
those living on its geographical and political margins. Indeed, the history staged by the
play is unmistakably British in its scope, displacing England, its court, and even its camp
from the center of events. It allows for the expression of voices typically relegated to the
margins of English drama. As it focuses on Scottish soldiers and their understanding of
themselves as subjects, the play advances a narrative of history that accommodates, rather
than subsumes, the idea of an autonomous Scottish state.
But the fact that the play’s soldiers celebrate Scotland as a distinct national
community raises the very important question of how soldiers’ articulations of national
consciousness would have been received at an English playhouse. Indeed, The Valiant
Scot, which notably features no corresponding celebration of England, would have
appeared before audiences and readers in seventeenth century England––subjects who
were living in a crucial period in the development of an English nationalism that
depended on a vexed relationship to Scotland. Subjects who may have watched or read
the play in Caroline England would have either witnessed the regal union of Scotland and
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England effected by the accession of James I in 1603, or felt the religious and political
reverberations it occasioned thereafter.
Moreover, if Byers and Bentley are correct in positing performances of The
Valiant Scot around or after 1626, such performances would have taken place in the
recent aftermath of two controversial policies regarding Scotland, the institution of the
Articles of Perth in 1621, which introduced what some Scots perceived as popish
practices into kirk, and the Acts of Revocation in 1625 and 1626, which appeared to take
land and titles from Scottish nobles. And even if the play never made its way to the stage
in the 1620s, it more certainly circulated in print in 1637 amidst a massive petitioning
effort in Scotland against the imposition of an English liturgy in Scotland. The play
staged a crucial period in Anglo-Scottish relations for subjects living in a period in which
those relations were marked with greater and greater hostility as time passed.
As I will argue in the remainder of this chapter, the play’s printing in 1637 is
particularly remarkable, for as one historian describes that year, “a situation of
revolutionary potential existed within Scotland” at that time.79 If most English subjects
were inclined to ignore that potential, a play like J.W.’s could perhaps ensure that some
would not. Placing the play’s theme and action in the context of this year and the years
leading up to it allows us to imagine how Caroline audiences and readers might have
understood The Valiant Scot, and invites us to consider the potential for the dramatic text
to engage with and intervene in current political affairs. Insofar as the printed text’s
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presence in the years just preceding the outbreak of war between England and Scotland
encourages us to think generally about the intersections of reality and representation, the
letter preceding the text demands that we take note of the more specific audience the play
was intended to confront at this time, the dedicated soldier, James, third Marquis of
Hamilton.

Dedicated Soldiers
Thus far in this chapter, I have tried to show the prominent role soldiers play in
The Valiant Scot, noting how the play’s resolution turns on Scottish soldiers’ recognition
of what merits their martial loyalty. The letter preceding the printed text suggests that this
focus on soldiers was not only apparent to contemporary readers, but a particular selling
point in its dedication. In his dedicatory letter, William Bowyer, proposed by G. E.
Bentley to be the possessor of a manuscript or performance copy of The Valiant Scot,
draws attention to the fact that both he and his dedicatee, Hamilton, were soldiers. What
is more, Bowyer claims to have conducted his service under Hamilton’s direction. This
claim suggests that both men fought in the Thirty Years’ War between 1629 and 1630,
when Arran had levied and led troops of Scots and Englishmen into Germany on behalf
of Gustavus Adolphus. Drawing connections between dedicator and dedicatee, and patron
and play, Bowyer’s letter demonstrates that soldiers might read and even own plays about
soldiers. More significantly, it raises the tantalizing possibility that dramatic soldiers
might fight in the same battles their real-world counterparts did.
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As it appears in its entirely before The Valiant Scot, the dedicatory letter reads as
follows:
Right Honorable,
Mens actions have not their difference always from the relation of their
persons, for he that presented his king with a dish of water, having nothing
else, made the gift acceptable. I would use the application to myself
having been one amongst your meanest followers in your Lordships
practicall life of a Souldier: What I have I bestow upon you, and do Hope
though it be clothed in the light dressing of a play, it will not be denied
your lordship’s acceptance since it contains the character which History
hath left to Posterity of your own truly valiant countriman: I most humbly
beg pardon for my boldnesse, and that I may continue to be known to your
Lordship, at the becoming distance of your Honours truly honourer, and
humblest distance of your honours most humble servant and Souldier,
William Bowyer.80
This letter exhibits all of the major characteristics of what John M. Mercer has described
as “the typical dedication” in early modern English texts: “the author explains the
patron’s relationship to the work, affirms his underlying loyalty to the patron, and asks
for the patron’s favour or indulgence.”81 Indeed, Bowyer notes that The Valiant Scot
“contains the character which History hath left to Posterity of your own truly valiant
80
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countryman,” declares himself one of Hamilton’s “meanest followers,” and expresses his
desire for Hamilton to accept the play so that he may “continue” to know the man who
presents it to him.
It is tempting to dismiss this letter as an unremarkable example of conventional
practice, and assume that Bowyer’s “bestowing” of the play is a straightforward, albeit a
vague plea for patronage of some kind. This is, in fact, precisely how George Byers has
read the dedication. Yet if we recall that the turning point of The Valiant Scot occurs
when the play’s most dynamic soldier Robert Le Bruce finds himself “graveled” in a
figurative “book,” we are tempted to consider an alternative possibility. To be
“graveled,” according to the Oxford English Dictionary is to be “perplexed or puzzled,”
and in the context of books, Bruce’s description implies the sense of a related word,
“engraved,” which is to be “impress[ed] deeply” and “fix[ed] indelibly” in a material
object.82 As the play’s dedicatee, Hamilton is similarly “graveled,” his identity fixed into
the printed text just as concretely as its enigmatic soldier characters. His name in the
dedication invites us to read and “unclaspe” The Valiant Scot through the lens of his life
and place in Caroline politics.
Critics such as Wendy Wall and David Lee Miller have shown that letters of
dedication in the period did not operate solely in the manner decried in Henry B.
Wheatley’s 1887 study of the genre, as either “spontaneous expressions of an author’s
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love and respect to his friend or his patron” or empty praise “sold to the highest bidder.”83
Wall, for instance, has observed that the front matter of poetic texts re-creates for readers
the exchanges among manuscripts, writers, and readers that took place in coterie circles.84
Along similar lines, David Lee Miller has shown how the dedicatory sonnets preceding
Edmund Spenser’s Faerie Queen “mediate between the poem and the social order around
it” by “enact[ing] some figure of transaction” in a “symbolic economy relating poets to
nobleman and military heroes.”85 More recently, David Bergeron has demonstrated that
such transactions were initiated not just by poets or the authors of texts, but also by
printers and publishers when authors were dead or absent; letters of addressing the
readers of plays, he claims, “provide a point of hospitable entry into the dramatic text”
and those address them “serve as gatekeepers to the text, protecting and directing an
approach to” plays in print.86
As these critics’ work makes clear, dedicating a book was a social act, and
dialogic in nature. Dedications themselves were a medium through which social and
political networking might take place––even if that networking relied upon what
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Wheatley dismisses as “slavish adulation.”87 Dedications provided patrons and readers
with instructions for reading a text, and united the interests––financial and otherwise––of
authors, readers, printers and booksellers, forging communities and reinforcing bonds
within them with the shareable forms of knowledge and ideas contained in books.
With these assumptions in mind, I suggest that attending to the text through the
lens of its dedicatory letter yields insight into the kind of cultural work that this text was
capable of performing in the years leading up to renewed military conflict between the
two kingdoms. But before we can begin to understand how the printed playbook and its
dedication might intervene in these conflicts, we must consider Bowyer’s letter more
carefully as a member of a sub-genre with specific sets of conventions and socialpolitical functions. In short, we must examine what it meant to be William Bowyer’s
dedicated soldier.
Though soldiers are not a demographic we might readily associate with basic
literacy (let alone with purchasing books), the writing, dedicating, and reading of books
did not require the literary abilities of a Sir Philip Sidney; soldiers of lesser social and
martial status did all three with some frequency. In fact, in his study of dedications,
Franklin B. Williams credits the soldier Thomas Churchyard for popularizing the practice
of dedicating “slighter ‘literary’ works of all varieties in Elizabethan England.”88 Texts to
be read specifically by soldiers frequently contained elaborate dedicatory matter,
consisting in some cases, of as many pages as the text-proper with multiple letters
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directed at multiple audiences.89 Indeed, dedicatory letters to soldiers by soldiers had
multiple rhetorical aims, from promoting both the patron and the text’s author, protecting
the text from potential detractors, and celebrating the practice and practitioners of arms.
The texts in which such letters appear fall into five general categories: polemics
over current praxis and policy, drilling and strategy manuals; encomia of the profession
or specific soldiers; camp sermons; and tales from the battlefield, both from historical and
contemporary conflicts. The Valiant Scot is one of three works that defy such
categorization, the others being a dictionary, The Spared Houres of a Souldier in his
Travels OR The True Marrowe of the French Tongue, dedicated by John Wodroephe to
Charles, then Prince of Wales, and the civilian Henry Robart’s chivalric romance, The
Mayden Knight, describing his honourable Travails and Hautie attempts in armes, with
his success in love (1595), dedicated to Captain Thomas Lea. Robart’s romance and
Thomas Dekker’s long poems hailing The Artillery Garden and Warres, Warre[s],
Warres (1628) are the only works besides The Valiant Scot dedicated to soldiers (though
89
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not by soldiers) that may be deemed literary texts according to the criteria Douglas
Bruster employs in his current research on what early modern subjects read.90 The Valiant
Scot thus has a unique status as the only work of literature whose letter invokes soldiery
as the shared experience of both its dedicator and potential patron, and this status raises
the question of what the play might have meant to the martial men united within it.
Like most soldiers’ dedications preceding military-themed texts, William
Bowyer’s dedication is invested in establishing links between dedicator, patron, and text,
specifically bringing together “mean” soldiers and their betters, Lords and their ancestry,
and history and the present––all by emphasizing his status as a “follower” of Hamilton in
his military career. And like dedicatory letters more generally, Bowyer’s expresses his
hope––humbly phrased in negative terms––that the text “will not be
denied…acceptance.” He maintains that he follows Hamilton at an appropriate
“distance,” from the letter’s opening analogy, which explicitly notes the “difference” in
the “relation of their persons,” to the close of the letter, where he claims to admire at “the
becoming distance of your Honours truly honourer.”
Though the letter consistently underscores the difference between his own rank
and Hamilton’s, Bowyer’s claim that “Mens actions have not their difference always
from the relation of their persons” insists that military action and the act of dedicating the
text ennobles Bowyer beyond his social and martial status. He proceeds this claim with
the analogy of the king and the dish of water, which may be, as George Byers posits, an
allusion to the widow in Mark, 11:42, whose gift of two mites elicits praise from Jesus
90
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and his disciples.91 Its more immediate sources, however, were more likely contemporary
dedications written by and for other soldiers, in which the humility trope involving a
lowly soldier and a high king was ubiquitous.92 Thomas Smith’s dedication to “all
Gentlemen, Souldiers, Gunners, and all favourers of Military Discipline” in The Arte of
Gunnerie (1627) exemplifies the use of this trope and its typical invocation of Alexander
the Great:
A souldier in Alexanders campe, in the dry desert presented the king his
helmet full of cold water, saying, if I could have gotten better drinke, your
grace should have had part: the which the king gently accepted and
liberally rewarded, answering, I wey not thy gift, but thy willing mind.93
As this example in Smith’s dedication illustrates, in comparing their patrons to
Alexander, soldiers praise the nobility of their prospective patrons and place themselves
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in a position of humility, baseness, and submission. Soldiers in such stories are almost
always “meane,” but are therefore all the more deserving of reward because of the need
entailed in his low status. At the same time, they make a comparison that sets up an
implicitly coercive syllogism equating nobility with generosity––and especially
generosity to soldiers. Dedications that employed this trope could in this way level
differences in vocation and class, even as they purported to maintain such distinctions.
Bowyer’s analogy seems to be an allusion to more explicit invocations of Alexander and
his generosity towards his military servants. Even as it underscores Bowyer’s implicit
inferiority, it exerts a sort of pressure on Hamilton act royally and to be a good patron: as
an analogue for the king, Hamilton is bound to be generous to his “most humble servant
and Souldier.”94
Though Hamilton is Bowyer’s social better and military superior, the letter also
renders the two men equal in Bowyer’s reference to Hamilton’s “practicall life as a
souldier.” While the dedication acknowledges their differences in quality and obligation,
it simultaneously bridges the distance between their ranks by alluding to the sameness of
their profession, creating a “practicall” connection between them that supercedes their
social difference. This connection implicitly demands what a dedicatory verse preceding
Robert Barret’s The Theorike and Practice of Moderne Warres (1598) described more
explicitly as “The love one souldier ought to bear another.”95 The letter preceding
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Barrat’s manual asks soldier-readers to “Kindly embrace this work, for well you know, /
A soldier’s merits, doth exceed all other.” 96 and Bowyer’s letter seems to ask this without
asking.
In addition to calling attention to the obligation inherent in Hamilton’s status as a
military commander, Bowyer further suggests his prospective patron would willingly
accept the gift of The Valiant Scot because it praises a martial hero that shared his own
nationality. When Bowyer informs Hamilton that the play “contains the character which
History hath left to Posterity of your own truly valiant countryman,” he implies that
Hamilton would be proud of Scottish history, even as his use of the second person
pronoun indicates that Bowyer himself is an Englishman. Despite their difference in
nationality, his letter suggests, both men may recognize and appreciate merit in a valiant
Scot.
Bowyer’s appeal to their shared knowledge of the character of Wallace is notably
brief, especially when we compare it to other dedicatory letters which offer more explicit
commentary on why historical commanders and battles might be meaningful to soldierpatrons. For instance, one dedicatory letter in Thomas Newton’s A View of Valyaunce,
Describing the famous feates, and Martiall exploites of two most mightie nations (1580)
contends that the book “may serve for readie directions…to embracing of honestie, and
meanes to terrifie us from pursuing looseness and villanie,” since “To this ende doe all
hystories generally tend.”97 Bowyer, in contrast, is either disinterested in the “end” of the
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history set forth in The Valiant Scot, or much more coy about it; he states simply what the
play “contains.” Indeed, rather than suggesting that the play’s contents provided a model
or directions for his patron’s behavior, his reference to the text implies the assumption
that Hamilton would simply appreciate the dedication’s very general comparison of one
valiant Scot and one who liked to be thought of as one.
As I have already noted in brief, the casual quality of the reference to the play,
and indeed, the basic conventionality of the letter in its entirety has led The Valiant Scot’s
modern editor, George F. Byers, to read the dedication just as casually; in his critical
introduction to the play, he understands the dedicator’s choice of patrons as an
unambiguous appeal to secure the patronage of the wealthy royal favorite.98 Of course, if
Bowyer only sought money and social clout, the Marquis was an ideal patron, for he
considerable amounts of both. He had succeeded Buckingham as Master of the Horse in
1628, and thereafter became a gentleman of the bed chamber and a member of the
English and Scottish privy councils.99 In 1633, Charles I put him in charge of collecting
taxes in Scotland, and gave him leave to use that money to cover debts incurred for his
service in Germany; in 1637, the year Bowyer dedicated the play to him, Charles granted
Hamilton another source of income by making him the licenser of Hackney coaches.
Similar biographical details lead Byers to claim the following: “Hamilton was perhaps
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the natural patron for a play on the theme of unification of England and Scotland, for
after his return from the Thirty Years’ War in 1634 he was Charles I’s principal advisor
on Scottish Affairs.100
It seems logical that Hamilton’s positions of influence made him an attractive,
and even “natural” patron for The Valiant Scot. But Bowyer’s letter emphasizes a few
biographical details that seem, at the very least, ironic when we consider the Marquis’
career in the years leading up to Bowyer’s dedication. The dedicatory letter’s reference to
Hamilton’s soldier, in fact, seems particularly curious given the assessment of his modern
biographer, Hilary L. Rubenstein, that the Marquis had “never once demonstrated the
slightest military talent”––an assessment his contemporaries apparently shared.101 His
service as under Adolphus Gustavus had been marked only by misfortune and
incompetence, both in recruiting and maintaining troops during the wars. In 1630, on
Charles’s orders, Hamilton was sent on commission to levy 6000 men to aid Sweden in
the Thirty Years’ War; he was unable to levy more than 400 Scots from his own native
country, and could only supply the Swedish King with English men impressed on
Charles’s official order.
Once the troops were levied, Hamilton faced greater difficulties leading his men.
News of Hamilton’s military failures made its way to the English Court by way of
Christopher Crowe, a man claiming to have served under him. Crowe attested to
Hamilton’s ill treatment of his men, insisting that the troops were underfed and unpaid,
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and while this charge might have been said equally of other officers in the period, Crowe
claimed further that only 100 men of the original 6,000 were living. A Swedish minister
likewise blamed Hamilton for the loss of his men, “which for want of knowledge in the
marquis in military affairs, and of care to provide for them, perished.”102 But even as this
and other reports substantiated Crowe’s claims, Charles severely punished Crowe for
attacking his favorite—one of many instances where the Marquis’ loyalty to the king paid
off to the detriment of others.103 We do not know whether Hamilton ever rewarded
Bowyer for his professed loyalty, but we do know that few of their contemporaries would
have seriously “honoured” the marquis for his “practicall life of a Souldier.” Of the five
texts dedicated to Hamilton, The Valiant Scot is the only work whose dedicatory letter
refers to soldiery at all.
At best, we can interpret Bowyer’s reference to what can only be described as a
dismal military career as flattery intent upon capitalizing on a past acquaintance and
Hamilton’s own desire to be thought of as a martial hero.104 But this flattery could also be
read as implicitly underscoring Hamilton’s inadequacy as a soldier by overstating his
superiority. As Robert B. Bennett has demonstrated in his analysis of Robert Carr’s
dedication to his deceased rival Prince Henry, the conventional language of praise could
mask a dedicator’s more sinister intentions. A dedication featuring suspiciously generous
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compliments, either from a dubious source or to an undeserving recipient could be “a
calculated incongruity aimed at suggesting the very opposite of what it says.”105
While George Byers does note that the Marquis’ military career was “disastrous,”
he does not imagine the possibility that William Bowyer could invoke Hamilton’s
performance in Germany for reasons other than to secure him as a patron. His
understanding of Bowyer’s motives, however, rests on the assumption that Bowyer
would only dedicate the play to a man who “led the Royalist cause in the Scottish
parliament” if he was himself a staunch supporter of Charles I. In fact, Byers is so certain
of Bowyer’s royalism that he dismisses John Linden Carver’s provocative suggestion that
the dedicator may be, or be related to, one William Bowyer of Staffordshire (1588-1641).
This Bowyer served as an MP from 1621-1646, and his son (also called William) was, in
fact, in a good position to dedicate a manuscript in 1637, for that year his father
bequeathed his entire library to him, excluding only his law books.106
According to Byers, however, “as the Staffordshire Bowyers were Puritans, and
leaned toward Parliament in their political sympathies, it may be doubted whether
William would dedicate ‘the light dressing of a play’ to a royal favorite such as
Hamilton.”107 Thus doubtful, Byers goes on to suggest another William Bowyer, from
Denham, Buckinghamshire. This particular person’s creation as Baronet after the
Restoration “indicates loyalty to the Royalist cause,” and thus for Byers is a better
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contender.108 The baronet’s son would become a friend of John Dryden, a relationship
forged several decades in the future that Byers believes has relevance for Bowyer’s act of
dedication in 1637: “As the association with Dryden suggests both a literary and a
royalist tradition in the family, this Sir William Bowyer is perhaps out strongest
candidate for the dedicator of The Valiant Scot.”109
While I agree that Hamilton is a deliberate choice of patrons for the play, I have
less confidence in the validity of Byers’ criteria for identifying the author of the play’s
dedicatory letter. There is nothing in the letter itself to suggest that the dedicator was
particularly invested in literature or literary aesthetics; Bowyer simply describes the text
as his possession, “what I have.” Moreover, neither the letter nor the play it precedes can
be readily interpreted as praising the English monarch, or England at all. In fact, Byers
himself acknowledges the play’s general ambivalence towards England in his comments
elsewhere about the play.110
Against Byers’ assessment, then, I posit that Carver’s proposed candidates, the
Bowyers of Staffordshire, are the more reasonable choice of the two families, and that
this younger William was the soldier who dedicated The Valiant Scot to the Marquis.
This William may have retained or re-acquired his status as a soldier. For as the
Staffordshire Bowyers were not staunch supporters of Charles, it is possible that this
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William Bowyer is the same Colonel Bowyer whose name is credited in with
parliamentary victories alongside Sir William Brereton at Shrewsbury in 1645.111
While we can not confirm the precise identity of the text’s dedicator, there is a
virtual army of reasons to suggest that William Bowyer’s dedication is not simply the gift
from one royalist soldier to another. As I have already established, the play’s roots in
Scottish popular historiography stand in marked contrast to the monarch-focused versions
of English history, and if we look not just at where the play came from, but also where it
“went,” we find additional evidence of the text’s potential to critique, rather than support,
English figures of authority. One significant piece is a reference to illicit 1639
performances of The Valiant Scot in two separate editions of a sensationalist newsbook,
Vox Borealis, Or the Northerne Discovery (1641/1642), printed by the suggestively
pseudonymed Margery Marprelate.112 According to the play’s narrators, Caroline
authorities fined and jailed a group of players in reaction to surreptitious performances of
“A new old Play, called the Cardinall’s conspiracie,” confiscating as well the props that
had apparently assisted them in lampooning the Laudian church. Thus deprived of “altars,
images and crosses, Crucifixes, and the like,” the players continued to perform. “And
having nothing left them but a few old swords and bucklers,” the narrator reports, “they
fell to act the Valiant Scot, which they Played five dayes with great applause, which vext
the Bishops worse than the other, in so much as they were forbidden Playing it any more;
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and some of them prohibited ever playing again.113 If this account is to be believed, The
Valiant Scot was so inflammatory towards Charles’s church officials that it warranted
both the permanent censorship of the play itself and a permanent career change for some
of the men who acted—and acted out––as the characters within it.
Gerald Eades Bentley has justifiably questioned the veracity of this account,
citing the newsbook’s obvious jocular and anti-royalist aims. Additionally, he claims as
further evidence the text’s anachronistic use of the play’s title as a reference to “the noble
Scottish Presbyterian[s] and the salutary drubbing they gave the enforcers of Episcopal
tyranny in the Bishops’ Wars.”114 But even if Bentley is correct in assuming the
performances never took place, his investment in historical accuracy seems to be beside
the point. He assumes, rightly I think, that the play is invoked in the text to refer to events
that were taking place more than a decade after its original date of composition; but it is
precisely this fact that suggests that The Valiant Scot, either as a play or simply the idea
of a play, continued to have a part in evolving discussions about national unity and
Caroline politics.115
By 1641, the play seems to have become a referent for anti-royalist and antiLaudian sentiment. If nothing else, the alleged illicit performances described in Vox
Borealis just before the outbreak of civil war make clear that the play was amenable to
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propagandistic purposes, even if it was not truly worthy of suppression, and even if the
play was not actually performed for “five dayes with great applause.” Bowyer’s gift to
Hamilton may have been, as the soldier claims, “clothed in the light dressing of a play”
(my italics), but what it contained could hardly be described as “light” in 1639.

Rough Wooings
How Hamilton might have understood the play two years prior to these alleged
performances is a difficult question, however, and one might rightly argue that the play
could only have acquired this degree of subversiveness after the text’s printing, and only
after the Bishops’ wars had begun. After all, at the accession of Charles I in 1626,
England and Scotland had coexisted under one crown in a generally peaceful manner for
two decades, and it would not have seemed at all inevitable to playgoers at this time, nor
even to Hamilton in 1637, that the two nations would face each other on the battlefield
like the soldiers in the play in 1639. But if the specific issues over which the Scots and
English would go to war that year were inconceivable to spectators and readers prior to
1638, the general problem illustrated by the play––political strife occasioned by the union
of two autonomous states––was well within the bounds of their comprehension. Even for
those watching early performances, The Valiant Scot must have invoked contemporary
political unrest through its depiction of historical precedents.
Set in the aftermath of Edward I’s crushing defeat of the king he had once helped
ascend the throne of Scotland, the play encourages audiences to consider the political
status of both countries from its very first scene. Its opening discussion forcefully
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illustrates how such status can be changed as a result of military action, as English nobles
discuss how their monarch has just granted “his speciall favour” to make them “rulers
over Scotland” (1.1.2-3). One of the commissioners named Thorne appeals to his “fellow
colleagues” to show themselves “worthy of the dignities” (1.1.1,5) Edward has bestowed
upon them, and his request is met with this response from Sir Thomas Selby:
That’s not by lenity,
For howsoere the armed hand of war
Has made them ours, they are a Nation
Haughty and full of spleen, and must be manag’d
With straighter reins and rougher bitts.
(1.1.6-10)
Thorne disagrees, however, offering a contrasting picture of the Scots; “I find them easie,
tractable and mild,” he asserts, and then advances a very different understanding of how
the conquered Scots ought to be ruled:
Autority [sic] may with a slender twine
Hold in the strongest head; then what needs tyranny
Use rein or bit? By this all doubts are cleer’d;
’Tis always better to be loved then fear’d,
And by your leave, Sir Thomas,
We have good reason to defend our own.
(1.1.11-17)
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What that “good reason” might be is never explicitly articulated in the scene (nor, it could
be argued, sufficiently explained in the play in its entirety), but Thorne’s comment seems
to be a tacit acknowledgement that their treatment of the Scots will have consequences
for the rulers and as much as the ruled.
Whether these consequences are beneficial or advantageous for England will be
dependent upon the policies the commissioners put in place, and as this general exchange
demonstrates, the nobles argue for the two opposing styles of leadership laid out in
Nicollò Machiavelli’s The Prince.116 Selby and Thorne take opposing positions on the
“dispute” in that text’s chapter “On Cruelty and Mercy,” wherein Machiavelli decides
“whether it is better to be loved or feared.” Selby adopts the Machiavellian conclusion
that it is safer to be feared, a stance with which several of his colleagues agree heartily.
Thorne argues that to rule through fear is tyranny, but he is hardly a champion of
Scottish autonomy; though he checks Selby’s obvious hatred, he reinforces, if only
implicitly, his companion’s understanding of Scottish inferiority. His assertion that the
English should defend “[their] owne” registers some ambivalence, constructing the Scots
as English possessions, even as it ostensibly grants them equal status as members of the
same national community. Although he recommends the “slender twine” over “straighter
rein” and “rougher bitt,” he still seeks to restrain Scottish liberty, and though he describes
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the Scots in less pejorative terms than his peers, he seems only to value those qualities
that facilitate their submission.117
For contemporary English audiences of The Valiant Scot, this discussion on the
proper governance of conquered kingdoms was not just the stuff of Machiavelli; more
than a specific example employed to advance a general principle of rule, this scene was
an episode of their own nation’s history. In representing the hostile joining of two
kingdoms by way of military conquest, the play was, to some degree, portraying a
historical contrast that implicitly celebrated the far more congenial joining of England
and Scotland achieved by the accession of James I at the beginning of the seventeenth
century. At the same time, it invited audiences to consider the events in the play and
related conflicts in the intervening years as precipitants leading up to James’s more
peaceful union and its rocky continuance under Charles.
As some playgoers and Hamilton would have known, James’s claim to the throne
was itself derived from an earlier attempt at union, based on his descent from Margaret
Tudor, who had been in her youth the queen consort to James IV of Scotland. Their
marriage treaty was ratified in 1502 along with the Treaty of Perpetual Peace, which
promised to end enmity between the two countries, and supercede the ancient ties of the
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“auld alliance” between France and Scotland. That peace was far from “perpetual,”
ending in 1515, after James IV invaded England at the behest of the Queen of France and
died in battle. But Scottish breach of the treaty did not mean, that all Scots opposed
union, nor did James’s invasion prevent English subjects from perceiving such benefits;
for they too continued to see the virtues of a union with the Scots, particularly after
Henry VIII’s break with Rome.118 James V of Scotland died in 1542, leaving his throne
of Scotland to the infant Mary Stuart, and Henry VIII saw in the infant queen an
opportunity to protect English interests from religious encroachment by its Catholic
neighbor France, which had a long history of benefiting from Scottish military assistance.
English supporters urged Mary Stuart’s betrothal to Henry’s son, Prince Edward, in what
they perceived as “a providentially arranged marriage divine plan to overthrow the papal
powers of darkness.”119
Suspicious of English intentions, the Scots tentatively agreed to the match, but
later retracted their support. When Henry could not negotiate a peaceful settlement, he
launched against Scotland in 1544 and 1545 the destructive military campaigns known as
the “Rough Wooing.” In 1544, his privy council issued commands to “Put all to fyre and
sworde, burne Edinborough town, so rased and defaced when you have sacked and gotten
what ye can of it, as there may remayne forever a perpetual memory of the vengeaunce of
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God…for their faulsehode and disloyailtye.”120 They instructed further for the troops to
“sack Lythe and burne and subverte it and all the rest, putting man, woman, and childe to
fyre and swoorde without exception where any resistance shalbe made against you.”121
This wooing was rough indeed.
After Henry’s death in 1547, advocates of union continued to pursue the match, in
strident written defenses of union-by-marriage as well as through the use of military
force. Both tactics, in fact, were employed by England’s Protector Edward Seymour,
Duke of Sommerset. An epistle or exhortacion, to vnitie [and] peace (1548) is an
example of the first strategy, an open letter to “the nobilitie, gentlemen, and commons,
and al others the inhabitauntes of the realme of Scotlande” declaring how “unmete,
unnaturall, and unchristia[n]” that there should be “a mortall warre” between the two
nations. Instead, Somerset claims, the two should join “like as twoo brethren of one
Islande of greate Brytayn,” and be “knit in perpetuall loue and amitie.”122 Much of this
epistle purports to establish the virtues of this peaceful bond, and Somerset is adamant in
refuting the suggestion of those that “heretofore hath saied that…wee seke not equalitie,
nor the marriage, but a conquest, wee would not be fre[n]ds, but be lordes.”123 Such fears
are unfounded, he insists, and promises the following:
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Here we proteste and declare to you, and all Christian people, to be the
kynges Maiesties mynd, our Masters, by our advise and cousaill, not to
conquer, but to have in amitie, not to wynne by force, but to conciliate by
loue, not spoyle and kil, but to save and kepe, not to dissever and divorce,
but to ioyne in marriage from high to low, both the realms, to make of one
Isle one realme, in love, amitie, concorde, peace, and Charitie. Which if
you refuse, and drive us to conquere, who is giltie of the bloodshed?124
As the final question in this passage makes clear, this declaration is not an unequivocal
celebration of peace and consensual unity; rather, it is a contract wherein only one party
is free to act. He lays out similar conditions in his assurance that he will not “put any man
fro his…office, onlesse he will needs resist, and so co[m]pell us thereunto,” and
additionally, in his later counsel to the Scots that “by refusying…you enforce [conquest]
upon you.” Somerset grants agency to Scottish subjects in their own defeat by putting the
onus on their acceptance or rejection of the terms; but such terms actually preclude any
real choice of the part of the Scots. This fact is made explicit by his final warning:
“conquest commeth vpon you whether you will or no.”125
What no doubt led even greater force to these words was the fact that, at the time
of the text’s publication, the prospect of a military-enforced union between England and
Scotland was not looming, but already underway. In 1547, Somerset’s forces had
defeated Scottish armies decisively in battle at Pinkie, resulting in the English occupation
of the Lowlands. The Epistle’s protestations that the English planned to bring the nations
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together in “equalitie and loue,” rather than “force and Superioritie” were thus
disingenuous, by virtue of the text’s own tacit admissions, as well by its author’s bloody
actions in the north. His rhetoric of enforced marital union was, in fact, inseparable from
martial violence.
Somerset’s occupation in the Lowlands took place more than 200 years after the
events depicted in The Valiant Scot by; yet in the play’s staging of the events leading up
to Scottish uprising against English rule in the fourteenth century, the play invokes the
sixteenth century as well, conflating the earlier instance of military conquest with the
later period of Rough Wooing through the attempted forced-nuptials of Wallace’s
mistress. Elaborating on his chronicle sources, J.W. gives this mistress the pastoral first
name of Peggy, and a doting father, Sir John Graham, who relates the following
grievance to Old Wallace:
Oh you the the patrons of poore injur’d subjects,
Do Graham justice. Selbies riotous sonne
Assisted by a crew of dissolutes
Has stole my onely daughter, and intends
A violent Rape, or which more cuts my soule
A Forced marriage.
(1.1.82-87)
Selby insists that his son “affects” Graham’s daughter, and seeks “a lawfull marriage”––
“a favour,” he says, “her betters sue for” (1.1.89-90). But Graham hardly sees the
marriage as being in Peggy’s or his own best interests, as is made clear in his claim that
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“violent rape” is the preferable alternative. “My bloud,” he vows in response, “shall never
enter league nor hold alliance with him that hates my Country” (1.190-92).
Selby responds with all the authority of a conqueror, laying down one-sided
contractual terms in the manner of Somerset’s Epistle. “If he likes her he shall wed her,”
he says matter-of-factly,
And Graham as a dowry shall enjoy
Thy present state, revenues, goods and lands….
….It’s the highest favour conquest can afford,
For a slave to joyn alliance with his Lord.
(1.1.93-98)
The couplet that concludes this passage reiterates Selby’s early contention that Peggy is
fortunate to have secured such a socially-advantageous match; at the same time, in
referring to Graham as a “slave,” he suggests that this “highest favour” will do little to
improve her father’s social standing. After all, if he allows the match, he stands only to
gain titles and possessions that had belonged to him in the first place.
When Graham later commiserates with other Scots, he is advised by Old Wallace
to go “complain unto the king.” Whereas Old Wallace hopes for Edward’s clemency,
Graham is more skeptical; he understands, as Somerset’s Scottish readers must have, that
there is only an illusion of choice or Scottish agency in the matter. He explains the futility
of dealing with an English administration in the following beast fable:
I have heard a story how the subtle Fox
Having stole a lambe, the family of sheep
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Drew a petition, and with full consent
Preferr’d it to the Lion, he imploy’d
‘Bout earnest and more serious businesse.
Appoints the beare Commissioner, to take up
This bloudy difference; the Beare impannels
A Partiall jury all of Wolves, they choose
The Fox their Fore-man, they consult and finde
The sheepish Nation guilty, and with generall breath,
Cast, judged, condemned, and sentenc’d all to death.
(1.1.106-116)
Graham’s fable fashions the personal struggles of Scottish families against English
bureaucracy. Though the sheep practice a peaceful form of collective bargaining,
consensus at the familial level does little to grant them justice when lions, bears, and
wolves are their arbiters. Each of those kinds of animals, after all, stands to benefit from
having a “family of sheep” at their disposal.
Moreover, as Graham’s story about a “family of sheep” shifts into an allegory for
“the sheepish Nation,” we are made to see the single sacrificial “lamb” Peggy as the
personification of Scotland. Her status as such stems in part from her being the play’s
only woman––with a body to be invaded, and thus subjugated––and additionally, from
her Scots dialect, unlike that of any other Scottish character in the play. Indeed, not even
Wallace speaks with such an obvious marker of difference. This may be because the
play’s hero has far more lines, most of which are too important to risk the possibility of
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his being misunderstood or rendered comical; Peggy’s highland accent is so strong that in
some instances, it is nearly incomprehensible to the modern reader. In others, it verges on
the ridiculous, as when she fights against Young Selby’s “attempts to veil Peggie,”
(indicated in stage directions) in order to “hide [her] Scottish face,” (1.2.1); Peggy
“pushes aide the veil” and exclaims, “Hange yare flee flaps! Na Scottish woeman is
asheamed a that luke, that the master painter abuife guifes her” (1.2.8-10). Peggy’s
response sounds laughable to the modern critic’s ear, but the larger effect of the accent in
the play’s milieu is to affirm her essential Scottishess––a brand of national identification
whose primary mode of self-expression is, like Wallace’s, resistance against English rule.
Picking up the beast metaphors we see employed in the play’s first scene by her
suitor’s father, she rejects Young Selby with the declaration, “I’de rather be a
Scutchmans whore then an Englishmans waife, and be a dreave toth’ Kirke with helters”
(1.2.26-27). The two “gallants” that accompany Young Selby also allude to the earlier
discussion on English rule: “All mildnesse is in vain,” they say, and together encourage
him to take “some rough course” (1.2.36-37). Selby agrees and charges to the church,
affirming that he will “marry her there by force” (37). Before he can do so, Wallace
arrives, and though he temporarily protects Peggy’s chastity, his dealings with Young
Selby at the church set in motion a series of violent events that culminate in her murder.
Thus The Valiant Scot offered viewers its own performance of rough wooing whereby
ancestral ties, and the independent spirit, and national faith of Scotland are destroyed
despite the best efforts of individual Scotsmen. Recalling English rule in Scotland under
Henry VIII and the protector Somerset in addition to Edward I, the play reminded
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audiences that enforced marital union and martial conquest could amount to the same
thing.
In the context of such grim historical precedents––no doubt exacerbated by Mary,
Queen of Scots’ plots against Elizabeth I in the later sixteenth century––the single and
peaceable act of ascension that rendered James VI of Scotland simultaneously James I of
England seems like an utter success. Although James expressed desire that his two
kingdoms share the same language, law, and religion, unlike his predecessors he had no
intention of invading the kingdom over which he had already presided for many years. In
fact, he genuinely wished for peace between his native and newly acquired countries for
the mutual benefits of both. Still, despite the peaceable conditions that brought James to
the English throne, the union of crowns in 1604 did not come about all that smoothly,
occasioning fierce debates in the parliaments of both kingdoms and in numerous
polemics circulating in print.
To be sure, these debates centered on how or whether to merge institutions, rather
than topple them, and therefore were quite different from the Machiavellian conversation
about the exercise of power that audiences witnessed in The Valiant Scot. When James
distinguished between the conquests and “rough wooing” enacted by his predecessors
and his own conception of union, he appealed not to an actual instance of marriage, but
the discourse of it. He described a consensual love match, rather than an enforced or
solely expedient one. Still, the discourse of marriage was inherently hierarchical, and
even in the absence of violent warfare, the language of conquest still permeates James’s
descriptions of his proposed union.
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In a 1607 speech, for example, he told members of his English Parliament that
“You are to the be husband, they the wife; you the conquerors, they as the conquered,
though not by sword, but by the sweet and sure bond.”126 As Brian P. Levack explains,
“What James was doing in his speech of 1607 was not simply appeasing the anger of his
English parliament but describing accurately the position he planned for Scotland within
a unitary British state.”127 Early seventeenth century tracts opposing union demonstrate
the Scots’ awareness of this position, expressing, Levack observes, “the fear of a loss of
sovereignty…as a fear of conquest.”128 And if James had carefully presented the union in
conciliatory terms to his English parliament, he was perhaps less conscientious about
allaying the fears of his own native countrymen. Consequently, as anti-unionist tracts
demonstrate, many Scots feared that “union would in effect place Scotland in the same
position as if she had been conquered” even without military conflict.129 English writers,
too, says Levack, argued “that the union would destroy their fundamental laws, deny
England its sovereignty, and result in its conquest.”130
English fears about union were perhaps rooted in xenophobia and envy as much
as anything else, intensified by the large number of Scottish nobles that James appointed
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in advisory positions at court. 131 But if James truly filled “every corner of the Court”
with Scots, it seems that he also expected them to assimilate English culture as much as
possible. Both English and Scottish noblemen had reason to resent one another, and in
some cases, their king as well. That such resentment was visible to outsiders is evident in
an account by the Venetian ambassador Nicolo Molin, who in 1607 reported the
following:
All the same the difference and opposition of temperament between the
Scottish and the English are considered to render the kingdom not
stronger, but weaker than it was. So violent is their hatred of one another
that they scheme against one another’s life in all sorts of absurd ways; and
many leading Scots would have returned home had it not been for the
efforts which the King made to stay them.132
Molin’s comments here speak to rather tortuous experiences for courtiers from both
countries, and though James remained firmly committed to the idea of congenial AngloScottish relations, he did little to reach out to his Scottish subjects beyond those he had
appointed to court or the royal households.
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In fact, according to Keith Brown, the influence of English culture was barely felt
by Scots who did not inhabited English court.133 The mutual indifference of the Scottish
people and their king generally kept the English privy council from encroaching upon
subject liberties in Scotland, allowing for more than a decade of a more-or-less peaceful
co-existence. At the same time, it allowed for a greater separation of many Scottish
subjects from court politics, with the effect that James’s later efforts at policy making
were perceived as threatening, and met with resistance.
Indeed, though James had promised to visit his native kingdom every three years,
he actually did not step foot on Scottish soil from 1604 to 1617. When he finally did
cross the border after thirteen years of absence, it was to propose five major changes in
the liturgical practices of Scottish kirk to make them more uniform with those of
England. His proposal included the celebration of certain holy days, episcopalian
confirmation for children, and the most controversial of the articles, the imposition of
kneeling at communion. The Scottish kirk was more Calvinist or reformed than the
Anglican church, and to the clergymen who assembled at St. Andrews, these practices
smacked of popery. As the kirk also operated more independently from the state than its
relative English counterpart, its administrators were not well disposed to accept James’s
intervention.
But even as they rejected the proposal in 1617, they were forced to accept them
after the Privy Council ratified the Five Articles at Perth, the following year. Those who
133
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did not comply, James wrote, were to be “esteemed as seditious, factious, and unquyett
persons, disturbers of the peace and quyet of the kirk, contemners of our just and royall
commandement,” and were to be “punished therefor in their persons and goods, with all
rigor and extremitie to the terrour of others.”134 If they had been complacent about the
union prior to 1618, James’s subjects in the north may have felt its effects more
negatively by 1621, when the Five Articles were proclaimed at the Market Cross of
Edinburgh.
The man who helped ensure the ratification of Articles in the Scottish parliament
was none other than the second Marquis of Hamilton, the father of Bowyer’s dedicatee
and a favorite of James I. This Hamilton had been made a member of the English privy
council in 1617, and at his arrival at court, he receive funds from the king’s treasury and
the king’s jubilatory remarks: “I ame so fullie satisfied, and so much rejoiced at the
conquest I have made in drawing this man to wayte upon me.”135 This “conquest” in fact,
marked the beginning of what some of Hamilton’s Scottish contemporaries saw as a
betrayal of his country.136 But the father’s loss of reputation was minor compared to that
his son would face two decades later. By 1638, the third marquis of Hamilton would be,
in the eyes of his countrymen, as The Valiant Scot’s Wallace claims of Robert Le Bruce,
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a man made “mastive ’mongst a heard of wolves / To weary those [he] should’st be
shepheard of” (4.3.47-52).

The Sheepish Nation
Scottish dissatisfaction with James’s religious policies may not have figured
heavily in the minds of Caroline playgoers, for the discourse of union probably had less
apparent currency in England by the time The Valiant Scot is supposed to have reached
the stage. Still, the conflicts presented in the play would nonetheless have resonated with
audiences even in the mid- and later 1620s; for in addition to critiquing the notion of
peaceable unification, The Valiant Scot also rehearses Scottish resistance to Charles’s
attempts to rescind property and titles, offering both direct and implicit commentary on
policies highly topical even in England during the first decade of Charles’s reign––and
more significantly, policies that affected the Marquis of Hamilton personally.
Shortly after he assumed the English crown, Charles I penned two documents
affecting Scotland, a letter in 1625 canceling gifts granted previously by himself or his
deceased brother, and an Edict the following year, which would revoke all crown gifts of
Royal and Kirk property in Scotland made since 1540.137 Charles’s intentions were
perhaps less radical than the general premise of either document implied, but the 1626 act
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nonetheless aroused considerable fear and anger in his Scottish subjects.138 The
revocation scheme appeared to do away with hereditary titles and property, and in the
words of a contemporary, “no subjectt could be seur of any inheritance vithin the
kingdome of Scotland doun be any of his Majesteis predicessors sen King Fergus the
First.”139 Charles further angered Scottish nobles just after his accession by restructuring
membership in his Scottish Privy council in ways that excluded important members of
the titled nobility in spite of their deep ancestral ties, appointing bishops in their stead.
The Valiant Scot portrays a similar deprivation of Scottish titles and property, in
the instance of John Graham having to relinquish his “state, revenues, good, and lands”
(1.1.95) to Selby as a dowry for Peggy. Old Wallace, too, enters a “solemn meeting”
(1.1.31) with English commissioners to find that he no longer has a seat and is required to
renounce his title as Sherriff of Ayre, because King Edward has reassigned it to Selby.
When Selby gloats over this, Old Wallace responds as follows:
Tho subject unto Edward,
Ime Selbies equall both in birth and place:
Tho in mine Office, Edward joyn’d you with me,
He never made you ruler over me.
(1.44-47)
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Selby’s response is exemplary of the play’s––and Edward I’s––overall concern with the
authority of written documents: “You’ll finde he did, reade that Commission” (48-50).140
Wallace defiantly suggests Selby is being dishonest, insisting, “That’s not inserted
in your Commission” (l.58). Still, he understands the consequences of being subject to an
English crown, and attempts to salvage some of his own rights and possessions, if not his
title: “What the king has given I surrender, / For my Lands they’r still mine own, / Were
purchas’d with the sweat of my deer Ancestors” (1.1.53-56). In contrast to the ink of the
written word, Wallace lays claim to his land by way of physical labor and familial
ownership. Wallace’s appeals are meaningless to Selby, however, who can claim
possession of the land by royally-sanctioned means. He asks Wallace, “by what
Evidence, / Charter or Service do you hold your Land?” (1.1.62-63), and again Wallace
can only point to evidence (“my deere Fathers, and my Grandsires sword” [1.1.73]) that
is “but a naked title” (1.1.77) in the eyes of his English rival. Just as Charles’s revocation
threatened to disinherit Scots of the land that they had owned through ancestral ties,
Edward’s English noblemen appropriate Scottish titles, property and goods under the
auspices of his will.
Equally subject to Charles’s will in the mid-1620s, The Valiant Scot’s dedicatee
was not exempt from the king’s revocation policies. But Hamilton refrained from joining
his fellow nobleman in their protests, and earned the following response from the king:
“We did expect no less from you…for you have reason to trust our favour more than any
140
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title you can have, and we are confident that no man shall be more careful than you for
the advancing of our service…”141 And so advancing the king’s service, Charles
advanced Hamilton’s career, appointing him to a twenty-six member commission in 1627
to handle the surrender of Scottish properties.142
Hamilton’s place on this commission and at court adds considerable resonance to
Sir John Graham’s beast fable in The Valiant Scot, in which the Lion “Appoints the beare
Commissioner,” who in turn chooses “A Partiall jury all of Wolves” and “The Fox their
Fore-man” to reject the interests of “The sheepish Nation” (1.1.106-116). Indeed, that
fable must have taken on greater and greater significance as Hamilton rose in power. If
J.W. could not have anticipated all of the extraordinary events that were to come, The
Valiant Scot’s printing and Bowyer’s dedication in 1637 seem nonetheless prophetic of
the military conflicts that would ensue––with Hamilton stuck between his king and his
birthplace.
In October of 1636, Charles I issued a missive commanding religious conformity
of the Scottish clergy and laity to a new liturgy, a book that had been under production
since 1634. The Scots generally felt disdain for the Service book for its ostensibly Popish
practices; most saw its imposition as an implicit threat to their reformed church and
Presbyterian ideals, and by extension, their country’s status as an independent entity.
Disturbed further by the king’s invocation of his royal prerogative in order to mandate its
use, non-conformists of all types expressed their disaffection with the crown in the form
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of petitions throughout the mid-1630’s.143 Yet such movements were, like those
conducted by The Valiant Scot’s “sheepish nation,” suppressed, albeit temporarily, and
Charles went ahead with his plan to enforce the prayer book in the kirk, with minor
revisions to placate objections.
On July 23rd of 1637, riots and public demonstrations ensued from the moment
the prayer book was read aloud in St. Giles Cathedral in what Maurice Lee deems “the
most famous ‘uproar for religion’ in all of British history.”144 These riots were followed
by a massive, and more unified petitioning effort than had been undertaken previously,
culminating in the later drafting of the National Covenant in 1638. Though “condemned,
and sentenc’d all to death” in the play’s fable, the sheepish Nation would ultimately
provide a formidable challenge to the Bear and his jury of wolves.145 Indeed, its petition
ultimately became a strident statement of nationalism with which even English
episcopelians could sympathize. For English subjects saw in Charles’s attempt to enforce
the prayerbook in Scotland the same abuse of his prerogative and lack of concern for
crown subjects that he had shown in England with the enforced collection of ship money
and in his personal rule more generally.
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The king responded to Scottish grievances by elevating Hamilton to the status of
Royal Commissioner. In that capacity, the Marquis was to negotiate with the Scots the
King’s sole representative. But without his jury of wolves, Hamilton found himself
unable to carry out Charles’s demands, and incapable of appeasing the Covenanter’s
outrage. Even before the Bear commissioner adjourned the Assembly at Glasgow, both
Lion and sheep were making clandestine preparations for war.

Your Own Valiant Countriman
Even if we temporarily put aside our knowledge that Hamilton’s martial loyalty
rested with the king, we must still acknowledge that Bowyer’s dedicatory reference
praising Hamilton’s “own valiant countryman” may have seemed to contemporaries in
1637 as ironic as Bowyer’s appeal to the Marquis’s military career. At face value, the
statement underscores a national connection between Hamilton and the play’s probable
titular hero, William Wallace, and perhaps is intended to acknowledge the Hamilton’s
descent from a long line of proud Scots. Yet Hamilton was hardly an advocate of the
play’s brand of Scottish nationalism even at the time The Valiant Scot appeared in print.
By this time, Hamilton was a naturalized Anglican and an English peer, and though
Rubinstein claims that he “felt his Scottish identity deeply,” she also notes that he had
spent most of his time prior to 1638 at Whitehall serving Charles than in Scotland at the
estate passed down from his father. Indeed, as Rubinstein describes it, his relationship
with Scotland was chiefly utilitarian: “he had an understandable love for her as his native
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land and that of his ancestors. But his ties with her were not primarily emotional. His
estates and the bulk of his fortune were there, and thus ultimately his interests.”146
That those interests superceded any concern Hamilton might have for other
Scotsmen was clear to his contemporaries even before The Valiant Scot was entered into
the Stationers Register in England in April of 1637. By that point, according to Maurice
Lee, “the imminent introduction of the service book was known, and so was the general
nature of its contents.”147 Even when his countrymen’s anxiety over Charles’s attempts at
religious conformity was at its zenith, Hamilton remained indifferent to their concerns.
As Rubinstein notes, “despite his descent from the great Reformist family of Glencairn,
and his own membership of the Presbyterian Kirk, he had no qualms about attending
Anglican services with the king whenever and wherever it was expected of him.”148
Given Hamilton’s propensity to attend to the king over the interests of Scottish
nobles, Bowyer’s presentation of “the character of his valiant countryman” is thus either
a grossly miscalculated appeal for favor, or a statement intended to elicit a tacit
comparison between the two Scots. Whereas Hamilton consistently vowed loyalty to the
English Monarch, the Wallace in the play is a “man [who] would thrust Jove from
Olympus” (2.3.80), and one who insists he “was ne’re subject” to the English crown. And
in contrast to Wallace, who vows to “hew the yoke from off my countries necke”
(2.3.47), Hamilton vowed little on behalf of his own countrymen, many of whom saw
him an agent of English tyranny rather than one who would free them from it. Indeed,
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Hamilton lacked all of the qualities that makes Wallace “valiant” by the standards of the
play. What is more, Hamilton represented the very kind of subject that The Valiant Scot
attacks most harshly. Indeed, even Wallace must admit by the play’s second act that
“King Edward is no tyrant” (2.3.86), and The Valiant Scot ultimately shifts blame for
political unrest to its Scottish turn-coats, “abuse in Edwards substitutes” (2.3.83) and
those “such as Edward/ Plac’d in commission” (2.3.98)––descriptions that are all
analogously fitting descriptions of the marquis and his actions.
Certainly, if we read Bowyer’s dedication to Hamilton in isolation from either his
martial and political career or the events in the play, we may easily dismiss it as a
straightforward plea for patronage from one soldier to another. Yet Bowyer's rhetorical
purpose seems more complex when we read the dedication against the text of The Valiant
Scot and with attention to Hamilton’s ambivalence towards his native Country. Read in
this way, the conventionality of the epistle seems more likely a conscious attempt to
mask the disparity between the relationships that it purports to establish and those that
actually exist between Hamilton and the soldiers in the play. That is to say, this
ostensibly conventional dedication may be a pointed (though carefully veiled) political
statement to a less-than-valiant soldier and dedicatee.
The play resists being read in the manner suggested by the letter, and in
dedicating The Valiant Scot to Hamilton in these terms, the English soldier Bowyer
essentially asked the Scot to consider the consequences of his own allegiances in light of
the events in the playbook––just as the play’s Clifford does for Bruce. Thus in appealing
to Hamilton as a soldier and “graveling” his name in The Valiant Scot, Bowyer gave the
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marquis an opportunity to see the transformation of another soldier similarly “graveled.”
Perhaps aiming to initiate the marquis’ unclasping of the play’s historical relevance,
Bowyer sought to motivate similar change in the man who was in a unique position to
counsel the king.
Although Hamilton had been handsomely rewarded for his devotion to Charles
prior to 1637, the Scot would not necessarily have been perceived as an impenetrable
target for such an appeal. Though he professed loyalty to the king throughout his life, that
loyalty was always to some extent questionable in the eyes of his contemporaries. In his
early years as a soldier, for instance, political enemies jealous of Hamilton’s favor with
Charles claimed that the marquis feigned loyalty to Charles so that he could use his
levied army to take the Scottish throne by force.149 Moreover, Hamilton was never able to
fully secure the trust of Charles’s English councilors, who in 1638, when Hamilton was
made royal commissioner, feared that he would use the situation for his own political
advantage. Indeed, as one popular ballad suggested, it was not the Scottish army’s martial
expertise they feared, but Hamilton’s ambition for power in his native country and the
possibility he would shift his allegiance to the dissenters:
We fear not the Scots from the Highland nor Lowland,
Though some of their leaders did craftily brave us,
With boasting long service in Russia and Poland,
And with their fierce breeding under Gustavus.
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Nor the tales of their combats more strange than romances,
Nor Sandy’s screwed cannon did strike us with wonder;
Nor their kettle-drums sound before their long lances,
But Scottish court intrigues struck surer than thunder.150
More than they worried that troops of Scottish soldiers trained in mercenary service
would easily defeat their armies of unwilling and imperfect bodies of impressed
Englishmen, Hamilton’s fellow royalists were concerned that the Marquis, like a
mercenary Scot, would switch sides if he stood to benefit.
Hamilton, in fact, did not want to accept the position of Royal Commissioner,
which would require him to persuade the Covenanters into renewed obedience to Charles,
while simultaneously assessing the king’s prospects for military success over them.151 He
knew full well that his actions in that authority would inevitably “offend those who least
he would, either his bountiful and gracious master, or his mother country, wherein, after
the King, his hopes were justly greatest.”152 As Peter Donald’s account of Hamilton’s
anxious but earnest attempts to serve the king suggests, the marquis’ position was
extremely difficult, and though he eventually supported Charles’s desire to go to war with
Scotland, he appears not to have reached this point without profound deliberation. To be
sure, his doubts may have been more to England’s lack of military preparedness than a
desire to appease Scottish dissent with more conciliatory measures, and he had his estates
in Scotland to consider as well. Still, Hamilton also felt the complexity of the situation
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more than most of Charles’s advisors and endeavored to keep the King from pursuing a
course that would mean ill for both parties.
On June 15, 1638 he warned Charles of the dangers that his armies would face,
writing, “I hoope in God He will giue you uictorie, bot belife me, itt uill be a dificult
wooke and blodie.”153 Less than two weeks later, he advised the King to have more pity
upon the majority of Scottish people, who he fashioned as victims of the Covenanter’s ill
demands. Writing on June 29, he condemned “the madnes of these people,” but also
pardoned them, noting, “yeitt I uoold not haue your Ma[jesty] to think thatt the multitud
knoes uhatt they dou, for they are led on blindleise, bot yeitt they haue nott a feu
guides.”154 In November that year, he dissolved the Glasgow Assembly, despairing at his
inability “to bring it to an end as such I would” and admitted wearily that he was “a silly
young man overcharged with a toilsome business.”155 But by May 26, 1639, Hamilton
was urging the king to move with force, his expressions shifting from scorn for the
actions and fervor of Scottish “people” to contempt for his entire country. “This is my
dutie and allegiance tyes me to,” he told Charles of his role in making war; “and ouer and
aboue that, soe porefully doe I hate this rebellious nation, as I had rather lose my liffe
then not in my oune particuler be reuenged on them.”156
Given that this letter addressed the King of England, this particular statement may
have been more expedient declaration of allegiance than sincere expression of hatred;
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still, genuine or not, Hamilton put his sword where his mouth was, and his decision to
lead troops into Scotland underscores key differences between his own choices and
Scottish martial loyalty as it is presented in The Valiant Scot. J.W.’s Scottish soldiers also
articulate their soldiery in terms of revenge, but they take up arms against an English
king, rather than on his behalf. And whereas Bruce’s correct interpretation of a “book”
leads him to take up Wallace’s crusade, neither Hamilton’s negotiations with Scottish
nobles nor his receipt of Bowyer’s dedication in The Valiant Scot produced an analogous
shift in Hamilton’s allegiance. He either never read the Valiant Scot, or did not
“unclaspe” its relevance for his own situation. Indeed, in contrast to Bruce, who refuses
to fight against his native country, Hamilton crossed the northern border in 1639, where,
according to one contemporary account, his own mother, Lady Anne Cunningham
awaited his arrival. “Here is great talk of my old lady, Marchioness of Hamilton [and] of
her case of pistols at her saddle,” wrote Edward Norgate; “she leads her own troop of
horse, and is in the field, and her case of dags at her girdle. Her silver bullets are not
forgotten for her own son and my Lord General.”157 Another letter reads similarly:
They say the Marquis’s mother, the old Lady Machioness, hearing of her
son’s approach near the coast animates all other ladies and gentlewomen
to make all possible resistance…refusing no labour to make good the
place against their Soveriegn; that this lady came forth armed with a
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pistol, which she vowed to discharge upon her own son, if he offered to
come ashore––a notable virago!”158
Whereas Bruce’s “reading” prompts him to utter “Oh my parent / Dear Scotland, I no
more will be a goad, Pricking thy sides,” Hamilton’s own dear parent hoped to confront
him on the field. Apparently unswayed by the play’s condemnation of the mercenary
alliances Scots forged with English kings, Hamilton seems to have disregarded an
important lesson staged in the book in which he was “graveled.” But other books would
be more difficult to ignore, particularly that featured on the Scottish ensign, pushed back
by a defiant hand.159 The Scots bearing that flag would effectively defeat English forces
twice over the course of two years.

Conclusion
From its composition in the mid-1620s and printing in 1637, to its alleged illicit
performances recounted in 1641, The Valiant Scot establishes that soldiers in “new old
plays” could acquire new life and new significance over time. Initially a play that
complicated cultural perceptions of Scottish alliances as variable and mercenary in
nature, it would ultimately find currency alongside a larger movement that similarly
called into question the central tenet of English soldiery, that the martial loyalty of crown
subjects was necessarily owed to the monarch. For in the years encompassing the play’s
apparent circulation in early modern England, the issue of military obligation became
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even more vexed than it had been previously, due in large part to two general factors. The
first is that Charles I’s policies and actions enabled his subjects’ growing perception of
their king as an absolutist who ruled with no concern for the wishes of his parliaments
and his people. The second factor is the renewal or re-intensification of tension
occasioned by the union of crowns. When Charles appeared at first to disregard the
religious and political interests of his Scottish subjects, and later to threaten both with the
use of military force, English subjects able to serve in his armies were faced with the
prospect of taking up arms against men whose objections to the king did not seem
entirely foreign.160
Even if they agreed that his campaign against the Scots warranted their support,
many did not want to pay for it, and still others did what Englishmen had been doing
throughout the history of the English militia: they took advantage of the still-problematic
system, buying their way out of service if they could, and fleeing it if they could not. As a
160
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result, Charles’s army lacked the perfect bodies he desired, and the devout loyalty he
needed to force the Scots to submit. For their part, the Scots were forced to base their
military obligation on their love for either their sovereign or for their countrymen urging
the Covenant.
If they had previously seemed particularly fickle in exchanging the beneficiaries
of their armed service, the dilemma they faced in 1639 between crown and
commonwealth––so forcefully illustrated in The Valiant Scot and Hamilton’s life––was
one that their English counterparts would soon share. As national boundaries were more
tensely defined and troubled with conflicts in Ireland in addition to Scotland, what
constituted their “nation” and what was best for it was more and more difficult to
determine. When the nation’s best interests and the demands of their divinely-righted
monarch seemed irreconcilable, crown subjects’ sense of military obligation ultimately
rested on two conflicting impulses, and would manifest in years of military conflicts
between Charles I and his own people.
Scottish martial loyalty would continue to be an elusive commodity for
Englishmen, at once desirable and repugnant, well into and beyond the English Civil
Wars; the Scots would shift alliances more than once during those conflicts, reinforcing
both the notion that their allegiance could be bought and that it was essential for military
success. Hamilton eventually paid dearly for his allegiance to Charles I, taken to the
scaffold by Parliamentary soldiers in 1649 for treason. The dual-national identity that
troubled his political, social, and military endeavors throughout his life––so present,
albeit submerged in William Bowyer’s dedication––was to become the subject of satire,
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rather than a historical tragedy. Haunting English readers a decade after his execution, the
Scottish soldier was again “graveled in a book,” this time reduced to his most mercenary
self. In Duke Hamilton’s Ghost (London, 1659), he returns from the dead to describe the
events that led to his demise: “A traitor I lived,” says Hamilton’s ghost, “and a traitor I
died, And yet with both parties I never complied.”161
*
At the conclusion of the Bishops’ Wars, Charles I was forced to sign a truce at
Ripon that required payment to the Scots army to the tune of £850 a day for the expense
of keeping troops on English soil. The deal ensured that Scottish soldiers were to be paid,
even as the English soldiers who had fought for the king were forced to wait on the
payment of their arrears while the houses were tied up in the long parliament. In addition
to addressing the payment of the army, MPs were intent upon rectifying a number of
abuses Charles had perpetrated in his personal rule, determined to keep the king from
ruling another decade without their consent. They passed significant pieces of legislation
in both the Triennial Act and an Act that denied monarchs the authority to dissolve
parliament without the agreement of both houses.162
But if parliamentarians were essentially united in their efforts to ensure checks
and balances, there remained considerable tension between them and Charles I, who
could rescind his consent to the measures they had passed at any time. The outbreak of
rebellion in Ireland created extra pressure, for it necessitated the raising of additional
troops at a time when large bodies of demobilized soldiers were already disgruntled and
161
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awaiting pay. MPs’ hopes for reconciliation after the eleven years of Charles’s personal
rule were all but extinguished when details of a plot emerged suggesting that Charles
intended to use the troops for Ireland in England instead.
In History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England, Edward Hyde, Earl of
Clarendon, denied that the so-called Army Plot actually existed, but he nonetheless
recorded the plots supposed details within its pages. Some MPs believed that King
Charles planned “to bring [an] army up to London, with a purpose to awe the
Parliament…to seize the Tower, and to make it a curb on the city.”163 Perhaps the
primary agent in the alleged plot was William Cavendish, Earl of Newcastle, a wellknown literary patron and a tutor to the Prince of Wales. Charles had apparently
instructed Newcastle to secure a magazine at Hull, ordering him further to sequester
whatever weapons he found there so as to deny parliament’s access to them. The
Newcastle’s progress to Hull alarmed many parliamentarians and incensed others; it
appeared to confirm that there was indeed an Army Plot, and the king himself did little to
disprove the plot’s existence.
Against the backdrop of the troubles in Ireland, simply the possibility of an Army
Plot was enough to make MPs demand a re-evaluation of the kingdom’s militia and its
governance. Up until this point, the militia had been the purview of the king, pending the
approval of the houses, but MPs found the implications of the Plot so threatening to
individual liberties and just government that they were intent on making sure that the
king could not muster an army without their agreement. According to Clarendon, they
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proposed “that a committee might be appointed, to consider of the present state of the
militia, and the power of it; and to prepare such a bill for the settling it.”164 The King’s
solicitor, Oliver St. John, wrote the bill as well as an enacting clause to accompany it
which declared “that henceforth the militia, and all the power thereof, should be vested
in––&c,” leaving a large blank in which the person or persons who would ultimately be
granted “the absolute authority to execute” military action could be written.165 St. John
maintained that
the bill took no power from any body who had it,” but rather “provided to
give power where it was not…that the House might fill it up as they saw
fit, and put the power into such hands as they thought proper; which, for
aught he knew, might be the King’s; and he hoped it would be so.166
Yet, for supporters of the king like Clarendon––and indeed for Charles himself––the “ill
meaning” of those blanks “was easily understood”: “that by this bill all the power would
be taken out of the Crown, and put into the hands of Commissioners.”167 According to
Clarendon, “there could be no doubt, that the power of the militia resided in the King, in
whom the right of making war and peace was invested.” 168 This was the king’s position
as well; Charles refused to sign the bill and would not entertain additional requests to
discuss the matter further.
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Bulstrode Whitelock described the struggle over the militia as being “truly of the
greatest concernment that ever came within these walls.”169 “It highly concerns us all,” he
wrote,
and our posterity after us, where the power of this militia shall be placed.
This great power, which indeed commands all men and all things, cannot
be too warily lodged nor too seriously considered: and I do heartily wish
that this great word, this new word, the militia, this hard word, might
never have come within these walls.170
Certainly, “militia” was not a new word; Sir John Smythe and Robert Barret had each
referred to the militia in their respective military treatises, Certain Discourses (1590) and
The Theorike and Practike of Moderne Warres (1598), which were penned at least forty
years prior. Nor did these discussions in parliament newly render the militia a significant
governing and governmental institution. Its importance as such was established well
before 1641. The place of the militia in the management of a commonwealth is clear even
in a casual reference to it in Francis Bacon’s “An Aduertisement Touching an Holy
Warre” (1626), in which one of the text’s philosophers ridicules a “Land of Amazons,
where the whole Government, Publike and Priuate, yea the militia itselfe, was in the
hands of Women.”171 What Whitelock records here is not the coining of a new term, nor
the establishment of new organization. Rather, his speech registers what was perhaps a
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new realization that the militia was, in fact, a political institution as much as a national
one. In raising the possibility that the power of raising the militia could be wrested from
the immediate control of the king, they were suggesting something that must have
seemed, as Whitelock’s speech describes it, new indeed.
Fearing the repercussions of continuing their conversations about the militia,
Whitelock warned his peers that pressing the king on the issue was likely to erupt in civil
war. In a speech on the house floor, he spoke to them in the manner of Henry V before
the gates of Harfleur, insisting, “You will hear other sounds besides those of drums and
trumpets, the clattering of armour, the roaring of guns, the groans of wounded and dying
men, the shrieks of defloured women, the cries of widows and orphans, and all on your
account, which makes them more to be lamented.”172 But in spite of this warning, MPs
pressed ahead, and roughly one year later, proved that they could levy troops
independently of the king. When Charles I raised his standard against them in August of
1642, they were ready with an army of their own.Parliament’s forces were not
immediately recognizable as superior to those of the king, but they eventually gained an
important advantage after their decisive victory over the Whitecoats led by William
Cavendish at Marston Moor in 1644.
Then Marquis of Newcastle, Cavendish was appointed at this time as commander
of Charles’s forces in the North. The loss at Marston Moor effectively ended Newcastle’s
career as a soldier, and he immediately left England for the Continent. At Paris, he met
up with the exiled court of Queen Henrietta Maria, where he met the woman who would
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become his second wife––a woman who, like Newcastle, would eventually find herself
involved in an army plot. Indeed, inasmuch as royalist losses in the field had provided
Margaret Cavendish with a husband, they also gave her ample subject matter for dramatic
works––particularly for her civil war play, Bell in Campo. In this dissertation’s final
chapter, I discuss Bell in Campo’s engagement with military affairs in England during
and after the 1640s. In my discussion of the play, I consider the issue of military
obligation during a period in which English subjects’ might owe armed service to
someone––or something––other than the king of England. Cavendish’s Bell in Campo
explores subjects’ rights and responsibilities at a time when military collectives took on
unprecedented roles in state governance, staging the new circumstances of soldiery in the
very sort of armed collective Bacon’s philosopher deemed “a Preposterous Gouernment,
against the first Order of Nature.” Indeed, Bell in Campo’s greatest military heroes are
Amazons.
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Chapter 4
“Kings Offer up their Crowns unto You”:
Gendering and Disarming Civil Conflict in Margaret
Cavendish’s Bell in Campo (1662)

The previous chapters of this study have considered drama’s role in staging the
competing interests of English monarchs and their British kingdoms as they are both
exacerbated and exemplified in the issue of military service. The first chapter considered
these interests under the Tudors in Shakespeare’s rich, provocative imagery of soldiers’
bodies and the king’s coats. The second chapter turned to issues of obligation in the reign
of James I, attending to equally striking images of disease and disorder in Fletcher’s
tragicomic send-up of English bellicosity. Finally, in the third chapter, I discussed the
conflicts of obligation faced by J.W.’s valiant Scots, dual-national subjects who, like
those in Caroline Britain, are forced to decide whether they owed martial loyalty to their
king or their country.
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As I noted in the conclusion of that chapter, the dilemmas of martial loyalty that
plague J.W.’s Grimsby and Bruce are similar to one that many of Charles’ English
subjects would have to make in the months leading up to war in 1642, the beginning of
the of civil wars in England.1 After vigorous discussions about the militia among those in
the houses of parliament, and heated interactions between representatives of these houses
and Charles I, MPs and the king embarked on separate quests to ready the English militia,
Charles with his Commission of array, and the parliament with a militia statute that
lacked the king’s signature of approval.2 Both parties argued against the legality of the
instruments invoked by the other, and crown subjects had little choice but to obey one
and suffer the displeasure of the other; as Bulstrode Whitelock described their
predicament in his Memorials of the English Affairs, “this was an unhappy condition for
the poor people, none knowing what to do or whom to obey, nor what would be the
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Throughout this chapter, which considers only conflicts in England, I refer to
“civil wars” to indicate my understanding of the two main phases of battles there. As the
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Whitelock, Charles invoked a number of statutes to declare parliament’s movements
against the law, including 3 Ed. I, 7 Ed. I, 2 Ed. III, 11 Ric II, and the “Earl of
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of Charles I to the Happy Restoration of King Charles the Second (Oxford: Oxford UP,
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consequence of the thwartings between the great powers and authorities of king and
parliament.”3
This chapter examines some of the “consequences of the thwartings” in the 1640s
and 50s as Margaret Cavendish presents and refigures them in her two-part play Bell in
Campo. In Bell in Campo, or beauty in the battlefield, Cavendish confronts the civil wars
and their aftermath, exploring the shifting political status of the soldier and the
relationship between armed power and state governance in the mid-seventeenth century. I
will establish in this chapter Cavendish’s awareness of the actions of contemporary
military collectives, particularly parliament’s New Model Army, and argue for Bell in
Campo as a retrospective refiguring of that Army’s martial success and rising political
consciousness. Taking up the New Model’s strident message that the soldiers who fight
for a country deserve a say in its governance, Cavendish’s play fashions military service
as an opportunity for reform, rather than an obligation to the king.
Cavendish’s most recent biographer, Katie Whitaker, contends that the future
Duchess of Newcastle turned to writing plays after 1655, when she returned from a visit
to England in a failed attempt to recover some of her banished husband’s property.4
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Though Whitaker offers no explicit explanation for this timeline, she seems to base this
claim on the assumption that Cavendish wrote her works in the same order that she would
eventually publish them, an assumption for which there is no solid evidence. After all, the
plays were published in large collections rather than individually, and may have been the
end-result of more than a decade of labor. Karen Raber contends that “Cavendish’s plays
were amongst her first literary efforts, composed throughout the years of her exile.” 5 I
would argue that the play may have been written in the mid-1650s, but was probably
under construction in some sense as early as a decade prior. Plot details of Bell in Campo
invoke the years leading up to the Interregnum, truncating a period of time between 1642
and 1649. Though it was not available in print until 1662, the play is very much a product
of the twenty years that preceded the settlement of 1660.
Featuring the opposition of two battling armies, the basic plot of Bell in Campo
recreates the armed conflict on English soil that claimed the lives of two of Cavendish’s
brothers and significantly reduced the fortunes of her families by birth and marriage.6
Like the rivals at war in The Valiant Scot, Cavendish’s armies simultaneously allegorize
and literalize competing ideologies of British national identity: one that conceived of
nation as being rooted in the English monarch and his empire, and another which
understood country independently of the person of the monarch, though not necessarily
independently of the institution of monarchy. But where The Valiant Scot emphasizes the
5
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lack of unity between purportedly united kingdoms and the fraught relationship between
English kings and Scottish subjects, Bell in Campo centers on unrest within England
itself, figuring internal political divisions as two separate, allegorically-named kingdoms,
the “Kingdome of Faction” and the “Kingdome of Reformation” (1.1). 7
The nouns that form these names are not neatly parallel, but they do give readers
an immediate sense of the basic characteristic that defines each kingdom. As the Oxford
English Dictionary defines the term, faction “convey[s] the imputation of selfish or
mischievous ends or turbulent or unscrupulous methods” and invokes strongly dissent
and division out of self-interest.8 Reformation, on the other hand, is associated with
“improvement,” “correction,” and “reparation.”9 In early usage, it even conveyed the
restoration of peace.10 As we might expect, the Kingdom of Faction is intent on breaking
up peace; we learn in the play’s opening scene that “the Kingdome of Faction resolves to
War with this Kingdom of Reformation” (1 BC, 1.1)
Though Cavendish ostensibly grants both states equal status, only Reformation
fits the appellation of kingdom, since it alone appears to be ruled by a king. Beyond this
essential distinction and the basic characteristics entailed in their names, Bell and Campo
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features no substantive discussion of the circumstances underlying the kingdoms’
opposition. Nor does Cavendish’s play focus on the factors that motivate specific
soldiers’ martial loyalty to one or the other. The opening scene of Bell in Campo takes
place at some point after the battle lines have been drawn. Aside from a statement
attributing war to Faction’s “resolve,” we hear nothing more about the causes of war,
only that “there are great preparations of either side, men are raised of all sorts and ages
fit to bear Arms, and of all degrees to command and obey” (1 BC, 1.1). Cavendish offers
readers little else to orient themselves in the martial-political landscape of the play, and
the paucity of attention paid to subjects’ obligations at the beginning of the play is
illustrative of Bell in Campo’s general lack of concern for the means through which
soldiers are convinced to participate in war.
In contrast to The Valiant Scot, then, Bell in Campo emphasizes the productive
and destructive consequences of taking up arms more than the implications of doing so
for one particular party over another. Rather than focus on the dual-national
consciousness that complicates subjects’ martial loyalty, as J.W. does when he depicts
soldiers opting to serve country over king, Cavendish emphasizes the personal and
political rewards of armed service for soldiers whose collective devotion to their cause
never wavers. Finally, instead of exploring the political factors that determine which
camp or which masters soldiers will serve, Bell in Campo celebrates the social and civil
gains that an army could effect once its members are united in objective. And rather than
prodding soldier characters into painful recognition of the political expediency dictating
their past alliances with the English king, Cavendish’s play promises these soldiers that
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their service will earn them national renown and an opportunity to improve their
country’s future governance.
The play’s clear disinterest in dilemmas of subjects’ martial loyalty may be
explained, at least in part, by Cavendish’s relationships with men who would become
prominent royalists after war broke out between Charles I and parliament. Two of
Margaret Cavendish’s older brothers, Thomas and Charles Lucas, were soldiers during
the Bishops’ Wars, and after their regiment was disbanded in 1641, Charles, the younger
of the two, joined a group of “Reformadoes,” that is, demobilized officers who served
informally as the king’s bodyguards. If soldiers in Margaret Cavendish’s similarly-named
kingdom do not question whether monarchs are worthy of such devotion, it is certainly
because her closest relations––which would eventually include the notorious Earl of
Newcastle after 1645––firmly believed that their king was.11 In 1643, the twenty-year-old
Cavendish herself joined the royal court, re-located to Oxford because of the war, where
she was one of many ladies-in-waiting to Queen Henrietta Maria.
Despite personal and familial ties to the Stuart court and royalist cause, Cavendish
was compelled by the outcome of the wars to acknowledge the existence––and even the
strength and autonomy––of those who did not share the convictions of her family and
peers. As Susan Wiseman aptly notes, “royalist myths were in competition with the
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actuality of the new republic”12 after the execution of Charles I. Thus in representing the
wars that brought down the monarchy, Bell in Campo is faced with the difficult task of
reconciling rival versions of statehood––one that had ultimately triumphed in the war,
and one that could only wistfully envision what might have been. Although the dramatic
protagonists in Bell in Campo’s Reformation are analogues for the soldiers who stood by
the king in the 1640s, the play in its entirety is not so much a reflection of uncritical
royalism as a practical register of the increasingly revolutionary role that England’s
soldiers played during the civil war period.
Indeed, the civil wars bore witness to the leveling power of soldiery that
Shakespeare’s King Henry only pays lip service to in Henry V, and it is this power that
Cavendish’s play labors simultaneously to keep in check and to glorify. In Bell in Campo,
readers watch Cavendish’s version of the “happy few” as they are given, almost literally,
royal treatment. A notable difference from Henry’s “band of brothers,” however, is that
Cavendish’s happiest few are members of an all-female army. In fact, Cavendish’s
bravest martialists are women who, not content to allow their husbands and male siblings
shoulder the costs of war alone, join the army of Reformation in the camp and field. In
addition to restoring their nation’s martial dignity, they bend the Reformers to reform in a
fantasy of triumphant, militant royalism that, as it reinstates monarchical authority,
authorizes women’s participation in state affairs.
While scholars of Cavendish have discussed the play’s fantasy of female heroism
in great depth, few critics of military-themed literature have considered Margaret
12
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Cavendish as a serious participant in the debates about armed power and government that
both precipitated the civil wars and were raised anew in their wake. One of the purposes
of this chapter is thus to redress the narrow scope of these two critical trends, which, I
think, have indirectly resulted in the perpetuation of a male-centered canon of military
drama. By including Cavendish’s work in my larger inquiry into issues of subject
obligation and military affairs, I hope to add greater complexity to our understanding of
the multiple connections dramatists highlighted in early modern discourses of war and
gender.
Moreover, in insisting that we learn about these connections as they appear in the
works of male and female dramatists, I avoid the tendency of previous studies of war and
drama to reify problematic historical constructions of gender in their exclusion of
women’s texts. Whereas other studies seem to have uncritically, if unintentionally,
accepted the misogynist underpinnings of early modern literature in examining solely
male-authored plays, my own study subscribes to the basic tenet of Cavendish’s most
discussed dramatic work: that women’s ideas and works are as valuable and useful as
those of men. In discussing Bell in Campo, I attempt to enhance our understanding of
women’s roles in English history, and more particularly, our sense of their intellectual
contributions to the cultural production of the history of English warfare.
Of course, there are many reasons to treat Margaret Cavendish as a unique figure
that does not represent the sentiments and experiences of early modern women more
generally. Her status as an exile, her notoriety for eccentric dress, and her famously
negative reception by cultural pundits such as Samuel Pepys, Dorothy Osbourne, and
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Mary Evelyn are just a few of these reasons.13 Still, I take seriously Bell in Campo’s
challenge to include women’s efforts as valuable, even if exceptional, contributions to
military discourse. To do so is not to overstate women’s participation in cultural
conversations about war, but simply to offer it the same analytical energy I afford to the
works of male dramatists.
More than a gesture of tokenism, however, Cavendish’s place in this study is
primarily motivated by her play’s relationship to significant historical events that have
largely escaped the attention of literary critics, even those critics who have conducted
important, pioneering research on the once-neglected canon of plays produced in the
1630s, 40s and 50s.14 The events to which I am referring here involve the actions
undertaken by parliament’s New Model Army, an armed collective whose important role
in the larger context of the civil wars and interregnum has been discussed with great
intensity by historians over the past two decades. While literary scholars have benefited
greatly from the work of scholars of English history, they have had, as of yet, little
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occasion to explore the literary relevance of a growing body of scholarship on the New
Model by Mark A. Kishlansky, Austin Woolrych, Barbara Donagan and Ian Gentles.15
These scholars have established the degree to which the New Model’s success
against the king’s armies ushered in a new era of martial politics. My own study seeks to
illuminate for both historians and literary critics how this era is realized, reproduced, and
re-conceived in Cavendish’s play. Accordingly, this chapter attends to Bell in Campo in a
military context previously unexplored by Cavendish scholars as well as by literary
critics of civil war and commonwealth drama more generally, the rapid rise and
politicization of the New Model Army between 1645 and 1649. From debating with MPs
and radical political sects, to drafting state documents, these soldiers’ active participation
in matters of civic and national import marked a radical shift in the direction and function
of the military in England.
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Donagan’s essay “The Army, the State, and the Soldier in the English Civil War” also
appears in that same volume (79-102), as does Ian Gentles’ “The Agreements of the
People and their Political Contexts” (148-174). Gentles’ towering study, The New Model
Army In England, Ireland and Scotland, 1645-1653 (Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell, 1992)
is the definitive word on the subject. My understanding of the New Model has been
greatly enhanced by these scholars’ work, as well as Barry Coward’s concise discussion
in The Stuart Age: England 1603-1714 2nd ed. (London: Longman, 1994) 197-237.
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This chapter, the dissertation’s final long discussion of soldiers in English drama,
continues to build upon previous chapters in its sustained examination of the fluctuating
rights and responsibilities of monarchs and subjects in martial affairs. But even more than
in earlier chapters, I attend to the ways in which such affairs relate to dramatic
constructions of gender. Cavendish’s play invites this kind of analysis because concerns
about gender equity are at the center of its martial plot, which takes the textual battles of
the querelle des femmes and stages them physically in the field. At the same time, I avoid
reading Bell in Campo as a play concerned solely with the cultural status of men and
women in England.
Most of the critical responses to the play have understood it strictly as a fantasy of
female empowerment, and a somewhat disappointing one at that. I want to shift the focus
somewhat, and emphasize the campo in Bell in Campo––that is, I want to consider the
military contexts of the play by reading the progress of the play’s Amazonian army as a
dramatic re-casting of the rise and rapid politicization of Parliament’s New Model Army.
In what follows, I read Cavendish’s work against an unexplored political backdrop that
includes not only the general problem of civil war, but also more specific issues related to
it: the series of debates at Putney bridge in 1647, the execution of Charles I in 1649, and
the rule of Cromwell’s major-generals in the 1650s. Contesting previous analyses that
invoke the eventual disbandment of Cavendish’s female army as evidence of the limits of
its creator’s proto-feminism, I consider the play’s Amazonian army as it functions within
the play’s larger war plot. I argue that, in a time when “all Laws chang’d according to the
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Power of the Sword,”16 Cavendish’s women warriors are the realization—and moderate
revision––of the extreme and revolutionary potential of unified armed bodies in postregicide England.

Stage, Page, Camp and Closet
Previous chapters in this study have addressed the cultural implications of
multiple shifts in martial policy from the 14th century to the late 1630s, examining, in
turn, these shifts in relation to conceptions of national identity and the individual subject
in the early modern English state. As we have seen, even ostensibly minor changes in
military-related legislation could pique and exacerbate crown subjects’ anxieties over the
nature of subject obligations. The Elizabethan, Jacobean, and Caroline works that record
and redefine these changes provide modern readers with ample evidence not only of these
anxieties, but also of the stage’s capacity to express and address them. “Playing soldiers,”
as I have termed this endeavor, gave writers and their audiences a means for exploring
alternative solutions to military problems; in the processes of producing and viewing
drama, English subjects could contemplate the role of arms and the armed citizen in
England’s history and in Great Britain’s future.
While these assertions are as true of mid-17th century works as they are of plays
produced earlier, we would be remiss in not acknowledging cultural changes of an
additional nature that have some bearing on this final chapter and the dramatic work it
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These are the words of Charles I on the scaffold. Quoted in Roger Hainsworth,
The Swordsmen in Power: War and Politics under the English Republic 1649-1660
(Thrupp: Sutton Publishing Limited, 1997), 3.
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considers. The same civil wars that occasioned parliament’s overhaul of the militia also
justified its closure of the public playhouses. Before I turn to the military issues that
concern this chapter, then, I want to discuss briefly the conditions of the theatre in
England during the period in which Cavendish wrote her play. To put it another way,
before we contextualize Bell in Campo alongside the New Model Army, we would do
well to situate the play within new models of drama and printed literature that emerged in
England and amongst English subjects abroad in the 1640s and 50s.
Generically speaking, Bell in Campo may be classified as closet drama, a genre
typically defined as a dramatic work written with the intention that it would be read
rather than performed on stage, typically in aristocratic households. As S.P. Cerasano and
Marion Wynne-Davies note, provided “a private and protected environment” that was
particularly well-suited for a woman writer unwilling to incur “considerable risk by
involving herself with public theater.”17 Of course, from the evidence we have of acting
companies’ repertoires, it seems clear that no established public theater had staged
dramatic works of known female authorship prior to the restoration, and even if
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Introduction to The Tragedy of Antonie (1595) by Mary Sidney, in Renaissance
Drama by Women: Texts and Documents (London: Routledge, 1996). It is important to
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Cavendish had not left for the continent with the queen’s court in 1644, she could not
have expected her plays to grace the playhouses in England.18
Cavendish’s own statements about her plays suggest that she was concerned less
with the purported impropriety of going public than with failing to impress spectators. In
the prefatory letters preceding her first volume of dramatic works, Playes Written by the
Thrice Noble, Illustrious and Excellent Princess, The Lady Marchioness of Newcastle
(1662), she asserts that she wrote for the press rather than the playhouse “out of the fear
of having them hissed off from the stage.”19 These comments are echoed in another letter,
in which she tells Newcastle in somewhat more gendered overtones, “It would have made
me a little Melancholy to have my harmless and innocent Playes go weeping from the
Stage, and whipt by malicious and hard-hearted censurers.”20
Yet there are other instances in the letters that suggest that Cavendish may have,
in fact, considered the prospect of her plays being performed. Her use of sequential or
temporal language to describe the process of literary production in the ninth dedicatory
letter implies that she had at least entertained the possibility that her plays would appear
before large audiences: “The reason why I put out my playes in print, before they are
Acted,” she claimed therein, “is that I know not when they will be Acted, by reason they
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are in English, and England doth not permit, I will not say of wit, yet not of Playes.”21
The sense of this statement seems to be that Cavendish was conscious of a major obstacle
to staging her plays beyond her gender or skill: public performances were prohibited in
her native country at the time that she had written them.
The prohibition to which Cavendish refers in this comment may be General
Monk’s temporary order to shut down the playhouses in 1659, but this order had a
significant long-term precedent in the 1642 “Order for Stage-plays to Cease.” This act of
parliament closed the theatre due to “the distress and Estate of Ireland, steeped in her own
Blood and the distracted Estate of England, threatened with a Cloud of Blood by a Civill
War.”22 On a very basic level, the order ensured that no playwright––male or female––
had a steady or reliable means of entertaining large audiences with staged productions of
their works.
Of course, Parliament’s mandate to stop the “Spectacles” of “Pleasure” “mirth,”
and “levity” typically conducted at the playhouses did not shut down the theatrical
enterprise entirely. Susan Wiseman, in particular, has challenged Alfred Harbage’s
critical construction of the 1640s and 50s as a “gap” in theater history, pointing to a
variety of dramatic forms––playlets, pamphlet dialogues, drolls and play folios––that
continued to circulate in print and performance throughout the eighteen-year period in
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which the theatres were officially closed.23 Leslie Hotson contends, in fact, that “even
during the height of the war, plays were given with remarkable frequency at the regular
playhouses in London” despite the ordinance prohibiting them.24 But the 1642 order had
significant implications for what it meant to read, write, perform and print dramatic
works; regardless of the forms in which these works circulated, they bore some trace or
affiliation with forbidden actions. According to Wiseman, “the closure of the theatres
served to intensify the politicised status of dramatic discourse: Civil War drama was
sharply aware of its policitisation as a genre and of a political readership.”25
Both Wiseman and Hotson have uncovered numerous examples in printed texts
that support this claim, especially texts in which theater is used, Wiseman notes, as “a
central metaphor for vying political regimes.”26 Both critics also have established the
politicization of the dramatic enterprise more generally, noting various instances of literal
overlap between theatrical and military spheres; in 1625, a dedicatory verse could
proclaim, “The Campe’s a Theatre”; in 1642 one might just as easily declare that the
theater was a camp.27 According to one report from October of 1643,
The Players at the Fortune in Golding Lane, who had oftentimes been
complained of, and prohibited the acting of wanton and licentious Playes,
yet perserving in their forbidden Art, this day there was set a strong guard
23
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of Pikes and muskets on both gates of the Play-house, and in the middle of
their play they unexpectedly did presse into the Stage upon them, who
(amazed at these new Actors)…turned their Comedy into a Tragedy,
and… plundered of all the richest of the cloathes…28
If soldiers were the “new actors,” actors were also new soldiers, for parliament also took
advantage of illicit performances by using the playhouse as a means of recruitment. Not
merely “pressing into the stage,” their officers pressed soldiers from it. Likewise, as
Hotson records, members of an acting company at Blackfriars who joined the king’s
forces “were occasionally called upon to act plays,” temporarily removing the king’s coat
for the player’s costume.29
Plays also continued to be staged throughout the 1640s at the exiled royalist court
in France and the Netherlands, where men of letters who had temporarily become soldiers
used their enforced leisure time to return to their former habits of making plays and
poems. Among these men was William Cavendish, who, following a significant loss at
Marston Moor, departed for Henrietta Maria’s circle in Paris. He settled in quickly and
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began writing for a company of English comedians kept at least briefly under pay for
Charles, Prince of Wales.30
Court dramatists-cum-soldiers Thomas Killigrew and William Davenant relocated
to the continent as well, where the latter, inspired by French opera, contemplated the
ways in which he could bring the mechanisms of moveable scenery to England when
better days availed.31 Killigrew eschewed Davenant’s interest in the architectural
aesthetics of drama, devoting himself instead to preserving the courtly values of the
contrastingly peaceful 30s through the more traditional technology of the printing press.
Although his dramatic works touched on conservative themes, they were arranged in
apparently new, more reader-friendly formats––novelistic in style with shorter, more
numerous scenes that could be experienced without players, props or scenery.
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Margaret Cavendish may have met these dramatists while on the continent,
perhaps even sailing from England in 1644 on the same ship as Killigrew.32 Newcastle
had been a friend and patron to Davenant, and it seems quite possible that Cavendish was
familiar with his works as well as the innovations both men were bringing to earlier
modes of dramatic production. As Raber and Wiseman have agued, the works of
Cavendish and Killigrew exhibit significant formal similarities.33 Featuring two parts,
each with five acts that contain as many as twenty five scenes, Bell in Campo anticipates,
like Killigrew’s works, a reader of plays rather than a spectator. This play, as Cavendish
herself admitted of her drama more generally, is “somewhat long,” a privilege of closet
drama; “for the Readers,” she explained in her own defense, “the length of Playes can be
no trouble, nor inconveniency, because they may read as short or long a time as they
please.”34
Cavendish did not credit Killigrew or Davenant as influences for the form and
style of her plays, but she readily attributed her interest in writing them to her husband. “I
believe I should never have writ them, nor had the capacity nor ingenuity to have writ
playes,” she wrote in a letter to Newcastle, “had not you read to me some Playes which
your Lordship had writ, and lye by for a good time to be Acted, wherein your Wit did
Create a desire in my Mind to write Playes also.”35 In other texts, however, Cavendish
suggest that Newcastle’s dramatic works provided less food for thought than her
husband’s tales of his own military exploits. In fact, as a number of critics have claimed,
32
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she seems to have conceived of her own efforts at writing as akin to Newcastle’s
soldiering. Of their comparable actions, she wrote, “Yours have been of War and
Fighting, mine of Contemplating and Writing. yours were performed publickly in the
Field, mine privately in my Closet.”36 Marta Straznicky has argued of this passage that it
makes clear that “Cavendish understood writing and publication to be a form of public
action, and…she saw this as the only means of preserving her fame to posterity.”37
Sidonie Smith interprets Cavendish’s claim similarly, contending that Cavendish
“imagined writing as a female equivalent to male warfare, a heroic arena in which
women might gain access to distinction through merit.”38 I would argue that Cavendish’s
conflation of her closet with William’s camp suggests more than her desire for distinction
or fame; her comments invite us to see her writing as an additional front in the martial
conflicts of the 40s, a contribution to the war of ideas raging in England, if not the war
itself.
Indeed, perhaps more than the influences of other soldier-dramatists in exile, the
play points to its creator’s awareness of this other war, particularly as it appears to be
waged in the textual phenomenon of the serial news publication. These books surfaced
and multiplied in direct, sequential response to the martial conflicts on English soil,
36
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bringing civil war into the same closets where plays were composed and read. The
regular printing and distribution of texts such as the parliamentary The Kingdome’s
Weekly Intelligencer and royalist Mercurius Pragmaticus alleviated and incensed
civilians’ anxieties about events that transpired on the battlefield. They fostered a public
accustomed to receiving frequent updates about martial action.39
Significantly, I think, Bell in Campo is structured around these updates, contained
in the reports and analyses of conversing gentleman whose sole function in the play is to
set up scenes through discussions of the latest news. As the following sample of their
lines indicates, battles in Cavendish’s play are never actually fought, only inquired about
and narrated:
Gent. 1.

What news from the Army? (1 BC, 2.5)

Gent. 1.
Gent. 2.

What news? what news?
Sad news, for there hath been a Battel fought betwixt the
two Armies, and our Army is beaten, and many of our
gallant men slain. (1 BC, 3.15)

Gent 1.
Gent 2.

Pray Sir, what news from the Army?
…both the Armies fought with equall Courages and active
limbs, as for a long time neither side could get the better,
but at the last the Army of Faction broak the Ranks and
Files of the Army of Reformation…whereupon the Enemy
kill’d many of our men, and wounded many more, and took
numbers of prisoners…
(2 BC, 2.5)

Gent 1.

What news Sir of our Armies abroad?
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Gent. 2.

Why sir, thus, in the time of our Masculine Armies
recruiting, the Female Army had taken the fort they
besieged…
(2 BC, 4.14)

Gent. 1.
Gent. 2.
Gent. 1.

Do you hear the news?
What news?
The news is that all the Kingdome of Faction hath
submitted to the Kingdom of Reformation, and that the
Armies are returning home.
(2 BC, 4.16)

Certainly, reports like these are necessary in a closet play, for a play that will not be acted
can only represent martial action through description. Still, Cavendish could have written
elaborate stage directions for some of this action, a common tactic employed by other
writers of closet drama, and one that Cavendish uses to great effect in another play with
warfare at its center, Loves Adventures.40 Her contrasting use of the gentlemen’s
conversations to control Bell in Campo’s martial narrative ultimately has the
overwhelming effect of providing readers with warfare as Cavendish and many other
civilian-subjects experienced it at home and abroad––as news.
To be sure, military-themed drama had relied on similar mechanisms for
exposition regarding the details of war long before 1642, no doubt because actual battles
scenes required so many resources to stage. In Shakespeare’s late history plays, for
instance, the particulars of some off-stage battles and military preparations are reported
by servants, 2 Henry IV’s Rumor, and Henry V’s chorus; audiences often learn of events
as his characters do, when someone in charge demands “what news?” of eye-witnesses
and messengers. Yet what is a frequent phenomenon in the Henriad is built into the
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structure of both parts of Bell in Campo; what is probably a necessary convention of the
closet dramatic text is, furthermore, a means of controlling the perspectives from which
information about civil war is offered to readers.
We know from other texts that Margaret Cavendish was deeply suspicious of the
information circulating in serial newsbooks, a skepticism clear, for example, in her
condemnatory statement in letter LVII of the quasi-autobiographical Sociable Letters
(1664): “Gazets are fuller of Lies Than Truths.”41 She expressed similar sentiments about
the sources Sir William Sanderson used in his A compleat history of the life and raigne of
King Charles from his cradle to his grave (1658), a study she denounced as nothing more
than “Weekly Gazets Compiled into A History, wherein are more Falshoods than
Truth.”42 Whether they were “fuller” of either, most “gazets” were overtly partisan
ventures, and, as I have suggested elsewhere, Cavendish was keenly aware of the beating
her husband’s reputation had taken in their pages.43
Newcastle’s abrupt decision to leave what was left of his army after Marston
Moor allowed his detractors to lampoon his military service and thereby, the royalist
cause. The February 1645 issue of the parliamentary Mercurius Britanicus, for instance,
described his respective careers in the manner of a play, complete with derisive stage
directions: “First, Enter Newcastle,” it read, “one that in time of peace tired…the stage in
Black-Fryers with his Comedies; and afterwards, one that trode the stage in the North
with the first Tragedies, travers’d his ground between York and Hull…help’t Rupert to a
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sound beating, and Exit.”44 Mocking Newcastle’s literary and military careers
simultaneously, this critique and others like it rendered Newcastle a character himself.
Margaret Cavendish responds to this characterization in her biography of the earl,
The Life of the Thrice Noble, High and Puissant PRINCE William Cavendishe (1667), in
which she insisted proudly that, “My Noble and Loyal Lord did act a chief Part in that
fatal Tragedy.” As she claimed in the preface to this text, The Life was meant to provide a
corrective account of her husband’s exploits on the field for readers who knew “no more
of the Transactions of those Times, then what they learned in the Gazets, which, for the
most part (out of policy to amuse and deceive the People) contain nothing but Falsehoods
and Chimeraes.”45 Though she was self-conscious about her status as a woman, and as a
woman who had not witnessed the war first-hand, she nonetheless insisted that her own
information (derived from William himself and his friend General King) was credible and
authoritative: “Though neither Actor, nor Spectator,” she wrote, “I cannot…be thought
ignorant of the Truth of what I write.”
Cavendish similarly posits the truth about the same “fatal tragedy” in her comedy,
Bell in Campo, challenging the newsbooks’ presentation of events by way of the
gentleman reporters, members of the aristocracy who identify their affiliation with “This
kingdome of Reformation” in the play’s opening scene. Controlling the flow of
44
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information through their “news,” Cavendish demonstrates her understanding that closet
drama could represent and re-present the same conflicts that the ubiquitous serial
publications did, challenging their versions of “news” even after Newcastle was no
longer their object. For instance, the news about the outbreak of war at the beginning of
the play quickly evolves into a discussion about the merits of the Lord General of
Reformation, a man that critics of Cavendish know to be based upon Cavendish’s
husband. Their reporters’ hearty praise the general is not merely an encomium of a “a
most excellent Souldier,” but an implicit defense of Newcastle. The general, they tell
readers,
is not one sets forth to the Wars with great resolutions and hopes, and
returns with maskerd fears, and despairs; neither is he like those that take
more care, and are more industrious to get gay Clothes, and fine Feathers,
to flant in the Field, and vapour in their march, than to get the usefull and
necessary provision; but before he will march, he will have all things
ready, and proper for use, as to fit himself with well-tempered Arms,
which are light to be worn, yet musket proof; for he means not to run
away, nor to yield his life upon easy terms unto his Enemy; for he desires
to Conquer, and not vain-gloriously to shew his courage by careless
neglect or vain carelessness; also he chooses such horses as are useful in
War, such as have been made subject to the hand and the heel. (1 BC, 1.1)
This description outlines the basic tenets of good military leadership as advocated in
early modern manuals; it also recalls the merits and failings of soldier characters we have
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witnessed in English plays, from Shakespeare’s cowardly and sartorially extravagant
Captain Falstaff and the impetuous Hotspur to the inexperienced Prince Demetrius in
Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant. But the gentleman’s comments more pointedly
invoke Newcastle in their implicit refutation of the general’s cowardice and in the
seemingly tacked-on reference to his skill at choosing horses. The Earl, as even his critics
had to admit, was deservedly renowned for his knowledge of horses and expertise at
ménage. Like Cavendish’s other, non-dramatic attempts to revise accounts in newsbooks,
then, Bell in Campo provides an alternate history of the civil wars and the persons
involved. Her gentlemen reporters enable Cavendish to do what Alexandra Bennett
suggests the play does more generally, to “rehabilitate the more ignominious aspects of
the Cavalier cause and of her husband’s military career.”46
Employed in the business of countering attacks on her husband’s soldiery from
his critics, the soldiers of spin-control who demand and deliver the news in Bell in
Campo are as partisan as any “gazet.” As their rank-inflected stock names suggest,
however, they break news gently––that is, from the perspectives of subjects like
Cavendish and her husband, members of the nobility and an implicitly royalist
community. In designating her speakers this way, she associates news (and truth) with a
strictly aristocratic ethos. In allowing their reports to frame the play’s action, she asserts
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the veracity of her own account and controls––insofar as any writer could––the
perspectives from which stories about the civil wars are told.47
By pointing out the elite rank and political bias of play’s expository device here I
do not mean to enter into critical discussions about the play’s status as autobiographical.
There are enough examples of this work already, and this chapter has purposes beyond
the narrow conception of such readings. In discussing the closure of the playhouses,
closet drama and the more overt politicization of dramatic forms and literature more
generally, I have hoped to establish that when Cavendish systematically advances Bell in
Campo’s plot by means of the “news,” she demonstrates what Susan Wiseman has
identified as a basic tenet of civil war drama––that is, her awareness of her play’s status
as a participant in a war of competing versions of truth, if not a participant in the
discourse of war as it had initially circulated in the early 40s. Without the powerful forum
once afforded by the English playhouse, but also relatively free from the constraints of
Parliament’s closure, Cavendish could write unabashedly about civil war and more
positively about Newcastle’s role in it.
Of course, Cavendish’s defense of Newcastle was not her only intervention in the
construction of the “transactions of those times” in Bell in Campo, and I will address the
more substantive ways in which the play deals with seventeenth-century military affairs
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in the remainder of this chapter. In what follows, I discuss Cavendish’s own “Army plot”
in greater detail, positing the play’s female army and the rise of its “generalless,” Lady
Victoria as a response to the early modern tradition of the querelle des femmes. After
discussing the significance of Cavendish’s gendering of civil conflict, I review briefly
critical responses to Bell in Campo which contextualize Cavendish’s armed ladies within
earlier literary traditions and alongside actual women who took up arms during the civil
wars in England and France. From there, I turn to an analysis of other models for
Cavendish’s army, specifically––and surprisingly––the parliamentary army that radically
changed the role of soldiery in English government.

Bell in Campo and the Querelle des Femmes
Whereas Bell in Campo’s first scene is devoted to establishing the martial
excellence of the Reformation’s Lord General, the play’s second scene introduces the
oratorical boldness of his wife, a literary analogue of Cavendish herself. Readers are not
given the opportunity to witness the General’s strength in the field, for Cavendish
requires that they meet him when he is away from it, in a distinctly domestic setting. He
sits at home, where we are witness to a contrasting picture of the valiant commander as
he is vanquished by the superior “Rhetorick” of his wife. Though he intends to say
goodbye to her, she surprises him by declaring, “Then I must partake of your actions, and
go along with you” (1 BC, 1.2). When he asks, “What to the Wars?,” the Lady Victoria
replies simply, “To any place where you are.”
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This scene invites comparisons with several scenes in early modern drama in
which lovers face separation due to the demands of war. In particular, it invokes Lady
March’s response to Mortimer’s departure in 1 Henry IV and the plea set forth in
Shakespeare’s Othello by the titular soldier’s “fair warrior” (2.1.182), Desdemona. In the
1 Henry IV, the doting Glendower’s translates his daughter’s sorrow as Mortimer leaves
for the battlefield. “My daighter weeps,” he says; “she’ll not part with you, / She’ll be a
soldier too, she’ll to the wars” (3.1.188-9).48 In this instance, the Lady March has no
intention of going to the wars or being a soldier, and if her tears are evidence of her love
for her English husband, they are also a good indication that the battlefield is no place for
her. Cavendish invokes this same reasoning in another military wife that we meet in a
later scene in Bell in Campo, Madam Jantil; like Shakespeare’s Welsh Lady, Madam
Jantil weeps at her husband’s exit and refuses to follow him to the camp. Her very name
suggests her tenderness, and therein her incapacity to endure the difficulties of war; she
ultimately dies of sorrow in the play after learning that her husband has died in the
field.49
In contrast to Madam Jantil and Lady Mortimer, Cavendish’s Victoria makes her
case without tears, much like Desdemona when she insists on accompany her husband to
Cypress in Othello. Addressing her father and the lords of Venice, she says,
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All quotations from Shakespeare’s works in this chapter derive from The
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dear lords, if I be left behind,
A moth of peace, and he go to war,
The rites for why I love him are bereft me,
And I a heavy interim shall support
By his dear absence. Let me go with him.
(1.3.248-259)
As this passage makes clear, however, even Desdemona must still request permission
from her angry father and other men, whereas Cavendish’s Victoria acts independently,
without male intercessors or a paternal figure. Moreover, in addition to “going along
with” her husband, she plans to “partake of [his] actions.” Thus she not only wishes to
follow her husband to the camp, but also apparently intends to follow him into battle.
Desdemona is only deemed the “Captain’s captain” in jest; Victoria actually intends to be
a soldier herself, though not necessarily one of superior office to her husband.
Lady Victoria’s reaction to her husband’s preparations are significant beyond this
comparison with Shakespeare’s martial wives and Cavendish’s own Madam Jantil,
however; her strength provides an example of female behavior that contradicts the early
modern stereotype of the tearful woman in the context of war, a stereotype more
widespread than its manifestations in Shakespeare’s plays. This image is perhaps best
exemplified in The Arraignment of Lewd, Idle, and Froward Women, a text by the
infamous “Woman-hater” Joseph Swetnam.50 In this text, Swetnam invokes women’s
tears as a signifier of essential gender difference and a marker of women’s weakness,
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claiming, “a man reioyceth to march among the murthered carkasses, but a woman to
dance on a silken carpet: a man loues to heare the threatnings of his Princes enemies, but
a woman weepes when she heares of wars.”51 The tearless Lady Victoria does not, as
men supposedly do, delight in the idea of dead bodies or even in the notion of defending
her Prince (nor, it might be observed, does her husband). Yet she has no compunction
about giving up the comforts of her courtly, domestic life in order to accompany her
husband, and her bravery challenges the essentializing rhetoric of Swetnam and his
contemporaries which insisted that women were physically and emotional weak by
nature.
Victoria’s husband lacks the vitriol of Joseph Swetnam, but the Lord General’s
responses to his wife’s declaration are based upon the same conventional wisdom that we
see in the Arraignment. He underestimates Victoria’s conviction, and invokes the harsh
environment of warfare, the “long marches, ill lodgings, much watching, cold nights,
scorching dayes, hunger and danger” as the “ill Companions for Ladyes” which will
make her departure from home a ridiculous endeavor. Then, in the first of many
statements the play offers on the topic of gender difference, he concludes that women’s
“tender and strengthless constitutions cannot encounter nor grapell” with the poor
conditions of the camp (1 BC, 1.2).
A firm challenge to this conventional wisdom, Bell in Campo’s Victoria enters
into an old but nonetheless still current rhetorical battle about women’s inferiority,
invoking the querelle des femmes, the early modern debate that raged on the continent
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and in England beginning the early fifteenth century.52 Joan Kelly has described this four
hundred year-old debate as “the vehicle through which most early feminist thinking
evolved”; within the debate, women authors argued “against the notions of an inherently
defective sex that flowed from the misogynous side of the debate, and against the societal
shaping of women to fit these notions.”53 The English tradition of the querelle appears
primarily in pamphlet attacks on women such as Joseph Swetnam’s and in defenses such
as Esther Sowernym’s Ester hath hang’d Haman or An Answer to a lewd Pamphlet
entitled The Arraignment of Women (1617).54 Cavendish may have been familiar with
later examples, perhaps John Taylor’s The Juniper Lecture (1639) and its response in The
Woman’s Sharp Revenge (1640) by Jean Tattle-well and Joan Hit-em-home.
Lady Victoria does not refute her husband’s claims about her body and its lack,
and instead counters his dismissal with the assertion that “Love overcomes all things.”
Accordingly, she insists, the love she bears him will ease each hardship he has promised.
“In your Company,” she puns, “long marches will be but as a breathing walk, the hard
ground feel as a Feather-bed, and the starry sky a spangled Canopy, hot dayes a Stove to
cure cold Agues, hunger as fasting dayes or an eve to devotion, and danger is honours
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triumphant Chariot.” (1 BC, 1.2). While her emphasis on love couches her desire to go to
war as a manifestation of wifely affection, her final comment and its lack of parallelism
betrays another suggestion of Victoria’s ambition. Love, while it may allow her to feel
more comfortable in the poor conditions of the camp, is no safeguard against the risks
involved in warfare; yet those risks seem to be as attractive for Cavendish’s heroine as
being with her husband, for they are a vehicle for honor.
Against narrow cultural conceptions of femininity, Cavendish fashions her
General’s wife as unconcerned about leaving the luxuries of the court; Lady Victoria
does not rejoice, but neither does she weep at the prospect of war. Though the General
initially protests that “nature hath made women like China, or Purselyn; they must be
used gently, and kept warily, or they will break and fall on Death’s head,” he ultimately
bows to Victoria’s persistence, if not her reasoning. In a statement that sets up a tacit
challenge for her will, he tells her, “I am resolved you shall try what your tender Sex can
endure, but I believe when you hear the Bullets fly about you, you will wish yourself at
home, and repent your rash adventure” (1 BC, 1.2).
The play’s reproduction of the querelle des femmes continues after the Lord
General acquiesces to his wife’s desires. Perhaps not surprisingly, his decision to allow
his Victoria to accompany him into the camp elicits the criticism of those who have
formerly praised him. A parallel discussion among the conversing gentlemen in the next
scene allows Cavendish to echo some of the General’s fears about his wife’s safety and
also to give voice to some comic (but also clearly misogynist) rhetoric about shrewish
wives. Says one gentleman,
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I am only glad of the Wars, because I have good pretense to leave my wife
behind me; besides an Army is a quiet, solitary place, and yields a man a
peaceable life compared to that at home…for [women’s] tongues like as
an Alarum beat up qua[r]ters in every Corner of the House, that a man can
take no rest; besides every day he hath a set Battel with his wife, and from
the Army of her angry thoughts, she sends forth such vollies of words with
her Gunpowder anger, and the fire of her fury, as breaks all the ranks and
files of content…(1 BC, 1.4).
Yet another gentleman counters these comments with greater sympathy for the General
and more optimism about the consequences of his choice. Through this gentleman,
Cavendish engages in some historical myth-making, establishing classical precedents for
Lady Victoria’s presence in the camp and insisting on its legality in her contemporary
world. “Every man is free to himself,” this gentleman contends,
and to what is his, as long as he disturbs not his Neighbours, nor breaks
the Peace of the Kingdome, nor disorders the Commonwealth, but submits
to the Laws, and obeys the Magistrates without dispute; besides
Gentleman, ’tis no crime nor wonder, for a man to let his wife go along
with him when he goeth to the Wars, …for Pompey had a wife with him,
and so had Germanicus, and so had many great and worthy Heroicks, and
as for Alexander the great he had a wife or two with him….In many
Nations men are not only desired, but commanded by the Chiefs to let
their wives go with them, and it hath been a practice by long Custome, for
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women to be spectators in their Battles, to encourage their fights, and do
give fire to their spirits; also to attend them in their Sicknesses, to clense
their wounds, to dress their meat; and who fitter than a wife? (1 BC, 1.4)
This gentleman’s defense of the General begins with an implicit rejection of the logic
employed by texts in the querelle tradition that concluded that it was unnatural for men to
be ruled by their wives; a world where women enter traditionally male spheres of action
was a world turned upside down.55 The Lord General’s deferral to his wife’s desire to
accompany him, the gentleman notes, is neither against the law nor a threat to the
stability of the kingdom, a comment derived not only from past debates about women,
but also from their more current manifestations in conversations on both sexes’ individual
rights and personal responsibilities to the commonwealth, discussed in the works of
influential lawyers like John Selden and philosophers like Hobbes throughout the 1640s
and 50s.56
According to this gentleman, Victoria is not only allowed to be in the camp, but
also is an asset to it as a spectator and helpmeet. Rather than simply inscribe the general’s
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wife into traditional paradigms of acceptable wifely behavior and apply them to martial
settings, however, Cavendish has her gentleman commenter offer an important addition
to his defense, the claim that “there have been many women that have not only been
Spectators, but Actors, leading Armies, and directing Battels with good success” (1 BC,
1.4). Cavendish is coy about which women her speaker refers to; rather than name any
specific heroines, he claims that “there have been so many of these Heroicks, as it would
be tedious at this time to recount.” Cavendish is likewise vague when her gentleman
alludes very generally to “the examples of womens courage in Death” and their “many”
“valiant actions in Wars” (1 BC, 1.4).57
References to “these examples” rather than the examples themselves are all she
chooses to supply readers with here, perhaps because she intends to provide the best
example of women’s good conduct in war in her own Lady Victoria. Indeed, we learn in
a later scene in Bell in Campo that Victoria has re-set the standard for military wives, or
perhaps more accurately, she has redefined the social culture that dictates gendered
behavior. In the following act, we witness one Captain tells his wife, “prepare your self to
follow the Army, for ’tis now the fashion for Wives to march” (1 BC, 2.5). Thus, with
their actions licensed by fashion, Cavendish’s marching ladies need not rely solely on
tradition; like Cavendish herself, they are empowered to create their own precedents.
Even as they have authorized their entrance into the camp, they still lack authority
within the Army of Reformation, and this lack is, at least initially, a real barrier to their
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participation in their husbands’ actions. Although they are allowed to march, they are
subject to the decisions of male officers, and in fact, are ranked even below the status of
conscripts after a male-controlled council of war decides to send them out of the camp.
As we hear reported by the gentlemen, the army leaders “did decree that all women
should be sent into one of their Garrison Towns, some two days journey from the Army,
the reasons were, that if they should be overcome by their Enemyes, the women might be
taken by their Enemyes, and made Slaves, using or abusing them as they pleased” (2.8).
Their removal, we are told, is a preemptive policy to protect the women from the fates
they might suffer at the hands of Faction––the kind that Henry V invokes in his
threatening speech at the gates of Harfleur in which “The blind and bloody soldier with
foul hand / Defile[s] the locks of …shrill-shrieking daughters.”58
But since Victoria and her female comrades are under no imminent threat, they
take offense at their assignment to relocate. According to our gentleman reporter,
when the women were sent away, they did not shed tears of sorrow, but
sent such vollies of angry words, as wounded many mens hearts; but when
they were almost at the Town that was to be their aboad, the Generals
Lady, was so extremely incensed against the Counsellers, by reason they
decreed her departure with the others, [that] she strove to raise up the
Spirits of the rest of her Sex to the height of her own… (1 BC, 2.8)
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Again, we see women’s tears invoked as a signifier of gender difference, and alongside
references to weeping, Cavendish’s conscious attempt to dismantle the conventional
image of the crying wife. Armed with cries of a different tone, Victoria and her comrades
respond critically to their treatment rather than express sadness in response to their
separation from those they love.
Here, as in earlier instances, readers are encouraged to see Victoria as both an
exceptional woman and a natural leader of others. The gentleman’s report suggests that
Victoria’s anger is primarily motivated by the counselors’ treatment of her, rather than
their treatment of those who share her gender, but this indignation fuels her desire to
“raise up the Spirits of the rest of her Sex to the height of her own,” and foreshadows her
ascendance to the position of “Generalless…Instructeress, Ruler, and Commandress” of
her own army of “noble heroickesses” (1 BC, 2.9). She attains this role once in the
garrison town, away from the structures of masculine authority which have
simultaneously marginalized the women and placed them out of immediate male control.
Once there, Lady Victoria speaks candidly to the other women about their
motives for joining the Reformation soldiers in the field, perhaps even attributing motives
to them that they did not initially share: “I know you came not from your several Houses
and homes into this Army merely to enjoy your Husbands, Lovers, Parents and Friends in
their safe and secure Garrisons, or only to share of their troublesome and tedious
marches” (1 BC, 2.9). Instead, she asserts, each of them wanted “to venture also in their
dangerous and cruel Battels, to run their Fortunes, and to force Destiny to joyn you to
their Periods.” She proposes, in fact, that it is an awareness of this desire that may be
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behind the male soldiers’ decision to keep them separated. While the women’s safety
could be the men’s only objective in sending them into the garrison town, she posits
another motive: “it might be out of jealousy we should Eclipse the fame of their valours
with the splendor of our constancy….and if it be thorough Jealous mistrust of their Fame,
it were poor for us to submit and quit that unto men, that men will not unto us, for Fame
makes us like the Gods, to live for ever” (1 BC, 2.9).
According to Fletcher’s humorous Lieutenant, Fame is nothing but a “scratching
saint”––an empty concept like Falstaff’s “honour” that means little to the soldier who
gives life and limb in its pursuit and receives nothing.59 Cavendish’s camp ladies,
however, are more idealistic about the gains of soldiery––at least as their desires are
articulated by their leader. Traditionally denied the opportunity to experience warfare
from the position of agents rather than potential passive victims, they do not disparage or
reject Fame, but covet the chance to earn it and its attendant privilege of immortality.
Thus, when Victoria proposes that they should “return, and force those that sent us away
to consent that we shall be partakers with them,” the women agree “all as with one voice
and Tongue,” their “minds…joined together, as in one piece, without seem or rent” (1
BC, 2.9).
They also agree that she shall lead them; in the same united voice, as indicated by
the stage direction ascribing dialogue to “All the Women,” they ask her to lay out a
course of action that will help them gain equal status to their male counterparts. This
request elicits the first of two major speeches that Lady Victoria gives in the play to rally
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her troops, and it is in this speech that Cavendish wages war on cultural views of women
based upon biology or “nature.” Lady Victoria exhorts,
Since we came, we are not only thought unusefull, but troublesome, which
is the reason we were sent away, for the Masculine Sex is of an opinion
we are only fit to breed and bring forth Children, but otherwise a trouble
in a Commonwealth, for though we encrease the Common-wealth by our
breed, we encomber it by our weakness, as they think, as by our
incapacities, as having no ingenuity for Inventions, nor subtill wit for
Politicians;…. nor method to keep peace, nor courage to make War, nor
strength to defend our selves or Country, or to assault an Enemy; also that
we have not the wisdome to govern a Commonwealth. (1 BC, 2.9)
She continues, offering a cultural explanation for “these erronious opinions of the
Masciline Sex to the Effeminiate.” Such opinions, Victoria asserts, stem from men’s
perception that
Bodyes seem weak, being delicate and beautifull, and our Minds seem
fearfull, as they imagine us to be. Yet custome, which is a second Nature,
will encourage the one and strengthen the other.…Had our educations
been answerable to theirs, we might have proved as good Souldiers and
Privy Councellors, Rulers and Commanders, Navigators and Achitectors,
and as learned Scholars both in Arts and Sciences, as men are; for Time
and Custome is the Father and Mother of Strength and Knowledge, they
make all things easy and facil, clear and propitious; they bring
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acquaintance, and make friendship of every thing; they make Courage and
Fear, Strength and Weakness, Difficulty and Facility, Dangers and
Securities, Labours and Recreations, Life and Death…Wherefore if we
would be accustome our selves we may do such actions, as may gain us
such a reputation, as men might change their opinions, insomuch as to
believe we are fit to be Copartners in their Governments, and to help rule
the World, where now we are kept as Slaves forced to obey; wherefore let
us make our selves free,…and in order, let us practice I say, and make
these Fields as Schools of Martial Arts and Sciences, so we shall become
learned in their disciplines of War.
(1 BC, 2.9)
This speech is often cited by Cavendish critics as an early example of feminist writing; it
also intervenes in the querelle des femme in its invocation of “Custom,” an early modern
term similar to our modern conception of culture in nature/culture debates about gender
and gendered behavior.60 For Lady Victoria’s companions, changing “custom” depends
on changing their reputations and reception among men, and the best way to achieve that
in their current circumstances is through military discipline.
What is perhaps more significant for the purposes of this chapter is Victoria’s
invocation of women’s perceived national “uselessness,” a term that has, as we saw in
60
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Chapter Two of this study, particular resonance in military contexts. According to lady
Victoria, Women’s bodies are considered “useful” only insofar as they “encrease the
Common-wealth” through childbirth; thus they are also “useless” and “troublesome”
because their frailty prevents them from contributing in other ways. Although Cavendish
holds these assumptions up for scrutiny via Lady Victoria’s speech, she clearly also buys
into these cultural perceptions of corporeal utility to some extent, for her play continues
to privilege, rather than problematize, the national service performed by male bodies. She
neither celebrates the contribution that women already provide to the state, nor reminds
readers of the phenomenon that we saw in the first two chapters of this dissertation, that
male bodies also could be (and often were) “useless” and “troublesome” in military
settings. Instead, Lady Victoria admits that she and her fellow refugees are not ready to
enter the camp, and insists that they must “render our selves usefull to their service” (2.9)
before they can approach the larger Army with demands.
Doing so requires a strict program of military readiness, one that rivals Charles I’s
attempts to produce a perfect militia. When Victoria and an assistant lay out what Erin
Lang Bonin has aptly described as a “transformative, disciplinary regime,”61 Cavendish’s
Bell in Campo takes the theoretical positions advanced in querelle des femmes out of their
traditionally dialogic manifestations, and takes them into the camp where they, along
with Victoria’s ladies may be tested and tried. Indeed, Cavendish’s two-part closet play is
the querelle writ large, culminating in a literal battle of the sexes in which the female
army, equal parts mythical model, historical precedent, and military innovation, proves as
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victorious over the forces of nature as its valiant leader’s name suggests. How we
measure their success, however, depends on how we conceive of Lady Victoria’s army in
terms of the play’s larger war plot, and more importantly, how both engage military
affairs in Caroline and Protectorate Britain. These affairs are my concern in the remainder
of the chapter, which explores the play’s relationship to royalist and parliamentary
collectives and the English civil wars. It seems clear that Victoria’s army superimposes
concerns about gender equity onto civil conflict; but how do such concerns draw upon
and redefine contemporary debates about the role of armed power in state governance?

Reforming Nature
Lady Victoria may not have all of the rights of subjecthood in Reformation, but
she is nonetheless a subject of Reformation: her school of war accordingly aims for
improvement, rather than the perfection that Charles I tried and failed to achieve in his
armies. Because nature has only made women’s bodies useful in one sense, Lady Victoria
must rely on the “second nature,” custom, to re-form them into useful military
commodities for the state. With utility, rather than flawlessness, as the goal, the women
simply need to get used to the practice of martial arts. Her female charges––deemed
“men” and “soldiers” in the instructions they are supplied by their commander––must
“Sleep, Eat and Rest, and march with [armor] on their Bodies,” since “for want of
practice, more masculine Souldiers are overcome by their Arms, than by their enemies,
for the unaccustomedness makes them so unwieldy.” Once used to the weight of
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warfare’s accoutrements, Victoria asserts, even less masculine soldiers shall find their
arms will “feel as light, as their Skins on their flesh” (1 BC, 3.11).
Another rule requires the ladies to stay away from towns, which “breed or beget a
tenderness of Bodies and laziness of limbs, luxurious Appetites, and soften the natural
dispositions” (1 BC, 3.11). Like Fletcher’s Colonel Leontius, who warns his charges to
eschew the pleasures of the court that can “spoil [a soldier’s] trade” (Humorous
Lieutenant, 2.2.67), Victoria demands that her soldiers reject environments which
encourage “tenderness, luxury, effeminacy, and laziness,” as each of these qualities
“corrupts and spoils martial discipline” (3.11). Finally, Victoria’s soldiers must always be
“imployed in some Masculine action, as when not imployed against an Enemy, …in
throwing the Bar, Tripping, Wrastling, Running, Vaulting, Riding and the like exercise.”
The implication of these and other rules is that adherence to them will allow the women
to re-make the female bodies nature provides them into something “more masculine”––a
description which suggests, as Lang Bonin contends, that Victoria constructs gender as “a
matter of degree” rather than “an either/or proposition.”62
Of course, the notion that martial training could masculinize feminine bodies was
not Cavendish’s invention, nor was she the first dramatist to explore the concept of
“custom” with respect to gendered behavior in warfare. John Fletcher, for example, had
posited something similar several years earlier in his play Loves Cure, or the Martial
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Maid (1613).63 In this work, the heroine Clara has been raised in the military camp by her
soldier father, while her brother Lucio has remained at home with their mother. As a
result, Lucio is fearful of guns and horses, mild-mannered, and delights in domestic
chores, whereas Clara is quick-tempered, brave, and skilled in warfare. The latter’s love
of arms is explained by her father as follows:
Thy breeding i’th camp may plead something in the excuse
Of thy rough manners, custome having chang’d
Though not thy Sex, the softness of thy nature,
And fortune (then a cruell stepdame to thee)
Impos’d upon thy tender sweetnesse, burthens
Of hunger, cold, wounds, want, such as would crack
The sinewes of a man, not borne a Souldier.64
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According to her father, Clara’s masculine disposition is a product of her upbringing in
military settings, wherein she has endured conditions too harsh even for some men.
“Custom” has not made her a man, but she is apparently more masculine than a man “not
borne a Souldier.” Not born a soldier, but one who has been made into one, Clara has
thrived in the same elements that Cavendish’s Lord General claims will make his wife
repent her decision to go to war.
Clara’s hardened disposition and physical strength make her more desirable to her
family’s rival, Vitelli, a cruel soldier who seems capable of appreciating the martial
maid’s prowess only insofar as it might increase his own military dynasty; upon meeting
her, he muses, “What a brave race might I beget?” Her masculine spirit convinces him
immediately that she is truly what Henry V can only wish his wife Katherine will be, “a
good soldier breeder.”65 But if Clara will beget soldiers, her relationship with Vitelli
ensures that she will never again be a soldier herself. Clara’s reciprocal sexual attraction
to her rival “undoes” or “cures” the changes that the camp has wrought in her. Thus the
play ultimately advances the argument that nature is, in fact, a stronger and more
permanent influence than “custom.”
As the play’s title suggests, love restores Clara by activating her heteronormative
desire and therein her “real” and feminine self. Rather than conquering her martial rival,
she is softened by her feelings for him; instead of finishing him in a duel, she is
compelled by love to initiate a treaty for peace. The terms of their truce include their
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nuptials and thus Clara is eventually reinscribed into the domestic sphere through
marriage. In the end, Fletcher divests his heroine of the primary attributes that have
identified her throughout the play; as Vitelli’s wife, she is no longer martial nor a maid.
The idea that “Love overcomes all things” (1 BC, 1.2) is an equally important
theme in Bell in Campo, and is even more so in another Cavendish play in which a
woman takes up arms, Loves Adventures.66 In contrast to its role Fletcher’s Loves Cure,
love in both of Cavendish’s Amazon plays does not foster feminine domestic passivity,
but rather, encourages women’s public action. In Loves Adventures, for example, the
allegorically-named protagonist Affectionata is compelled by her devotion to committed
bachelor Lord Singularity to disguise herself and follow him to Venice as a page; once in
Italy, she takes the field with Singularity against the Turks, distinguishing herself so
much that she is promoted to “Lieutenant-General of the whole Armie, and one of the
Council of War.”67 Likewise, Cavendish fashions her martial maids in Bell in Campo as
seekers of fortune rather than fortune’s victim like Clara, and their agency in their own
military training seems to be what allows the “second Nature” custom to reign supreme.
It is also worth noting that Victoria’s camp has no male presence. In order to
achieve their transformation from women to soldiers, her charges must refrain from
contact with the opposite sex “whilst they are in Arms or Warlike actions,” since “men
are aptly [sic] to corrupt the noble minds of women, and to alter their gallant, worthy, and
wise resolutions, with their flattering words, and pleasing and subtil insinuations” (1 BC,
3.15). Still, this prohibition is not intended to suppress women’s “natural” desires, but
66
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rather to prevent men from re-imposing the social customs that have kept women in
thrall. Men are to be avoided not because they will provoke women’s inevitable return to
properly feminine behavior, but because they might attempt to “fright them with their
threats into a slavish obedience” (1 BC, 3.15).
The suggestion that such scare-tactics might be effective again hints at
Cavendish’s acceptance of perceived essential inequalities between men and women;
Victoria’s discipline apparently aims to reform women’s potential for fearfulness and
vanity so that they will no longer be susceptible to menacing or flattering words. Only
once after these rules are read do we hear of Victoria’s soldiers engaging in displays of
emotion that might be understood as feminine weakness. News of the male army’s defeat
momentarily disrupts the transformation custom has rendered, at least according to one of
gentleman narrators who claims that the intelligence report “made many a sad heart and
weeping eyes in the Female Army; for some have lost their Husbands, some their Fathers,
others their Brothers, Lovers and Friends” (1 BC, 3.15). But if readers think, as the
gentlemen do, that “this will fright them out of the Field of War, and cause them to lay by
their Heroick designs,” they are mistaken. For again, Lady Victoria challenges her troops
to transcend conventions of gendered behavior; she exhorts her army to “be industrious to
revenge their quarrels on their Enemies lives,” and urges them to “let your justice give
them Death for Death, offer upon the Tombs of your Friends the lives of their Foes, and
instead of weeping eyes, let us make them weep through their Veins” (1 BC, 4.17). As
she has done throughout the first part of Bell in Campo, Victoria again turns the notion of
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the crying wife on its head, replacing the image of tears that signify frailty with blood and
wound imagery suggestive of masculine fury.
As a result of the paradoxically liberating discipline that Victoria advocates, her
troops are obedient to her alone, embodying the willful, controlled bellicosity and sexual
chastity that Fletcher’s Humorous Lieutenant (and Charles’s own experiences) suggested
were unattainable goals for the camp. Whereas Charles I failed to force a “perfect militia”
of loyal, willing soldiers out of impressed and disgruntled men, Victoria explains the
terms of service to her primarily aristocratic women and solicits their approval: “now you
have heard these Laws or Orders, you may assent or dissent there from as you please,”
she says, building the possibility of dissent into the verbal contract. The stage directions
indicate boldly that “All the WOMEN” reply, and in unison, they affirm, “We assent, and
will set our hands thereto” (1 BC, 3.11). They “swear to obey all [of her] Commands, to
submit and yield to [her] punishments, to strive and endeavor to merit [her] rewards,”
declaring a soldier’s oath which depicts military service as consensual and contractual as
opposed to coerced. The fact that none of the women opt out of the dangerous task before
them seems rather conspicuous, and indeed, all too convenient. But this is precisely what
Cavendish would have us believe: unlike the imperfect, recalcitrant bodies that mustered
in Jacobean and early Caroline England, Victoria’s “unusefull” and “Effeminate” ladies
quickly are “resolved into a Warlike Body,” united in voice and in their support of
Victoria and her cause.
From this point on, the women frequently are referred to in stage directions and
the play proper as either “Amazons” or “like Amazons”; Cavendish’s play thus invokes
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the ancient race of female warriors while projecting on to them a distinctly Caroline goal.
With their custom-made bodies, they are able to “surprise, seise, and plunder” the
garrison town, and there they supply themselves with victuals and take stock of the
town’s stored ordnance. These actions produce fear and admiration in the town’s
inhabitants, especially “the women in that Town,” who “did so approve of their gallant
actions, as every one desired to be inlisted in the roul…of the Amazonian Army” (1 BC,
3.15). Yet another contrast to the difficulties Charles’s muster masters experienced in the
1620s and 30s, the ease with which Victoria’s success begets further success validates her
claims about women’s capacity for greatness in public spheres and confirms her own
greatness as a leader.
To be sure, Lady Victoria’s easy production of obedient, martially-useful subjects
who love and are loved by her nonetheless reproduces, rather than revolutionizes, the
governing structure of Caroline England; even as Victoria’s army provides a contrast to
Charles’ imperfect and sometimes incompetent armed collectives in the late 1630s and
40s, her style of leadership generally appears to celebrate monarchical rule and even
Caroline absolutism. As Sophie Tomlinson has remarked, Bell in Campo “gives ample
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witness of Cavendish’s imaginative investment in…monarchist culture.”68 According to
Victoria’s camp rules, “all affairs be ordered and judged by the Generaless herself” (1
BC, 3.11); thus she alone can determine strategy; councils like the one her husband had
consulted “trouble our designs in War with tedious disputes, and unnecessary objections,
and over cautious doubts.” In a very real sense, she constructs a military commonwealth
free of the checks and balances that Charles’ parliament had tried (and failed) to maintain
during the king’s personal rule; by her own declaration, Victoria does not have to answer
to any legislative body or instrument to levy her soldiers, nor consult with advisors when
she desires them to take the field. But there seems to be some distinction in how Victoria
conceives of her soldiers’ obligations: where Charles insisted that his subjects take up his
arms because duty simply required it, Victoria encourages her soldiers to muster for their
own benefit. Indeed, she rules her camp by doing what Newcastle believed any wise
monarch would do, that is, to “imploy his subjects for their own profit,” since “their
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“‘My Brain the Stage’: Margaret Cavendish and the fantasy of female
performance” in Readings in Renaissance Women’s Drama: Criticism, History, and
Performance 1594-1998, eds. Cerasano, S. P. and Marion Wynne-Davies, 282 (New
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profit is his.”69 Whether women “adhere to [her] party…out of private or home
discontents, or for honour and fame, or for the love of change” (1 BC, 3.14), they each
believe that Victoria has their best interests at heart, and express their willingness to
follow her accordingly.

Reforming Faction
If Victoria rules her camp like a good monarch, it is also worth noting that she
rules her camp as if it were a commonwealth without one. Immediately after the women
are sent away from the male army, Victoria gains a monopoly over her soldiers’ loyalty
that supercedes their devotion to the actual monarch of Reformation, a leader who is
strikingly little more than a passing reference for much of the first part of Bell in Campo.
Indeed, in only one instance do we hear that one of the gentleman has “been with the
King” after having been “sent to give him an account of the Army” (1 BC, 2.8);
Cavendish’s newsmongers are silent about the king’s response to this account, and they
exit right after they utter the mere two lines of dialogue that invoke him.
The relative absence of the king––from the battlefield and from the play in its
entirety––reinforces the play’s initial assertion that Faction was to blame for the
Kingdom’s entrance into war. As an allegory of England’s civil conflicts then, Bell in
Campo implicitly absolves the monarch from taking responsibility for the war; in the
narrative the play sets forth, Faction, essentially divisive, but united in resolve to sow
division, has initiated the conflict independently of the king of Reformation’s actions or
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policies. In freeing the king of agency in the developing of the war, Cavendish revises
accounts of Charles I’s accountability for the conflicts, eliding the fact that the king
raised his standard against parliament first, and ignoring the role Charles’ behavior had
played in arousing the reasonable suspicions of his MPs. But in removing the king’s
presence from the field and from soldiers’ raison de etre, Cavendish does more than
refigure Charles’ role in the lead-up to the first civil war in England and the battles that
ensued at Edgehill, Adwalton Moor, Marston Moor and Naseby. She also shields the
monarch and therein, monarchy, in a more literal sense; removing his person from the
field, she protects the king’s two bodies from battlefield-threats such as those we watch
Shakespeare’s Henry IV face in Douglas, and ultimately, prevents the conditions that
allowed the Scots and later the new model army to marshal Charles I from locale to
locale and eventually prosecute his execution.
Though few, if any, English subjects could have anticipated the execution of the
king in the early stages of civil war, the kind of protection Cavendish affords the monarch
of Reformation was increasingly necessary as the war progressed in England. According
to Barbara Donagan, even the most outspoken subjects who opposed Charles I at the
beginning of the war believed that the militia was above all “designed ‘for the
advancement of His Majesty’s service,’” and though they opposed the king’s course of
action regarding his troops for Ireland, many subjects felt that in taking up arms against
him they were actually defending him from the poor counsel of men who, like the now
executed Earl of Strafford, had encouraged unpopular policies.70 Yet by 1645, when MPs
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were negotiating the “new modeling” of the parliamentary army, the relationship between
armed service and the monarchy was more fraught. In their zeal to empower their chosen
general, Sir Thomas Fairfax, members in the House of Commons drafted a commission
that omitted a requirement to “preserve the safety of the king’s person” that had bound all
previous army commanders.
As Ian Gentles explains, the aptly-titled “ordinance for giving more power to Sir
Thomas Fairfax” had significant implications for all English subjects:
The principle at stake was of the highest importance: was parliament
waging war on papists, Irishmen and wicked counsellors who had misled
the king, or was it waging war on Charles himself? The deletion of the
clause obliging Fairfax to protect the person of the king represented the
abandonment of the fiction that they were fighting the king’s evil
counselors, and the first step towards the conversion of a civil war into a
revolution.71
Members of the House of Lords blocked the ordinance from passing without significant
revisions, demanding in particular that the clause for the protection of the king remain in
the commission. In theory, the upper house’s resistance to the initial terms of the
commission ensured, at least for the two years following, that Charles could neither be
wounded nor killed in the field.
In Bell in Campo, Cavendish ensures this outcome as well, though she does so in
a different manner, and at an interesting price. She keeps the monarch of Reformation off
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the field entirely, and in taking the king out of the equation, she renders the monarch a
non-participant and thus a non-factor in her presentation of civil conflict. As it is thus
constructed in the play, kingship is heavily dependent upon, and in fact almost
subordinate to, the will of those who take up arms. Kings are to be reported to, but it is
armies, apparently, that rule. In this respect, as well, Bell in Campo supports Newcastle’s
professed ideas about the role of military power in a sound monarchy, “that it is not so
much Laws and Religion, nor Rhetorick, that keeps a State nor a Kingdom in order, but
Armes; which if they be not imploy’d to an evil use, keep up the right and priviledges
both of Crown, Church and State.”72
But if the army of Reformation is fighting a defensive war against Faction, what
are they fighting to defend, if not monarchy? Scholars typically do not question the idea
that the kingdom of Reformation is intended to represent royalist England, adhering to
the generally sound logic that Alexandra Bennett articulates in “Margaret Cavendish and
the Theatre of War”: “The Kingdom of Reformation is populated by gallant figures of
Signeur Valeroso and Monsiuer la Hardy….It does not take an enormous leap of
imagination to read the Reformation army as a Royalist one and the Factioners as
Parliamentarians.”73 Still, the absence of the king throughout most of the play’s two parts
suggests that we should not simply equate “Reformation” with royalism, even if members
of that kingdom and its army are clearly dramatic analogues for prominent supporters of
Charles I.
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As an allegorical term, “reformation” is rather unstable––or at least it is more so
than “Faction.” As a noun, “reformation” implies continuous action, rather than a fixed
state of being, and suggests a comparison for which the play provides no clear point of
reference. Has the kingdom reformed from a previous condition of statehood, or does it
represent a reformed version of its enemy, Faction? The term “reformation” also had a set
of complex connotations in English culture by the 1640s––roughly a century after Henry
VIII broke with Rome––whether Cavendish intended to invoke these connotations or
otherwise.74 As I noted in the introduction to this chapter, most English subjects would
have been familiar with the more general sense of the word listed in the Oxford English
Dictionary, an “improvement in form or quality” or an “alteration to a better form.”75 But
there was no clear consensus along party lines as to whether any given reform (or any
person or group trying to initiate it) was virtuous or wicked. In fact, two well-known
royalists use the term with either sarcasm or opprobrium to refer to members of
parliament. In a written attack on the conduct of Fairfax’s soldiers, for instance,
Newcastle warned that “the Countrey [would] find, to their losse, what is the
Reformation which these men seek.”76 Likewise, Clarendon invoked the term similarly in
his account of MPs treatment of rebellion in Ireland, claiming, “without doubt, the great
reformers [in England] were willing enough to drive [the Irish] to any extremity…that the
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war might be kept up still; since they feared a union in that kingdom might…supply the
king with power, and take away much of theirs.”77
It may be that Cavendish intended her protagonists to represent a more positive
sense of the word “reformation,” thereby reclaiming the notion of true reform for her side
and her husband’s cause. It is also possible, though, that Cavendish chose an ambiguous
name for her kingdom in order to emphasize imperfections and the need for improvement
within it. Indeed, even as Bell in Campo invites readers to distinguish between Faction
and Reform, the play also blurs the distinction at key moments. As Oddvar Holmesland
has pointed out, Cavendish’s “Kingdom of Reformation is itself one of faction,”
evidenced first in its exclusion of its female members and later by the female army’s
development of an agenda independent from that pursued by the male army.78 Victoria’s
army, the collective that most obviously embodies the notion of a united effort to
improve, is in fact a collective bred out of division.
In order to rectify the gendered divisions of service to the state that the male
council has imposed––and that Lady Victoria has maintained up until this point out of
strategy––the female army must return to the company of men. When her army comes to
the male army’s rescue in the second part of Bell in Campo, they will take an important
step towards unifying the split by marching over the social customs which have
heretofore barred women from serving their kingdom. Only then, the play suggests, can
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the kingdom of Reformation truly live up to the principles of progress and renewal
implied in its name.
Mastering the Faction within Reformation proves more difficult than defeating
nature––not because Victoria’s troops are novices in arms, but because the male army
continues to advocate the Amazonian army’s marginalization. When their male
counterparts get word that Victoria and her soldiers “are marched towards the Masculine
Army” (1 BC, 4.20), they are “very much troubled thereat, and sen[d] a command for
them to retreat back, fearing they might be a disturbance” (2 BC, 1.2). At this order, the
female army becomes more even more factious, at least according to their masculine
counterpart’s understanding of appropriate wartime feminine behavior. The women
refuse to comply, sending the reply that “they would not retreat unless they were beaten
back” (2 BC, 1.2), introducing the prospect that the male army would have to confront
two enemies in the field instead of one. But Victoria then tempers her response, adding a
promise that her troops will not storm the field as long as the male army is able to
“assault their Enemies, or defend themselves.”
This caveat will eventually enable the realization of her army’s potential as a
fighting force, for in the following scene, “the Army of Reformations begins to flag” (2
BC, 1.3), and her martial ladies will have license to take the field. At this point in the
play, Victoria sends her soldiers for the first time “into th’ breach,” delivering a rousing
oration that functions as the play’s equivalent to Henry V’s speeches to his troops at
Harfleur and on St. Crispin’s Day. Addressing her troops, she exclaims:
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Now is the time to prove the courage of our Sex, to get liberty and
freedome from the Female Slavery, and to make our selves equal to men;
for shall Men only sit in Honours chair, and Women stand as waiters by?
shall only Men in Triumphant Chariots ride, and Women run as Captives
by? shall only men be Conquerors, and women Slaves? shall only men
live by Fame, and women dy in Oblivion? no, no, gallant Heroicks raise
your Spirits to a noble pitch, to a deaticall height, to get an everlasting
Renown, and infinite praises, by honourable, but unusual actions; for
honourable Fame is not got only by contemplating thoughts which lie
lasily in the Womb of the Mind, and prove Abortive, if not brought forth
in living deeds; but worthy Heroickesses, at this time Fortune desires to be
the Midwife, and if Gods and Goddesses did not intend to favour our
proceedings with a safe deliverance, they would not have offered us so fair
and fit an opportunity to be Mothers of glorious Actions, and everlasting
Fame, which if you be so unnatural to strangle in the Birth by by fearfull
Cowardize, may you be whipt with the torturing tongues of our own Sex
we left behind us, and may be scorned by the Masculine Sex, whilst other
women are preferr’d and beloved, and may you walk unregarded untill
you become a Plague to your selves; but if you Arm with Courage and
fight valiantly, may men bow down and worship you, birds [be] taught to
sing your praises, Kings offer up their crowns to you, and honour inthrone
you in a mighty power. (2 BC, 1.3)
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Like Henry’s battlefield orations in Henry V, Lady Victoria’s speech is intended to
inspire brave action and discourage soldiers’ cowardice. Shakespeare’s Henry, of course,
expresses confidence that he does not need those men “which hath no stomach for this
fight” in his army and defiantly dares them to depart. Cavendish’s Victoria curses, rather
than dismisses, the women too fearful to take the field; according to the changes in
custom wrought by her new regime, such fear is an “unnatural” response.
Though the speeches of Victoria and Henry are similar in purpose, Victoria’s
oration differs markedly from Henry’s in her use of explicitly feminine imagery.79 She
likens inaction to aborted thoughts, deems Fortune a “midwife” for facilitating the
women’s entrance into warfare, and exhorts her charges to give birth to their own
heroism and become “Mothers of Glorious Action.” Though Shakespeare’s king
commands his soldiers at the gates of Harfleur to “Dishonour not [their] Mothers,” he
invokes the influence of fathers much more emphatically, reminding his men that their
blood is
fet from fathers of war-proof,
Fathers like so many Alexanders
Have in these parts from morn till even fought
And sheathed their swords for lack of Argument.
(3.1.16-19).
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Certainly, Shakespeare’s king invokes female figures in his warning to the
citizens at the gates of Harfleur, namely the wives and daughters that will fall victim to
his men if the town refuses to yield. As I discuss, however, female figures are largely
absent from Henry’s speeches to his soldiers. Perhaps not surprisingly, the feminine
imagery in Victoria’s speeches to her troops centers around birth, not rape.
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Henry’s St. Crispin’s Day speech is similarly replete with references to masculine figures
and relationships; in it, the king speaks of “men” (4.3.22, 26, 49), “gentlemen,” (4.3.64),
“one man” (4.3.32, 38, 56), a “son” (4.3.56), “brothers” (4.3.60, 62), and “manhoods”
(4.3.66). In Victoria’s speech at least, ladies are not bound to heroic actions because of
paternal or filial ties; lacking such precedents, they are authorized by their brave
commander, who in turn encourages each of them to author her own martial greatness.
Another basic difference in these speeches is that Victoria’s heartens her soldiers
to storm the field for their equality with men, not for the performance of their duty to
their country or sovereign. Whereas Henry exhorts his soldiers to take on the enemy “for
Harry! England and Saint George!” [3.1.34]), Victoria urges her Amazons to for their
“liberty and freedome from the Female Slavery.” Concerned neither with pater or patria,
their motivation for fighting is distinctly self-interested as it is constructed in her speech.
This particular difference from Henry’s orations in Henry V also underscores the distinct
status of the female army within Bell in Campo as a faction of Reformation; the utterance
of this speech marks a turning point in the play, after which the women no longer share
the aims of the male army nor have the same enemy in common.
But Victoria’s speech is ultimately more similar to Henry’s St. Crispin’s oration
than different from it, as both speeches insist on the potential for military service to bring
renown and to level distinctions of rank. Shakespeare’s king describes his loyal soldiers’
mobility in familial terms—“he that shed his blood with me,” Henry promises, “shall be
my brother” (4.3.61-62); arming for “Harry England” will “gentle [the] condition” (l.63)
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of even the lowest common soldier.80 Whereas Henry offers to impart some of his royal
blood to his men, Victoria offers a visions of monarchs who “offer up their crowns” to
her ladies—a phrase that could refer to coins, but also to one of the most obvious
symbols and instruments of royalty.
Though phrased hypothetically as a blessing, this particular claim about the spoils
of soldiery had rather serious implications in an age of regicide. Charles was forced by
soldiers hostile to his reign to give up his crown in 1649, and by 1657, conservative
parliamentarians offered up the crown to the realm’s most successful soldier, Oliver
Cromwell. Of course, Cromwell’s fellow soldiers urged him to reject the crown, and
Cavendish is similarly mindful of the implications of rewarding armed service with
sovereignty. She is careful in Victoria’s speech to present the rewards of military service
in royal terms without suggesting that her ladies forcibly usurp a place in Reformation
that they have not earned; her blessing that her soldiers be “inthroned in mighty power”
places them there by Honour, not by God, and if “kings” are to relinquish “their crowns
unto” them, the image Victoria conjures suggests that such monarchs would do so
voluntarily. And of course, the “kings” she invokes are not specifically the king of
Reformation.
But even as Victoria’s will-to-power valediction conjures images of gains within
the boundaries of appropriate subjection, it nonetheless foreshadows the more concrete
gains the Amazon army receives in a later encounter with this monarch in the play’s final
80
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act. In the second reference to the King of Reformation in Bell in Campo, a messenger
delivers an account of his new legislation, which not only grants women greater authority
within domestic spheres, but also confers upon them a higher social rank than their
betters who had “that hath not been Souldiers in the Army” (2 BC, 5.21). Victoria herself
will be commemorated in “a figure…cast in Brass, and then set in the midst of the City
armed as it was the day of Battel,” and her “gallant acts shall be recorded in story, and
put in the chief Library of the Kingdome” (5.21). Additionally, she will hold a “place
next to the King’s children”––a reward that ostensibly positions her as part of the royal
succession.
But this outcome does more than invite comparisons between the heroic
commander of the Amazon army and Shakespeare’s soldier-king; as I will discuss, it also
links Victoria and her soldiers to Cavendish’s soldier-orators in Orations of Divers Sorts
and furthermore, to real-life soldiers of Faction, parliament’s New Model Army. Just as
Victoria’s army accomplishes what “never any of [their] Sex in this Kingdome did
before,” the new model’s politicization and rise to power was unprecedented in English
history; like Victoria’s Amazons, this army took what likewise could be described as
“honourable, but unusual actions” and challenged the legislative body that created it to
listen to its collective demands. Both collectives used the power of arms to redress
grievances with entities to which they had initially declared loyalty and obedience.
The relationship between Bell in Campo and the army’s rise in the mid-1640s has
never been explored, in large part obscured by the solid work of scholars who have
explained Lady Victoria’s army as a phenomenon inspired solely by the heroic actions of
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real women during the civil wars. While this body of work is indeed persuasive, to
understand Cavendish’s all-female army solely in terms of the actions of other
contemporary women is to reduce the depth of Cavendish’s interest in the larger military
affairs and politics in England. That interest is clear in other texts Cavendish penned in
exile, including contemporaneous works that are more explicitly topical (if not exactly
works of non-fiction), The Worlds Olio (1655), Sociable Letters (1664) and Orations of
Divers Sorts (1662). In the remainder of the chapter, I hope to demonstrate how reading
Bell in Campo alongside these texts and accounts of the New Model’s actions can
illuminate the play’s more substantive engagement in contemporary debates about the
role of the military in state governance.

New Models
In the preceding section, I noted the common critical practice of reading
Cavendish’s all-female forces as dramatic analogues for a number of real women who
similarly defied the strictures of nature and took up arms in the civil wars in England and
in France. Perhaps the best known example of this kind of work is Sophie Tomlinson’s
study of female performance in Cavendish’s works. In this highly influential essay,
Tomlinson asserts that in constructing Bell in Campo’s Amazons, Cavendish drew on
accounts of women’s heroic actions during the 1640s and 50s, namely the “she-majesty,
generalissima” Queen Henrietta Maria, who amused herself and the king with this
nickname after she traveled with royalist troops to transport weapons from Holland to
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Oxford.81 Kathleen Jones contends similarly in her 1988 biography of Cavendish, A
Glorious Fame, that, in addition to the queen, Cavendish may have also been inspired by
news accounts of the Countess of Derby and Lady Brilliana Harley, both of whom gained
some notoriety after defending their homes from soldiers during the wars.82
Tomlinson, Jones and a more recent biographer of Cavendish, Katie Whitaker,
have further posited Cavendish’s knowledge of the exploits of women in France, where
Cavendish spent several years with Henrietta Maria’s transplanted court. Henrietta
Maria’s niece, Anne Marie d’Orléans, for instance, “donned armour and fought at the
head of her troops in the French civil wars of 1648-53 known as the Fronde.”83
Tomlinson, Jones and Whitaker also contend that Cavendish was inspired by the femme
forte tradition exemplified in Le Moyne’s Gallerie des Femmes Fortes (Paris, 1647). Le
Moyne’s text described the exploits of strong women from history, including two French
queens dramatized by Shakespeare, Joan of Arc and Margaret of Anjou.84 Following up
on their work, Amy Scott-Douglass has convincingly established the influence of Le
Moyne’s text and these queens on Cavendish, considering Cavendish’s Lady Victoria
alongside the lives and iconography of French Amazons, including contemporaries
Marguerite de Béthune (1582-1660) and Marguerite de Rohan (1617-84).85 Finally,
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Alexandra Bennett has compared the Amazonian army in Bell in Campo to a figure we
saw in the previous chapter, Lady Anne Cunningham, who took up arms against her own
son to defend her native country of Scotland.86
Certainly, I do not wish to deny the influence that Cavendish’s seventeenthcentury female contemporaries might have had on her works. After all, the notion that
women most positively influence other women is an argument that the play itself
advances quite forcefully. We see this phenomenon at work when Lady Victoria
commands her Amazons to sing praises of other women warriors to “beget courage to a
like action” (1 BC, 3.11), and in each instance in which Victoria’s troops follow her own
shining example. At the same time, I think we can broaden our understanding of Bell in
Campo by considering additional ways in which the play invokes and comments on the
military issues raised by the civil war and subsequent development of the English
commonwealth.
Of course, Cavendish was hardly a supporter of this government nor any of its
manifestations in the 1650s, even as she had little experience of what life was like in
England at that time. She did travel there briefly in 1653, however, to petition
parliament’s Committee for Compounding for one-fifth of Newcastle’s sequestered
estate, and her request was promptly denied. Describing this encounter in her
autobiography, Cavendish wrote, “I found their hearts as hard as my fortunes, and their
natures as cruel as my miseries.”87 While the protectorate regime did allow members of
the king’s party to petition for the restoration of their property after the execution of
86
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Charles I, the Rump parliament’s Act of Oblivion (1652) did not extend to notorious
royalists like Newcastle, a man they deemed “the greatest traitor to the State.”88 While
many royalist wives were regarded as innocent bystanders and therefore were granted
some kind of settlement, Margaret Cavendish was not so fortunate.89
She returned to the continent empty-handed and depressed, and this experience
may have been one of the factors that inspired a short essay entitled “on Tyrannical
Government” which appeared in her 1655 publication, The World’s Olio. In this essay
Cavendish writes,
The most Tyrannical Government is by Armies; for whatsoever intentions
they are raised for, if they are not disbanded as soon as the work is ended,
they grow mutinous; for idle time makes them corrupt one another. If they
be setled in Government, either to keep the people in subjection, or secure
their Princes, in time they will not onely keep the people in subjection, but
become Tyrants to their Princes, or Governours.90
In the remainder of the essay, Cavendish offers two examples that support her claims
about the propensity of soldiers to rule tyrannically, the armies of ancient Rome and the
Janissaries of the Turks. These particular examples ascribe soldiers’ ambition and
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disregard for state rulers to the depravity of a (non-Christian) Classical past or the
barbarity of a Foreign culture; yet her larger claims in this passage also invoke the
situation in England in the mid-1650s.
Directly following the execution of Charles I, England had been governed by an
executive council of state and a parliament consisting only of members who had survived
the infamous Pride’s Purge.91 By 1651, the army was pressuring these MPs to initiate
radical reform; by 1653, it had moved to dissolve altogether the parliament that it had
once served loyally. Cromwell then implemented a new constitution, the Instrument of
Government, an essentially conservative document that reinstituted the same balance of
power over the militia that Charles and his parliaments had enjoyed in the early years of
his reign. But when Cromwell began to push more stridently for moral, rather than
political, reform in 1655, he initiated the rule of the major-generals––a form of military
governance that many subjects, regardless of their affiliation before the wars, found
abhorrent.92
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The New Model Army had effectively controlled the state until the inception of
this experimental form of governance; it granted ten prominent officers a “wide range of
other local government functions” in addition to their supervision of regional troops in
England and Wales.93 Many of these functions were intended to suppress royalist
opposition to the new regime, but the major-generals were also to work closely with local
officials in what Barry Coward has described as “moral order” functions—that is,
enforcing “Laws against Drunkeness, Blasphemy, and taking of the name of God in vain,
by swearing and cursing, Plays and interludes, and prophaning of the Lord’s day, and
such like wickedness and abominations.”94 Of their governance, one MP claimed that
“the little finger of the Major Generals have I found heavier than the loins of the greatest
tyrant kings that went before.”95 Written in the same year the major-generals were
assigned, Margaret Cavendish’s essay on “Tyrannical Governments” either describes or
anticipates this same phenomenon.
It is hardly surprising that the royalist Cavendish should, in her essay on
“Tyrannical Governments” rail against the immoderate ambition of armies capable of
turning an ordered world on its head. Yet there is also textual evidence in addition to Bell
in Campo demonstrating that Cavendish did not always figure the political ambitions of
soldiers in strictly negative terms. Indeed, in Orations of Divers Sorts, printed the same
year as her Playes, Cavendish expresses more ambivalence about the propensity of
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armies to employ brute force for tyrannical ends than is apparent in “Tyrannical
Governments.” The collection of speeches, described in the preface as “Orations and
Speeches of all Sorts, and in all Places fit for Orations, Speeches, or particular
Discourses,” is Cavendish’s construction of a virtual rhetorical commonwealth, complete
with “Market-place” “Metropolitan City” and “Field of War.”96 Many of the sets of
speeches explicitly treat issues raised by civil war, such as the set of “Orations in a
disorderd, and yet unsetled state or government” that explore the “unnatural” difficulties
of subjects unable to live “under the Same Government [their] Fore-fathers did.”
Numerous others take up the destructive, despotic, and murderous tendencies of armed
collectives, including “An Oration to Souldiers, who have Kill’d their General.” Yet the
volume also speaks to soldiers’ willingness to reform in what appear to be “follow-up”
speeches, such as “An Oration to Souldiers, which repent the Death of their General.”97
Indeed, “An Oration to distressed Souldiers” and “An Oration to Run-Way Souldiers who
repent their fault” suggest Cavendish’s capacity to sympathize with the grievances of
soldiers as well as her general feeling that they were more than capable of moderating
their actions for the good of the commonwealth. Most compelling for the purposes of this
chapter’s analysis, however, is a set of speeches on the subject of the demobilization of
armies, for these orations are, like Bell in Campo, concerned with the degree to which
subjects’ armed service earns them a place in the governance of the nation.
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One speech in this set, “An Oration for the Disbanding of Souldiers,” echoes the
essay on “Tyrannical Governments” in its alarmist tone. The rhetor speaks to an audience
of “Senators and Citizens,” insisting that,
we have more Reason to Fear our own Souldiers than any other Power, by
reason they are become so Proud, and Insolent with their Victories, that
We that were their Masters, if not Speedily Presented, may Chance to
become their Slaves….So as they are Insolent and Proud, as we, their
Masters dare not Speak roughly to them; but when they are Disarm’d, they
will be Humble, and the Common Souldiers will follow their former
Trades, and several Occupations. (273)
The speech that follows this one presents an opposing argument, spoken from the
perspective of a soldier in the army addressing “Fellow Soldiers.” In this speech, a
martial-orator makes the following statement against his force’s demobilization:
Fellow Souldiers, Those, that would be our Masters, if you will give them
Leave, will Disband us, Turning us out of our Power by their Authority,
but if we submit and Yield thereto, we shall not only Lose our Pay, at least
Part of it, but we shall be subject to their Tyranny, Ruled by their Laws,
and Commanded by their Power; in Short, we shall be their Slaves, which
are now their Masters, our Arms being Stronger than their Laws;
Wherefore, let us keep our Strength, and Pull down their Authority…Shall
we Suffer them to make Ill Laws, that broke Good Laws? or shall we be
Govern’d by them, that cannot Govern themselves? Shall they, that have
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sit in Safety, when we Ventured our Lives, Reap the Profit of our
Victories?
No, Fellow Souldiers, let us Subject them to our Commands, as
being their Betters, and let not Us, that have made our Selves Gentlemen
by Arms, Noble-men by Victories, and Kings by Absolute Conquest, and
so Absolute Power, be subject to the Common Cowardly Rout, to ParishOfficers with their Tip-Staves, to Unjust Judges, Corrupt Magistrates,
Babling Lawyers, Foolish Counsellours, City Segeants, Tub-Preachers,
and the like; No, we will Preach, Teach, Decide, Rule, and give the Law
our Selves...98
Together, these orations speak to a power struggle between governors of a state and their
army, one that invokes an actual conflict that developed in 1647 over parliament’s
decision to disband the New Model army, which refused to comply.
As Mark Kishlansky has described it, this struggle for dominance was born of the
“tangled and complex” relationship that existed between Parliament and the New Model
at the conclusion of the first civil war. Kishlansky describes the nature of this struggle as
follows:
Parliament had called the Army into existence, had provided its material
wants, and had given it the justification for taking up arms against the
King; from this point of view Parliament was the Army’s master. Yet the
Army had fought Parliament’s wars—had literally saved the institution
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from oblivion and the members from traitors’ deaths––had defended it
against mob violence, and then from forcible dissolution; so from another
point of view Parliament owed its existence to the Army.99
Certainly, Cavendish’s orations in defense of the soldiers’ rights, as well as speeches
advocating their disbandment, significantly reduce the complexity of the competing
interests involved. Nonetheless, they do demonstrate that she had a basic understanding
of this struggle, and furthermore, that she was invested in exploring the debate from more
than one perspective.
More significantly, the oration against disbanding shares a number of thematic
and structural features in common with Lady Victoria’s speeches in Bell in Campo, and
thus invites us to consider whether Cavendish conceived of her fictional Amazons as
being of parallel status with the soldiers in the New Model. This claim, of course,
requires a more detailed discussion and more substantial evidence. In what follows, then,
I will offer support for these assertions along with background information on the New
Model Army and its actions in England in the late 1640s and early 1650s. By illuminating
Cavendish’s interest in debates over disbanding in Orations of Divers Sorts, I hope to
offer a lens through which to better interpret the rise and eventual demobilization of her
female army in Bell in Campo and its implications for the future restoration of the Stuart
dynasty.
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Fellow Souldiers
As I have already suggested in brief, the subject matter of Cavendish’s speeches
on disbanding invokes the political climate of 1647, when parliamentarians and army
officers wrangled over the issue of the New Model’s demobilization.100 At this point in
the war, the army had achieved several decisive victories over the king’s party that placed
parliament in a position to dictate a settlement with Charles I. MPs moved to cashier the
forces that had afforded this status, intending to disband some troops and to send others
into Ireland to keep down revolt. Up until this time, according to Austin Woolrych, the
New Model “had so far scrupulously refrained from political activity.” 101 Parliament’s
decision to disband it, however, changed everything.
Hearing that the army was advancing at that time towards London, MPs sent
orders for soldiers to retreat and barred them from coming within twenty-five miles of the
city. The army stopped in Essex, where its members conducted what Ian Gentles has
deemed “the first English experiment in army democracy.”102 Perhaps understandably,
the soldiers were concerned about the possibility of their punishment if parliament
officially ended the war; accordingly, they used their collective presence at Saffron
Walden to elect agitators from within the army to lobby on their behalf and to develop up
a plan for unified action. Members of the army also circulated a petition among the
officers and even some of the lower rank and file demanding that they not be disbanded
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until they had been granted payment owed for their services and indemnity for acts
committed on official orders from parliament.103
MPs pressured General Fairfax to stop the petition, and, upon hearing their
request, he wrote to the Speaker of the House William Lenthall of his earnest endeavor to
“take such course as might effectually conduce unto accomplishing your commands.”104
Though he prevented the further circulation of the petition, he nonetheless stood by his
officers’ actions and maintained their loyalty to parliament. When he relayed MPs’
concern over the petition, he explains, his officers “did generally expresse a very deep
sense of their unhappinesse, in being misunderstood in their clear intentions: which were
no other then by way of Petition to represent unto me those inconveniencies, which
would necessarily befall most of the Army after disbanding.” But “I trust,” he concluded,
“the Army will ever manifest their affections to the publicke by their constant
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perseverance in their accustomed obedience unto all your commands.”105 Although
Fairfax complied, he nonetheless continued to defend the rights of his army in print, and
expressed full support for their desire that “the just Rights and liberties of the subject is
vindicated and maintained.”106 He also defended his army’s character and its rationale for
descending upon London in another text, claiming that his army had marched towards
parliament with “nothing in [their] breasts, but thoughts of peace, and the good and
welfare of both of Parliament, City, and Kingdom.”107 The march was justified, he
insisted, by the army’s intent to “prevent that slavery designed upon us and the Nation”
and their more basic aim that “none may be oppressed in his just freedome and
Liberties.”108
In a series of widely-disseminated texts, including The Solemn Engagement of the
Army, A Declaration of the Army, and a Humble Remonstrance, agitators and other army
leaders would articulate their desires and, ultimately, their demands, demonstrating
definitively a political consciousness that no armed body prior to the New Model had
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ever displayed. 109 Austin Woolrych explains the impetus for that consciousness and its
nature as follows:
two main grievances drew the army as a body into the political arena. One
was the shabby treatment that the parliament was according to its soldiers,
starving them of their pay, failing to provide them with adequate
indemnity from the prosecution for acts committed under the stress of war
(such as commandeering horses or doing damage to property for defensive
reasons), and making little provision either for those incapacitated by their
wounds or for the widows and orphans of the fallen.110
As Woolrych describes them, such demands seem rather moderate. And indeed, they
remained so for several months in 1647. Insisting that its members wanted nothing other
than a fair settlement for themselves, the army’s texts continued to protest the soldiers’
demobilization until parliament could give them justice––particularly in the form of
arrears.
Yet the moderation of the army’s pronounced aims was not always matched by its
actions; immediately after the May vote in parliament to disband, for instance, one
regiment led by Cornet Joyce literally wrested the King from parliament’s control by
removing him from his guarded location in Northhamptonshire to bring him to
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Newmarket, where a number of regiments had traveled under an unrelated command
from Fairfax.111 Then, after a series of debates among the agitators and members of the
army council at Reading in July, the army produced the Heads of the Proposals, a
proposal that would mark the army’s official entrance into debates over the settlement of
the nation. No longer content to push their own particular grievances, they proposed an
agenda for the governance of the entire nation, and, with Cromwell as their messenger,
presented it directly to the king.112
Though none of the army leaders “intended a military occupation of the capital,
let alone a takeover of government” at this point, the army again marched towards
London in August and this time succeeded in taking over Westminster. As Barry Coward
notes, London was at that time a hotbed for the radical political sect the Levellers, led by
John Lilburne and Richard Overton. Once there, the army’s negotiations took an even
more radical turn, for “the army’s occupation of London allowed the Leveller…to
influence sections of opinion within the army on a significant scale.”113 Their arguments
for substantial economic, religious and educational reform aimed at, among other
changes, the leveling of all class hierarchies and the extension of the franchise to all
(male) English subjects; not surprisingly, their ideas had a great degree of appeal to some
members of the New Model who had either initially fought for parliament out of similarly
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populist convictions or had developed such convictions after risking their lives in the war
for little reward.
The infiltration of Leveller ideas threatened to drive a wedge in the typically
unified army. The circulation of two texts in particular, The Case of the Armie Truly
Stated and the truly revolutionary An Agreement of The People conflated the army and
the Leveller positions, a blurring which upset the New Model’s more conservative
members and occasioned a larger and more intense series of debates on the rights of
subjects and sovereigns. Held at Putney Bridge among members of the army, the Leveller
party and Political Independents, these debates colored the army leaders’ perception of
King Charles and monarchy more generally. Though most of the New Model’s members
opposed the Leveller’s program to destroy social hierarchy (and with it, the monarchy),
their discussions nevertheless ensured that when the king escaped from his imprisonment
to negotiate with the Scots, the New Model felt justified in renewing the war and
validated by God when they were again successful.
The degree to which the army’s agenda was subject to the increasing influence of
the Levellers at these debates is a subject beyond the scope of this chapter.114 What is
most significant for our discussion, nonetheless, is that the army’s protests are peppered
with what must be understood as leveling impulses, if not Leveller doctrine, and
Cavendish’s speech against disbanding reflects some of these impulses as well. Indeed,
her soldier’s passionate plea against disbanding turns the charge of military tyranny back
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on MPs, and exhorts that his fellow martialists “Pull down their Authority” so that
members of the army can remain free instead of becoming “slaves.”
Certainly, this kind of rhetoric would have seemed revolutionary and, therein,
appalling to members of Cavendish’s royalist community; it is thus somewhat perplexing
to find her tempering some of the more alarming implications of such leveling by
appealing to parliament’s unjust treatment, not only of its soldiers, but also of the king
and his order, within the same speech. “Shall we Suffer them to make Ill Laws, that broke
Good Laws?” the soldier asks rhetorically; “shall we be Govern’d by them, that cannot
Govern themselves? Shall they, that have sit in Safety, when we Ventured our Lives,
Reap the Profit of our Victories?”115 Such questions appeal rather sympathetically to the
notion that the kingdom’s armed servants often received little in return for their
sacrifices––a common sentiment in works of the early modern period. Additionally, these
rhetorical questions align the New Model soldiers with royalists, since both the speaker
and Charles’ supporters could agree that MPs had caused the war in initiating a conflict
against “Good Laws.” And though her soldier gloats to his comrades that “Every Mans
Purse is Ours,” he also adds a less tyrannical caveat that echoes the New Model’s more
moderate pleas for their arrears: “but it is Best, if it can be, to have our Pay gather’d a
Legal way.”116
Cavendish’s soldier-orator’s emphasis on his army’s victories is striking, as well;
though he overreaches when he claims that his “Fellow Souldiers” are the
parliamentarian’s “Betters,” his insistence that they have earned that status, “hav[ing]
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made [them]Selves Gentlemen by Arms, Noble-men by Victories, and Kings by Absolute
Conquest,” is in keeping with Cavendish’s more positive speeches on martial success. In
another oration, for example, she wrote, “how happy is that man that can raise himself
from a low Birth, to a glorious Renown? Thus from the Noblest to the meanest, Warr is
the way to advance them to honour…for which their Posterity will glory in their Valours,
poets will sing their Praises, Historians write their Acts, and Fame keep their Record.”117
While the soldiers in the anti-disbanding speech have gained a more radical degree of
notoriety and social mobility, the means that have occasioned their rise––namely,
victorious armed service––are the same as those by which Victoria and her Amazons
come to earn “freedome from the male slavery” in Bell in Campo.
This shared conception of the leveling power of military service raises the
question of whether Cavendish would have sympathized with or condemned the New
Model’s soldiers and their refusal to demobilize without the redress of their grievances.
The answer to this question is difficult to discern, not least because Cavendish herself
was reluctant to claim the sentiments expressed by any of her orators as her own
opinions. In the prefatory comments preceding Sociable Letters, she wrote, “As for my
Orations, I have heard, that some do Censure me for speaking too Freely and Patronizing
Vice too much” and defended herself from the charge by hedging her bets: “my Orations
for the most part are Declamations, wherein I speak Pro and Con, and Determine
nothing; and as for that Part which contains several Pleadings, it is Fit and Lawful that
both Parties should being in their Arguments as well as they can, to make their Cases
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Good.”118 Yet Cavendish’s willingness to let opposing voices “make their cases good” is
significant, for it does suggest that she believed there were virtues to each of the
arguments she presents in the text. Her ability to see the merits of opposing perspectives
is, after all, clear in even earlier texts. For example, in the Worlds Olio, the same text in
which she condemns the tyranny of armies, she also proposes that there are virtues in the
rule of an usurper over a “hereditary prince.” The usurper, she claimed, “being a subject
most commonly, knows better to command; like as a middle region knows better what is
below it, then the highest region doth, so those men that are subject to authority can see
better, then when they have full power of command.”119 Was Cavendish validating the
regicide and Oliver Cromwell’s regime here, or presenting arguments of its merits simply
as a matter of rhetorical exercise?
Hilda Smith has posited that surprising views such as these are “the moments” in
Cavendish’s works that most “define her independent voice”; in contrast to “statements
where she reiterated the views and language of others,” Smith suggests, Cavendish’s own
sentiments may occur in “places where she speaks outside the range of acceptable
royalist and Anglican viewpoints.”120 Mihoko Suzuki has employed a perhaps more
sound way of determining Cavendish’s particular views on an issue in comparing these
speeches to passages in works with less ambiguity––namely, those expressed by fictional
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analogs for Cavendish herself in plays such as Bell in Campo and Loves Adventures.
Finding a number of parallels between Leveller texts and another set of orations,
“Femal[e] Orations on the Status of women,” Suzuki demonstrates how sentiments
expressed in both are likewise articulated in Lady Victoria’s speeches in Bell in Campo;
“in arguing for the right to participate in the governing of the “Commonwealth,” she
contends, “Victoria articulates the position espoused by hundreds of leveler women in
their petitions of 1649.”121
Victoria’s speeches do indeed have a number of claims in common with
Cavendish’s “Female Orations” and, by extension, Leveller petitions that similarly argue
for gender equality. The themes and rhetorical structure of Victoria’s battlefield oration,
however, also exhibit some similarities with the soldier’s speech against the disbanding
of the army. I reproduce both speeches here in single space so they may be more readily
compared:
Fellow Souldiers, Those that would be our Masters, if you will give them
Leave, will Disband us, Turning us out of our Power by their Authority,
but if we submit and Yield thereto, we shall not only Lose our Pay, at least
Part of it, but we shall be subject to their Tyranny, Ruled by their Laws,
and Commanded by their Power; in Short, we shall be their Slaves, which
are now their Masters, our Arms being Stronger than their Laws;
Wherefore, let us keep our Strength, and Pull down their Authority…Shall
we Suffer them to make Ill Laws, that broke Good Laws? or shall we be
Govern’d by them, that cannot Govern themselves? Shall they, that have
sit in Safety, when we Ventured our Lives, Reap the Profit of our
Victories? No, Fellow Souldiers, let us Subject them to our Commands, as
being their Betters, and let not Us, that have made our Selves Gentlemen
by Arms, Noble-men by Victories, and Kings by Absolute Conquest, and
so Absolute Power, be subject to the Common Cowardly Rout, to ParishOfficers with their Tip-Staves, to Unjust Judges, Corrupt Magistrates,
Babling Lawyers, Foolish Counsellours, City Sergeants, Tub-Preachers,
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and the like; No, we will Preach, Teach, Decide, Rule, and give the Law
our Selves.
(Orations, 274-275)
Noble Heroickesses, I have intelligence that the Army of Reformations
begins to flag, wherefore now is the time to prove the courage of our Sex,
to get liberty and freedome from the Female Slavery, and to make our
selves equal to men; for shall Men only sit in Honours chair, and Women
stand as waiters by? Shall only Men in Triumphant Chariots ride, and
Women run as Captives by? Shall only men be Conquerors, and women
Slaves? shall only men live by Fame, and women dy in Oblivion? no, no,
gallant Heroicks raise your Spirits to a noble pitch, to a deaticall height, to
get an everlasting Renown, and infinite praises, by honourable, but
unusual actions; for honourable Fame is not got only by contemplating
thoughts which lie lasily in the Womb of the Mind, and prove Abortive, if
not brought forth in living deeds; but worthy Heroickesses, at this time
Fortune desires to be the Midwife, and if Gods and Goddesses did not
intend to favour our proceedings with a safe deliverance, they would not
have offered us so fair and fit an opportunity to be Mothers of glorious
Actions, and everlasting Fame, which if you be so unnatural to strangle in
the Birth by fearfull Cowardize, may you be whipt with the torturing
tongues of our own Sex we left behind us, and may be scorned by the
Masculine Sex, whilst other women are preferr’d and beloved, and may
you walk unregarded untill you become a Plague to your selves; but if you
Arm with Courage and fight valiantly, may men bow down and worship
you, birds [be] taught to sing your praises, Kings offer up their crowns to
you, and honour inthrone you in a mighty power.
(2 Bell in Campo, 1.3)
Notably, these speeches are proclaimed in rather different contexts; Victoria’s soldiers
have not yet achieved the decisive victories that will earn them renown, whereas the army
in the first speech has clearly fought its way into the upper echelons of governing power.
As we can tell from their juxtaposition, though, both orators employ a call-and-response
technique, asking a series of rhetorical questions followed by an emphatic rejection of
their opponents’ actions and values. And both orators conclude that valiant armed service
warrants substantive rewards.
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Victoria’s speech similarly, if less radically, casts the rewards of soldiery in what
is unmistakably the discourse of sovereignty. With its allusions to king’s crowns, thrones,
and mighty power, Victoria implies that military victors deserve rewards that are nothing
short of royal. Even if the soldier’s speech against disbanding seems no more sympathetic
when placed alongside Victoria’s speech, it seems clear that the kind of armed political
ambition that Cavendish deems utterly destructive in the essay on “Tyrannical
Governments,” is presented in both speeches with greater ambivalence, and, in the case
of the Amazonian speech, that ambition is posed in terms that are quite seductive. Indeed,
to a great extent, the play actually celebrates what the essay on “Tyrannical
Governments” condemns and the New Model’s success established—the fact that the
power to conquer is, in effect, the power to govern.
Yet just as the New Model’s victories in the mid-1640s were rewarded with a cold
command for their disbandment, the achievements of Victoria’s army are not initially
well received by their male counterparts, and it is in the subsequent interactions between
the two armed collectives of Reformation that we can most clearly see the Amazons’
actions as parallel with those taken by the New Model in response to Parliamentary
attempts to disarm it. In the next and final section of this chapter, I lay out my final and
more specific case for Cavendish’s female collective as a re-casting of the New Model’s
rise and politicization, comparing the former with the latter as it was reported to English
exiles on the continent by diplomats to Henrietta Maria’s court.
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Advice From Afar
As I noted earlier in this chapter, subjects in England could read about the New
Model’s political movements in the numerous letters penned by members of the army;
such texts not only were published individually, but also appeared as a collective in a
volume of correspondence between army members and between the army and
parliament––a document numbering more than 160 pages. The army and the Levellers
published more official versions of their demands as well, texts which were readily
available to readers all over the country.122 And, of course, the exploits of all parties
dominated both royalist and parliamentary newsbooks between 1647 and 1649.123 While
it seems highly unlikely that even William Cavendish would have read these accounts
firsthand while in exile, news of the army’s doings also figures prominently in the
correspondence of foreign ambassadors; it is in the letters and “intelligences” from such
diplomats that we may gain insight into how Margaret Cavendish came to know about the
army of her husband’s enemies.
Writing from Paris, where the Cavendishes lived until late 1648, the Venetian
ambassador to France, Giovanni Battista Nani, sent numerous dispatches about the civil
war and its outcomes, including “Advices from London” from January of 1646 marking
the fate of Charles I and his forces; at that time, the advices relayed, “he remains at
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Oxford, in increasing straits, and in the shortage of money the troops are disbanding.
Parliament meanwhile is growing greater and amassing troops to try and squeeze him as
soon as possible and reduce him to extremity in that narrow compass.”124 In March 1646,
Nani included the report that “Parliament has printed a list of all the victories and
advantages won against the king since the 1st of June last and they amount to exactly
72”––far from encouraging news to royalists abroad.125 While Newcastle struggled to
serve his master from afar, advices dated from the 30th of November noted the contrasting
success of his rival: “General Fairfax has come to London and was received in triumph
and with pomp, being thanked in the name of the Houses for the important services which
he has rendered to the country.”126
Fairfax, however, was not to have an easy retirement. Advices from 25th April
noted that “the army of Fairfax shows great discontent at the attempt to prevent them
from presenting their just complaints to the Houses,”127 and in May, Nani included the
first of many reports about the conflicting interests of the New Model and the MPs that
had once provided it with authority. “The army has presented the Houses with a paper
containing many grievances,” the advices read; “Parliament is somewhat apprehensive,
fearing some disturbances, as they foresee that the troops will not disband if they are not
satisfied.”128
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In June, Nani broke an amazing story that would continue to develop over the
subsequent six months:
First by the ordinary and later by special advices to the queen of England
we have heard of such a great revolution in the affairs of England that
everyone is in suspense to hear the sequel. It was supposed that the army
would be disbanded, and Gen. Fairfax left London for the purpose
promising that he would be the first to set the example with his regiments;
but the very opposite happened. He sent a courier to inform the Houses
that when he reached the army he could not induce it to be satisfied with
what was promised and it was consequently in a mutinous state. He had
served faithfully but he could not do the impossible. Parliament in alarm at
once stopped Col. Scippon who was going thither with the money to pay
them, so that the money might not fall into the hands of the rebels.129
This particular narrative reveals the shift in the army’s status from a regular fighting force
to revolutionaries, and finally, to rebels. Their continued association with radical politics
is indicated in a later post, from November, invoking one of the texts authored by the
Levellers in order to garner the army’s strength for their own cause:
The new faction in the army which has caused some regiments to separate
from the others, bears the title of the Levellers and demands that the state
shall be formed without king, princes, or nobles, but all equal, as men
were after the Creation. The excitement over a small book last week has
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not died down. It bears the title “The Case of the Army” and since it tends
to encourage disorder, they are making careful enquiry for the author. The
chief officers of the whole army have met about this at the quarters of
Gen. Fairfax. They have discussed certain reforms …to find money [:]
reducing the pay of officers not on active service, cutting down quarters,
dismissing many who only enlisted after the army passed through London,
and seeing securities for the pay which is due to them.130
Nani continued to present these Advices from London, often along with his own
commentary on events through December of the following year, though the Cavendishes
were no longer in Paris to receive them. Regardless of whether Margaret Cavendish was
in France or the Spanish Netherlands, reports like these make clear the specificity with
which foreign diplomats carried news from England to the continent. This
correspondence not only offers an outsider’s perspective on English current affairs, but
also helps to explain how Cavendish came to write so explicitly about the New Model’s
conflicts with parliament in Orations of Divers Sorts.
Nani’s reports underscore many of the events and issues I discussed in previous
sections of this essay, suggesting the degree to which the New Model’s rise to power
marked a radical shift in the direction and function of the military in England. In refusing
to demobilize, its members were in effect, insisting on their status as an independent
political body––neither fully serving the political interests of the parliament that created
it, nor those of Charles I. Its unity and independence were unprecedented—at no other
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time in English history had a collective military body insisted upon its own agenda so
forcefully against both legislative and executive branches of the English Government.
There is little doubt that Margaret Cavendish knew of the events that transpired in 1647,
and she appears to have been deeply fascinated by the implications of the New Model’s
success.
To be sure, she had many reasons to hate the army and its members, especially
Fairfax; even before his forces decisively routed those of her husband, Fairfax had fought
with Newcastle in the fields of the printed text, and he would ultimately order the death
of her brother Charles after he was apprehended during a siege on Colchester in 1648.
Charles’s murder by gunshot at point blank range afforded him the status of a famous
royalist martyr, and it is hard to imagine that Cavendish could have valorized the
perpetrators of such a deed. At the same time, given the contrastingly dismal reports of
King Charles’s army, it is hardly surprising that the New Model’s victories and
subsequent political negotiations would have caught her imagination.
Even if Cavendish did not intend to fashion her Amazons after the parliamentary
soldiers, the latter army’s exploits nonetheless demonstrated that the legislative gains she
envisioned for her soldiers in Bell in Campo were not so unrealistic. While there were
certainly other women performing brave acts, the structure of the play’s Amazon army
stands in relative contrast to the individual women who acted, for the most part,
independently of other women during the English civil wars. Unlike the singular female
figures of Henrietta Maria or Brilliana Harley, the soldiers in Victoria’s band forms an
organized, collective body. Additionally, Victoria’s army fulfills a different function.
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Individuals such as Lady Hamilton took up arms for pre-existing national and political
causes, whereas Victoria’s army takes on a cause distinct from those that motivate the
two main war parties in the play. Of course, its members are initially affiliated with the
Army of Reformation as wives, sisters and friends of the soldiers from that kingdom.
However, even as their presence on the field is initially couched as a gesture of love,
loyalty, and support, their development into a “warlike body” is predicated on a very
different agenda.
After the women have been transported away from the action and taken to a
garrison town, Victoria exclaims, “Let us return, and force those that sent us away to
consent that we shall be partakers with them…and to help rule the World, where now we
are kept as Slaves forced to obey.” “Let us make our selves free,” she exclaims, “either
by force, merit, or love.” We know from what transpires that she intends for her army to
use force; but it will do so with an independent ideological thrust not present in the brave
acts of individual women who fought for already-established camps. In this way, the
trajectory of the female army’s politicization recalls not the brave ladies who fought as
Scottish, Royalist or parliamentary supporters, but rather, the New Model Army, the
martial collective that fought for the liberties of its own members as fiercely as it had
fought for Parliament.
Though Lady Victoria insinuates that the women had political motives for
following the Army of Reformation from the beginning, those motives are never voiced
in the play until the soldiers of Reformation deem the women unnecessary and disruptive
in the political machinations of the male army. Only then does the women’s army forge
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its own political agenda––directly in response to being “sent away.” Their dismissal
alone prompts them to develop goals that position their army not only against to the army
of Faction, but also temporarily, at least, in opposition to the Reformation troops that its
members initially had accompanied. This opposition heightens when they begin to march
toward the male army, which demands that Victoria and her troops “retreat back, fearing
they might be a disturbance.” The Gentleman’s report echoes the newssheets from
London sent by the Venetian ambassador in his correspondence to Venice from Paris, one
of which noted that “Parliament is somewhat apprehensive, fearing some disturbances”
with regards to the Army’s march to London in order to present their petition to the
Houses. While there is no certain evidence that Cavendish had read these same
newssheet, the similar language here is provocative, and invites us to see Victoria’s army
as a version of the New Model that allows for the realization of its demands so that it
does not need to continue in the radical course of action that gives license to regicidal
impulses.
Like the New Model, Victoria and her soldiers are unable to achieve those
demands simply by performing valiantly in the field. Roused by their commander’s
inspiring oration, the female army rescues their flagging male counterparts in the second
part of Bell in Campo, taking the advantage in battle with “prudence and dexterity.”
Indeed, one gentleman claims, “They did not only rout this army of Faction, killing and
wounding many, and set their own Countrymen at liberty and gained many spoils, and
took numbers of Prisoners of their Enemies with Bag and baggage” (2 BC, 2.5). Yet,
“upon this Victory,” the gentleman reports, “the Masculine Sex of the Army of
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Reformation was much out of countenance” (2 BC, 2.5) since the men have been bested
not only by Faction, but also by women of their own country. Rather than thank the
female army, the male soldiers use their victory to “lay siege to the next Towns in the
Enemies country,” an act which renders Victoria’s troops “much inraged for not making
them of their council” (2 BC, 2.5).
The female soldiers’ collective outrage prompts Victoria to send a scathing
message to the male army’s camp, and this time, her words and tone invoke the more
alarming aspects of Cavendish’s oration against disbanding. “Wonder[ing] at their
ingratitude,” Victoria delivers the following invective against the army that she had
initially joined out of love:
[Now] we are become victorious over our Enemies and Masters, and [are]
Mistresses in the Field by our own strengths; for our Army is now become
numerous, full and flourishing, formed, and comformable by our
Discipline, skillfull by our practice, valiant by our resolutions, powerful
by our victory, terrible to our Enemies…and a subject of Envy to the
Masculine Sex. But your army is weak and decrepid, fitter for an Hospital
than for a Field of War, you power is lost, your courage is cold, your
discipline disorderous, and your command sleighted, despised by your
enemies, pittied by your friends, forsaken by good Fortune, and made
subject unto our Effeminate Sex, which we will use by our by our power
like Slaves.
(2 BC, 2.5)
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Whereas Victoria’s earlier exhortation celebrated a more fantastic and general vision of
the rewards that military service could supply her charges, this speech claims mastery
over the male army to which it had once professed loyalty.
These harsh words lead to further negotiations, and while the men are working out
the details among themselves, Victoria “besiege[s] a considerable Fort, a place which was
as it were the Key that unlockt the passage into the heart of the Enemies Kingdome,”
ultimately giving Reformation the advantage they need to put an end to the war
altogether. In contrast to both New Model Army and MPs, who failed to produce a
settlement that pleased Charles I, Cavendish’s male soldiers are eventually able to
propose a relationship between the two collectives that Victoria will accept. “Hereafter,”
they promise, “your rules shall be our methods, by which we will govern all our actions”
(2 BC, 3.8). With this declaration, Victoria is satisfied, and congratulates her troops in
what will be her final speech as a commander on active duty. “Noble heroickesses,” she
announces,
by your valours, and constant, and resolute proceedings, you have brought
your Tyrants to be your Slaves; those that Commanded your absence, now
humbly sue your presence, those that thought you a hindrance have felt
your assistance, the time is well altered since we were sent to retreat back
from the Masculine Army….By our actions of War we have proved
ourselves to be every way equal with men; for what we want of strength,
we have supplied by industry, and had we not done what we have done,
we should have lived in ignorance and slavery. (2 BC, 3.8)
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Thus given their proper due, Victoria’s troops disband without fanfare.
The female army’s disbandment is a significant issue in the critical history of Bell
in Campo, as many critics have understood the cashiering of Lady Victoria’s forces as a
reminder of the limits of Cavendish’s proto-feminism. While Bennett and Raber have
applauded Cavendish’s representations of the relative gains made by Victoria’s army,
others have been less satisfied by Victoria’s decision to disband and the subsequent
rewards offered to her and her soldiers. Tomlinson, for instance, calls their rewards
“disarmingly local and domestic,” noting that, rather than provide substantive social
change, the reforms the king enacts “first invert the structure of the patriarchal family,
then backtrack pathetically to a provision for partnership in marriage.”131 Holmesland, as
well, notes the relative conservatism of the play’s transgressiveness with respect to the
Amazons’ rewards: “There is, then, no inversion of society’s gendered structure by the
end of the play,” he contends, since “the elevation of the women does not alter the
positions of the men [and] the appraisal of the female warriors is solely at the expense of
the women who did not join the Amazon army.”132 Likewise, Bonin has woefully
referred to the female army’s eventual disbandment in Bell in Campo as “the dissolution
of the women warrior’s utopian project,” arguing that the “the insistent impermanence”
of Victoria’s troops “suggests that women’s desires are marginal, inappropriate, or even
impossible to imagine and sustain outside of patriarchal contexts.”133
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I think it is essential to acknowledge, as these scholars have, the limits of
Cavendish’s play as a feminist text. From this perspective, the conclusion of Bell in
Campo does, in fact, offer disappointing gains for women as a whole, and in fact,
presents some rather disturbing revelations. For instance, the sixth clause of the new Act
promises that “all those women that have committed such faults as is a dishonour to the
Female Sex, shall be more severely punished than heretofore, in not following
[Victoria’s] exemplary virtues” (2 BC, 5.21). Such rules are actually destructive to
women’s social status, reifying the privileged status of the male warrior instead of
overturning it and validating other contributions to the state. When read in terms of the
larger political context of the civil war and commonwealth, however, Bell in Campo’s
failures as a feminist text may be understood more constructively, not just in terms of its
treatment of the rewards of female action, but also with respect to the play’s
understanding of what is necessary to preserve both national unity and subject liberties.
If we consider Lady Victoria’s army as a feminist utopia, we must indeed mourn
its general’s decision to disband. Yet from the perspective of the military contexts that
Cavendish’s play drew upon, we may understand the female army’s disbandment
somewhat differently. As Divers Orations, the essay “Of Tyrannical Governments,” and
Bell in Campo demonstrate, Cavendish was fascinated by the increasingly powerful and
radical status of the institution of English soldiery. These texts taken together and read
against the political backdrop of 1647 suggest Cavendish’s realization of the
revolutionary potential that unified armed bodies could wield in an age where soldiers
would bring down the monarchy and dissolve parliaments. The New Model Army made
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it possible to imagine that soldiers could take part in the governance of the state, and that
successful martial service and continued possession of arms gave subjects the right and
authority to push for political reforms.
That Cavendish was truly excited by this potential seems evident in her portrayal
of the female army’s reward at the end of the play. Victoria and her soldiers receive “all
the spoils of the war ” from the Masculine army, a gift of no small significance.
Plutarch’s Lamia, the probable source for Fletcher’s Celia, was “among those spoiles” of
Demetrius’ fleeting conquest of Ptolomy,134 and her status should that remind us that
women could themselves be deemed spoil in the gendered economies of warfare in
Classical and early modern texts alike. Not victims of spoil, Victoria’s heroickesses
receive it and are as well agents of it. According to the gentleman reporters, by the end of
the play, “the Lady Victoria and her she Officers and Commanders have distributed all
their spoils got in these Wars amongst the Common she Souldier” (5.22); in contrast to
Shakespeare’s Henry, who never revisits his promise to make the lowly members of his
army more gentle, Victoria’s vision of martial-social mobility becomes a reality for all of
her soldiers through their collective achievements and their leader’s benevolence.
Victoria’s benevolence is ultimately matched by that displayed by the king, who
is apparently secure enough in his position that he is willing to part with some of his
power to those who have explicitly and publicly fulfilled their implicit contract of duty to
him. According to our gentleman reporter, “the Lady Victoria shall be brought through
the City in triumph, which is a great honour, for never any one makes triumphs in
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Monarchy but the King himself” (2 BC, 5.19). Cavendish again emphasizes the king’s
generosity to his soldiers in her construction of a messenger who enters carrying a tablet;
in this tablet, he explains, “there shall be blank for the female Army to write their desires
and demands” (5.19). Beyond the power entailed by petitioning, this forum affords the
ladies an opportunity to dictate, rather than negotiate, their demands. The women are then
given greater authority in their homes through legislation “which was never granted nor
given to any before.” Their armed service earns them upward social mobility and the
respect of the men in the kingdom, including the king. Taking a different course from that
the parliamentary army would take, Victoria’s soldiers become the newest model
citizens.

Conclusion
Lady Victoria’s army only disbands after the Reformation army concedes to the
female army’s equality—that is, when they claim, “we are not so ambitious as to desire to
be Commanders” but rather “assistants, and…common souldiers” (2 BC, 3.8). In
“Tyrannical Governments” Cavendish had argued that armies should be “disbanded as
soon as the work is ended,” and along these lines, Bell in Campo’s narrative of
demobilization is in keeping with Cavendish’s disapproval of what she considered unjust
and immoderate ambition on the part of armed collectives. If she recognized the New
Model’s revolutionary potential, she also feared its destructive side, as did any English
subject who lived during the commonwealth and under the rule of the major-generals.
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Bell in Campo may reflect the labor and intellectual engagement of an
extraordinary woman; more importantly, though, it also registers some specific shifts in
her culture’s understanding of the subjects and objects of military obligation in England.
Subjects took up arms for the defense of either king or parliament in the early 1640s, but
many stayed armed into the late 1640s in order to defend their own basic rights.
Cavendish advocates military means without acknowledging the violence entailed in their
deployment, obliging her soldiers, male or female, to keep their political aims within
moderation. Significantly, however, they are to do so not for the king, but for the
common good of the country. Thus the best kind of Reformation is wrought by factions
whose intentions are as much to re-unite in the end as to reform. By projecting gender
issues into the civil war, Cavendish could advocate her own brand of national unity
without endorsing regicide or what she felt was the unnecessary destruction of the
country.
When Cavendish’s lady Victoria lists for her soldiers the potential spoils of their
trade, she speaks in terms of their future royalty; but if her Amazons were capable of
taking the crown, they nonetheless opt for less tyrannical actions. Exalting instead in the
judicious pleasures of citizenship, they pass “the time in heroick sports…hunting the
stags [and] wild Boars and the like” (2 BC, 5.14). Our gentleman informer tells us that
“Those that have the good fortune to kill the Chase…is Queen until another chase is
killed”—a description of the female army’s pastimes that recasts the notion of the
soldier-as-regicide in the innocuous discourse of ritual play. While their post-fighting
games may be a disappointing end in the context of feminist politics, they represent, for
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Cavendish at least, a victory for moderate and appropriate military intervention. The
army may be dead, but long live its Queens.
*
Margaret Cavendish was not the only subject to recognize and condemn the lack
of political moderation in the New Model Army after 1647 as well as in rule of the
Major-Generals after 1655. The New Model reminded subjects that such collectives
could also be maintained only through heavy taxation, the burden of which turned
civilian public opinion firmly against the development of a standing army in England.
Anti-army sentiment had been building throughout the reign of Charles I, and after the
New Model’s political intervention in the later 1640s, MPs were willing to reach a
settlement with Charles II at any cost simply to achieve the demobilization of Cromwell’s
army. At Cromwell’s death in 1658, Englishmen and women were well aware of the
destructive potential of armed collectives, having witnessed throughout the 1650s these
collectives’ capacity to become instruments of tyranny rather than models of sound
government.
By 1660, most members of the army were willing to disband; much like
Cavendish’s amazons, they felt that their armed service was no longer necessary for the
country’s governance, and in contrast to the New Model, they found the terms of their
demobilization satisfactory. In fact, the Declaration at Breda not only promised the
soldiers their arrears, but also offered them an additional week’s pay and made provisions
for the disabled. Such promises suggest that Charles II was mindful of the legitimate
complaints raised by the New Model Army and possibly even anxious to respond to
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soldiers’ potential grievances with more sympathy than the MPs in the late 1640s had
displayed. As Lois G. Schwoerer has written, the future king also promised to enact
legislation that would facilitate soldiers’ reintegration into civil society, a problem that
had concerned English playwrights for more than half a century. Under such legislation,
veterans of the civil wars would be allowed to practice a trade or open a shop “without
satisfying apprenticeship requirements,”135 a tacit acknowledgement that subjects’ service
in the field had earned them a place outside of it.
In making such promises, Charles II addressed practical concerns once raised by
soldiers in the New Model, and gave the current troops “strong inducement to disband”
and support his rule.136 Newcastle’s experiences after the restoration make clear,
however, that the second Charles Stuart did not feel a “strong inducement” to reward all
of the soldiers who had supported his father. Indeed, William Cavendish was never
repaid for the substantial expenditures he made during the wars, and the king refused to
help him recover the losses he incurred in the form of damages to his property during the
interregnum.137 Charles II did not appoint his former tutor to a position at court, passing
up Newcastle for the soldiers who were directly involved in his restoration.
Describing her husband’s fate after 1660, Margaret Cavendish recorded the
following conversation:

135

“No Standing Armies!”: The Antiarmy Ideology in Seventeenth-Century
England (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1974) 77.
136
Ibid.
137
Margaret Cavendish describes these losses in great detail in her biography, The
Life of...WC, 99-108.
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I have heard him say several times, That his love to his gracious Master
King Charles the Second, was above the love he bore to his Wife,
Children, and all his Posterity, nay to his own life: And when, since His
return into England, I answer’d him, That I observed His Gracious Master
did not love him so well as he lov’d Him, he replied That he cared not
whether his Majesty lov’d him again or not; for he was resolved to love
him.138
The former royalist commander’s expression of loyalty and devotion at the onset of peace
is precisely what Shakespeare’s Henry V desperately wants to hear from his subjects on
the eve of the battle of St. Crispin: an acknowledgement that soldiers owe their king
unconditional love, even when the conditions of his military service have reduced their
health and wealth. This post-restoration account of Newcastle’s experience thus oddly
brings us back to the discussion of Shakespeare with which this study began, an
exploration of whether the king was responsible for “the particular endings of his
soldiers.” William Cavendish may have ultimately accepted his sovereign’s denial of
such a responsibility; nonetheless, the dramatic works in this study––even the one penned
by Newcastle’s wife––remind us that no soldier could do so with ease.
Although some soldiers did profit from the Restoration Settlement, the terms that
allowed Charles II to assume the throne did not initiate systematic reform in the English
militia. Rather, the Settlement provided only circumstantial protection and benefits for
soldiers who had fought to defend England in the 1640s and 50s. It did not make any
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changes to the ways in which the Crown articulated English subjects’ service debts, nor
did it amend how the payment of such debts––fiscal and physical––would be enforced. In
fact, when the issue of the military prerogative that helped spark the first civil war was
finally settled in 1662, it was resolved by a Cavalier parliament that completely
disregarded all that transpired in the previous twenty years. Militia bills passed in 1662
and the following year placed the authority for raising troops firmly in the office of
monarch, giving the king complete statutory control over militia for the first time in
English history. Charles II was not really a soldier, but his reign effectively harnessed the
nation’s military power, taking for Crown a degree of martial authority that Henry VII
could not have even imagined.
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Afterword

While I have attempted to provide synchronic and diachronic accounts of the
soldier in English drama in the four preceding discussions, some limitations remain in the
study as a whole. This breadth is itself the major limitation, since the length of each
chapter makes it difficult for readers, and indeed, even for the author, to draw
“soundbite” conclusions about soldier characters over time. Additionally, in its current
state, the dissertation grants little attention the role genre plays in constructions of the
soldier in English plays. Although the introduction of this study includes a justification of
why I have chosen to focus my analysis on dramatic works over other kinds of literature,
I have not yet formulated conclusions about the significance of sub-genres within the
larger category of English plays. As a whole, the study examines what no doubt appears
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to be a rather idiosyncratic grouping of literary works: five history plays, one
tragicomedy, and a comic closet play. If “playing soldiers” is “tantamount to making
history” in early modern England, as I suggest in the dissertation’s introduction, how
might differences in genre account for these play’s particular versions of history?
Furthermore, the dissertation deals rather superficially with religion, even as its
chapters treat literary works which were composed and performed during wars and in
times of civil unrest rooted in religious conflicts. The study would look very different if,
to provide just one example, my third chapter examined The Martyr’d Soldier instead of
The Valiant Scot. Like J.W.’s The Valiant Scot, James Shirley’s The Martyr’d Soldier
was printed in 1638, amidst disputes over the Anglican prayer book in Scotland and
amidst widespread criticism of Charles’ support of Laudian church reform in England.
And like the text of The Valiant Scot, The Martyr’d Soldier was prefaced with a letter to a
notorious dedicatee. In fact, the letter preceding The Martyr’d Soldier addresses Sir
Kenelm Digby, a man who owned a manuscript copy of The Humorous Lieutenant, and
more importantly, a subject whose affiliation with the Catholic Church and close personal
relationship with England’s Catholic Queen led to his imprisonment in 1642 and
subsequent exile to France. This play suggests that more might be said about the ways in
which spiritual concerns intersect with national defense and martial loyalty, either in
existing chapters of the dissertation, or by introducing or substituting additional chapters.
In future versions of this study, the framing materials of the study will also offer
more discussion of social rank. Although I have tried to provide nuanced examinations of
the particular soldier characters featured in the plays I discuss, my general comments
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about these characters collapse a variety of military significations into a single category.
Class rank (or early modern approximations of it) played a significant role in subjects’
experiences with military service; my first chapter’s comparison between Falstaff’s
conscripts and Sir Walter Blunt barely scratches the surface of that role. It is, of course,
an understatement to say that conscripts and commissioned officers made good on their
service debts in unequal ways, and further attention to social and martial hierarchies
throughout the study would add greater complexity to its assessment of soldiery as an
institution and early modern subject position.
At the same time, much of my research on martial subjects has convinced me that
dramatists were most interested in military obligation not as it affected certain classes or
groups of subjects, but as it affected all subjects as a primary condition of being English.
They were invested in exploring a phenomenon that facilitated––and troubled––the
workings of national governance, and this is the phenomenon that I offered the most
attention in each chapter. Accordingly, I conducted my examination of soldier characters
on two basic levels. First, I considered the ways in which plays featuring soldier
characters address debates over military affairs contemporaneous with their production.
Second, I offered an account of why such characters continued to resonate with
playwrights and early modern audiences throughout a seventy year period marked by
political upheaval and unprecedented changes to the structure of English government.
My discussions of specific plays placed dramatic works in the context of their
composition, performances, and in some cases, their printing, in order to establish their
relationship to topical events and significant martial conflicts taking place in specific
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cultural moments. In the chapter on John Fletcher’s The Humorous Lieutenant, I
suggested that the play responds to anxieties in England in the 1610s and 20s over the
country’s military readiness, and more particularly, to anxieties occasioned by the repeal
of Tudor militia legislation and consequential unruliness of subjects mustered to secure
the country’s safety. In the following chapter, I argued that J.W.’s The Valiant Scot
underscores similarities between Charles I’s struggles in Scotland and the failed
occupation of that country by Edward I, noting furthermore that it anticipates future
military conflicts between England and Scotland in the late 1630s. And in the
dissertation’s final chapter, I claimed that Margaret Cavendish’s Bell in Campo
chronicles an alternative trajectory for the civil wars in England, constructing a new
model of armed service that recalls and recasts the political actions of Parliament’s New
Model Army in 1647.
In addition to advancing these specific arguments about the topicality of dramatic
works, I showed how the specific concerns addressed in these works relate to a larger and
more persistent anxiety over military obligation in England––an anxiety that all English
subjects and monarchs felt deeply, if in very different (and in various) ways. I argued that
early modern plays staged military service debt as a phenomenon which exerts pressure
on the already fragile human relationships that collectively make up the state; from
Shakespeare’s Henry IV and Henry V to Margaret Cavendish’s Bell in Campo, we can see
how military obligation to king and country creates and exacerbates tension between
subject and monarch, amongst the ruling aristocracy and sovereign ruler, and even
amongst men and women.
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The project in its entirety established that anxieties about subjects’ obligations
may be traced directly to contemporary military policy, and more particularly, to changes
in early modern militia legislation that began in the middle ages. Indeed, Tudor laws
about subjects’ martial duties were themselves products of more than a century of
struggle between monarchs and the English aristocracy to control and manage armed
power; subsequent legislation not only reflects those older struggles, but also created new
problems that would go unresolved until the eighteenth century. Thus when early modern
playwrights staged armed service, they raised and addressed questions that had
implications beyond particular moments in history: they invited audiences, just as their
works now invite modern scholars, to consider the very nature of authority in the early
modern state.
In exploring the relationship between sovereignty, armed power and military
institutions in England, early modern plays about soldiers provide ample evidence that
the authority to demand military service was essentially the authority to govern individual
will and agency and, more significantly, to control subjects’ lives and deaths. Clearly
mindful of the perilous nature of military service for subjects as well as its significance
for state leaders, early modern dramatists understood the need to explore and stake out
the limits of subject loyalty and royal reciprocity. The plays I discussed in this
dissertation gave flesh and lived experience to these limits––not only as they had been
defined by current law and historical precedent, but also as they would develop, and
would continue to change, in the hearts and minds of the English public.
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